CITY OF ARCATA
SPECIAL CITY COUNCIL MEETING
COUNCIL CHAMBER
736 F Street, Arcata

JANUARY 16, 2020
Thursday, 6:00 PM
AGENDA

Special accommodations for the disabled who attend City meetings can be made in advance by
contacting the City Clerk at 822-5953. Assistive listening devices are available.
Pursuant to Government Code section 54957.5, all writings or documents relating to any item on
this agenda which have been provided to a majority of the City Council, including those received
less than 72 hours prior to the City Council meeting, will be made available for public inspection
in the agenda binder located on the counter in the lobby at Arcata City Hall, 736 F Street, during
normal business hours, and on the City's website at www.cityofarcata.org.
PLEASE NOTE: Speakers wishing to distribute materials to the City Council at the meeting are
requested to provide 10 copies to the City Clerk.

I.
II.
III.

FLAG SALUTE
ROLL CALL
CEREMONIAL MATTERS
A. Proclamation Designating January 27–February 2, 2020, as Arcata High School
Career and College Center Week.
B. Proclamation Recognizing January 2020 as National Mentoring Month.

IV.

REPORT BY COMMISSION/COMMITTEE
A. Annual Report from the Planning Commission.

V.

EARLY ORAL COMMUNICATIONS
This 15-minute time period is provided for people to address the Council on matters not
on the agenda. At the conclusion of all oral communications the Council may respond to
statements. Any request that requires Council action will be set by the Council for a future
agenda or referred to staff. Speakers addressing the Council at this time may be limited to
two minutes. All other Oral and Written Communications will be heard at this meeting
under Agenda Item XI.
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VI.
VII.

N/A
CONSENT CALENDAR
All matters on the Consent Calendar are considered to be routine by the City Council and
are enacted in one motion. There is no separate discussion of any of these items. If
discussion is required, that item is removed from the Consent Calendar and considered
separately. At the end of the reading of the Consent Calendar, Council members or
members of the public can request that an item be removed for separate discussion.
A. Approve the Minutes of the City Council Meeting of December 4, 2019.
B. Approve the Minutes of the City Council Meeting of December 12, 2019.
C. Approve the Minutes of the City Council Meeting of December 18, 2019.
D. Bi-Weekly Report on General Warrants.
E. Award a Construction Contract for the Arcata Valve Vault Installation and Pipe
Connections Project to RAO Construction Co., Inc. in the Amount of $35,392.00;
Authorize the City Engineer to Increase the Contract Amount by up to $7,078.40
(20 Percent for a Total of $42,470.40) to Allow for Any Unforeseen
Contingencies and Additional Work as Necessary; and Authorize the City
Manager to Execute all Applicable Documents.
F. Adopt Resolution No. 190-47, a Resolution of City Council of the City of Arcata
Ratifying the Arcata Fire Protection District’s Ordinance No. 19-19 Adopting
the 2019 California Fire Code, Title 24, Part 9, Based on the 2018 International
Fire Code.
G. Adopt Resolution No. 190-46 Authorizing a $1 Million HOME Investment
Partnerships Program Grant Application for the Tenant-Based Rental
Assistance Program.
H. Accept Grant in the Amount of $1,100 from the Humboldt Area Foundation for
Habitat Restoration in Butcher Slough.
I.

Accept Grant in the Amount of $600 from the Humboldt Area Foundation for
the Arcata Ridge Trail.

J.

Adopt Resolution No. 190-48 Amending the Loan Terms and Funding
Commitment for the Isackson’s Affordable Housing Project.
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VIII.

ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR
Items removed from the Consent Calendar will be heard under this section.

IX.

OLD BUSINESS
A. Provide Direction on Ordinance No. 1527, An Ordinance of the City Council of
the City of Arcata Amending Chapter 3.5 of Title V of the Arcata Municipal
Code, to Establish Regulations Related to Single-Use Disposable Foodware Items
and Plastic Bottle Restrictions, Title V—Sanitation And Health, Chapter 3.5—
Waste Reduction; Requiring All Single-Use Disposable Foodware (SUDs) be
Compostable as Defined in the Ordinance; Encouraging Reusable Foodware and
Dispensers; Allowing Businesses to Charge a “Take-Out” Fee to Encourage
Customer Use of Reusable Containers; and Prohibiting the Sale or Distribution
of Single-Use Plastic Beverage Containers at City Facilities and Events.
At its May 1, 2019, meeting, the City Council directed staff to amend the Arcata
Municipal Code Title V, Chapter 3.5, which prohibits the use of expanded polystyrene
disposable foodware, to include prohibition of single-use plastic disposable foodware. At
that same meeting, the City Council directed staff to develop a draft ordinance prohibiting
the use or sale of plastic, single-use beverage containers of a certain size at City facilities.
RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends that the Council:
1. Provide direction on Ordinance No. 1527, An Ordinance of the City Council of the
City of Arcata Amending Chapter 3.5 of Title V of the Arcata Municipal Code, to
Establish Regulations Related To Single Use Disposable Foodware Items And
Plastic Bottle Restrictions, Title V—Sanitation And Health, Chapter 3.5—Waste
Reduction, requiring all single-use disposable foodware (SUDs) be compostable as
defined in the ordinance; encouraging reusable foodware and dispensers; allowing
businesses to charge a “take-out” fee to encourage customer use of reusable
containers; and prohibiting the sale or distribution of single-use plastic beverage
containers at City facilities and events; or
2. If introducing Ordinance No. 1527, waive reading of the text and consent to read
by title only.
B. Consider Approval of the Creek Side Mixed Occupancy Residential Annexation
Project.
The project will annex private and public properties into the City (Attachment A and B to
the staff report). The private property will include a mix of occupancies and types of
housing. The public properties include transportation networks, open space, and Ennes
Park. The project will require a range of entitlements, General Plan and Land Use Code
amendments, and a Development Agreement. In addition, the project includes several
habitat restoration elements, a permanent agricultural conservation easement, the
installation of bike/pedestrian trails, and a contribution to improvements to the City’s
public infrastructure, including water, wastewater, and transportation. This hearing is
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intended to provide the City Council an overview of the project, consider the Planning
Commission’s recommendation, and consider approval of the project. The Council held
its first hearing on the project on December 18, 2019. This second hearing addresses items
from that hearing. The Council should continue this hearing to a date certain for approval
of the project.
RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends the Council:
1. Open the public hearing, receive a staff report and public comment;
2. Provide direction as necessary and continue the hearing to a date certain to take
action on the proposed project.
X.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Introduce Ordinance No. 1526, An Ordinance of the City Council of the City of
Arcata Amending the Arcata Municipal Code Title VII (Public Works), Chapter
3 (Water), Article 9 (Discontinuance of Service); Waive Reading of the Text, and
Consent to Read by Title Only.
The Council recently adopted a Policy on Discontinuation of Residential Water Service
for Non-Payment (Resolution No. 190-41, December 18, 2019) to implement the Water
Shutoff Protection Act, SB 998 (Health and Safety Code § 11690 et seq.). Full
implementation of the City’s Policy requires amending the Arcata Municipal Code
(AMC) to incorporate the new protections. Ordinance No. 1526 is intended to make the
necessary revisions to the Arcata Municipal Code.
RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends the Council introduce Ordinance No. 1526, An Ordinance of the City
Council of the City of Arcata Amending the Arcata Municipal Code Title VII (Public
Works), Chapter 3 (Water), Article 9 (Discontinuance of Service); waive reading of the
text, and consent to read by title only.
B. Small Cell (5G) Wireless Facilities.
City Council 2019–2020 Priority Project #14 seeks to adopt ordinances to accommodate
5G technology, which, in turn, require support by broadband technology infrastructure.
The following reviews the current legislative, administrative and judicial framework in
which 5G and broadband technologies may be regulated by the City.
RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council provide direction.

XI.

ORAL AND WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS
This time is provided for people to address the Council or submit written communications
on matters not on the agenda. At the conclusion of all oral and written communications,
the Council may respond to statements. Any request that requires Council action will be
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set by the Council for a future agenda or referred to staff. Speakers addressing the Council
may be limited to three minutes, with a maximum of five minutes, and a time limit on the
overall length of oral communications may be imposed.
XII.

COUNCIL AND STAFF REPORTS
All reports shall be specifically limited to City business and shall not request or lead to
action by the Council at this meeting.

XIII.

DATES OF FUTURE MEETINGS

XIV.

CLOSED SESSION

XV.
XVI.

CLOSED SESSION REPORTS
ADJOURNMENT
DOCUMENTS RECEIVED AFTER PUBLICATION OF THE AGENDA
V.

Flier from Operating Engineers Local No. 3 re Crab Feed

IX-B.

Correspondence from Lisa Brown

IX-B.

Correspondence from Sean Armstrong

X-B.

Correspondence from Lisa Brown
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Proclamation
Designating January 27–February 2, 2020 as

Arcata high school
Career and college center week
WHEREAS, the Arcata High School Career and College Center’s mission is to provide students
with the information they need to take the critical next steps after high school. The Center uses
CaliforniaColleges.edu career and college exploration software, individual and group counseling,
and an extensive career exploration program to help students identify their interests and evaluate
options to pursue those interests after high school; and
WHEREAS, the Center offers unique programs aimed at the special needs of students with
different interests and at various grade levels, and provides information for parents and the
community both at the Center and through online tools. Over 350 students visit the Center
annually, including half of the senior class; and
WHEREAS, neither the Northern Humboldt Union High School District nor Arcata High School
are able to provide critical financial support for the Center. Hence, the Center seeks support from
fundraising events, private donations, and volunteers to continue this important work; and
WHEREAS, the Annual Pancake Breakfast fundraiser for the Center will be held in memory of
Jackie Foote who worked with the Center from its founding in 1995 and was its coordinator until
her untimely death in March 2008.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT PROCLAIMED, that the City Council of the City of Arcata, does
hereby declare the week of January 27–February 2, 2020, as ARCATA HIGH SCHOOL
CAREER AND COLLEGE CENTER WEEK in the City of Arcata. The Council urges the
Arcata community to support these efforts by joining local Rotary clubs, local businesses and
families by donating to the AHS C&CC via Arcata High’s website. Donors will be recognized at
the 13th Annual Pancake Breakfast fundraiser put on by Rotary clubs and the AHS Culinary
program, with breakfast tickets supporting Culinary program expenses. The Pancake Breakfast
will be held on Saturday, February 1, 2020, from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. in the AHS Fine Arts Building.
Dated: January 16, 2020
Michael Winkler
Mayor
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3.A

Proclamation
Recognizing January 2020 as

National mentoring month
WHEREAS, this year Big Brothers Big Sisters of the North Coast celebrates 51 years of
service to the youth in Humboldt County. Big Brothers Big Sisters of the North Coast
recognizes that the future of Humboldt County rests on the success of its youth; and
WHEREAS, a mentor is a caring, consistent presence who devotes time to help a young person
develop personal strength and achieve their potential through a structured and trusting
relationship. Quality mentoring encourages positive choices, promotes self-esteem, supports
academic achievement and introduces young people to new ideas; and
WHEREAS, research shows that young people matched with a caring adult through a quality
mentoring program are 55 percent more likely to be enrolled in college, 81 percent more likely
to report participating regularly in extracurricular activities and sports, 78 percent more likely
to volunteer and twice as likely to say they held a leadership position than those who did not
have a mentor; and
WHEREAS, youth development experts agree that mentoring is critical to the social,
emotional and cognitive development of youth, helping them navigate the path to adulthood
more successfully; and
WHEREAS, our community has a number of community volunteers, teachers and many others
who support the mentoring movement and work selflessly to improve our children’s odds for
success. Currently a quarter of Big Brothers Big Sisters of the North Coast’s participants are
Arcata residents.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT PROCLAIMED that the City Council of the City of Arcata
hereby recognizes January 2020 as NATIONAL MENTORING MONTH and thanks all of
our local heroes who participate in quality mentoring programs to equip our youth with the
tools to lead healthy and productive lives. The City Council also calls on residents to help close
the gap between the availability of mentors and the number of children facing challenging
circumstances who would love to spend time with a Big Brother or Big Sister.
Dated: January 16, 2020
Michael Winkler
Mayor
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3.B

4.A

Planning Commission Annual Report for 2019

This is the Annual Report of the Planning Commission to the City Council. The Council adopted the format and
content of the report by resolution in 2012 (Resolution No. 123-07). The Planning Commission approved this
report on December 10, 2019, and directed staff to submit the report to Council.
1. Progress on the Planning Commission’s Goals from 2019
a. Finalize the Local Coastal Program (LCP) update. The City continues to make progress on the
comprehensive update to the Local Coastal Program. The City has received a Coastal Commission Grant, and
has retained services of a professional planner to draft the LCP update. In addition, the City has retained a
meeting facilitator to assist with public outreach efforts for the plan. Staff and Commission meet regularly
on the update’s progress. The Commission anticipates reviewing and making recommendations on the LCP
update in 2020 for adoption in early 2021.
b. Strategic Infill Redevelopment Plan. The Commission looks forward to working on the various components
of the Strategic Infill Redevelopment Plan. The General Plan amendments associated with the Infill Plan are
important and necessary as the planning horizon for the current General Plan ends in December of 2020. To
date, the Commission has reviewed components of the Draft Housing Element. The City has engaged
Applied Economic Development to conduct the Infill Market Study, which will be finalized in early 2020. The
City will retain services to initiate the Arcata Gateway Specific Area Plan in early 2020. This work is ongoing.
c. Streamline Permitting Appropriately. The Commission has an ongoing goal to ensure the public’s resources
are best used to achieve appropriate planning efficiently. Planning Commission will continue to work
towards improving the process, making necessary code amendments, and reviewing policy to ensure it
aligns with community goals and vision. The Commission has addressed this through several discussions on
long-range plans, as guided through experiences on individual project reviews. The Commission will
continue to focus on these efforts in 2020.
d. Regional Planning. The Commission provided input on the Regional Housing Needs Allocation process in
2019.
e. Targeted Redevelopment. The Commission considered several strategies as incorporated into the Housing
Element over 2019. This goal will be combined with the Strategic Infill Redevelopment Plan goal.
f.

Begin updates to the General Plan. This project is still seeking funding. The Commission has had several
high-level deliberations on the topic. But the City does not have the funds to initiate the CEQA and planning
work necessary to update the General Plan. The City is required to adopt several new climate adaptation
policies pursuant to state-law. The Commission will continue this goal.

g. Training. Staff notifies Commissioners of training opportunities as they arise. All Commissioners are up-todate on their required ethics training. The Commission has taken two in-service training days to develop
process and rapport. Staff has invited the Commission to attend several workshops and trainings on a range
of topics.
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4.A

2. Planning Commission Goals for 2020

b. Infill Plan. The Commission looks forward to working on the various components of the Strategic Infill
Redevelopment Plan. The General Plan amendments associated with the Infill Plan are important and
necessary as the planning horizon for the current General Plan ends in December of 2020.
c. Streamline Permitting Appropriately. The Commission has an ongoing goal to ensure the public’s resources
are best used to achieve appropriate planning efficiently. Planning Commission will continue to work
towards improving the process, making necessary code amendments, and reviewing policy to ensure it
aligns with community goals and vision.
d. Regional Planning. The Commission will continue to stay involved in regional planning efforts and make
recommendations to the Council on issues with area-wide importance.
e. Targeted Redevelopment. The Commission will continue to work with staff to appropriately plan for
redevelopment of vacant, underutilized, and otherwise inappropriately resourced sites.
f.

Review of the Land Use Code and General Plan. Staff and the Commission have discussed the revisions
necessary to develop and implement the Infill Plan.

g. Historic Preservation and Plaza Historic Designation. Planning Commission will continue to collaborate with
Arcata Main Street and the Historic Landmarks Committee on preparing a successful nomination of the Plaza
onto the national register of historic places.
h. Training. The Commission would like more formal training to better understand the role and responsibilities,
as well as technical capacity, for the decisions it makes. Training and subscription services, electronic or
otherwise, will need to be budgeted to accomplish this goal. The Planning Commission would like the
Council to consider a regional collaboration for high-impact training for Planning Commissioners.
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a. Finalize the Local Coastal Program. The Commission would like to see the update to the LCP completed in
2019. The Commission will make special meetings as necessary to ensure staff has the resources needed to
complete the public engagement and obtain the necessary approvals to finish this longstanding update.

7.A

CITY OF ARCATA
CITY COUNCIL MEETING
COUNCIL CHAMBER

DECEMBER 04, 2019

FLAG SALUTE
Mayor Watson led the Pledge of Allegiance.
CEREMONIAL MATTERS
A.

Proclamation in Recognition of Human Rights Awareness Month, December 2019.

Councilmember Pereira read the proclamation and presented it to Steven Loreous, Humboldt County
Human Rights Commissioner, who thanked the City for the acknowledgment and spoke of the
Humboldt Kindness Campaign.
B.

Certificate of Recognition Presented to Gene Joyce, Owner, Arcata Exchange.

Mayor Watson read the Certificate of Recognition for Gene Joyce, Owner, Arcata Exchange, and
presented it to Mr. Joyce.
C.

Certificate of Recognition Presented to Vicky Joyce, Owner, Bubbles.

Mayor Watson read the Certificate of Recognition for Vicky Joyce, Owner, Bubbles, and presented
it to Ms. Joyce
EARLY ORAL COMMUNICATIONS
Mayor Watson invited public comment.
Trish Riel, from the Humboldt Juggling Society, appeared before the Council to request a reduction
or waiver of fees for use of the Arcata Community Center.
Sandra Strawbridge appeared before the Council and thanked those who had helped her with
difficulties she had been having.
Joanne McGarry appeared before the Council and encouraged it to be like New Zealand and
consider the environmental impact of every decision made.
Mayor Watson closed Early Oral Communications.
City Manage Diemer responded that staff would be contacting the Humboldt Juggling Society with
some options.
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Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of Dec 4, 2019 6:00 PM (Consent Calendar)

A regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata was held on the above date at 6:00 p.m.
with Mayor Watson presiding. Notice of this meeting was posted on November 27, 2019.
PRESENT: Watson, Winkler, Pereira, Pitino. ABSENT: Ornelas. STAFF PRESENT: City
Manager Diemer, City Attorney Diamond, Director of Community Development Loya, Chief of
Police Ahearn, Assistant City Manager/Personnel Director Demello, Director of Environmental
Services André, Building Official Membreno, Deputy Director of Community Development Dart.

7.A

December 4, 2019

CONSENT CALENDAR
Mayor Watson asked if any member of the public wanted to remove an item from the Consent
Calendar. No one came forward.

PEREIRA MOVED AND PITINO SECONDED TO ADOPT THE CONSENT CALENDAR
FOR DECEMBER 4, 2019, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE FOLLOWING ITEMS: D.
ADOPT RESOLUTION NO. 190-35, A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF ARCATA AMENDING THE CLASS AND PAY RESOLUTION FOR
INTERNATIONAL UNION OF OPERATING ENGINEERS LOCAL NO. 3 [TO REFLECT
THE REMAINING NEGOTIATED SALARY INCREASES FOR THE MOU TERM OF
7/1/19-6/30/21]; E. ADOPT RESOLUTION NO. 190-34, A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA AMENDING THE CLASS AND PAY
RESOLUTION FOR ARCATA POLICE ASSOCIATION [TO REFLECT THE
REMAINING NEGOTIATED SALARY INCREASES FOR THE MOU TERM OF 7/1/196/30/21]; AND E. ADOPT RESOLUTION NO. 190-36, A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA ADOPTING THE CLASS AND PAY
RESOLUTION FOR MANAGEMENT, MID-MANAGEMENT, CONFIDENTIAL AND
APPOINTED EMPLOYEES [TO REFLECT THE REMAINING SCHEDULED SALARY
INCREASE].
Mayor Watson invited public comment. No one came forward to speak. Mayor Watson closed the
public comment period.
THE MOTION PASSED ON A FOUR-TO-ZERO VOICE VOTE WITH ONE ABSENCE.
AYES: WATSON, WINKLER, PEREIRA, PITINO. NOES: NONE. ABSENT: ORNELAS.
ABSTENTIONS: NONE.
A.

Approve the Minutes of the City Council Meeting of November 13, 2019.

B.

Approve the Minutes of the City Council Meeting of November 20, 2019.

C.

Bi-Weekly Report on General Warrants.

D.

Adopt Resolution No. 190-35, A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Arcata
Amending the Class and Pay Resolution for International Union of Operating
Engineers Local No. 3 [to Reflect the Remaining Negotiated Salary Increases for the
MOU term of 7/1/19–6/30/21].

E.

Adopt Resolution No. 190-34, A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Arcata
Amending the Class and Pay Resolution for Arcata Police Association [to Reflect the
Remaining Negotiated Salary Increases for the MOU term of 7/1/19-6/30/21].
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City Manager Diemer requested items D, E, and F be removed from the Consent Calendar and
brought back at the Council's December 18, 2019, regular meeting.

7.A

December 4, 2019

F.

Adopt Resolution No. 190-36, A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Arcata
Adopting the Class and Pay Resolution for Management, Mid-Management,
Confidential and Appointed Employees [to Reflect the Remaining Scheduled Salary
Increases].

G.

Authorize: 1) Amendment to Conservation Easement-Recreational Access Plan Map
North Coast Timberlands LLC; 2) Approve the Trail Improvement Project; and 3)
Approve the Project Notice of Categorical Exemption under the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).

A.

Review the Draft Housing Element and Provide Direction to Staff.

Director Loya stated this item was on the agenda for a public hearing and would be continued to
December 18, 2019, for adoption of the Sixth Cycle Housing Element. He reviewed some of the
implementation measures included in this cycle of the Plan.
Deputy Director Dart distributed a summary of changes and additions to this Housing Element draft.
Mayor Watson invited public comment.
Joanne McGarry appeared before the Council and encouraged the City to look at the Housing
Element and Building Codes with the climate emergency in mind.
Mayor Watson closed the public comment period.
ON MOTION BY PEREIRA, SECONDED BY PITINO, AND WITH A FOUR-TO-ZERO
VOICE VOTE WITH ONE ABSENCE, THE COUNCIL CONTINUED THE PUBLIC
HEARING ON THE DRAFT SIXTH CYCLE HOUSING ELEMENT TO DECEMBER 18,
2019, AT 6:00 P.M., IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBER. AYES: WATSON, WINKLER,
PEREIRA, PITINO. NOES: NONE. ABSENT; ORNELAS. ABSTENTIONS: NONE.
NEW BUSINESS
A.

Presentation by Justin McDonald, Chief, Arcata Fire District.

Chief Justin McDonald from the Arcata Fire District gave a presentation to the Council on the
District's Measure R which would be on the March 2020 election ballot as a special tax to help fund
the District. The tax would replace the District's 1997 special tax and generate $2.2 million. The tax
would allow the District to retain staffing, unfreeze frozen positions, and allow repair and
replacement of fire engines.
Nicole Johnson, Director for Southern McKinleyville, appeared before the Council and spoke of the
District's campaign to rebrand itself to more accurately reflect the five communities it served:
Arcata, Bayside, Manila, McKinleyville, and Jacoby Creek.
Mayor Watson invited public comment. No one came forward to speak. Mayor Watson closed the
public comment period.
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OLD BUSINESS

7.A

December 4, 2019

ON MOTION BY PEREIRA, SECONDED BY PITINO, AND WITH A FOUR-TO-ZERO
VOICE VOTE WITH ONE ABSENCE, THE COUNCIL ENDORSED ARCATA FIRE
DISTRICT'S MEASURE R ON THE MARCH 2020 ELECTION BALLOT. AYES:
WATSON, WINKLER, PEREIRA, PITINO. NOES: NONE. ABSENT: ORNELAS.
ABSTENTIONS: NONE.
Introduce Ordinance No. 1522 Amending the Arcata Municipal Code Pertaining to the
California Building Code and Companion Codes—Title VIII: Building Regulations,
Chapter 1: Building Codes, Articles 1–9, 11, 13, and 14.

City Attorney Diamond explained that the proposed ordinance would update the Building Codes
contained within Title VIII of the Arcata Municipal Code.
Building Official Membreno described the major changes that would be implemented by adoption of
the 2019 Edition of the Building Codes.
Mayor Watson invited public comment. No one came forward to speak. Mayor Watson closed the
public comment period.
ON MOTION BY PEREIRA, SECONDED BY PITINO, AND WITH A FOUR-TO-ZERO
VOICE VOTE WITH ONE ABSENCE, THE COUNCIL INTRODUCED ORDINANCE NO.
1522, AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA
AMENDING THE ARCATA MUNICIPAL CODE PERTAINING TO CALIFORNIA
BUILDING CODE AND COMPANION CODES--TITLE VIII: BUILDING
REGULATIONS, CHAPTER 1: BUILDING CODES, ARTICLES 1-9, 11, 13, AND 14;
WAIVED READING OF THE TEXT AND CONSENTED TO READ BY TITLE ONLY.
AYES: WATSON, WINKLER, PEREIRA, PITINO. NOES: NONE. ABSENT: ORNELAS.
ABSTENTIONS: NONE.
C.

Appoint Two Council Members with Ceremonial Authority to Select a Recipient for the
2020 City of Arcata Business of the Year Award and to Present the Award at the
Arcata Chamber of Commerce Annual Business Leadership Awards Dinner.

ON MOTION BY PEREIRA, SECONDED BY PITINO, AND WITH A FOUR-TO-ZERO
VOICE VOTE WITH ONE ABSENCE, THE COUNCIL APPOINTED
COUNCILMEMBERS PITINO AND WINKLER TO SERVE ON A SUBCOMMITTEE TO
SELECT THE RECIPIENT FOR THE 2020 ARCATA BUSINESS OF THE YEAR AWARD.
AYES: WATSON, WINKLER, PEREIRA, PITINO. NOES: NONE. ABSENT: ORNELAS.
ABSTENTIONS: NONE.
ORAL AND WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS
Mayor Watson invited public comment.
Joanne McGarry appeared before the Council and asked for a timeline in regard to a proposed
ordinance on single-use plastics.
Alex Stillman appeared before the Council and encouraged the City to go back to sorted recycling.
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B.

7.A

December 4, 2019

Mayor Watson closed the public comment period.
Mayor Watson responded that the single-use plastics ordinance would be on an agenda in the near
future.
City Manager Diemer announced a cleanup day along Janes Creek beginning at M Street, Saturday,
December 7, 2019, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. She also announced the Holiday Craft Market at the
Arcata Community Center on Saturday, December 14, 2019, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Sunday,
December 15, 2019, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Councilmember Pitino requested a meeting of the City and Humboldt Transit Authority to discuss
having the Authority manage the Arcata & Mad River Transit System.
City Manager Diemer responded that she would do initial gathering of data and statistics in
preparation for the Council's goal setting sessions in the spring. She suggested a meeting of both
entities' staff and one or two Councilmembers.
Councilmember Winkler reported on his attendance at a Humboldt County Planning Commission
meeting on the TerraGen wind generation project.
Councilmember Pereira reported on a meeting she hosted in Arcata for the Governor's Council of
Regional Homeless Advisors.
Mayor Watson reported on a project he was involved in with Sunrise Rotary of Arcata building
raised bed planters for the Peninsula Union School. He reported he attended a ribbon cutting for
Septentrio Winery's tasting room. He said he attended a play with his "Little" Brother put on by
Union Street Charter School and the San Francisco Opera Guild. He reported on a meeting he had
with a representative of Humboldt State University Associated Students asking for a letter of support
to the Governor regarding tuition increases and financial aid. He announced the Chamber Mixer on
Thursday, December 5, 2019, at 5:30 p.m., at Arcata Pro-Floor.
DATES OF FUTURE MEETINGS
A.

Consider Scheduling a Special Meeting in Lieu of the January 1, 2020, Canceled
Regular Meeting.

BY GENERAL CONSENSUS, THE COUNCIL DID NOT SCHEDULE A SPECIAL
MEETING IN LIEU OF THE CANCELLATION OF THE JANUARY 1, 2020, REGULAR
MEETING.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 7:56 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Bridget Dory, City Clerk
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COUNCIL AND STAFF REPORTS

7.B

CITY OF ARCATA
CITY COUNCIL MEETING
COUNCIL CHAMBER

DECEMBER 12, 2019

A regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata was held on the above date at 12:02 p.m.
with Mayor Watson presiding. Notice of this meeting was posted on December 6, 2019.
PRESENT: Watson, Winkler, Ornelas, Pereira, Pitino. ABSENT: None. STAFF PRESENT: City
Manager Diemer, Deputy City Clerk Johnson.
Mayor Watson led the Pledge of Allegiance.
Public Comment
Mayor Watson invited public comment. No one came forward to speak. Mayor Watson closed the
public comment period.
New Business
1. Elect a Mayor and Vice Mayor Pursuant to Arcata Municipal Code Section 2020.
WATSON NOMINATED COUNCILMEMBER MICHAEL WINKLER FOR MAYOR
FOR THE ENSUING YEAR. PITINO SECONDED THE NOMINATION. THE
MOTION PASSED ON A FOUR-TO-ONE VOICE VOTE. AYES: WATSON,
WINKLER, ORNELAS, PITINO. NOES: PEREIRA. ABSENT: NONE.
ABSTENTIONS: NONE.
WINKLER NOMINATED COUNCILMEMBER PAUL PITINO FOR VICE MAYOR
FOR THE ENSUING YEAR. PEREIRA SECONDED THE NOMINATION. THE
MOTION PASSED ON A UNANIMOUS VOICE VOTE. AYES: WINKLER, PITINO,
ORNELAS, PEREIRA, WATSON. NOES: NONE. ABSENT: NONE. ABSTENTIONS:
NONE.
2. Consider Council Member Assignments to Regional Boards, Committees, and Commission,
and as Liaisons for 2020.
Mayor Winkler invited public comment.
Oz of Plaza Point appeared before the Council and spoke about the importance of housing for
everyone and encouraged the City to appoint a housing ombudsperson.
Mayor Winkler closed the public comment period.
ON MOTION BY ORNELAS, SECONDED BY PITINO, AND WITH A UNANIMOUS
VOICE VOTE, THE COUNCIL MADE THE FOLLOWING APPOINTMENTS TO
REGIONAL BOARDS, COMMISSION, COMMITTEES AND AS LIAISONS FOR 2020:
HUMBOLDT BAY MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT, WATER QUALITY TASK
FORCE--WATSON REPRESENTATIVE, PEREIRA ALTERNATE
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Flag Salute

7.B

HUMBOLDT COUNTY ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENTS (HCAOG)-ORNELAS REPRESENTATIVE, WINKLER ALTERNATE
HUMBOLDT-DEL NORTE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS RESPONSE JOINT
POWERS AUTHORITY--WATSON REPRESENTATIVE, PEREIRA
ALTERNATE
HUMBOLDT TRANSIT AUTHORITY (HTA)--PITINO REPRESENTATIVE,
WINKLER ALTERNATE
HUMBOLDT WASTE MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY (HWMA)--PEREIRA
REPRESENTATIVE, WINKLER ALTERNATE
HUMBOLDT COUNTY INDIAN GAMING LOCAL COMMUNITY BENEFIT
COMMITTEE--WATSON REPRESENTATIVE, ORNELAS, ALTERNATE
LEAGUE OF CALIFORNIA CITIES, REDWOOD EMPIRE DIVISION,
REPRESENTATIVE TO THE LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE--PITINO
REPRESENTATIVE, WATSON ALTERNATE
LEAGUE OF CALIFORNIA CITIES, REDWOOD EMPIRE DIVISION,
REPRESENTATIVE FOR DIVISION'S BUSINESS MEETINGS--PITINO
REPRESENTATIVE, WATSON ALTERNATE
REDWOOD COAST ENERGY AUTHORITY--WINKLER REPRESENTATIVE,
ORNELAS ALTERNATE
REDWOOD REGION ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION (RREDC)-WATSON REPRESENTATIVE, PEREIRA ALTERNATE
HSU/CITY LIAISONS--WINKLER, WATSON, AND CITY MANAGER DIEMER
LIAISONS
ARCATA/CAMOAPA SISTER CITY COMMITTEE--PITINO LIAISON, ORNELAS
ALTERNATE
ARCATA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE--ORNELAS LIAISON, WATSON
ALTERNATE
ARCATA DOWNTOWN BUSINESS COMMUNITY--ARCATA MAIN STREET-WINKLER LIAISON, ORNELAS ALTERNATE
ARCATA HOUSE PARTNERSHIP--PEREIRA LIAISON, WATSON ALTERNATE
AYES: WINKLER, PITINO, ORNELAS, PEREIRA, WATSON. NOES: NONE.
ABSENT: NONE. ABSTENTIONS: NONE.
Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 12:32 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Bridget Dory
City Clerk
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December 12, 2019

7.C

CITY OF ARCATA
CITY COUNCIL MEETING
DECEMBER 18, 2019

A regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata was held on the above date at 6:00 p.m.
with Mayor Winkler presiding. Notice of this meeting was posted on December 13, 2019.
PRESENT: Winkler, Pitino, Ornelas, Pereira. ABSENT: Watson. STAFF PRESENT: City
Manager Diemer, City Attorney Diamond, Director of Community Development Loya, Chief of
Police Ahearn, City Engineer Khatri, Director of Environmental Services Andre, Deputy Director of
Community Development Dart, Senior Planner Freitas, Building Official Membreno, Deputy
Director of Environmental Services—Community Services Neander, Environmental Programs
Manager Benvie.
FLAG SALUTE
Mayor Winkler led the Pledge of Allegiance.
EARLY ORAL COMMUNICATIONS
Mayor Winkler invited public comment.
Juanicolas Angel, from Northcoast Preparatory Academy, appeared before the Council and spoke
about the urgent need for change to address the climate emergency. He distributed contact
information for the school's Climate Act Club.
Sandra Strawbridge appeared before the Council, read a Haiku, and thanked everyone who doe work
for the community.
Paul Nicholson, aka 9-1-1 Guy, appeared before the Council and spoke of his work to obtain funding
to provide teachers with walkie-talkie radios to use during emergencies. He distributed a handout
describing his 9-1-1 Simulator presentation he gives at local schools and talking points for the radio
funding.
Joanne McGarry appeared before the Council and spoke about the need for meaningful and
productive action in response to the climate emergency.
Oz of Arcata appeared before the Council and spoke about the need to address parking, greening the
city, water availability and zero waste.
Mayor Winkler closed Early Oral Communications.
CONSENT CALENDAR
Mayor Winkler invited public comment. No one came forward to speak. Mayor Winkler closed the
public comment period.
ON MOTION BY ORNELAS, SECONDED BY PEREIRA, AND WITH A FOUR-TO-ZERO
VOICE VOTE WITH ONE ABSENCE, THE COUNCIL ADOPTED THE CONSENT
CALENDAR FOR DECEMBER 18, 2019, AS PRESENTED. AYES: WINKLER, PITINO,
ORNELAS, PEREIRA. NOES: NONE. ABSENT: WATSON. ABSTENTIONS: NONE.
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COUNCIL CHAMBER

7.C

A.

Bi-Weekly Report on General Warrants.

B.

Adopt Ordinance No. 1522 Amending the Arcata Municipal Code Pertaining to the
California Building Code and Companion Codes—Title VIII: Building Regulations,
Chapter 1: Building Codes, Articles 1–9, 11, 13, and 14; Waive Reading of the Text and
Consent to Read by Title Only.

C.

Adopt Resolution No. 190-34, A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Arcata
Amending the Class and Pay Resolution for Arcata Police Association [to Reflect the
Remaining Negotiated Salary Increases for the MOU term of 7/1/19-6/30/21].

D.

Adopt Resolution No. 190-35, A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Arcata
Amending the Class and Pay Resolution for International Union of Operating
Engineers Local No. 3 [to Reflect the Remaining Negotiated Salary Increases for the
MOU term of 7/1/19–6/30/21].

E.

Adopt Resolution No. 190-36, A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Arcata
Adopting the Class and Pay Resolution for Management, Mid-Management,
Confidential and Appointed Employees [to Reflect the Remaining Scheduled Salary
Increases].

F.

Adopt Resolution No. 190-42, A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Arcata
Amending the Class and Pay Resolution—Compensation & Benefits for Hourly Rated
Part-Time, Temporary, and Seasonal Personnel (to Reflect 1/1/20 Change in State
Minimum Wage).

G.

Adopt Resolution No. 190-41, A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Arcata
Establishing the City of Arcata Discontinuation of Residential Water Service Policy.

H.

Adopt Resolution No. 190-43, A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Arcata
Authorizing the City Manager to Execute a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
with the Institute for Local Government to Participate in the California Strategic
Growth Council’s BOOST Pilot Program.

I.

Approve a Proclamation Designating May 24 as Judi Bari Day in the City of Arcata.

J.

Cancel the January 15, 2020, Regular City Council Meeting and Reschedule to January
16, 2020.

OLD BUSINESS
A.

Adopt Resolution No. 190-40, A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Arcata
Adopting the City of Arcata 6th Cycle 2019-2027 Housing Element and Adopt
California Environmental Quality Act Addendum to the 2014 Negative Declaration and
Common Sense Exemption.

Deputy Director of Community Development Dart recommended the Council adopt the Housing
Element update by adopting Resolution No. 190-40.
Mayor Winkler invited public comment. No one came forward to speak. Mayor Winkler closed the
public comment period.
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December 18, 2019

7.C

December 18, 2019

ON MOTION BY PITINO, SECONDED BY PEREIRA, AND WITH A FOUR-TO-ZERO
VOICE VOTE WITH ONE ABSENCE, THE COUNCIL ADOPTED RESOLUTION NO.
190-40 ADOPTING THE CITY OF ARCATA 6TH CYCLE 2019-2027 HOUSING
ELEMENT AND CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT ADDENDUM TO
THE 2014 NEGATIVE DECLARATION AND COMMON SENSE EXEMPTION. AYES:
WINKLER, PITINO, ORNELAS, PEREIRA. NOES: NONE. ABSENT: WATSON.
ABSTENTIONS: NONE.
Receive an Update on City of Arcata Emergency Preparedness.

City Manager Diemer gave the Council an update on the City's emergency preparedness. She stated
that staff's recommendation for training was a combination of CERT (Community Emergency
Response Team) training and incident command system training. She noted that the City had
applied for a grant to purchase four additional generators and two above-ground fuel tanks and
expected notification on that grant during the first quarter of 2020. She said staff was looking for a
larger space for the City's Emergency Operations Center which was currently housed in the Police
Department.
Councilmember Ornelas asked for a community service advertisement demonstrating the safe use of
generators.
Mayor Winkler invited public comment.
Joanne McGarry appeared before the Council and complained about the lack of available
information during the first Public Safety Power Shutoff. She said the City should let residents
know where to obtain information.
Sean Armstrong appeared before the Council and announced that electric cars could be used to
power buildings and would last for days.
An unidentified member of the audience appeared before the Council and asked what would happen
if there was a tsunami warning during a Public Safety Power Shutoff.
Mayor Winkler closed the public comment period.
City Manager Diemer responded that the tsunami warning sirens had generator back-up power and
would function during a power outage.
NEW BUSINESS
A.

Consider Approval of the Creek Side Mixed Occupancy Residential Annexation
Project.

Mayor Winkler recused himself from the discussion and vote on this item because he performed paid
energy consulting work for the applicant—Danco. He left the Council Chamber at 6:51 p.m. Vice
Mayor Pitino commenced to preside over the meeting.
Vice Mayor Pitino said he had no ex parte communications to disclose.
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B.

7.C

December 18, 2019

Councilmember Ornelas disclosed that a few years earlier she had met with Dan Johnson and they
had a discussion about the project.

Director of Community Development Loya explained the approval process, which began with an
Environmental Impact Report, and said there were impacts associated with the project that were
significant, even after mitigation, so the Council would have to adopt Findings of Fact and a
Statement of Overriding Considerations. He said that additionally the project would require changes
to the General Plan, City boundaries and zoning. He spoke briefly about terms in the Development
Agreement. He said there were also several entitlements with the project including a Planned
Development Permit and a Minor Subdivision. He said the Minor Subdivision would split the
parcel into three parcels for future subdivision. He went on to describe the project in detail.
Director Loya explained the traffic circulation pattern which included Foster Avenue and Q Street,
with emergency access through Ennes Park at Wyatt Lane. He stated that the Planning Commission
recommended approval of the project as proposed, but had several discussions regarding the
alternatives for access to the property. The Planning Commission asked the Council to consider
access alternatives.
City Engineer Khatri said the City hired W-Trans to analyze 13 intersections in central Arcata. The
two alternatives analyzed for this project were connecting the east end of Foster Avenue to the west
end of Foster Avenue or having all the traffic come from 17th Street to Q Street to the project. Staff
and the consultant recommended connecting the east end of Foster Avenue to the west end of Foster
Avenue because currently the intersection at 17th Street and Alliance Road was stressed.
The Council discussed alternative vehicular access to the property. Vice Mayor Pitino and
Councilmember Ornelas said they wanted to see additional access to the development and were
concerned with having only one planned vehicular access point.
Director Loya responded that staff would analyze any possible additional vehicular access points to
the development.
Councilmember Ornelas said she believed the proposed conservation easement should be designated
as an organic conservation easement in the terms of the Development Agreement.
Vice Mayor Pitino invited public comment.
Chris Dart, representing the applicant, Danco Communities, appeared before the Council and noted
that this project had been studied heavily and there had been multiple technical studies done.
Regarding the access points, he relayed that at one time the plans showed two access points at Foster
Avenue, and that was changed because one of the nearby residents didn't want headlights shining
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Councilmember Pereira disclosed that at a meeting on homelessness, Sean Armstrong had shared
information with her regarding the project. She also said she was tagged by Mr. Armstrong in
Facebook posts.

7.C

December 18, 2019

Joyce Harmon, a resident of Wisteria Way, appeared before the Council and said the projected
increase in traffic would cause real problems for her being able to access Foster Avenue from
Wisteria Way.
Sean Armstrong, a resident of Q Street, appeared before the Council and said that he and Chris Dart
had worked out a vehicular access point that he approved of—Instead of extending the east end of
Foster Avenue, have another entrance at the east side of the development. He voiced his support for
an organic conservation easement and asked that exterior light fixtures be night-sky fixtures.
Greg O'Connell, who lived next to the project area, appeared before the Council and said he was the
one who reported the presence of a White-tailed Kite nest on the property. He voiced his concern
over the potential loss of riparian habitat. He also voiced concerns about traffic and asked that trails
be completed in Phase I of the project.
Tim Power, a resident of Heather Lane, appeared before the Council and voiced his concern with the
proposal to connect Foster Avenue stating the additional traffic would make it difficult for residents
to enter and exit his neighborhood.
Oz of Plaza Point appeared before the Council and spoke to meeting the goal of carbon neutrality
through design and the separation of vehicles and people.
Dionico Jimenez-Lorenzo appeared before the Council and noted that vehicular access at Wyatt
Lane would go right past his house. He said he had purchased his house because it backed up to
open space, was in a quiet area, and had dark skies from the back yard. He didn't want that to
change.
Sue Sneddon, a resident of Wyatt Lane, appeared before the Council and said she purchased her
home for the open space and wildlife values. She said it was not appropriate to attach the annexation
and rezoning of Ennes Park expansion to this development and that the EIR did not analyze the
rezoning of Ennes Park expansion to Public Facility.
Ben Nguyen appeared before the Council and said there should be additional vehicular access to the
property and safety measures installed on Foster Avenue.
James Harmon, a resident of Wisteria Way, appeared before the Council and voiced his objection to
connecting the two ends of Foster Avenue.
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into their house at night. He listed benefits to the City from the project, including senior housing,
funding for City facilities, trail improvements and safe routes to schools for children. He said he met
with Sean Armstrong who had objected to the vehicular access point. He presented an alternative
and said the developer remained open to whatever analysis needed to be done regarding access. He
acknowledged that circulation was a policy issue for the City Council. He said he did not believe the
mid-block access at Alliance Road was large enough for a road.

7.C

December 18, 2019

Nancy Rehg appeared before the Council and listed her concerns including increased traffic at the
intersections of Alliance Road and Foster Avenue and Sunset Avenue and Foster Avenue. She said
she was in favor of multiple ingress and egress to the site so that cars could enter/exit via Q Street as
well as Janes Road. She was not in favor of having all the traffic enter/exit via Foster Avenue and
Alliance Road.
Colin Slavey appeared before the Council and spoke in favor of creating an atmosphere that would
make community members feel a part of the landscape and daylighting the creek. He suggested
implementing edible landscaping.
Written communications suggesting changes to the project were received from Colin Trujillo, Greg
O'Connell, Sean Armstrong, Nancy Rehg and Karen Davidson.
Vice Mayor Pitino closed the public comment period.
On inquiry by Vice Mayor Pitino, Director Loya said that vehicular access to Foster Avenue at two
points was the most viable option and staff would analyze that again.
The Council agreed that the conservation easement should be designated as organic.
ON MOTION BY PEREIRA, SECONDED BY ORNELAS, AND WITH A THREE-TOZERO VOICE VOTE WITH TWO ABSENCES, THE COUNCIL CONTINUED THE
PUBLIC HEARING TO JANUARY 16, 2020. AYES: PITINO, ORNELAS, PEREIRA.
NOES: NONE. ABSENT: WINKLER, WATSON. ABSTENTIONS: NONE.
RECESS: The Council recessed from 9:10 to 9:18 p.m.
Mayor Winkler returned to the Council Chamber at 9:18 p.m. and commenced to preside over the
meeting.
B.

Accept the Zero Waste Task Force Final Recommendations Report and Provide
Direction to Staff.

Environmental Programs Manager Benvie said the Zero Waste Task Force looked at the City's Zero
Waste Action Plan to determine how best to prioritize the implementation measures in the plan.
TallChief Comet, chair of the Zero Waste Task Force, appeared before the Council and reported that
the Task Force put a lot of emphasis in its recommendations on the partnerships that would be
necessary. Most of the tasks and goals were comprehensive and far reaching. He said the resources
would be way beyond what City staff could handle and would take collaboration with the
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An unidentified member of the audience appeared before the Council and voiced concerns regarding
the homeless people currently on the property, traffic impacts, the loss of agricultural lands, the loss
of peace and tranquility in the area, the number of houses on the property, and bicyclist and
pedestrian safety.

7.C

December 18, 2019

community and region. He said he looked forward to having Humboldt State University partner
with the City.
Mayor Winkler invited public comment.

Joanne McGarry appeared before the Council and advocated for education and behavioral changes in
regard to food waste. She said that putting less food on one's plate would result in less food waste.
Mayor Winkler closed the public comment period.
C.

Adopt Resolution No. 190-29, A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Arcata
Amending Resolution No. 178-14 Designating Streets Subject to Two (2) Hour Time
Limits; and Resolution No. 190-30, A Resolution of the City Council of the City of
Arcata Amending Resolution No. 178-15 Designating Streets Subject to Preferential
Parking.

City Engineer Khatri said adoption of the resolutions would make two changes—one in a two-hour
parking zone and one in a preferential parking zone. He told the Council that the Transportation
Safety Committee was holding one meeting annually at which it took comments regarding parking
and recommended changes to the parking regulations resulted from those comments. He listed this
year's changes as an addition of preferential parking for one parcel on 13th Street and the removal of
a two-hour parking zone in front of a former dental office on 10th Street.
Mayor Winkler invited public comment. No one came forward to speak. Mayor Winkler closed the
public comment period.
ON MOTION BY PEREIRA, SECONDED BY ORNELAS, AND WITH A FOUR-TO-ZERO
VOICE VOTE WITH ONE ABSENCE, THE COUNCIL ADOPTED RESOLUTION NO.
190-29 AMENDING RESOLUTION NO. 178-14 DESIGNATING STREETS SUBJECT TO
TWO (2) HOUR TIME LIMITS; AND RESOLUTION NO. 190-30 AMENDING
RESOLUTION NO. 178-15 DESIGNATING STREETS SUBJECT TO PREFERENTIAL
PARKING. AYES: WINKLER, PITINO, ORNELAS, PEREIRA. NOES: NONE.
ABSENT: WATSON. ABSTENTIONS: NONE.
D.

Hold a Public Hearing to Consider Abatement and/or Receivership for the Properties
Located at 3555 & 3525 Curtis Ave, Arcata, CA 95521, Assessor's Parcel No. 507-021001 & 507-021-012; and Adopt Resolution No. 190-38, A Resolution of the City Council
of the City of Arcata Ordering the Abatement of a Nuisance and the Filing for a
Receivership Regarding 3525 Curtis Ave and 3555 Curtis Ave.

Building Official Membreno reported that for five months the City had tried to abate the Health and
Safety Code violations on the properties at 3525 and 3555 Curtis Avenue, but the property owner
had not responded. He listed all the Health and Safety Code violations on the properties as 17920.3,
17920.3 (a), (a)(15), (d), (e), (f) (g), (m) and (n), and California Plumbing Code section 306.2. He
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An unidentified member of the audience appeared before the Council and asked that the City sell its
composting bins at a lower price and not limit them to one per household.

7.C

December 18, 2019

Chief of Police Ahearn said there had been a significant volume of quality-of-life issues for
community members near the subject property. He said he believed this property represented a
situation where there was a criminal element that would capitalize on it. He reported that the Police
Department had a 32 percent increase in incidents in that area in 2019.
City Attorney Diamond said that staff was asking the Council to give authority to the City Manager
to petition the court for a receiver if the nuisance was not abated in 30 days.
ORNELAS MOVED AND PITINO SECONDED TO ADOPT RESOLUTION NO. 190-38 TO
ORDER THE PROPERTY OWNER TO CORRECT THE VIOLATIONS, ABATE THE
NUISANCE, AND PAY THE ASSESSED ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY; IF THE
PROPERTY OWNER FAILS TO CORRECT THE VIOLATIONS, AUTHORIZE THE
BUILDING OFFICIAL TO ABATE THE NUISANCE CONDITIONS AND THE CITY
MANAGER AND CITY ATTORNEY TO INITIATE RECEIVERSHIP PROCEEDINGS;
AND AUTHORIZE THE CITY MANAGER TO COLLECT THE ADMINISTRATIVE
PENALTY IN ACCORDANCE WITH ARCATA MUNICIPAL CODE SECTION 1221 IF
NOT PAID.
Mayor Winkler invited public comment. No one came forward to speak.
Written communication in support of the abatement was received from Nancy Garrett, Property
Manager, Kramer Investment Corporation, owner of Camp Curtis Apartments, 3501–3505 L. K.
Wood Boulevard.
Mayor Winkler closed the public comment period.
THE MOTION PASSED ON A FOUR-TO-ZERO VOICE VOTE WITH ONE ABSENCE.
AYES: WINKLER, PITINO, ORNELAS, PEREIRA. NOES: NONE. ABSENT: WATSON.
ABSTENTIONS: NONE.
ORAL AND WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS
Mayor Winkler opened Oral and Written Communications.
An unidentified member of the audience appeared before the Council to request additional public
restrooms and more frequent cleaning of existing restrooms in Arcata, bins for needle disposal,
encouragement for less energy use, better public transportation, and a program to donate money to
the Wiyot Tribe.
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also went through the sequence of events taken by the Building Division to attempt to abate the
nuisance. He recommended the Council adopt Resolution No. 190-38 to order the property owner to
correct the violations and pay the penalties, or if the nuisance was not abated, authorize the Building
Official to abate the nuisance and authorize the City Attorney and City Manager to initiate
receivership proceedings.

7.C

December 18, 2019

Joanne McGarry appeared before the Council and advocated for the City joining the International
Cities of Peace, the Non-Violent Cities Project and Campaign Non-Violence, and signing on to the
Charter of Compassion.
Mayor Winkler closed Oral and Written Communications.
COUNCIL AND STAFF REPORTS

Councilmember Pereira commended Chief of Police Ahearn for cleaning out a storefront for a local
business in Northtown early one morning.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 10:42 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Bridget Dory
City Clerk
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Councilmember Ornelas spoke about the importance of street trees.

7.D

STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
January 16, 2020
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Ondrea Starzhevskiy, Finance Director

PREPARER:

Darcey Quinn, Finance Manager

DATE:

January 07, 2020

TITLE:

Bi-Weekly Report on General Warrants.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council approve the warrant listing for the period December 7, 2019, to
January 3, 2020.

INTRODUCTION:
Pursuant to Section 37208 of the California Government Code, warrants drawn in payment of
demands certified by the City Finance Director as conforming to the authorized expenditures set
forth in the City Council adopted budget need not be audited by the City Council prior to payment,
but may be presented to the City Council at the first meeting after delivery.

DISCUSSION:
The attached Warrant Listing lists the warrants that have been paid for the period identified above.
The Finance Director certifies that the listed warrants were drawn in payment of demands
conforming to the adopted budget and that these demands are being presented to the City Council at
its first meeting after the delivery of the warrants.
BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
The warrants presented were drawn in payment of demands included within the adopted budget.
ATTACHMENTS:
A. Warrant 120719-010320 (PDF)
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Vendor No.
UB*04868
UB*04865
UB*04866
UB*04872
UB*04867
UB*04869
UB*04871
UB*04870
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005

Vendor Name
Bernhardt Julia
Chesbro Alan
Cottman Grace
De Vergara Isabel
Grunder Paul
Von Borstel Annalise
Woodside Katie
Yuma Tayler
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank

GL Account
661‐00‐00‐21000
661‐00‐00‐21000
661‐00‐00‐21000
661‐00‐00‐21000
661‐00‐00‐21000
661‐00‐00‐21000
661‐00‐00‐21000
661‐00‐00‐21000
101‐40‐21‐54200
101‐40‐21‐51400
661‐60‐64‐51500
207‐50‐45‐51500
661‐60‐64‐51500
661‐60‐64‐51500
207‐50‐45‐51500
662‐60‐67‐51500
662‐60‐67‐51500
662‐60‐67‐53300
662‐60‐67‐51500
662‐60‐67‐55300
101‐40‐21‐54200
101‐40‐21‐54200
662‐60‐67‐54200
662‐60‐67‐53500
662‐60‐67‐53500
662‐60‐67‐53300
662‐60‐67‐53500
661‐60‐64‐53500
664‐60‐73‐53300
205‐60‐87‐54200
662‐60‐67‐54200
666‐50‐52‐54200
205‐60‐87‐54200
662‐60‐67‐54200
101‐50‐61‐55400
207‐50‐45‐54200
101‐50‐61‐55400
207‐50‐45‐57600
101‐50‐61‐55400
207‐50‐45‐54200
101‐40‐21‐51400
101‐40‐21‐51400
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐54400
771‐50‐57‐54200
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐53500
771‐50‐57‐55100
771‐50‐57‐54400
771‐50‐57‐54400
662‐60‐67‐51500
662‐60‐67‐51500
101‐00‐00‐21090
207‐50‐45‐51500
207‐50‐45‐51500
101‐00‐00‐21090
661‐50‐63‐51500

Amount
86.62
108.04
56.85
77.51
43.66
87.63
105.00
88.75
9.76
41.21
0.99
94.96
52.06
53.88
54.32
247.35
94.40
74.45
73.47
555.93
185.61
76.20
2.59
3.26
273.22
31.52
239.22
86.91
0.99
‐15.16
13.90
16.25
10.84
54.24
18.15
43.39
74.87
47.41
14.08
4.97
222.36
64.08
95.00
13.15
95.34
302.47
162.74
23.15
49.25
200.04
18.78
265.66
908.57
77.23
‐77.23
952.74
80.98
‐80.98
19.17

Date
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019

Packet Pg. 27

Attachment: A. Warrant 120719-010320 (2234 : Warrant Listing)

City of Arcata Warrant Listing 12/07/2019 ‐ 01/03/2020
Check No.
238700
238701
238702
238703
238704
238705
238706
238707
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708

7.D.a

Vendor No.
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005

Vendor Name
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank

GL Account
661‐50‐63‐51500
101‐00‐00‐21090
661‐60‐64‐51770
661‐60‐64‐51770
661‐50‐63‐51500
661‐50‐63‐51500
101‐00‐00‐21090
666‐50‐52‐54200
662‐60‐67‐55300
661‐60‐64‐54200
662‐60‐67‐55400
662‐60‐67‐55300
662‐60‐67‐55300
662‐60‐67‐55300
662‐60‐67‐55300
662‐60‐67‐53300
662‐60‐67‐51500
552‐00‐00‐24022
101‐40‐21‐51400
101‐40‐21‐51400
101‐40‐21‐51400
101‐10‐15‐53100
101‐10‐05‐51400
101‐10‐15‐51400
771‐50‐57‐51770
662‐50‐65‐51770
101‐30‐11‐54200
101‐30‐11‐54200
101‐30‐11‐53100
101‐30‐11‐51400
101‐30‐11‐51400
101‐30‐11‐51400
101‐30‐11‐51400
661‐50‐63‐53300
662‐50‐65‐54200
662‐50‐65‐54200
101‐50‐85‐57800
101‐60‐70‐57800
101‐60‐70‐57800
101‐50‐81‐54200
101‐50‐81‐54200
101‐50‐81‐54200
101‐50‐81‐54200
101‐30‐31‐54200
204‐40‐21‐51420
204‐40‐21‐51420
204‐40‐21‐51420
101‐40‐21‐51500
101‐40‐21‐51500
209‐50‐55‐54200
209‐50‐55‐54200
209‐50‐55‐54200
209‐50‐55‐54300
209‐50‐55‐54200
209‐50‐55‐54200
209‐50‐55‐54200
209‐50‐55‐54200
209‐50‐55‐54200
209‐50‐55‐54200

Amount
1.63
‐1.63
60.00
20.00
10.25
0.87
‐0.87
43.10
309.17
48.76
14.09
136.66
124.64
109.27
305.86
13.86
261.49
48.47
67.01
61.49
15.98
7.35
44.36
350.00
75.00
249.60
56.75
26.15
63.17
15.00
15.00
20.00
115.00
0.99
261.76
93.36
491.61
472.41
‐129.25
6.91
36.87
39.05
8.44
16.26
26.00
15.00
248.57
40.30
48.73
19.57
37.06
29.87
9.18
124.72
31.52
32.79
27.09
14.81
27.65

Date
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019

Packet Pg. 28

Attachment: A. Warrant 120719-010320 (2234 : Warrant Listing)

City of Arcata Warrant Listing 12/07/2019 ‐ 01/03/2020
Check No.
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708

7.D.a

Vendor No.
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005

Vendor Name
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank

GL Account
209‐50‐55‐54200
209‐50‐55‐54200
209‐50‐55‐54200
209‐50‐55‐54200
209‐50‐55‐54200
209‐50‐55‐54200
101‐50‐81‐54200
101‐50‐85‐53600
101‐40‐21‐51200
101‐40‐21‐51200
204‐40‐21‐51420
662‐60‐67‐53500
662‐60‐67‐53500
662‐60‐67‐53500
661‐60‐64‐55300
661‐60‐64‐54300
661‐60‐64‐55800
661‐60‐64‐53300
661‐60‐64‐51770
101‐20‐07‐54200
101‐60‐89‐54200
101‐40‐21‐51500
101‐40‐21‐51200
101‐40‐21‐51500
204‐40‐21‐51420
101‐40‐21‐51770
101‐40‐23‐54200
661‐50‐63‐53300
661‐50‐63‐54200
661‐50‐63‐54300
661‐50‐63‐54200
661‐50‐63‐54200
662‐60‐67‐55300
662‐60‐67‐55300
661‐60‐64‐51500
771‐50‐57‐55100
771‐50‐57‐55100
662‐50‐65‐54300
662‐50‐65‐54300
662‐50‐65‐51770
101‐20‐07‐54200
101‐20‐07‐51400
101‐20‐07‐51400
101‐20‐07‐54200
101‐20‐07‐54200
101‐60‐89‐54200
101‐60‐89‐54200
101‐60‐89‐54200
775‐10‐71‐51770
775‐10‐71‐55300
775‐10‐71‐51210
775‐10‐71‐51770
101‐30‐11‐57800
775‐10‐71‐51200
101‐40‐21‐54200
775‐10‐71‐51770
101‐50‐85‐57800
101‐30‐11‐57800
775‐10‐71‐57800

Amount
23.51
15.35
31.58
10.64
40.12
55.82
274.48
569.28
263.01
43.36
310.80
108.45
13.00
13.00
361.31
157.67
28.22
1,425.00
500.00
6.00
166.36
96.48
54.00
49.39
8.35
24.00
32.54
195.27
74.28
26.02
554.65
67.72
32.54
36.88
14.30
400.00
70.00
26.81
88.76
124.34
15.15
‐449.00
‐449.00
34.40
17.85
18.31
97.62
61.04
5.00
196.92
60.00
154.18
143.25
26.97
362.97
5.00
41.05
469.22
129.81

Date
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019

Packet Pg. 29

Attachment: A. Warrant 120719-010320 (2234 : Warrant Listing)

City of Arcata Warrant Listing 12/07/2019 ‐ 01/03/2020
Check No.
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708

7.D.a

Vendor No.
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005

Vendor Name
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank

GL Account
101‐10‐03‐54200
101‐10‐03‐54200
775‐10‐71‐51770
101‐50‐85‐57800
101‐50‐85‐57800
775‐10‐71‐55300
775‐10‐71‐55300
775‐10‐71‐51770
101‐40‐21‐54200
101‐60‐89‐54200
101‐60‐89‐54200
662‐60‐67‐54200
101‐60‐89‐54200
101‐60‐89‐54200
101‐60‐89‐55700
101‐60‐89‐54200
101‐60‐89‐54200
101‐60‐89‐54200
101‐60‐89‐54200
101‐60‐89‐54200
101‐60‐89‐54200
101‐60‐89‐54200
662‐60‐67‐55300
662‐60‐67‐51500
662‐60‐67‐51500
662‐60‐67‐51500
101‐50‐81‐53600
101‐50‐81‐55400
101‐50‐81‐55400
101‐50‐81‐54200
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐81‐55400
101‐50‐81‐55400
101‐40‐21‐51500
101‐40‐21‐51500
661‐50‐63‐54300
101‐50‐81‐51400
101‐30‐31‐54200
101‐10‐15‐54200
101‐10‐15‐51400
101‐10‐15‐51400
662‐60‐67‐54200
205‐60‐87‐55300
666‐60‐51‐55300
205‐60‐87‐55300
666‐60‐51‐55300
666‐60‐51‐54200
666‐60‐51‐54200
101‐50‐85‐57800
663‐50‐91‐51400
101‐50‐85‐57800
101‐50‐41‐51500
101‐50‐41‐51500
101‐50‐41‐51500
101‐10‐03‐51400
101‐10‐03‐51400
101‐10‐03‐51400
101‐10‐03‐51400
101‐10‐03‐53300

Amount
147.48
54.24
9.99
77.77
56.41
30.28
272.38
0.99
37.96
34.72
18.69
9.98
5.41
4.28
34.68
13.02
16.89
4.47
79.36
189.44
23.45
48.83
21.69
48.80
26.02
34.69
442.68
137.78
159.47
221.74
173.60
51.72
8.62
30.12
30.12
27.11
685.61
68.36
126.29
21.99
255.01
19.94
331.92
52.05
20.00
66.79
27.18
28.20
585.40
685.61
11.91
‐28.29
79.91
24.99
31.78
6.11
213.90
30.00
98.69

Date
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019

Packet Pg. 30

Attachment: A. Warrant 120719-010320 (2234 : Warrant Listing)

City of Arcata Warrant Listing 12/07/2019 ‐ 01/03/2020
Check No.
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708

7.D.a

Vendor No.
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
USBAN005
ATT020
att030
HERNANDE
HUMBO025
HUMBO097
KINDL010
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
SUDDE010
TUCKS999
VALDVIVI
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
ACCEL010
ACCEL010
AFPC999
AIUMA999
AMWIN010
ARCAT100
ARCAT500
ARCAT720
ARCAT720
BOHNE999
BRADB998
BRADB998
CDWG0010
CHAMBERS
CHAND010
CHAND010
DAVIS997
DIAMO010
DIAMO010
DIETR999
EMPLO999
ESMAI999

Vendor Name
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
US Bank
AT&T
A. T. & T.
Hernandez Rachel
Humboldt County Clerk Recorder
Humboldt County Probation Dept
Kindl Matthew
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Suddenlink
TUCKS INC
Valdivia Leah
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Accela Inc #774375
Accela Inc #774375
Arcata First Presbyterian Church
Aiu Makani
AmWINS Group Benefits Inc./REMIF
Arcata Chamber Of Commerce
Arcata Police Association
City Of Arcata‐Greyhound
City Of Arcata‐Greyhound
Bohner Steve
Bradbury Jessica
Bradbury Jessica
CDWG
Chambers Andrew
Chandler Asset Management
Chandler Asset Management
Humboldt Bay Mycological Society
Diamond Nancy
Diamond Nancy
Dietrich Stephanie
Employment Development Dept
Esmailian Corabelle

GL Account
101‐10‐03‐51400
101‐10‐03‐51400
101‐10‐03‐51400
775‐10‐71‐55300
662‐60‐67‐55300
775‐10‐71‐55300
775‐10‐71‐55300
775‐10‐71‐51770
204‐40‐21‐51420
205‐60‐87‐54200
205‐60‐87‐54200
205‐60‐87‐54200
101‐30‐11‐51400
101‐50‐85‐51200
662‐60‐67‐51200
662‐60‐67‐51500
205‐60‐87‐51900
552‐00‐00‐24004
101‐60‐89‐51710
101‐50‐41‐51100
101‐50‐81‐51100
101‐50‐85‐51100
661‐60‐64‐51100
662‐60‐67‐51100
666‐60‐51‐51100
663‐50‐91‐51100
775‐10‐71‐51200
552‐00‐00‐24022
101‐40‐21‐54200
207‐50‐45‐51200
666‐50‐52‐51200
209‐50‐55‐51200
771‐50‐57‐51200
661‐50‐63‐51200
661‐60‐64‐51200
662‐50‐65‐51200
662‐60‐67‐51200
662‐60‐67‐51770
661‐60‐64‐51770
101‐00‐00‐23070
101‐50‐81‐51500
101‐00‐00‐22203
101‐10‐01‐51400
101‐00‐00‐23070
663‐00‐00‐11120
663‐00‐00‐11120
662‐00‐00‐46830
661‐00‐00‐14399
661‐00‐00‐46720
775‐10‐71‐57800
664‐60‐73‐51400
101‐00‐00‐44100
245‐00‐00‐44100
101‐00‐00‐23070
101‐10‐09‐54200
101‐10‐09‐51771
662‐00‐00‐23060
101‐00‐00‐22109
101‐00‐00‐23070

Amount
32.91
175.25
30.00
136.19
640.10
25.72
53.15
21.17
231.57
110.09
58.56
35.86
21.00
89.50
70.08
129.25
50.00
4,520.00
60.00
5,346.11
‐1,592.64
6,267.83
150.53
9,878.05
‐230.17
15.64
16.58
1,335.45
53.00
91.21
57.02
22.81
11.40
118.03
100.18
47.76
124.83
1,240.00
1,240.00
300.00
97.64
870.32
1,080.00
300.00
2,322.85
5,523.25
177.00
100.00
50.00
11,499.35
46.00
1,425.54
313.12
500.00
18.30
16,362.00
4,683.00
100.00
300.00

Date
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/13/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019

Packet Pg. 31

Attachment: A. Warrant 120719-010320 (2234 : Warrant Listing)

City of Arcata Warrant Listing 12/07/2019 ‐ 01/03/2020
Check No.
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238708
238709
238710
238711
238712
238713
238714
238715
238715
238715
238715
238715
238715
238715
238716
238717
238718
238719
238719
238719
238719
238719
238719
238719
238719
238720
238720
238721
238722
238723
238724
238725
238726
238726
238727
238728
238728
238729
238730
238731
238731
238732
238733
238733
238734
238735
238736

7.D.a

Vendor No.
FARRIS
FRANC011
GREEN993
HAWKINS
HAWKINS
HAWKINS
HINDE010
HMBLD010
HUMBO105
ICMA999
JOHNS040
KANEK999
KTPRI010
KTPRI010
KTPRI010
KUNKL999
LOSBAGEL
PACIF020
PACIF020
PERSLONG
REMIF010
SCOWN999
SCOWN999
SCOWN999
SHADY020
SIINOKRI
STORM999
SUDDE010
TSARNASM
UB*04873
UB*04874
VELLI999
WAGEW010
ARCAT898
BABBITEL
BIRKENRA
BLASC999
BURNSCHA
CALDW999
CRAIG998
DANIELSK
DUNCA998
EMERYGER
FIHNS999
GOODE999
HOUSE997
HOUSE997
HOUSE997
HOUSE997
HOUSE997
HUMBO898
JANEI999
LEBAR999
MATTH997
MCCON998
MCGUR999
MITCH997
MYERSPAM
OBEJI999

Vendor Name
Farris Dale
Franchise Tax Board
Green Diamond Resource Company
Hawkins Lyndon
Hawkins Lyndon
Hawkins Lyndon
Hinderliter De Llamas & Associ
Humboldt Builders' Exchange
Humboldt County Recorder
County Management Association (ICMA) International City/
Johnson's Mobile Rentals
Kaneko Brian
Pence Christopher
Pence Christopher
Pence Christopher
Kunkle Jeff
Los Bagels
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
PERS Long Term Care
R.E.M.I.F.
Scown Luke
Scown Luke
Scown Luke
Twenty By Twelve Inc.
Siino Kristy
Storms Ryan
Suddenlink
Tsarnas Matthew
Rankin Harrison
Alexander William
Vellis Ashley
Wage Works
Arcata Bay Crossing
Babbitt Elizabeth
Birkenseer Ralph
Blasch Shirley
Burns Charles
(for Katherine James) Samantha Caldwell
Craig Bernada
Daniels Karen
Duncan Dan
Emery Geraldine
Fihn Susan
Goodell Marilyn
Housing Humboldt
Housing Humboldt
Housing Humboldt
Housing Humboldt
Housing Humboldt
Humboldt Property Management
Janeiro Maria
LeBarron Raven
Matthews Lynette
McConnell Faith
McGurrin Martin Peter
Mitchell Patricia
Myers Pamela
c/o Tori Amaral Obeji Realty

GL Account
207‐50‐45‐51500
101‐00‐00‐22109
661‐60‐64‐57200
101‐40‐21‐51500
101‐00‐00‐21090
101‐00‐00‐21090
101‐00‐00‐41300
101‐10‐03‐51600
661‐60‐64‐57200
101‐10‐03‐51600
101‐30‐11‐57800
101‐00‐00‐46140
662‐60‐67‐54200
661‐60‐64‐54200
101‐20‐07‐53300
101‐00‐00‐23070
101‐10‐03‐51770
101‐50‐81‐51100
101‐50‐41‐51100
101‐00‐00‐22202
101‐00‐00‐22206
101‐40‐21‐51500
101‐00‐00‐21090
101‐00‐00‐21090
101‐20‐07‐54200
101‐20‐07‐54200
101‐00‐00‐46318
101‐50‐85‐51200
101‐50‐85‐51500
661‐00‐00‐21000
661‐00‐00‐21000
212‐00‐00‐23071
101‐00‐00‐22110
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300

Amount
250.00
209.88
5,000.00
64.49
0.45
‐0.45
1,256.49
101.50
96.00
1,197.36
330.40
6.00
121.01
121.00
204.26
50.00
154.83
51.00
44.98
82.17
403.28
199.32
0.83
‐0.83
593.75
22.16
52.00
307.76
234.35
49.73
13.31
350.00
150.00
341.60
164.10
16.99
192.83
140.35
140.83
158.64
128.83
526.70
146.50
94.98
64.80
526.58
566.24
456.47
553.90
549.38
495.06
137.07
123.20
72.80
165.07
71.85
153.11
70.06
868.48

Date
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019

Packet Pg. 32

Attachment: A. Warrant 120719-010320 (2234 : Warrant Listing)

City of Arcata Warrant Listing 12/07/2019 ‐ 01/03/2020
Check No.
238737
238738
238739
238740
238740
238740
238741
238742
238743
238744
238745
238746
238747
238747
238747
238748
238749
238750
238750
238751
238752
238753
238753
238753
238754
238755
238756
238757
238758
238759
238760
238761
238762
238763
238764
238765
238766
238767
238768
238769
238770
238771
238772
238773
238774
238775
238776
238777
238778
238779
238780
238781
238782
238783
238784
238785
238786
238787
238788

7.D.a

Vendor No.
PARKSROS
PETER994
PLAPO999
PLAPO999
PLAPO999
PROTE999
RASSB999
RESID010
RESID010
SMITH898
STROM999
STROM999
STROM999
STROM999
STROM999
STROM999
STROM999
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
SUNCO010
THEOB999
TOTHE999
WAYNE999
ACCEL010
ACCEL010
ADVAN010
ADVAN010
ADVAN010
ALMQU010
ALMQU010
ALMQU010
ARCAT320
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580

Vendor Name
Parks Rosemary
Peters Billie Jean
Plaza Point Associates
Plaza Point Associates
Plaza Point Associates
Proteau Mizelle
Rassbach Patsy
Resident Owned Parks Inc
Resident Owned Parks Inc
Smith Tracee
Strombeck Properties
Strombeck Properties
Strombeck Properties
Strombeck Properties
Strombeck Properties
Strombeck Properties
Strombeck Properties
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Sun Communities Inc
Theobault Shirley
Toth Elizabeth
Wayne & Prince Developers DBA Village Apartments
Accela Inc #774375
Accela Inc #774375
Advanced Security Systems
Advanced Security Systems
Advanced Security Systems
Almquist Lumber Company
Almquist Lumber Company
Almquist Lumber Company
Recology Arcata
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers

GL Account
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
259‐30‐14‐58300
661‐60‐64‐53400
662‐60‐67‐53400
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐81‐55400
101‐50‐85‐51770
101‐50‐85‐57300
101‐50‐85‐57800
101‐50‐85‐55400
212‐30‐11‐55400
101‐50‐41‐53300
101‐40‐21‐53300
101‐20‐07‐53300
101‐10‐03‐53300
101‐20‐07‐53300

Amount
74.30
138.37
458.45
413.88
566.48
130.49
96.70
546.59
420.33
194.83
288.10
423.70
572.48
963.04
460.59
830.24
842.00
447.51
447.51
447.51
452.83
463.98
452.83
447.51
447.51
458.14
447.51
447.51
492.26
447.51
447.51
518.73
467.70
492.26
547.43
488.89
447.51
541.49
519.79
528.29
447.51
447.51
86.06
32.79
831.91
83.00
83.00
722.75
722.75
1,090.50
353.81
500.00
198.85
248.31
33.22
87.02
239.04
147.01
53.77

Date
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019

Packet Pg. 33

Attachment: A. Warrant 120719-010320 (2234 : Warrant Listing)

City of Arcata Warrant Listing 12/07/2019 ‐ 01/03/2020
Check No.
238789
238790
238791
238792
238793
238794
238795
238796
238797
238798
238799
238800
238801
238802
238803
238804
238805
238806
238807
238808
238809
238810
238811
238812
238813
238814
238815
238816
238817
238818
238819
238820
238821
238822
238823
238824
238825
238826
238827
238828
238829
238830
238831
238832
238833
238834
238834
238835
238835
238835
238836
238836
238836
238837
238838
238838
238838
238838
238838

7.D.a

Vendor No.
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT620
ARCAT620
ARCAT620
ARCAT620
B&BPO010
B&BPO010
B&BPO010
BARTL010
BROES010
BUDDY010
BUDDY010
BUDDY010
BUDDY010
BUDDY010
BUDDY010
BUDDY010
BUDDY010
BUDDY010
BUGPR010
CADEP040
CADEP040
CADEP040
CADEP040
CALTE010
CAROL010
CLINTONM
CODEP010
COMMU020
COMMU020
CUMMI020
CUMMI020
CUMMI020
CUMMI020
CUMMI020
CUMMI020
CUMMI020
CUMMI020
CUMMI020
DIEMERKA
DIEMERKA
DIEMERKA
EUREK080
EUREK100
EUREK130
FEDER010
FOODF010
GALLS010
GEARH010
GHDIN010
GRANI020

Vendor Name
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Used Tire & Wheel
Arcata Used Tire & Wheel
Arcata Used Tire & Wheel
Arcata Used Tire & Wheel
B & B Portable Toilets
B & B Portable Toilets
B & B Portable Toilets
Bartle Wells Associates
Broese's Uniforms
Buddy's Auto Center
Buddy's Auto Center
Buddy's Auto Center
Buddy's Auto Center
Buddy's Auto Center
Buddy's Auto Center
Buddy's Auto Center
Buddy's Auto Center
Buddy's Auto Center
Bug Press
CA Dep Of Justice
CA Dep Of Justice
CA Dep Of Justice
CA Dep Of Justice
Caltest Analytical Lab
Carollo Engineers Inc.
Clinton Mike
Code Publishing Company
Community Reinvestment Fund Inc.
Community Reinvestment Fund Inc.
Cummins Pacific LLC
Cummins Pacific LLC
Cummins Pacific LLC
Cummins Pacific LLC
Cummins Pacific LLC
Cummins Pacific LLC
Cummins Pacific LLC
Cummins Pacific LLC
Cummins Pacific LLC
Diemer Karen
Diemer Karen
Diemer Karen
Eureka‐Humboldt Fire Extinguisher
Eureka Oxygen Company
Eureka Ready Mix Concrete Co Inc
Fedex
Food for People Inc
Galls Incorporated
Gearheart Robert A
GHD Inc.
Granicus Inc.

GL Account
664‐60‐73‐53300
101‐40‐21‐53300
101‐40‐21‐53300
101‐20‐07‐53220
101‐40‐21‐53300
662‐60‐67‐53300
101‐60‐70‐53300
662‐60‐67‐53300
101‐40‐21‐53300
771‐50‐57‐54600
771‐50‐57‐54600
771‐50‐57‐54600
771‐50‐57‐54600
662‐60‐67‐51770
662‐60‐67‐51770
662‐60‐67‐51770
662‐60‐67‐51790
101‐40‐21‐51500
101‐40‐23‐51762
101‐40‐23‐51762
101‐40‐23‐51762
101‐40‐23‐51762
101‐40‐23‐51762
101‐40‐23‐51762
101‐40‐23‐51762
101‐40‐23‐51762
101‐40‐23‐51762
101‐40‐21‐53300
101‐60‐89‐52524
101‐40‐21‐52522
101‐40‐21‐52524
101‐10‐15‐52524
662‐60‐67‐51742
662‐60‐67‐57600
662‐60‐67‐51400
101‐10‐05‐51770
255‐30‐14‐51770
259‐30‐14‐51770
771‐50‐57‐55100
662‐60‐67‐51770
661‐60‐64‐51770
662‐60‐67‐51770
662‐60‐67‐51770
661‐60‐64‐51770
662‐60‐67‐51770
771‐50‐57‐55100
771‐50‐57‐55100
101‐10‐03‐51400
101‐10‐03‐51400
101‐10‐03‐51400
101‐50‐85‐51770
771‐50‐57‐54200
662‐50‐65‐53800
662‐60‐67‐53100
664‐60‐73‐54455
101‐40‐21‐54200
662‐60‐67‐51728
101‐50‐45‐57601
101‐10‐05‐51770

Amount
143.94
79.48
145.87
542.39
215.75
38.68
20.79
88.95
11.24
20.00
40.00
207.30
35.00
157.12
95.85
332.28
7,826.00
502.21
375.00
55.00
55.00
55.00
55.00
55.00
55.00
60.00
55.00
156.73
105.00
1,876.98
2,452.00
49.00
584.55
213,972.60
35.00
3,732.00
357.00
357.00
402.94
600.11
659.26
617.35
841.90
686.49
736.15
184.08
‐129.86
83.00
76.89
97.00
648.90
384.26
184.56
111.94
19,038.89
1,815.70
2,150.00
9,350.02
713.76

Date
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019

Packet Pg. 34

Attachment: A. Warrant 120719-010320 (2234 : Warrant Listing)

City of Arcata Warrant Listing 12/07/2019 ‐ 01/03/2020
Check No.
238838
238838
238838
238838
238838
238838
238838
238838
238838
238839
238839
238839
238839
238840
238840
238840
238841
238842
238843
238843
238843
238843
238843
238843
238843
238843
238843
238844
238845
238845
238845
238845
238846
238847
238848
238849
238850
238850
238851
238851
238851
238851
238851
238851
238851
238851
238851
238852
238852
238852
238853
238854
238855
238856
238857
238858
238859
238860
238861

7.D.a

Vendor No.
GRANI020
HACHC010
HARPE010
HARPE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HUMBO107
HUMBO116
HUMBO116
HUMBO205
HUMBO220
HUMBO220
HUMBO220
HUMBO220
HUMBSTAT
IBSOF010
IBSOF010
INDUS020
INFOS010
INFOS010
INFOS010
INFOS010
ITRON010
JMBOD010
JMBOD010

Vendor Name
Granicus Inc.
Hach Chemical Company
Harper Ford Country
Harper Ford Country
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Humboldt County Sheriff
Humboldt Fasteners
Humboldt Fasteners
Humboldt Towing Inc.
Humboldt Trails Council
Humboldt Trails Council
Humboldt Trails Council
Humboldt Trails Council
Humboldt State University
IBS Of The Redwoods
IBS Of The Redwoods
Industrial Electric Arcata Inc
Infosend Inc
Infosend Inc
Infosend Inc
Infosend Inc
Itron Inc
J & M Body Shop/Towing
J & M Body Shop/Towing

GL Account
101‐10‐77‐51792
662‐60‐67‐53500
771‐50‐57‐54400
771‐50‐57‐54400
101‐50‐85‐57300
101‐50‐85‐57300
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐81‐54200
101‐50‐81‐54200
101‐50‐81‐54200
101‐50‐81‐54200
101‐50‐81‐54200
101‐50‐81‐54200
101‐50‐81‐54200
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐81‐54200
101‐50‐81‐54200
101‐50‐81‐54200
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐85‐57300
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐81‐54200
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐40‐25‐52528
666‐50‐52‐54200
666‐50‐52‐54200
101‐40‐23‐51762
205‐60‐87‐51720
205‐60‐87‐51765
101‐50‐81‐51770
207‐50‐48‐51770
101‐50‐41‐51770
771‐50‐57‐54400
771‐50‐57‐54400
662‐60‐67‐55300
661‐60‐64‐53100
662‐60‐67‐53100
661‐60‐64‐51770
662‐60‐67‐51770
661‐60‐64‐51770
101‐40‐23‐51762
101‐40‐23‐51762

Amount
596.01
1,251.01
202.81
264.14
24.92
4.33
15.18
10.84
4.98
9.75
104.76
11.91
99.73
9.75
‐7.15
8.64
‐16.89
82.79
3.24
5.16
64.19
19.50
16.89
‐16.89
7.15
25.73
0.93
20.59
15.18
9.75
71.59
7.58
1.07
5.52
10.84
72.83
30.35
‐180.75
‐21.69
‐33.23
3,985.00
542.50
141.05
199.25
612.24
688.78
433.67
140.31
418.95
262.29
305.69
300.00
716.95
716.95
289.49
289.48
240.00
130.00
130.00

Date
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019

Packet Pg. 35

Attachment: A. Warrant 120719-010320 (2234 : Warrant Listing)

City of Arcata Warrant Listing 12/07/2019 ‐ 01/03/2020
Check No.
238861
238862
238863
238863
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238864
238865
238866
238866
238867
238868
238868
238868
238868
238869
238870
238870
238871
238872
238872
238872
238872
238873
238874
238874

7.D.a

Vendor No.
JOHNS030
JOHNS090
JRPHI010
KEENA010
KEENA010
KEENA010
KEENA010
KEENA010
KEENA010
KEENA010
KEENA010
KEENA010
KTPRI010
LACKEYSC
LEXIS020
LOSTC010
MADRI010
MADRI060
MADRI060
MADRI060
MADRI060
MADRI060
MADRI060
MADRI060
MAGNUSON
MAPLE010
MCMUR010
MENDE010
MENDE010
MENDE010
MENDE010
MENDE010
MENDE010
MENDE010
MENDE010
MENDE010
MILLE020
MILLE020
MILLY010
MILLY010
MILLY010
MILLY010
MISSI010
MISSI010
MISSI010
MISSI010
MISSI010
MISSI010
MISSI010
MISSI010
MUNIM010
NORMA010
NORMA010
NORMA010
NORMA010
NORMA010
NORMA010
NORMA010
NORMA010

Vendor Name
C&K Johnson Industries
John's Used Cars And Auto Wrecker
JRP HISTORICAL CONSULTING LLC
Keenan Supply
Keenan Supply
Keenan Supply
Keenan Supply
Keenan Supply
Keenan Supply
Keenan Supply
Keenan Supply
Keenan Supply
Pence Christopher
Lackey Scott
LexisNexis Risk Data Management Inc
Lost Coast Communications Inc.
American Hospital Management
Mad River Union
Mad River Union
Mad River Union
Mad River Union
Mad River Union
Mad River Union
Mad River Union
Magnuson Seth
Maple Service Inc.
McMurray & Sons Inc.
Mendes Supply Co
Mendes Supply Co
Mendes Supply Co
Mendes Supply Co
Mendes Supply Co
Mendes Supply Co
Mendes Supply Co
Mendes Supply Co
Mendes Supply Co
Miller Farms Nursery Inc
Miller Farms Nursery Inc
The Mill Yard
The Mill Yard
The Mill Yard
The Mill Yard
Mission Linen Ind.Inc.
Mission Linen Ind.Inc.
Mission Linen Ind.Inc.
Mission Linen Ind.Inc.
Mission Linen Ind.Inc.
Mission Linen Ind.Inc.
Mission Linen Ind.Inc.
Mission Linen Ind.Inc.
Munimetrix Inc
Norman's Dry Cleaners
Norman's Dry Cleaners
Norman's Dry Cleaners
Norman's Dry Cleaners
Norman's Dry Cleaners
Norman's Dry Cleaners
Norman's Dry Cleaners
Norman's Dry Cleaners

GL Account
666‐60‐51‐57300
101‐40‐23‐51762
101‐50‐45‐57601
661‐60‐64‐57600
661‐60‐64‐57600
661‐60‐64‐57600
661‐60‐64‐57600
661‐60‐64‐57600
661‐60‐64‐57600
661‐60‐64‐57600
661‐60‐64‐57600
661‐60‐64‐57600
101‐60‐89‐51300
207‐50‐45‐51400
101‐40‐21‐55300
101‐10‐15‐51300
101‐40‐21‐51770
664‐60‐73‐51300
101‐60‐89‐51300
101‐30‐11‐51780
101‐30‐11‐51780
101‐30‐11‐51780
101‐10‐05‐51300
101‐10‐05‐51300
662‐60‐67‐51400
212‐30‐11‐55400
212‐30‐11‐57300
212‐30‐11‐55400
101‐50‐85‐53600
101‐50‐85‐53600
101‐50‐85‐53600
101‐50‐85‐53600
212‐30‐11‐55400
101‐50‐85‐53600
661‐60‐64‐53500
661‐60‐64‐53500
101‐50‐81‐55400
101‐50‐81‐55400
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐81‐55400
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐50‐85‐55400
661‐60‐64‐51500
771‐50‐57‐51500
662‐60‐67‐51500
662‐60‐67‐51500
771‐50‐57‐51500
212‐30‐11‐55400
212‐30‐11‐55400
212‐30‐11‐55400
101‐10‐05‐51770
101‐40‐21‐51500
101‐40‐21‐51500
101‐40‐21‐51500
101‐40‐21‐51500
101‐40‐21‐51500
101‐40‐21‐51500
101‐40‐21‐51500
101‐40‐21‐51500

Amount
672.70
375.00
1,101.26
4,198.93
339.00
1,544.17
195.30
203.44
286.44
406.67
329.37
227.74
21.70
35.00
50.00
120.00
280.00
230.00
90.00
240.00
120.00
172.00
64.00
56.00
35.00
556.25
11,134.00
28.01
167.60
‐1,023.95
1,023.95
249.33
284.75
107.53
‐100.00
1,276.21
113.66
177.82
6.51
35.32
26.32
25.58
100.67
66.15
100.67
191.37
66.15
53.86
24.41
60.28
79.98
23.20
43.60
106.50
125.25
136.85
96.25
73.05
171.65

Date
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019

Packet Pg. 36

Attachment: A. Warrant 120719-010320 (2234 : Warrant Listing)

City of Arcata Warrant Listing 12/07/2019 ‐ 01/03/2020
Check No.
238875
238876
238877
238878
238878
238878
238878
238878
238878
238878
238878
238878
238879
238880
238881
238882
238883
238884
238884
238884
238884
238884
238884
238884
238885
238886
238887
238888
238888
238888
238888
238888
238888
238888
238888
238888
238889
238889
238890
238890
238890
238890
238891
238891
238891
238891
238891
238891
238891
238891
238892
238893
238893
238893
238893
238893
238893
238893
238893

7.D.a

Vendor No.
NORTH140
NORTH140
NORTH140
NORTH140
NORTH140
NORTH140
NORTH140
NORTH150
NORTH150
NORTH150
NORTH150
NORTH150
NORTH150
NORTH150
NORTH150
NORTH150
NORTH150
NORTH150
NORTH150
NORTH150
NORTH150
ONSOL010
PACIF080
PARAD010
PEREIRAS
PLATT010
RAYMO010
RAYMO010
RAYMO010
RAYMO010
RAYMO010
REDWO010
REDWO100
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
RENNE010
RENNE010
RENNE010
RENNE010
RENNE010
RENNE010
RENNE010
RENNE010
RENNE010
RENNE010

Vendor Name
North Coast Journal Inc
North Coast Journal Inc
North Coast Journal Inc
North Coast Journal Inc
North Coast Journal Inc
North Coast Journal Inc
North Coast Journal Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Onsolve Intermediate Holding Company
Pacific EcoRisk Inc.
Paradise Cay Publications Inc.
Pereira Sofia
Rexel USA Inc
Ray Morgan Company
Ray Morgan Company
Ray Morgan Company
Ray Morgan Company
Ray Morgan Company
Redwood Community Action Agency
Redwood Region Audubon Society
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc

GL Account
101‐10‐15‐51300
101‐10‐15‐51300
101‐10‐15‐51300
101‐10‐15‐51300
101‐10‐15‐51300
101‐10‐15‐51300
101‐60‐89‐51300
662‐60‐67‐51742
661‐60‐64‐51742
662‐60‐67‐51742
662‐60‐67‐51742
662‐60‐67‐51742
662‐60‐67‐51742
662‐60‐67‐51742
662‐60‐67‐51742
662‐60‐67‐51742
662‐60‐67‐51742
662‐60‐67‐51742
662‐60‐67‐51742
662‐60‐67‐51770
661‐60‐64‐51742
101‐40‐21‐51600
662‐60‐67‐51742
662‐60‐67‐54200
101‐10‐01‐51400
101‐50‐85‐55400
101‐30‐31‐54200
101‐20‐07‐53210
101‐40‐21‐55300
101‐60‐79‐55300
101‐50‐41‐55800
207‐50‐48‐57600
662‐60‐67‐54200
101‐00‐00‐22205
559‐00‐00‐24059
101‐00‐00‐22205
101‐00‐00‐22203
101‐00‐00‐22203
559‐00‐00‐24059
101‐40‐21‐50100
101‐00‐00‐22203
101‐00‐00‐22203
559‐00‐00‐24059
101‐00‐00‐22204
559‐00‐00‐24059
101‐00‐00‐22204
101‐00‐00‐22203
559‐00‐00‐24059
101‐40‐21‐50100
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐54700

Amount
108.00
150.00
275.00
150.00
108.00
164.00
180.00
55.00
75.00
55.00
250.00
50.00
55.00
215.00
215.00
75.00
75.00
260.00
128.00
873.00
75.00
850.00
1,739.98
250.49
83.00
58.79
111.57
182.87
360.31
237.93
199.97
413.75
170.00
12,522.36
993.67
2,827.93
35.80
35.80
‐286.40
‐143.20
160,478.00
8,079.69
16,413.31
2,252.25
230.05
497.95
4.55
‐36.40
‐18.20
65.16
1,615.03
491.33
1,020.30
267.77
232.29
982.48
679.64
270.09
239.27

Date
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019

Packet Pg. 37

Attachment: A. Warrant 120719-010320 (2234 : Warrant Listing)

City of Arcata Warrant Listing 12/07/2019 ‐ 01/03/2020
Check No.
238894
238894
238894
238894
238894
238894
238894
238895
238895
238895
238895
238895
238895
238895
238895
238895
238895
238895
238895
238895
238895
238896
238897
238898
238899
238900
238901
238901
238901
238901
238901
238902
238903
238904
238904
238904
238904
238904
238904
238904
238904
238904
238904
238904
238904
238904
238904
238904
238904
238905
238905
238905
238905
238905
238905
238905
238905
238905
238905

7.D.a

Vendor No.
RMIOU010
RMIOU010
RUBYC010
SHN010
SHN010
SOLOS010
STATE010
STATE010
STATE110
STERI010
SUPER020
SUPER020
SUPER020
SUPER020
TEHAM010
TEHAM010
TETRA010
THREE020
THREE020
TOLAR010
TPTIR010
TRAIL020
TRAIL020
USABL010
VALLE030
VALLE030
VALLE030
VALLE030
VALLE030
VERSA010
VERSA010
VERSA010
VERSA010
WIPFC010
WITME010
MCKIN040
NAPAA010
NAPAA010
NAPAA010
NAPAA010
NAPAA010
NAPAA010
NAPAA010
NAPAA010
NAPAA010
NAPAA010
NAPAA010
NAPAA010
NAPAA010
NAPAA010
NAPAA010
NAPAA010
NAPAA010
NAPAA010
USBAN003
USBAN003
USBAN003
USEPA999
ALMQU010

Vendor Name
Redwood Marine Inc.
Redwood Marine Inc.
Ruby Canyon Engineering Inc
SHN Consulting Engineers & Geo
SHN Consulting Engineers & Geo
Kees Amber LK
Statewide Traffic Safety & Signs Inc.
Statewide Traffic Safety & Signs Inc.
SWRCB
Stericycle Inc.
Ramundsen Superior Holdings LLC
Ramundsen Superior Holdings LLC
Ramundsen Superior Holdings LLC
Ramundsen Superior Holdings LLC
Tehama Tire
Tehama Tire
WN Tetrault & Co Inc
Three G's Hay & Grain
Three G's Hay & Grain
Tolar Manufacturing Company Inc.
T.P. Tire Service
Anderson Bruce Randolph
Anderson Bruce Randolph
USA Blue Book
Valley Pacific Petroleum Services Inc
Valley Pacific Petroleum Services Inc
Valley Pacific Petroleum Services Inc
Valley Pacific Petroleum Services Inc
Valley Pacific Petroleum Services Inc
Versalift Northwest LLC
Versalift Northwest LLC
Versalift Northwest LLC
Versalift Northwest LLC
Wipf Construction LLC
Witmer‐Tyson Imports
McKinleyville Community Servic
NAPA Auto Parts
NAPA Auto Parts
NAPA Auto Parts
NAPA Auto Parts
NAPA Auto Parts
NAPA Auto Parts
NAPA Auto Parts
NAPA Auto Parts
NAPA Auto Parts
NAPA Auto Parts
NAPA Auto Parts
NAPA Auto Parts
NAPA Auto Parts
NAPA Auto Parts
NAPA Auto Parts
NAPA Auto Parts
NAPA Auto Parts
NAPA Auto Parts
US Bank Equipment Finance
US Bank Equipment Finance
US Bank Equipment Finance
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Almquist Lumber Company

GL Account
662‐60‐67‐51500
662‐60‐67‐51500
205‐60‐87‐51736
662‐50‐65‐57500
211‐30‐13‐58211
662‐60‐67‐54200
209‐50‐55‐54200
661‐50‐63‐51770
662‐60‐67‐51900
662‐60‐67‐51770
101‐30‐11‐57800
101‐30‐31‐57800
661‐50‐63‐57800
662‐50‐65‐57800
771‐50‐57‐54600
771‐50‐57‐54600
771‐50‐57‐51770
666‐60‐51‐57600
666‐60‐51‐57600
663‐50‐91‐57600
771‐50‐57‐54600
207‐50‐48‐51770
207‐50‐48‐51770
662‐60‐67‐53500
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐55100
771‐50‐57‐55100
771‐50‐57‐55100
101‐00‐00‐21090
101‐50‐81‐53800
101‐40‐21‐54200
661‐60‐64‐54000
771‐50‐57‐54400
771‐50‐57‐54400
771‐50‐57‐54400
771‐50‐57‐54400
771‐50‐57‐54400
771‐50‐57‐54400
771‐50‐57‐54400
771‐50‐57‐54400
771‐50‐57‐54400
771‐50‐57‐54400
771‐50‐57‐54400
771‐50‐57‐54400
771‐50‐57‐54400
771‐50‐57‐54400
771‐50‐57‐54400
771‐50‐57‐54400
771‐50‐57‐54400
771‐50‐57‐54400
101‐50‐41‐57800
101‐30‐31‐57800
101‐30‐11‐54200
211‐00‐00‐45211
101‐50‐85‐55400

Amount
65.09
57.49
8,008.07
14,861.50
6,378.75
120.00
629.30
1,450.00
23,032.00
44.41
1,313.28
1,651.20
437.76
437.76
1,288.91
1,763.11
128.00
131.46
137.92
11,698.44
349.85
18,760.50
3,935.00
355.52
198.52
89.38
1,563.36
1,021.89
199.32
21.70
35.72
2,175.00
‐4.50
2,157.80
550.00
1,274.94
6.88
‐5.55
‐23.42
51.08
‐13.19
‐20.02
4.55
26.70
6.71
189.82
101.35
8.04
78.43
115.01
23.19
41.65
27.01
296.35
576.87
576.87
766.56
14,931.60
85.46

Date
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/20/2019
12/23/2019
1/3/2020

Packet Pg. 38

Attachment: A. Warrant 120719-010320 (2234 : Warrant Listing)

City of Arcata Warrant Listing 12/07/2019 ‐ 01/03/2020
Check No.
238906
238906
238907
238908
238908
238909
238910
238910
238911
238912
238913
238913
238913
238913
238914
238914
238915
238916
238916
238917
238918
238919
238919
238920
238921
238921
238921
238921
238921
238922
238922
238922
238922
238923
238924
238925
238926
238926
238926
238926
238926
238926
238926
238926
238926
238926
238926
238926
238926
238926
238926
238926
238926
238926
238927
238927
238927
238928
238929

7.D.a

Vendor No.
ALMQU010
ALMQU010
ALMQU010
ARCAT620
ATTCALNE
B&BPO010
B&BPO010
B&BPO010
BACKC010
CADEP040
CALTE010
CRITI010
CUMMI020
EUREK130
FRIEN010
GREEN020
HENSE010
IBSOF010
IDEXX010
INDUS020
K&MIN010
LOSTC010
LOSTC010
MADRI060
MADRI060
MAPLE010
MENDE010
MENDE010
MILLE020
MILLY010
MILLY010
MISSI010
MISSI010
MISSI010
MISSI010
MORRI050
NORTH140
NORTH140
NORTH140
NORTH140
NORTH140
NORTH150
NORTH150
NORTH150
NORTH150
NORTH150
OCCUP040
PACIF080
PARAD010
PHOEN010
PITNE010
PITNE010
PLATT010
PLATT010
PLATT010
PLATT010
PLATT010
PLATT010
PLATT010

Vendor Name
Almquist Lumber Company
Almquist Lumber Company
Almquist Lumber Company
Arcata Used Tire & Wheel
AT&T
B & B Portable Toilets
B & B Portable Toilets
B & B Portable Toilets
Kauffmann Michael
CA Dep Of Justice
Caltest Analytical Lab
Critical Reach Inc
Cummins Pacific LLC
Eureka Ready Mix Concrete Co Inc
Friends Of The Arcata Marsh
Wes Green Landscaping & Material
Hensels Hardware
IBS Of The Redwoods
Idexx Distribution Corp
Industrial Electric Arcata Inc
K & M International
Lost Coast Communications Inc.
Lost Coast Communications Inc.
Mad River Union
Mad River Union
Maple Service Inc.
Mendes Supply Co
Mendes Supply Co
Miller Farms Nursery Inc
The Mill Yard
The Mill Yard
Mission Linen Ind.Inc.
Mission Linen Ind.Inc.
Mission Linen Ind.Inc.
Mission Linen Ind.Inc.
Jim Morris Environmental T‐Shi
North Coast Journal Inc
North Coast Journal Inc
North Coast Journal Inc
North Coast Journal Inc
North Coast Journal Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Occupational Environment Health
Pacific EcoRisk Inc.
Paradise Cay Publications Inc.
Phoenix Group Information Systems
Pitney Bowes Postage By
Pitney Bowes Postage By
Rexel USA Inc
Rexel USA Inc
Rexel USA Inc
Rexel USA Inc
Rexel USA Inc
Rexel USA Inc
Rexel USA Inc

GL Account
101‐50‐85‐57800
101‐50‐85‐57800
101‐50‐85‐57800
771‐50‐57‐54600
101‐40‐21‐52522
101‐50‐81‐55600
101‐50‐81‐55600
101‐50‐81‐55600
662‐60‐67‐54200
101‐40‐21‐51770
662‐60‐67‐51742
101‐40‐21‐51200
661‐60‐64‐51770
662‐50‐65‐53800
662‐60‐67‐54200
101‐50‐81‐55400
101‐40‐21‐54200
771‐50‐57‐54400
661‐60‐64‐53500
662‐60‐67‐55300
662‐60‐67‐54200
101‐10‐15‐51300
101‐10‐15‐51300
101‐10‐05‐51300
101‐10‐15‐51300
101‐50‐85‐51770
101‐50‐85‐53600
212‐30‐11‐55400
101‐50‐81‐55400
101‐50‐85‐55400
666‐60‐51‐57600
661‐60‐64‐51500
661‐60‐64‐51500
662‐60‐67‐51500
771‐50‐57‐51500
662‐60‐67‐54200
101‐10‐15‐51300
101‐10‐15‐51300
101‐10‐15‐51300
101‐10‐15‐51300
101‐10‐15‐51300
662‐60‐67‐51742
662‐60‐67‐51770
662‐60‐67‐51742
662‐60‐67‐51742
662‐60‐67‐51742
101‐10‐15‐51705
662‐60‐67‐51742
662‐60‐67‐54200
101‐40‐23‐54200
101‐20‐07‐56505
101‐20‐07‐53110
662‐60‐67‐55300
661‐60‐64‐55300
661‐60‐64‐55300
662‐60‐67‐55300
661‐60‐64‐55300
661‐60‐64‐55300
661‐60‐64‐55300

Amount
32.54
170.82
167.44
20.00
310.11
344.28
346.03
200.05
241.89
560.00
947.15
350.00
584.17
81.83
187.50
101.29
69.29
123.55
1,117.46
213.51
319.76
120.00
240.00
56.00
80.00
604.38
215.02
400.68
19.29
17.96
86.75
100.67
100.67
100.67
68.58
1,052.36
50.00
50.00
108.00
50.00
164.00
378.00
220.00
215.00
75.00
75.00
136.50
1,784.37
271.34
1,475.00
292.66
5,050.00
675.94
55.10
248.83
77.61
109.77
58.42
30.62

Date
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
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Check No.
238929
238929
238929
238930
238931
238932
238932
238932
238933
238934
238935
238936
238937
238938
238939
238940
238941
238942
238943
238944
238945
238946
238946
238947
238947
238948
238949
238949
238950
238951
238951
238952
238952
238952
238952
238953
238954
238954
238954
238954
238954
238955
238955
238955
238955
238955
238956
238957
238958
238959
238960
238960
238961
238961
238961
238961
238961
238961
238961

7.D.a

Vendor No.
RAOCO010
RAYMO010
RAYMO010
RAYMO010
RIVER020
RIVER020
SOLOS010
SOLOS010
SOLOS010
SOLOS010
STATE110
STERI010
STILL010
SUNNY010
TCMBU010
TCMBU010
TCMBU010
TELST010
TELST010
THATC010
THATC010
USBAN003
VALLE030
VALLE030
VALLE030
VALLE030
VALLE030
VALLE030
UB*04884
UB*04876
UB*04877
UB*04878
UB*04882
UB*04883
UB*04879
UB*04875
UB*04880
UB*04881
AFLAC010
AFLAC015
AGUIL998
ALLREDDA
att030
ATTCALNE
ATTCALNE
ATTCALNE
ATTCALNE
ATTCALNE
ATTCALNE
ATTCALNE
ATTCALNE
ATTCALNE
ATTCALNE
BAGCON
CAPPO010
CIOTT999
CWEAI010
ELAP999
EMPLO999

Vendor Name
RAO Construction
Ray Morgan Company
Ray Morgan Company
Ray Morgan Company
Rivera Monica
Rivera Monica
Kees Amber LK
Kees Amber LK
Kees Amber LK
Kees Amber LK
SWRCB
Stericycle Inc.
Stillwater Sciences
Sunnybrae Animal Clinic
TCM Building Specialties Inc
TCM Building Specialties Inc
TCM Building Specialties Inc
Telstar Instruments Inc.
Telstar Instruments Inc.
Thatcher Company of California Inc
Thatcher Company of California Inc
US Bank Equipment Finance
Valley Pacific Petroleum Services Inc
Valley Pacific Petroleum Services Inc
Valley Pacific Petroleum Services Inc
Valley Pacific Petroleum Services Inc
Valley Pacific Petroleum Services Inc
Valley Pacific Petroleum Services Inc
Alexander William
Black Amy
Bob's Lumber Co
Botte Christina
Lenihan Mitchell
MacGregor Ian
Nilsen Company
Pacific Coast Rentals
Remiorz Nikolas
Shepherd Kassondra
Aflac
AFLAC Group Insurance
Aguilar Juliet
Allred Danielle
A. T. & T.
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
Baggett Connor
Public Procurement Officials Inc California Association of
Ciotti Pete
CWEA
Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program
Employment Development Dept

GL Account
101‐50‐45‐57601
101‐60‐89‐55300
101‐40‐21‐55300
661‐60‐64‐53200
101‐10‐03‐51770
101‐10‐03‐51770
662‐60‐67‐51500
661‐60‐64‐51500
207‐50‐45‐51500
101‐00‐00‐21090
661‐60‐64‐51900
662‐60‐67‐51770
662‐60‐67‐57600
101‐40‐25‐52528
101‐50‐81‐55400
101‐50‐81‐55400
101‐00‐00‐21090
662‐60‐67‐51770
662‐60‐67‐55300
662‐60‐67‐53500
662‐60‐67‐53500
101‐10‐03‐54200
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐54700
771‐50‐57‐54700
661‐00‐00‐21000
661‐00‐00‐21000
661‐00‐00‐21000
661‐00‐00‐21000
661‐00‐00‐21000
661‐00‐00‐21000
661‐00‐00‐21000
661‐00‐00‐21000
661‐00‐00‐21000
661‐00‐00‐21000
101‐00‐00‐22110
101‐00‐00‐22110
101‐00‐00‐23070
661‐60‐64‐57200
662‐60‐67‐51200
101‐40‐21‐51200
663‐50‐91‐51200
662‐60‐67‐51200
664‐60‐73‐51200
101‐50‐85‐51200
661‐60‐64‐51200
662‐50‐65‐51200
101‐30‐11‐51200
661‐50‐63‐51200
101‐10‐03‐51200
662‐60‐67‐51500
101‐10‐03‐51600
101‐00‐00‐46305
661‐60‐64‐51600
662‐60‐67‐51900
101‐00‐00‐22109

Amount
28,395.25
18.03
277.43
17.99
386.65
1,950.00
401.86
393.65
393.65
‐8.22
2,171.40
88.82
5,587.00
64.00
77.00
2.09
‐2.09
5,983.00
4,418.12
23,163.83
‐10,000.00
230.68
954.27
21.70
1,346.77
666.32
179.57
204.88
70.28
24.35
507.54
70.28
188.53
65.82
343.14
71.55
10.06
89.44
1,273.98
216.09
500.00
75.00
70.08
83.56
131.62
366.06
20.25
207.69
52.00
73.12
58.45
73.12
20.14
103.54
130.00
59.00
192.00
5,331.00
100.00

Date
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
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Check No.
238962
238963
238963
238963
238964
238964
238965
238965
238965
238965
238966
238967
238968
238969
238970
238970
238970
238971
238971
238972
238972
238973
238974
238974
238974
238974
238974
238974
238975
238976
238977
238978
238979
238980
238981
238982
238983
238984
238985
238986
238987
238988
238989
238990
238990
238990
238990
238990
238990
238990
238990
238990
238990
238991
238992
238993
238994
238995
238996

7.D.a

Vendor No.
EVERT999
EVERT999
FRANC011
GENER998
HEALT010
KINDL010
MINDA999
MINDA999
MINDA999
MINDA999
NFP010
NFP010
OLSON010
OPERA010
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PERSLONG
RAYMO998
RICKS999
RICKS999
RUSSE995
RUSSE995
SUDDE020
SUDDE020
SUDDE020
SUDDE020
TALAV999
TIMES999
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010

Vendor Name
Everta Julia
Everta Julia
Franchise Tax Board
General Machine Fabrication
Healthsport
Kindl Matthew
Mind Altum
Mind Altum
Mind Altum
Mind Altum
NFP National Account Services Inc.
NFP National Account Services Inc.
Olson Matthew
Operating Engineers No 3
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
PERS Long Term Care
Raymond Jennifer
Rickson Meghan
Rickson Meghan
Russell Barbara
Russell Barbara
Suddenlink
Suddenlink
Suddenlink
Suddenlink
Talavera Hilda
Eureka Times‐Standard
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless

GL Account
101‐00‐00‐46318
101‐00‐00‐46365
101‐00‐00‐22109
101‐00‐00‐42300
101‐00‐00‐22112
101‐60‐89‐51710
550‐00‐00‐24050
550‐00‐00‐24150
101‐00‐00‐46110
101‐00‐00‐46160
101‐00‐00‐22206
101‐40‐21‐50990
101‐60‐89‐51710
101‐00‐00‐22113
663‐50‐91‐51100
662‐60‐67‐51100
101‐50‐41‐51100
101‐50‐81‐51100
101‐50‐41‐51100
101‐50‐81‐51100
101‐50‐85‐51100
661‐60‐64‐51100
662‐60‐67‐51100
666‐60‐51‐51100
101‐00‐00‐22202
661‐00‐00‐46730
101‐00‐00‐46305
101‐00‐00‐46365
101‐00‐00‐46352
101‐00‐00‐46365
775‐10‐71‐51210
101‐40‐21‐51200
662‐60‐67‐51200
775‐10‐71‐51200
101‐00‐00‐46305
101‐40‐21‐51600
101‐10‐01‐51200
101‐10‐03‐51200
212‐30‐11‐51200
101‐40‐21‐51200
101‐30‐31‐51200
101‐50‐41‐51200
207‐50‐45‐51200
666‐60‐51‐51200
666‐50‐52‐51200
209‐50‐55‐51200
771‐50‐57‐51200
661‐50‐63‐51200
661‐60‐64‐51200
662‐50‐65‐51200
662‐60‐67‐51200
101‐60‐70‐51200
775‐10‐71‐51200
664‐60‐73‐51200
101‐50‐81‐51200
101‐50‐85‐51200
205‐60‐87‐51200
101‐60‐89‐51200
663‐50‐91‐51200

Amount
144.00
8.80
217.20
20.00
453.00
60.00
0.50
1.00
10.12
1,890.00
1,257.75
‐9.75
723.00
2,496.00
41.62
170.45
14.10
250.39
6,726.24
1,056.65
8,723.29
4,382.22
3,155.40
25.59
82.17
3,163.01
59.00
11.00
41.50
11.00
560.00
415.00
125.00
701.25
59.00
318.62
156.17
98.59
61.10
1,755.64
89.13
114.14
169.06
32.50
74.98
137.03
18.29
210.84
195.20
143.14
242.48
18.49
71.91
47.99
257.10
306.81
17.13
126.24
54.86

Date
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
1/3/2020
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Check No.
238997
238997
238998
238999
239000
239001
239002
239002
239002
239002
239003
239003
239004
239005
239006
239006
239006
239006
239006
239006
239006
239006
239006
239006
239007
239008
239009
239009
239010
239010
239011
239011
239011
239011
239012
239013
239014
239014
239014
239014
239014
239014
239014
239014
239014
239014
239014
239014
239014
239014
239014
239014
239014
239014
239014
239014
239014
239014
239014

7.D.a

City of Arcata Warrant Listing 12/07/2019 ‐ 01/03/2020
Vendor Name
Verizon Wireless

GL Account
101‐10‐77‐51200

Amount
25.43
942,823.09

Date
1/3/2020

Attachment: A. Warrant 120719-010320 (2234 : Warrant Listing)

Check No. Vendor No.
239014 VERIZ010
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
January 16, 2020
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Netra Khatri, Interim City Engineer
Mark Andre, Director of Environmental Services

PREPARER:

Netra Khatri, Interim City Engineer

DATE:

January 07, 2020

TITLE:

Award a Construction Contract for the Arcata Valve Vault Installation and Pipe
Connections Project to RAO Construction Co., Inc. in the Amount of $35,392.00;
Authorize the City Engineer to Increase the Contract Amount by up to $7,078.40
(20 Percent for a Total of $42,470.40) to Allow for Any Unforeseen Contingencies
and Additional Work as Necessary; and Authorize the City Manager to Execute
all Applicable Documents.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council:
1. Award a construction contract for the Arcata Valve Vault Installation and Pipe
Connections Project to RAO Construction Co., Inc. in the amount of $35,392.00;
2. Authorize the City Engineer to increase the contract amount by up to $7,078.40 (20
percent for a total of $42,470.40) to allow for any unforeseen contingencies and
additional work as necessary; and
3. Authorize the City Manager to execute all applicable documents.

INTRODUCTION:
The project involves installation of a City-supplied valve vault and accessories/fittings at Margaret
Lane, Arcata, California. The project work includes, but is not limited to: excavation, installation
of valve vault, traffic control and pipe connections. Work also involves hauling the valve vault and
metal lid from 600 South G Street to the project site.
This project is a continuation of the Tank 9 construction project completed in 2017. Installation of
this valve system will optimize the use of Tank 9, and prevent Tank 10 from feeding area outside
zone 7. Currently Tank 9 is only serving the Upper Panorama area and storage is not greatly
changing over the three-day period. Tank 10 is located at the highest point in the system and is
constantly draining into the whole Sunny Brae area and causing high pressures at lower elevations.
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DISCUSSION:
Three quotes were received from contractors, as follows:

Table 1: Summary of Bids Received
No.
1
2
3

Name of Contractor
Wahlund Construction, Inc.
RAO Construction Co., Inc.
GR Sundberg, Inc.

$
$
$

Total
35,742.00
35,392.00
63,000.00

The quotes were received until 11 a.m. on December 13, 2019. Following the opening of quotes, the
quotes were evaluated for consistency, and the lowest responsive contractor’s quote was examined
for consistency with City policies and guidelines.
If a contract is presently awarded, work will commence on or after January 21, 2020 (or later), and
should be completed before April 15, 2020. Prior to issuing a Notice-to-Proceed to the contractor,
public notifications will be made by the City and the Contractor to potentially impacted
residents/businesses to inform them of construction activities, possible parking restrictions and
detours/traffic control.
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW (CEQA):
N/A
BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
The budget for this work is within the budget allocation for the 2019/20 Fiscal Year. This project is
budgeted as follows:
Account Number

Amount

Account Name

661-50-64-57600

$35,392.00

Water Distribution Fund, Activity 63

If contingency funds in the amount of $7,078.40 are needed, they will be funded out of the Water
Distribution Fund, account # 661-50-64-57600.
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
January 16, 2020
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Nancy Diamond, City Attorney

PREPARER:

Nancy Diamond, City Attorney

DATE:

January 02, 2020

TITLE:

Adopt Resolution No. 190-47, a Resolution of City Council of the City of Arcata
Ratifying the Arcata Fire Protection District’s Ordinance No. 19-19 Adopting the
2019 California Fire Code, Title 24, Part 9, Based on the 2018 International Fire
Code.

RECOMMENDATION:
Adopt Resolution No. 190-47, a Resolution of City Council of the City of Arcata Ratifying the
Arcata Fire Protection District’s Ordinance No. 19-19 Adopting the 2019 California Fire Code, Title
24, Part 9, Based on the 2018 International Fire Code.

INTRODUCTION:
On November 12, 2019, the Arcata Fire Protection District (AFPD) enacted its Ordinance No. 19-19,
adopting the 2019 California Fire Code, Title 24, Part 9, based on the 2018 International Fire Code.
This ordinance was supported by statutory findings adopted by the AFPD as Resolution 19-212 on
October 8, 2019. A copy of the ordinance and its supporting resolution are attached as Exhibits “A”
and “B” to Resolution 190-47.

DISCUSSION:
The Fire Code is enforced by the Fire Prevention Bureau of the Arcata Fire Protection District.
However, in order for new Fire Code to be enforceable within the City of Arcata, State law requires
the City Council to ratify the AFPD action. (Health & Safety Code § 13869.7(c).) The City
Engineer and Building Official reviewed a draft the AFPD ordinance and support the Council’s
ratification.
The AFPD ordinance will not become effective until ratified by the City Council and thereafter
forwarded to the California Department of Housing and Community Development. Resolution No.
190-47, if adopted by the Council, would ratify the Fire District’s action and direct the City Clerk to
forward the Resolution to the Housing and Community Development Department.
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ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW (CEQA):
This ordinance is exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to
Section 15061(b)(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, because it can be seen with certainty that there is no
possibility that ratifying the Fire Code may have a significant effect on the environment.
BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
None

ATTACHMENTS:
A. Reso 190-47, ratifying 2019 Fire Code (DOCX)
B. AFPD Ordinance No. 19-19
(PDF)
C. AFPD Resolution No. 19-212
(PDF)
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RESOLUTION NO. 190-47

WHEREAS, on October 8, 2019, the Arcata Fire Protection District (“AFPD”) adopted
its Resolution 19-212 and made findings in support of the adoption of a new Fire Code;
WHEREAS, on November 12, 2019, the AFPD enacted its Ordinance No. 19-19,
adopting the 2019 California Fire Code, Title 24, Part 9, Based on the 2018 International Fire
Code; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Health and Safety Code § 13869.7(c), the City Council must
ratify the AFPD Ordinance 19-19 in order for the 2019 Fire Code regulations to become effective
within the City of Arcata, and to thereafter forward the City’s ratification to the California
Department of Housing and Community Development.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of Arcata as
follows:
1.
The City Council for the City of Arcata hereby ratifies the Arcata Fire Protection
District Ordinance No. 19-19, adopting the 2019 California Fire Code, Title 24, Part 9, based on
the 2018 International Fire Code, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit “A” and
incorporated herein.
2.
The City Council for the City of Arcata hereby ratifies the express findings made
by the AFPD, as required by State law, in support of its Ordinance No. 19-19 as stated in AFPD
Resolution No. 12-212, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit “B” and incorporated
herein.

3.
The City Council for the City of Arcata hereby directs the City Clerk to forward
a copy of this Resolution 190-47, with attachments, to the California Department of Housing and
Community Development.
Dated: ____________, 2020
APPROVED:

Michael Winkler, Mayor, City of Arcata
ATTEST:

City Clerk, City of Arcata
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Attachment: A. Reso 190-47, ratifying 2019 Fire Code (2227 : Resolution 190-47, ratifying 2019 Fire Code)

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA
RATIFYING THE ARCATA FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT ORDINANCE NO. 19-19
ADOPTING THE 2019 CALIFORNIA FIRE CODE,
TITLE 24, PART 9, BASED ON THE 2018 INTERNATIONAL FIRE CODE

7.F.a

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

Attachment: A. Reso 190-47, ratifying 2019 Fire Code (2227 : Resolution 190-47, ratifying 2019 Fire Code)

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of Resolution No. 190-47,
passed and adopted at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata, County of
Humboldt, State of California, held on the _____ day of __________, 2020, by the following
vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTENTIONS:
City Clerk, City of Arcata
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EXHIBIT A TO RESOLUTION 190-47

Attachment: A. Reso 190-47, ratifying 2019 Fire Code (2227 : Resolution 190-47, ratifying 2019 Fire Code)

Arcata Fire Protection District Ordinance No. 19-19
Adopting the 2019 California Fire Code, Title 24, Part 9,
Based on the 2018 International Fire Code.
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EXHIBIT B TO RESOLUTION 190-47

Attachment: A. Reso 190-47, ratifying 2019 Fire Code (2227 : Resolution 190-47, ratifying 2019 Fire Code)

Arcata Fire Protection District Resolution No. 19-212
Arcata Fire Protection District Findings Related to Adoption of the 2019 California Fire Code
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Resolution Number: 19· 212

WHEREAS, Arcata Fire Protection District has adopted the 2019 California Fire Code; and
WHEREAS, section 13869. 7 of the California Health & Safety Code sets forth certain
procedures for local amendments to the California Building Code /California Fire Code; and
WHEREAS, these procedures call for the Board of Directors of Arcata Fire Protection District
to make certain express findings.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Directors of the Arcata Fire Protection
District hereby finds that:
·1) As a result of certain Climatic, Geological, and Topographical Conditions, that

2)

3)

4)

5)

modifications and changes to the California Building Code/California Fire Code are
reasonabl.y necessary to provide for the safety and protection of the citizens of Arcata
Fire Protection District.
Climatic Conditions- Arcata Fire Protection District lies in a Region that experiences
significant rainfall combined with low temperatures that effect driving safety, and the
ability of Fire Apparatus to reach structures in many areas of the District. National
Weather Service data shows an average rainfall of 38.8 inches and average low
temperatures in the mid to low 30's.
Geological Conditions- Humboldt County ·is in an area of high seismic activity. Seisrnic
activity is related to the Cascadia Subduction Zone and the San Andreas Fault and
documented by the California Geologk:al Survey. Access to structures and the
occurrence of multiple structure fires in these conditions wilt tax the resources of the
District.
'Topographical. Conditions · Arcata Fire Protection District has significant areas with
extended response times and limited access to remote areas due to local
topographical conditions. Improved addressing requirements coupled with improved
access to rural properties will result in improved outcomes in the evt~nt of fires.
As a result of the findings set forth above, the Arcata Fire Protection District proposed
to make certain amendments to the 2019 California Fire Code to provide more
stringent regulations as set forth in the Proposed Ordinance attached hereto as Exhibit
A.

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Arcata Fire Protection District Board
of Directors hereby approve adoption of Resolution 19-212., Findings related to the

adoption of the 2019 California Fire Code.

2149 CENTRAL AVE , MCKINL.e:YVIL.L.E CA 95519
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A RESOLUTION OF THE ARCATA FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT BOARD OF DIRECTORS
FINDINGS RELATED TO ADOPTION OF THE 2019 CALIFORNIA FIRE CODE

7.F.c

ADOPTED, SIGNED AND APPROVED at a duly called meeting of the Board of
Directors of the Arcata Fire Protection District by the following polled vote:
Ayes: Johnson, Mendosa, Rosen and Campbell
Nays: None
Abstain: None
Absent: David

DATED: October 8, 2019
Attachment: C. AFPD Resolution No. 19-212 (2227 : Resolution 190-47, ratifying 2019 Fire Code)

Signed:

- ~V\L~P-~u
Ren~pbell,

President

Resolution No. 19-212
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Exhibit A

Ordinance Number: 19-19

Attachment: C. AFPD Resolution No. 19-212 (2227 : Resolution 190-47, ratifying 2019 Fire Code)

AN ORDINANCE OF THE ARCATA FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT ADOPTING THE
2019 CALIFORNIA FIRE CODE, TITLE 24, PART 9, BASED ON THE 2018
INTERNATIONAL FIRE CODE.
The Board of Directors of the Arcata Fire Protection District of the County of
Humboldt ordains as follows:

ARTICLE I. Adoption of the California Fire Code .. ·
There is hereby adopted by the Board of Directors; for the purpose of prescribing
regulations governing conditions hazardous to life and property from fire or
explosion, that certain code and supporting standards knqwn as the 2019 California
Fire Code, Title 24, Part 9 which consists of the 2018 International Fire Code as
amended with errata . Said amendments are listed in Article IV of this ordinance.
ARTICLE II. Establishment and Duties of the Division of Fire Prevention
The 2019 California Fire Code; w.hich consists of the 2018 International Fire Code
as adopted and amended herefn, shall be enforced by the Fire Prevention Bureau
of the Arcata Fire Protection District, and shall be 'Operated under the supervision
of the Fire Chief of the Arcata Fire Protection District;
ARTICLE Ill. Definitions
.. .
.
Whenever they appear in the .California Fire Code, unless otherwise provided, the
following words shall have the meanings asaibed to them in this section :
(A) Wherever the word "jurisdiction" is used in the California Fire Code, it shall
mean the Arca.ta Fire Protection Di.strict.
(B) Wherever the term "district counsel" is used in the California Fire Code, it
shall be held to mean the at~orney for the Arcata Fire Protection District.
(C) Wherever the words "~hief of.the Fire Prevention Bureau" are used in the
California Fire Code, they shall be held to mean the "Fire Chief of the Arcata
Fire Protection District or his/her designee ."
ARTICLE IV. Adoption by Chapter and Local Amendments to the California Fire
Code
The 2019 California Fire Code, Title 24, Part 9, based on the 2018 International
Fire Code is hereby adopted and amended as follows:
(A) Chapter 1- Scope and Administration, the following sections are added to the
Fire Code:
1) Section 101- General. Entire section is adopted.
2) Section 102- Applicability. Entire section is adopted.
3) Section 103- Department of Fire Prevention. Entire section is adopted with
the following addition:

I

I

2149 CEN T RAL AVE, MCKINLEYV I LLE CA 95519 (707) 825 - 2000 www . ARCATAFIRE.ORG
ro PROTECT THE LIVES , ENVIRONMENT ANO PROPERTY OF THE COMMUNITIES WE SERVE.

WE EXIST
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Attachment: C. AFPD Resolution No. 19-212 (2227 : Resolution 190-47, ratifying 2019 Fire Code)

a. Section 103.4.2 Cost Recovery: Fire suppression, investigation, rescue,
or emergency medical costs are recoverable in accordance with Health
and Safety Code Sections 13009 and 13009.1 as amended. Additionally,
any person who negligently, intentionally or in violation of the law
causes an emergency response, including but not limited to, a traffic
accident, spill of toxic or flammable fluids or chemicals is liable for the
costs of securing such emergency, including those costs pursuant to
Government Code Section 53150, et seq, as amended. Any expense
incurred by the Arcata Fire Protection District for securing such
emergency shall constitute a debt of such person and shall be
collectable by the Arcata Fire Protection District as in the case of an
obligation under contract, express or implied.
4) Section 104- General Authority and Responsibilities. Entire section is
adopted.
5) Section 106- Inspections. Entire section is adopted.
6) Section 107- Maintenance. Entire section is adopted.
7) Section 109- Violations. Entire section is adopted.
8) Section 110- Unsafe Buildings. Entire section is adopted.
9) Section 111- Stop work order. Section is adopted with the following
amendment:
a. Section 111.4 is amended to read: Failure to Comply-any person who
shall continue any work after having been served with a stop work order,
except such work as that person is directed to perform to remove a
violation or unsafe condition, shall be liable to a fine of $150.00
10)Section 112- Service Utilities. Entire Section is adopted
11) Section 113- Fees. Entire section is adopted
(B) Chapter 3- General Precautions Against Fire is added to the Fire Code and the
entire chapter is adopted with the following amendments
a. Section 308.1.6 Open Flame Devices, Permit Required
b. Section 308.2 Open Flames Permit Required
(C) Chapter 5- Fire Service Features. Entire chapter is adopted as amended by the
California OSFM with the following additional local amendments:
a. Section 503.2.9 is added to read: Application of Humboldt County Fire
Safe Ordinance #1952 . Minimum specifications of the Humboldt County
Fire Safe Ordinance #1952 may be required In lieu of Section 503 .2 as
approved by the Fire Code Official.
b. Section 505.1.1 is added to read: For other than one and two family
dwellings and individual mobile homes, address numbers shall be a
minimum of six (6) inches in height and minimum 3/8 inch stroke width.
Where buildings are set back from the street, larger numbers may be
required.

Exception: Existing legible identification
c. Section 505. 1.2 is added to read : In multi-tenant buildings, individual
tenant spaces shall be identified with the characters a minimum two (2)
inches in height located on the entry door or on the wall at the strikeside of the entry door.
Exception: Existing legible identification
Page 2 of 7
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Attachment: C. AFPD Resolution No. 19-212 (2227 : Resolution 190-47, ratifying 2019 Fire Code)

d. Section 506.1.2 is added to read: Approved key boxes shall be installed
in new buildings equipped with fire alarm systems, fire sprinkler
systems, elevators and/ or as required by 506.1. Approved Key boxes
shall be installed in existing buildings where new fire alarm systems, fire
sprinkler systems, and/or elevators are installed, or as required by
506.1.
e. Section 506.1.3 is added to read: Motorized gates providing access to
facilities or property shall be provided with an approved gate key switch
or other approved means of emergency operation. The switch shall be
installed so it will open the gate and the gate will remain in the open
position until reset by the Fire District.
f. Section 507.2 .2 is amended to read: Water tanks for private fire
protection shall be installed in accordance with NFPA 22, Humboldt
County Fire Safe Ordinance #1952, and shall be no less than 2500 gallons
in capacity outside the hydrant service areas and when required by
county modified limited density owner-built rural dwelling regulations
(ordinance #1644).
(D) Chapter 8- Interior Finish, Decorative Materials and Furnishings. Section 806
Decorative Vegetation in New and Existing Buildings is adopted.
Exception: Section 806.1 is not adopted .
(E) Chapter 9- Fire Protection Systems. Entire chapter is adopted as amended by
the California OSFM with the addition of the following section:
a. Section 903.4.4 is added to read: In addition to the requirements of
903.4, valves on connections to water supplies, sectional control and
isolation valves , and other valves in supply pipes to sprinklers and other
fixed water-based fire suppression systems shall be locked in the correct
position with the exception of R-3 occupancies which shall be installed
per the California Residential Code.
(F) Chapter 26- Fumigation and Thermal Insecticidal Fogging. Entire chapter
adopted.
(G)Appendix B- Fire Flow Requirements for Buildings. Appendix adopted as
amended by California OSFM.
(H) Appendix C- Fire Hydrant Locations and Distribution. Appendix adopted as
amended by California OSFM.
(I) Appendix D- Fire Apparatus Access Roads. Entire chapter is adopted as
amended by the California OSFM with the addition of the following section:
a. 0103. 7 Application of Humboldt County Fire Safe Ordinance #1952.
Minimum specifications of the Humboldt County Fire Safe Ordinance
#1952 may be required In lieu of Section 0103 as approved by the Fire
Code Official.
ARTICLE V. Authority to Arrest and Issue Citations
(A) The Fire Chief, and Fire Marshal shall have the authority to arrest or to cite any
person who violates any provision of this article involving the California Fire
Code or the California Buildings Standards Code relating to fire and panic
safety as adopted by the State Fire Marshal, in the manner provided with the
arrest or release on citation and notice to appear with respect to
Page 3 of 7
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Attachment: C. AFPD Resolution No. 19-212 (2227 : Resolution 190-47, ratifying 2019 Fire Code)

misdemeanors or infractions, as prescribed by chapters 5,5c and 5d of Title 3,
Part 2 of the California Penal Code, including section 853.6, or as the same
hereafter may be amended.
(B) It is the intent of the Fire Board that the immunities provided in the Penal
Code Section 836.5 is applicable to the aforementioned officers exercising their
arrest or citation authority within the course and scope of their employment
pursuant to this article.
(C) Arrest and issuance of a citation are considered to be last resort in the
mitigation of violations and/or hazards. Every effort shall be made to reach a
resolution to given issues prior to issuance of a citation or making an arrest.
ARTICLE VI. Penalties
(A) The violations of the California Fire Code as adopted herein are
misdemeanors/infractions and are subject to the penalties set forth herein.
(B) The first citation, within a twelve (12) month period, for violations of the
California Fire Code and any amendments adopted herein shall be treated as a
civil penalty payable directly to the Arcata Fire Protection District and is set at
S150.00, or as determined by an adopted fee schedule, plus actual costs of all
inspections required to gain compliance, at the rate set from time to time by
the Arcata Fire Protection District. Said civil penalties shall be a debt owed to
the Arcata Fire Protection District by the person responsible for the violation
within thirty (30) days after the date of mailing of the citation unless an appeal
is filed as provided for in article XIII. Upon failure to pay the civil penalty
when due, the responsible person shall be liable in civil action brought by the
Arcata Fire Protection District for such civil penalties and costs of the
litigation, including reasonable attorney's fees.
(C) Any subsequent violation within a twelve ( 12) month period for violation of the
California Fire Code and any amendments adopted herein shall be
misdemeanors/infractions, and shall be subject to the penalties set forth
herein.
(D) The imposition of one penalty for any violation shall not excuse the violation or
permit it to continue and all such persons shall be required to correct or
remedy such violations or defects within a reasonable time and, when not
otherwise specified each day that a violation occurs or continues, after a final
notice has been delivered shall constitute a separate offense. The application
of both penalties shall not be held to prevent the enforced correction of
prohibited conditions.
(E) Nothing contained in subsections (a) through (f) of this section shall be
construed or interpreted to prevent the Arcata Fire Protection District from
recovering all costs associated with a Arcata Fire Protection District response
as described in Chapter 103.4.2 as added to the 2019 California Fire Code.
(F) Any violation of any provision of this chapter shall constitute a public nuisance
and shall entitle the Arcata Fire Protection District to collect costs of
abatement and related administrative costs by a nuisance abatement lien as
more particularly set forth in Government Code section 38773.1 and by special
assessment to be collected by the County tax collector as more particularly set
forth in Government Code section 38773.5. At least thirty (30) days prior to
recordation of the lien, or submission of the report to the tax collector for
collection of this special assessment, the record owner shall receive notice
from the Fire Chief of the Humboldt Bay Fire's intent to charge the property
Page 4 of 7
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owner for all administrative costs associated with abatement of the nuisance.
The notice shall include a summary of costs associated with enforcement of
this ordinance and abatement of the nuisance. The property owner may appeal
the Fire Chief's decision to the Arcata Fire Protection District Board of
Directors within fifteen (15) days of the date of the notice and request a public
hearing prior to recordation of the lien or special assessment. In addition to
the foregoing, the Arcata Fire Protection District is authorized to prosecute a
civil action to collect such abatement costs from the property owner or other
person in possession or control of the affected property, and shall be entitled
to recover such abatement costs, together with cost of litigation, including
reasonable attorney's fees.
ARTICLE VII. Limits Of Districts For Storage Of Explosives And Blasting Agents

(A) The limits referred to in Section 5601.1 of said 2019 California Fire Code, Title
24, Part 9, as referenced to the California Code of Regulations, Title 19,
Division 1, Chapter 10, in which a permit is required for the storage of
explosives and blasting agents, such storage is prohibited within the boundaries
of the Arcata Fire Protection District jurisdiction.
·
ARTICLE VIII. Limits Of Districts For Storage Of Flammable And Combustible
Liquids And Liquefied Petroleum Gas

(A) The geographic limits referred to in Section 5704.2.9.6.1 of said 2013 California
Fire Code, Title 24, Part 9, in which the storage of flammable or combustible
liquids in aboveground tanks outside of buildings is prohibited, and the limits
referred to in Section 5706.5.1.1 of said Code in which construction of new
bulk plants for the storage of flammable or combustible liquids is prohibited,
and the geographic limits referred to in Section 6104.2 of said Code, in which
the bulk storage of liquefied petroleum gas is restricted to commercial districts
and approved by the Fire Chief or his designee.
(B) The geographic limits referred to in Section 5706.2.4.4 of said 2019 California
Fire Code, Title 24, Part 9, in which the storage of Class I and II flammable and
combustible liquids in above-ground tanks at farms and construction sites are
prohibited, are hereby established as the boundaries of the Humboldt Bay Fire
jurisdiction.
(C) The geographic limits referred to in Section 5806.2 of said 2019 California Fire
Code, Title 24, Part 9, in which the storage of flammable cryogenic fluids in
stationary containers is prohibited, is hereby established as the boundaries of
the Arcata Fire Protection District jurisdiction .
ARTICLE IX. Appeals

(A) Any person receiving a citation for a civil penalty pursuant to Article VI or a bill
for Arcata Fire Protection District response costs and expenses pursuant to
Section 103.4.2 as added to the 2019 California Fire Code may file within thirty
(30) days after the date of mailing the citation or bill , an administrative appeal
against imposition of the civil penalty or response costs and expense. The
appeal shall be in writing and filed with the Fire Chief, and shall include a copy
of the bill and statement of the grounds for appeal. The Fire Chief shall
conduct an administrative hearing on the appeal, after giving the appellant at
least ten (10) days advance written notice of the time and place of the
hearing. Within ten (10) days after the hearing the Fire Chief shall give written
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notice of the decision to the appellant, which decision shall be final. If the
appeal is denied in full or in part, all amounts due shall be paid within thirty
(30) days after the mailing of the notice of the decision of the hearing officer.
(B) Whenever the Fire Chief shall disapprove an application or refuse to grant a
permit applied for, or when it is claimed that the provisions of the code do not
apply or that true intent and meaning of the code has been misconstrued or
wrongly interpreted, the applicant may appeal from the decision of the Fire
Chief to the Arcata Fire Protection District Board of Directors within ten (10)
days from the date of the decision.
ARTICLE X. Former Ordinances
All former ordinances or parts thereof conflicting or inconsistent with the
provisions of this ordinance or the Code hereby adopted are hereby repealed.
ARTICLE XI. Validity
If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, or phrase of this ordinance is for any
reason held to be invalid, such decision shall not affect the validity of the
remaining portion of this ordinance. City of Arcata and the Arcata Fire Protection
District hereby declares that it would have adopted the ordinance and each
section, subsection, sentence, clause, or phrase thereof, irrespective of the fact
that any one or more sections, subsections, sentences, clauses or phrases thereof
shall be declared invalid.
ARTICLE XII. Continuity of Previous Requirements
Publications, handouts, applications, notices, or other documents provided by the
District referencing previous editions of codes adopted by the District shall be
deemed to refer to the pertinent section(s) of current editions of the adopted
code.
ARTICLE XIII. Ordinance Publication and Effective Date
A summary of this ordinance shall be published and a certified copy of the full text
of this ordinance shall be posted in the Arcata Fire Protection District
Headquarters at least fifteen (15) days prior to the board meeting at which it is
adopted.

This ordinance shall be in full force and effective thirty (30) days after its final
passage, and the summary of this ordinance shall be published within fifteen (15)
days after the adoption, together with the names of the Arcata Fire Protection
District Board members voting for or against the same, in the Mad River Union, a
newspaper of general circulation published in the City of Arcata, County of
Humboldt, State of California.
Within fifteen (15) days after adoption, the Board Secretary of Arcata Fire
Protection District shall also make availabe in Arcata Fire Protection District
Headquarters, a copy of the full text of this ordinance along with the names of
those Board Members voting for and against this ordinance.
The foregoing Ordinance No. 19-19 was read and introduced at the regular board
meeting of the Arcata Fire Protection District held on the October 8, 2019 and
November 12, 2019 respectively, and ordered passed to print and will come up for
public hearing at Board Meetings scheduled for October 8, 2019 and November 12,
2019 respectively, and possible adoption as an ordinance of the Arcata Fire
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Protection District at the same meeting of the Board of Directors on November 12,
2019.

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Arcata Fire Protection District Board
of Directors hereby approve Ordinance 19-19, adopting the 2019 California Fire
Code, Title 24, Part 9, based on the 2018 International Fire Code.

Attachment: C. AFPD Resolution No. 19-212 (2227 : Resolution 190-47, ratifying 2019 Fire Code)

ADOPTED, SIGNED AND APPROVED at a duly called meeting of the Board of
Directors of the Arcata Fire Protection District by the following polled vote:
Ayes:
Nays:
Abstain:
Absent:
DATED: (Insert Date)
Signed:

Rene Campbell, President

Attest:

Becky Schuette, Board Clerk/Secretary
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
January 16, 2020
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

David Loya, Director of Community Development
Willa Darley Chapin, Community Development Specialist

PREPARER:

Willa Darley Chapin, Community Development Specialist

DATE:

January 03, 2020

TITLE:

Adopt Resolution No. 190-46 Authorizing a $1 Million HOME Investment
Partnerships Program grant application for the Tenant-Based Rental Assistance
Program

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council adopt Resolution No. 190-46 authorizing a $1 million HOME
Investment Partnerships Program grant application for the Tenant-Based Rental Assistance Program.
INTRODUCTION:
With City Council authorization in January 2017, the City applied for and received a 2016 HOME
grant from the Department of Housing and Community Development in the amount of $500,000 for
the purpose of creating a Tenant-Based Rental Assistance (TBRA) Program. To date, fifty-three
(53) low-income households have been assisted with monthly rent and utility costs, as well as
security and utility deposits. Forty-seven (47) households are currently receiving assistance. The
City’s current grant expires on July 31, 2020. While the program is not designed to be permanent
and is not typical for the kind of programs the City has historically operated, there is an opportunity
to apply for another HOME grant through the 2019 NOFA. If awarded, the new grant will help
maintain housing stability for the households currently receiving assistance for three more years.

DISCUSSION:
On October 31, 2019, the HOME Investment Partnerships Program (HOME) released the 2019
Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) for Programs and Projects. Applications are due January
22, 2020. An application under the “Program Allocation” would provide continuing funding for the
City’s HOME Tenant-Based Rental Assistance (TBRA) Program. Detailed information about the
HOME NOFA can be found at the HOME program website (https://www.hcd.ca.gov/grantsfunding/active-funding/home.shtml#funding).
The TBRA Program provides rental assistance to households with incomes at or below sixty percent
(60%) of the County’s area median income, adjusted for household size. Under the current TBRA
Voucher Guidelines, the City subsidizes the difference between 30% of monthly adjusted household
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income and the applicable rent standard for the home. Program recipients pay a maximum of 40%
and a minimum 10% of their monthly income for housing costs.
Since July 2018, the City has helped nine (9) homeless households secure and maintain safe, stable,
and affordable housing with TBRA. Of the fifty-three (53) total households assisted to date, fortysix (46) are seniors, thirty-seven (37) have disabilities, and seven (7) are veterans. Twenty-six (26)
of the 47 households currently being assisted with TBRA are homeowners living in mobile home
parks (25 in Lazy J Ranch, and 1 in Sandpiper Mobile Home Park), and receive assistance with the
cost of space rent and utilities; the remaining twenty-one (21) households are renters in Arcata.
The current 2016 HOME grant expires on July 31, 2020, and the 47 households will no longer be
subsidized. Without a continued source of funding, TBRA assistance for the active households will
end at that time, putting households at risk of overpayment or homelessness. The long term plan is
to transition as many households as possible to the Section 8 program, which is a more stable form
of assistance. Mobilehome owners who pay space rent are not eligible for Section 8 however, so the
long term plan to assist those 26 households is uncertain at this time. Since TBRA funding is
sporadic, staff will work to transition as many households off the program and into more stable
subsidy programs as possible before funding expenditure deadlines.
In order to be eligible to apply for another HOME grant, the City must expend at least 50% of the
current grant before the January 22nd due date. While the full amount of the $294,186 in TBRA
costs incurred to date have been drawn against HOME Program Income the City has on hand, staff is
working with HCD to attribute program expenditures to the HOME grant, which would make the
City eligible for a new HOME grant. This plan is contingent on a firm commitment of $1.4M in
HOME PI for the Isackson’s Affordable Housing project, also on the January 16th agenda.
Assuming everything goes according to plan, the City may apply for up to $1 million under the
Programs NOFA, based on a 92% expenditure rate, which includes existing TBRA contracts
encumbering funds through 7/31/20, in accordance with the NOFA. It would cost approximately
$975,000 to continue to assist the existing 47 households through July 31, 2023 (the estimated end
date of a 2019 grant) but over time recipients will transition to Section 8 and exit the program for
other reasons.
BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
The HOME grant match has been waived by the State. If the City is awarded the 2019 HOME grant,
funds may not become available until fall 2020, in which case there would be a gap in the subsidy
provided to recipients between the 2016 expenditure deadline of July 31, 2020, and the date HCD
provides the Authority to Use Grant Funds in the fall of 2020.
The TBRA program is administratively intensive and the grant only provides 3% of the grant funds
for administration; up to 5% of program costs may be used for activity delivery staff costs such as
income verifications and inspections. Due to the lack of full funding for administering the program,
the General Fund or another source will need to partially fund staff for the program. Staff estimates
this would total $30,000, based on the 2016 grant administration.

ATTACHMENTS:
Resolution 190-46

(DOC)
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RESOLUTION NO. 190-46

WHEREAS, the City of Arcata administers a Tenant-Based Rental Assistance (TBRA) Program
with funding from a 2016 HOME Program grant from the California Department of Housing and
Community Development, which has provided assistance with rent and utility costs and security
deposits to a total of fifty-three (53) low-income households in Arcata; and
WHEREAS, the City’s 2016 HOME TBRA grant expires on July 31, 2020, and the City wishes
to continue to assist the forty-seven (47) households currently receiving TBRA in order to
maintain housing stability as they transition to the Section 8 Program; and
WHEREAS, the California Department of Housing and Community Development (the
"Department") is authorized to allocate HOME Investment Partnerships Program ("HOME")
funds made available from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development ("HUD").
HOME funds are to be used for the purposes set forth in Title II of the Cranston-Gonzalez
National Affordable Housing Act of 1990, in federal implementing regulations set forth in Title
24 of the Code of Federal Regulations, part 92, and in Title 25 of the California Code of
Regulations commencing with section 8200; and
WHEREAS, On October 31, 2019, the Department issued a 2019 Notice of Funding
Availability announcing the availability of funds under the HOME program (the "NOFA"); and
WHEREAS, In response to the 2019 NOFA, the City of Arcata, a political subdivision of the
State of California (the "Applicant"), wishes to apply to the Department for, and receive an
allocation of HOME funds; and
WHEAREAS, the City will request up to $25,000 for Administration and up to $975,000 in
HOME Program grant funds ($1,000,000 total); and
WHEREAS, the City Council has reviewed the citizen participation plan for compliance with
federal statutes and determined that this plan was followed for the development of this
application;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of Arcata as
follows:
1. Application in response to the 2019 NOFA to the Department to participate in the HOME
program for an allocation of funds not to exceed One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) for
continued funding for the City’s Tenant-Based Rental Assistance (TBRA) Program with
$25,000 of the grant funds reserved for administration is authorized.
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A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA
AUTHORIZING A HOME INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM GRANT
APPLICATION

2. The HOME funds shall be used only for eligible activities in the manner presented in the
application as approved by the Department in accordance with the statutes and
regulations cited above.
3. The City Manager, or his/her designee, is hereby authorized to enter into and sign the
application, standard agreement, and any subsequent amendments, and any and all other
documents or instruments necessary or required by the Department or HUD for
participation in the HOME program for the purposes of this grant.
4. The City’s Community Development Director is the designated environmental officer,
and as such is authorized to sign documentation required for this grant under the National
Environmental Protection Act (NEPA).
5. The Personnel Director, or her/his designee, shall serve as the Section 504 Coordinator
under this grant, if awarded, as well as other federal grants the City receives in the future.
DATED:

January 16, 2020

ATTEST:

APPROVED:

________________________________
City Clerk, City of Arcata

___________________________
Mayor, City of Arcata

Clerk's Certificate
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of Resolution No. 190-46, passed
and adopted at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata, Humboldt County,
California held on the 16th day of January, 2020, by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTENTIONS:

_____________________________
City Clerk, City of Arcata
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
January 16, 2020
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Mark Andre, Director of Environmental Services

PREPARER:

Mark Andre, Director of Environmental Services

DATE:

January 02, 2020

TITLE:

Accept Grant in the Amount of $1,100 from the Humboldt Area Foundation for
Habitat Restoration in Butcher Slough.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council accept a grant in the amount of $1100 from the Humboldt Bay
Habitat Enhancement Fund of the Humboldt Area Foundation for habitat restoration in Butcher
Slough.
INTRODUCTION:
The project will involve removal of concrete slabs from the Butcher Slough/Jolly Giant Creek
channel and planting of native riparian trees.

BACKGROUND:
The Humboldt Bay Enhancement Fund of the Humboldt Area Foundation funds direct restoration of
various wetland habitats, improving the tidal prism by removing or replacing the tide gates, and
water-quality sampling related to cleaning up contaminated wetland areas.
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW (CEQA):
The project will likely be conducted under a Categorical Exemption for small habitat restoration
activities.
BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
Grant funds will be administered through the Storm water Activity #51.
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
January 16, 2020
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Mark Andre, Director of Environmental Services

PREPARER:

Mark Andre, Director of Environmental Services

DATE:

January 02, 2020

TITLE:

Accept Grant in the Amount of $600 from the Humboldt Area Foundation for the
Arcata Ridge Trail.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council accept a grant in the amount of $600 from the Gerald O. & Susan
Hansen Family Fund of the Humboldt Area Foundation for the Arcata Ridge Trail.
INTRODUCTION:
The Humboldt Area Foundation Field of Interest grant program provides funds for projects,
including expansion of local trails in natural areas.
BACKGROUND:
The City is in the process of working to complete the Arcata Ridge Trail. The Humboldt Area
Foundation is yet another partner willing to provide resources for this project.
DISCUSSION:
Donations have been accepted from time to time to help the City advance the trail network in the
Arcata Community Forest.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS:
The project is consistent with the Arcata Bike and Pedestrian Master Plan and Arcata Forest
Management Plan.
BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
Grant funds will be used with Forest Activity funds toward completion of this project.
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
January 16, 2020
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

David Loya, Director of Community Development
Willa Darley Chapin, Community Development Specialist

PREPARER:

Willa Darley Chapin, Community Development Specialist

DATE:

January 03, 2020

TITLE:

Adopt Resolution No. 190-48 Amending the Loan Terms and Funding
Commitment for the Isackson’s Affordable Housing Project.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council adopt Resolution No. 190-48 amending the Loan Terms and
Funding Commitment for the Isackson’s Affordable Housing Project.
INTRODUCTION:
On June 27, 2019, the City Council of the City of Arcata preliminarily committed a total of up to
$1.8 million in various sources of funding to the Isackson’s Affordable Housing project (see
Resolution No. 189-63 attached to the staff report). The actual sources of funding and amounts have
now been identified, and it is necessary to make a few revisions to the approved loan terms.

DISCUSSION:
The sources and maximum proposed amounts in June, based on funding availability at the time,
were as follows: $1.3 million in HOME Program Income (PI), $750,000 in CDBG PI, $100,000 in
City Housing Funds, and $750,000 in City Basic Funds.
Based on current funding availability, staff has determined that the City’s $1.8 million total funding
commitment to the project will likely consist of $1.4 million in HOME PI and $400,000 in City
Housing Successor Funds, although some flexibility is still necessary. The approved terms of the
loan in June were only valid for 180 days, so we’re also recommending extending the City’s
commitment an additional 180 days since the project has now been fully funded.
All of the project’s other funding commitments have been received, including a reservation of nine
percent (9%) tax credits and an Affordable Housing and Sustainability Communities grant, for which
the City was a joint applicant. The project is scheduled to close by early May in order to meet the
9% tax credit deadlines. Staff is in discussion with the Executive Director of the Housing
Authorities of City of Eureka and County of Humboldt about the possibility of securing projectbased Section 8 rental assistance for approximately five (5) of the forty-three (43) restricted units at
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the project, to ensure affordability for extremely low-income households and make the project more
sustainable.
The commitment of approximately $1.4M in HOME Program Income funds (or the current balance
on hand) to this project will be used by staff to demonstrate to the California Department of Housing
& Community Development that these funds have been encumbered, which will allow the City to
swap out HOME PI funds expended to date on the City’s HOME Tenant-Based Rental Assistance
(TBRA) Program and draw on available HOME grant dollars awarded specifically for TBRA. This
in turn will enable the City to apply for a 2019 HOME Program grant (also included in the January
16th agenda), to continue providing TBRA assistance to the forty-seven households beyond July 31,
2020, the end date of the current HOME TBRA grant.
If this plan does not come together as anticipated, staff may request authorization in early February
to apply for over-the-counter Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds in order to
honor the $1.8M total commitment to the project. The new CDBG over-the-counter application
process for projects is a part of the CDBG Redesign. The NOFA is expected sometime in January.
BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
The proposed funding is currently (or soon to be) on-hand and available for commitment to the
project. Encumbering the HOME Program Income funds will enable the City to draw down
available HOME grant funds and apply for an additional HOME grant to continue the TBRA
program.

ATTACHMENTS:
A. Isackson's $1.8MM loan Resolution 189-63 - signed
B. Isackson's funding Resolution 190-48
(DOC)
C. Resolution 190-48 Ex 1 Revised Loan Terms Sheet

(PDF)
(DOCX)
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RESOLUTION NO. 189-63

WHEREAS, Danco Communities has formed Arcata 7th Street, LP, collectively and separately
the "Developer", which is planning to construct 44 units of rental housing, 43 of which will be
affordable to Arcata residents earning less than 50% Area Median Income (AMI) on the former
Isackson's lot located between 6111 and 7th and J and I Streets, and
WHEREAS, the City approved the Affordable Housing Sustainable Communities grant
application for the project on January 4, 2019, which award is imminent; and
WHEREAS, the Developer is seeking Tax Credit Financing for the project; and
WHEREAS, the NEPA Environmental Assessment was certified on June 25, 2019, and the
Authority to Use Grant Funds is anticipated to be issued by the State Housing and Community
Development Department by July 30, 2019; and
WHEREAS, funding may be from a variety of housing restricted and community development
sources locally held by the City; and
WHEREAS, the project will be required to meet state and federal prevailing wage and all other
federal overlay requirements associated with the HOME and/or CDBG funding; and
WHEREAS, the City has reviewed the citizen participation plan for compliance with federal
statutes and determined that this plan was followed for the approval of these HOME and CDBG
Program Income funds,
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of Arcata as follows:
1.

2.

A loan according to the terms outlined in Exhibit 1 to this Resolution is approved
contingent on receiving the Authority to Use Grant Funds from HCD;
The City Attorney is authorized to draft and the City Manager is authorized to execute
any and all loan documents, including a regulatory agreement restricting rents to income
eligible tenants, to implement the loan.

DATED:

June 27, 2019

ATTEST:
APPROVED:

Mayor, City of Arcata

Page I of2
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Attachment: A. Isackson's $1.8MM loan Resolution 189-63 - signed (2231 : Isackson's Funding Commitment)

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA
AUTHORIZING A LOAN OF UP TO $1.SMM TO THE ISACKSON'S AFFORDABLE
HOUSING PROJECT

7.J.a

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of Resolution No. 189-63, passed
and adopted at a special meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata, Humboldt County,
California held on the 27th day of Jun_e 2019 by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTENTIONS:

WATSON, PEREIRA, PITINO
ORNELAS, WINKLER (RECUSED)

Page2 of2
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Attachment: A. Isackson's $1.8MM loan Resolution 189-63 - signed (2231 : Isackson's Funding Commitment)

Clerk's Certificate

7.J.a

Exhibit 1

Loan Terms Sheet
June 27, 2019

PROJECT NAME:

Isackson's Affordable Housing Project

PROJECT LOCATION:

7111 Street between I and J Streets, APN: 021-163-006

PURPOSE: The Isackson's project proposes to add 44 housing units in a mixed-use, in-fill,
alternative transportation multi-story building that will add 43 affordable housing units to the
City's affordable housing stock. The project also includes approximately $2.3MM in off-site
alternative transportation improvements city-wide. This is a significant public-private partnership
between Danco Communities and the City of Arcata to provide both affordable housing and
substantial improvements and additions to the City's alternative transportation infrastructure.
City loan funds would be used in the design and construction of the project.

FUNDING SOURCE:
Construction and permanent financing from various sources
totaling a maximum loan amount of$ l .8MM. The following potential funding sources will be
used:
CURRENT LOCAL FUNDING SOURCES
CURRENT CASH BAL

SOURCE

PROPOSED FUNDING LIMIT

HOME PROGRAM INCOME

$

1,140,000

$

1,300,000

CDBG PROGRAM INCOME

$

739,550

$

750,000

HOUSING FUND

$

350,000

$

100,000

BASIC FUND

$

1,211,000

$

750,000

I$

3,440,550

$

2,900,000

TOTALS

BORROWER:

Arcata 7th Street, LP (Danco Communities)
5251 Ericson Ct
Arcata, CA 95521

LOAN AMOUNT:

$1.5MM-l.8MM

TERM:

55 years

Page I of2
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Attachment: A. Isackson's $1.8MM loan Resolution 189-63 - signed (2231 : Isackson's Funding Commitment)

City of Arcata

7.J.a

RATE:

3% Simple Interest

KEY CONDITIONS:
1) An executed Promissory Note, Deed of Trust, Loan Agreement, and Regulatory Agreement
establishing very low income (less than or equal to 50% Area Median Income) affordability
restrictions pursuant to the Affordable Housing Plan for 43 units for 55 years.
2) Community Development Director to approve Affordable Housing Plan.
3) Development of 43 income restricted affordable housing units.
4) Easements to be granted where necessary.
5) Project to provide annual transit passes to AMRTS and RTS or its successors for term of
loan.
6) This commitment expires if project financing is not in place within 180 days of adoption of
this resolution or the project is not fully constructed within 36 months of adoption.
7) The City Manager is authorized to advance funds into an escrow or similar holding account
to fund invoices anticipated to be received over the course of the construction phase of the
project.

Page 2 of2
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Attachment: A. Isackson's $1.8MM loan Resolution 189-63 - signed (2231 : Isackson's Funding Commitment)

REPAYMENT:
Annual payments of 75% ofresidual receipts ("soft" loan repayment)
documented in the annual audit. Remaining 25% shall be retained by developer.

7.J.b

RESOLUTION NO. 190-48

WHEREAS, on June 27, 2019, the City Council adopted Resolution 190-48 approving a loan of
up to $1.8M from various funding sources for the Isackson’s Affordable Housing Project, a 44unit new construction multifamily rental development to be located on 7th Street and I Street in
Arcata; and
WHEREAS, the funding sources and maximum amounts proposed, based on funding
availability at the time, were as follows: $1.3 million in HOME Program Income (PI), $750,000
in CDBG PI, $100,000 in City Housing Funds, and $750,000 in City Basic Funds; and
WHEREAS, HOME Program Income and City Housing Successor funds are currently available
and anticipated to be used for the project, with the City fully encumbering the available HOME
PI balance and using Housing Successor funds for the remaining amount of the loan; and
WHEREAS, the project has received all other funding commitments, including 9% tax credits
and an Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities (AHSC) grant, and is scheduled to
close by early May 2020; and
WHEREAS, the City has reviewed the citizen participation plan for compliance with federal
statutes and determined that the plan was followed for the approval of these HOME Program
Income funds,
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of Arcata as
follows:
1. A loan according to the revised terms outlined in Exhibit 1 to this Resolution is approved
contingent on receiving HCD approval for the use of HOME Program Income funds;
2. The City Attorney is authorized to draft and the City Manager is authorized to execute
any and all loan documents, including a regulatory agreement restricting rents to income
eligible tenants, to implement the loan.

DATED:

January 16, 2020

ATTEST:

APPROVED:

________________________________
City Clerk, City of Arcata

___________________________
Mayor, City of Arcata
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Attachment: B. Isackson's funding Resolution 190-48 (2231 : Isackson's Funding Commitment)

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA
AMENDING THE LOAN TERMS AND FUNDING COMMITMENT FOR THE
ISACKSON’S AFFORDABLE HOUSING PROJECT

7.J.b

Clerk's Certificate

AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTENTIONS:

Attachment: B. Isackson's funding Resolution 190-48 (2231 : Isackson's Funding Commitment)

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of Resolution No. 190-48, passed
and adopted at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata, Humboldt County,
California held on the 16th day of January, 2020, by the following vote:

_____________________________
City Clerk, City of Arcata
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Exhibit 1
Loan Terms Sheet
REVISED January 16, 2020
PROJECT NAME: Isackson’s Affordable Housing Project
PROJECT LOCATION: 7th Street between I and J Streets, APN: 021-163-006, Lot 2
PURPOSE: The Isackson’s project proposes to add 44 housing units in a mixed-use, in-fill,
alternative transportation multi-story building that will add 43 affordable housing units to the
City’s affordable housing stock. The project also includes approximately $2.3MM in off-site
alternative transportation improvements city-wide. This is a significant public-private partnership
between Danco Communities and the City of Arcata to provide both affordable housing and
substantial improvements and additions to the City’s alternative transportation infrastructure.
City loan funds would be used in the design and construction of the project.

FUNDING SOURCES: Construction and permanent financing from various sources totaling a
maximum loan amount of $1.8M. The following potential funding sources will be used:
POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
SOURCE

CASH BAL as of 1/6/20

PROPOSED FUNDING LIMIT

HOME PROGRAM INCOME

$

1,081,261

$

1,500,000

HOUSING FUND

$

324,096

$

500,000

CDBG (OVER-THE-COUNTER)

$

0

$

750,000

$

1,405,357

$

2,750,000

TOTALS

BORROWER:

Arcata 7th Street, LP (Danco Communities)
5251 Ericson Ct
Arcata, CA 95521

LOAN AMOUNT: $1.8MM
TERM:

55 years

RATE:

3% Simple Interest

REPAYMENT:

Annual payments of 75% of residual receipts (“soft” loan repayment)
Page 1 of 2
C:\users\bdory\appdata\roaming\iqm2\minutetraq\arcataca@arcataca.iqm2.com\work\attachments\3679.docx
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KEY CONDITIONS:
1) An executed Promissory Note, Deed of Trust, Loan Agreement, and Regulatory Agreement
establishing very low income (less than or equal to 50% Area Median Income) affordability
restrictions pursuant to the Affordable Housing Plan for 43 units for 55 years.
2) Community Development Director to approve Affordable Housing Plan.
3) Development of 43 income restricted affordable housing units.
4) Easements to be granted where necessary.
5) Project to provide annual transit passes to AMRTS and RTS or its successors for term of
loan.
6) This commitment expires if project financing is not in place within 180 days of adoption of
this resolution or the project is not fully constructed within 36 months of adoption.
7) The City Manager is authorized to advance funds into an escrow or similar holding account
to fund invoices anticipated to be received over the course of the construction phase of the
project.

Page 2 of 2
C:\users\bdory\appdata\roaming\iqm2\minutetraq\arcataca@arcataca.iqm2.com\work\attachments\3679.docx
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documented in the annual audit. Remaining 25% shall be retained by developer.
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
January 16, 2020
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Mark Andre, Director of Environmental Services
Julie Neander, Deputy Director Environmental Services

PREPARER:

Julie Neander, Deputy Dir. of Environmental Svcs.-Community Svcs.

DATE:

November 14, 2019

TITLE:

Provide Direction on Ordinance No. 1527, An Ordinance of the City Council of
the City of Arcata Amending Chapter 3.5 of Title V of the Arcata Municipal
Code, to Establish Regulations Related to Single-Use Disposable Foodware Items
and Plastic Bottle Restrictions, Title V—Sanitation And Health, Chapter 3.5—
Waste Reduction; Requiring All Single-Use Disposable Foodware (SUDs) be
Compostable as Defined in the Ordinance; Encouraging Reusable Foodware and
Dispensers; Allowing Businesses to Charge a “Take-Out” Fee to Encourage
Customer Use of Reusable Containers; and Prohibiting the Sale or Distribution
of Single-Use Plastic Beverage Containers at City Facilities and Events.

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends that the Council
1. Provide direction on Ordinance No. 1527, An Ordinance of the City Council of the City
of Arcata Amending Chapter 3.5 of Title V of the Arcata Municipal Code, to Establish
Regulations Related To Single Use Disposable Foodware Items And Plastic Bottle
Restrictions, Title V—Sanitation And Health, Chapter 3.5—Waste Reduction, requiring
all single-use disposable foodware (SUDs) be compostable as defined in the ordinance;
encouraging reusable foodware and dispensers; allowing businesses to charge a “takeout” fee to encourage customer use of reusable containers; and prohibiting the sale or
distribution of single-use plastic beverage containers at City facilities and events; or
2. If introducing Ordinance No. 1527, waive reading of the text and consent to read by title
only.

INTRODUCTION:
At its May 1, 2019, meeting, the City Council directed staff to amend the Arcata Municipal Code
Title V, Chapter 3.5, which prohibits the use of expanded polystyrene disposable foodware, to
include prohibition of single-use plastic disposable foodware. At that same meeting, the City
Council directed staff to develop a draft ordinance prohibiting the use or sale of plastic, single-use
beverage containers of a certain size at City facilities.
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BACKGROUND:
As per the City Council’s direction at the May 1, 2019 meeting, staff developed amendments to
Arcata’s exiting disposable polystyrene provisions (Title V, Chapter 3.5, Waste Reduction of the
Arcata Municipal Code) restricting single-use disposable (SUDs) foodware. Staff also developed
amendments limiting the use of single use plastic beverage containers at City facilities. In doing this,
staff consolidated all Waste Reduction Definitions in Chapter 3.5 into one new Article (Section
5476, Definitions), and restructured the remainder of the Chapter to create subsequent Articles for
each of the three categories targeted for regulated waste reduction. In October and November of
2019, staff contacted City food services businesses by email and phone to inform those businesses
about the draft ordinance and gather feedback. Fact sheets developed for the outreach workshops are
attached.
DISCUSSION:
Development of the draft amendments was based on successful implementation of similar
ordinances in other California City’s adapted to Arcata’s situation which includes the lack of an
industrial compost facility, distance to recycling markets, and smaller population.
Outreach to area businesses did not result in many responses. Staff mailed letters and called 103
food service businesses in the City. Eight businesses attended one of the two workshops that were
held. Four additional responses were received on the SUDs ordinance. Only three entities attended
the meeting to discuss the draft ordinance restricting the use of single use plastic beverage containers
at City Facilities. Staff also engaged individually with the Arcata Chamber of Commerce, Arcata
Main Street, North Coast Grower’s Association, North Coast Co-op, and California Restaurant
Association. Based on the feedback received to date, the draft ordinance for Council consideration
contains options for Council to consider and provide direction on prior to finalizing the amendments
for possible introduction. The options that the Council needs to decide prior to taking action to
introduce the Ordinance are clearly marked in the attached draft ordinance.
Arcata’s Disposable Foodware Amendments
As noted during the May 1st City Council meeting, Ordinance 1527 will define “compostable” as
“materials comprised of fiber-based materials that readily break down into usable compost in a safe
and timely manner” due to our area’s lack of an industrial-scale composting operation.
Furthermore, compostable plastic foodware is a potential contaminant in both the recycling and yard
waste streams in the City. Compostable plastics look very similar to conventional petroleum-based
plastics, and can mistakenly be placed in recycling bins, which then contaminates the recyclability of
the plastics1.
The proposed ordinance applies to any food service establishment, vendor, or business that dispenses
food/beverages for dine-in or take-out within the City of Arcata.
The draft SUDs ordinance requires:
1) All single-use disposable foodware to be fiber-based, readily decomposable, and be free
of both petroleum and biologically based plastics.
2) Accessory disposable foodware items to be provided only upon request.
3) Businesses to use reusable foodware for on-site dining.

1

https://www.sandiego.gov/environmental-services/recycling/pf-ban-faqs
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4) Businesses to charge customers a 25-cent fee for single use disposable foodware;
Vendors to retain that fee, identify that fee separately on menus, ordering platforms and
menu boards and on any receipt provided to the customer including informing customers
placing orders by telephone.
5) Future business licenses for Food Vendors shall only be granted to Vendors that
demonstrate the ability to provide reuseable foodware and installation and/or
maintenance of appropriate dishwashing capacity.
Provides waivers for specific disposable foodware items if:
1) The owner or operator documents that no disposable foodware item that conforms to the
ordinance exists or does not have on- or off-site dishwashing capacity in compliance with
the California Health and Safety Code.
2) The costs would cause undue financial hardship.
3) All non-conforming disposable foodware must be recyclable in the City of Arcata
recyclable collection program. This program currently accepts #1-7 plastics.
Provides exemptions for:
1) Disposable foodware items composed entirely of aluminum such as metal foil and trays.
2) Foods that are packaged outside of Arcata, however all vendors of pre-packaged prepared
food items are encouraged to follow the ordinance.
3) Disposable foodware items that are not yet easily available on the market in a
decomposable fiber-based form such as liquid containers (cups and soup containers) and
cutlery until appropriate options are available.
4) Provides for an annual update of the Disposable Foodware Standards as more compliant
items are developed and requires the City to provide at least 90 days prior notice of any
such changes.
5) The City to maintain on its website a list of suppliers that offer disposable foodware that
complies with the ordinance.
6) Penalties to be enforced after the first year following the effective date of this Ordinance.
The ordinance amendments also encourage food vendors/providers to offer condiments in dispensers
rather than pre-packaged disposable packets and allows customers to utilize their own clean reusable
foodware consistent with Public Health regulations for reusable foodware as needed.
Decision points for the City Council to make prior to ordinance introduction include:
1) Definition of Compostable
2) Mandatory or voluntary fees to be charged or discounted
3) Conditions on when waivers are granted
4) Timing for enforcing penalties
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Single Use Beverage Containers
The City of Arcata amendments to AMC Title V, Chapter 3.5 to regulate the sale and distribution of
single-use plastic bottled beverages on City property is modeled after the City of San Luis Obispo
ordinance. If adopted, the city would no longer issue any new leases, contracts, permits, bid
proposals, solicitations, or other forms of agreement allowing use of city property for purposes that
include the sale/distribution of bottled beverages.
The draft ordinance will:
1) Prohibit the sale or distribution of single-use plastic bottled beverages under twenty-one
fluid ounces on city property.
2) In the event that containers greater than 21 ounces in size are utilized, it requires the

single-use containers (e.g. single-use cups) to comply with the City’s Disposable
Foodware Ordinance. The use of reusable containers is encouraged.
3) Defines “Bottled beverage” as drinking water, sparking water, soda, sport drinks, juice,
or any other similar product in a rigid plastic bottle having a capacity of twenty-one fluid
ounces or less and intended primarily as single-service container.
4) Defines events with 50 or more people as the threshold for when the ordinance is
applicable.
5) Provides penalties to be enforced for violation of the ordinance.
Exemptions include
1) Emergencies
2) The sale/distribution of bottled beverages to participants of an athletic event.
3) An event where the applicant submitted a complete application for review, or received
approval, prior to the effective date of the ordinance.
To ensure adequate drinking water sources, the city will add public drinking fountains and water
bottle refilling stations in key locations and encourages the inclusion of water bottle filling stations
for public use in privately owned developments.
Decision points for the City Council prior to ordinance introduction include:
1) Whether the ordinance applies to drinking water only or all plastic bottled beverages and
into what type of cup the beverage must be poured. Currently beverages in plastic
bottles are more easily recycled than plastic cups.
2) Timing of and types of enforcement.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS:
Development of ordinance(s) restricting types of single use foodware is consistent with City Council
goals of zero waste, the City’s Zero Waste Action Plan, the City’s Stormwater Pollution Reduction
Plan, the City’s Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System permit, and the City’s Trash Amendment
Implementation Plan.
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ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW:
Development of ordinance(s) restricting types of single use foodware containers will preserve and
enhance the environment within the City of Arcata and would be exempt from the requirements of
the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”), as amended, pursuant to Guidelines
15061(b)(3) and 15208 of the CEQA Guidelines.
BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
Costs associated with this ordinance will be staff time associated with outreach, education, and
possible enforcement actions by the City of Arcata. Implementation of the ordinance will also likely
reduce litter and storm water impacts providing a positive fiscal impact to the storm water activity.

ATTACHMENTS:
A. Workshop Letter to Business Owners
(PDF)
B. SUDs Outreach Fact Sheet FINAL
(PDF)
C. Bottled Beverages Outreach Fact Sheet FINAL (PDF)
D. Title V Chapter 3.5_final form with both ordinances 1.7.20

(DOC)
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October 7, 2019
Agogo
Po Box 763
Arcata, CA 95518
RE: Proposed Polystyrene Ordinance Amendment – Foodware Waste Reduction
Dear Business Owner:
On May 1, 2019, the Arcata City Council directed staff to develop an amendment to the existing polystyrene
ordinance that would: (1) require all single-use disposable foodware to be fiber-based and readily
decomposable; (2) require accessory disposable foodware items to be provided only upon request; (3) require
businesses to use reusable foodware for on-site dining; and (4) require businesses to charge customers a fee
for single use disposable foodware.
The proposed amendment would pertain to any food service establishment, vendor, or business that dispenses
food/beverages for dine-in or take-out within the City of Arcata.
You are receiving this letter as your business license information on file with the City indicates that your
organization may currently provide food and/or beverages that may be packaged in single-use disposable
foodware, or sells foodware products. Attached with this letter you will find a one-page informational sheet
regarding the proposed amendments to the existing polystyrene ordinance. Your feedback at this time would
be much appreciated.
Two public workshops will be held on Wednesday, October 23, 2019 at the Arcata Community Center’s
Arts & Crafts Room, located at 300 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Parkway in Arcata at 3:00 pm and 5:30 pm
We encourage stakeholders to join us to learn more, ask questions and provide feedback on the development
of the proposed ordinance. If you are unable to attend this workshop, you may submit written feedback via
email or letter to the Environmental Services Department. City staff will compile feedback from the workshop
and from other outreach efforts before presenting the final ordinance to the Arcata City Council. The Arcata
City Council is tentatively scheduled to review and consider a final draft ordinance in late 2019. If adopted,
the ordinance would take effect in 2020.
If you have any other questions, comments, or concerns after reviewing the enclosed information, please feel
free to contact the Environmental Services Department at eservices@cityofarca.org or (707) 822-8184.
Sincerely,

Mark Andre
Environmental Services Director
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City of Arcata
Proposed Single Use Foodware Reduction Ordinance
In 2015, the Arcata City Council adopted an ordinance prohibiting the use and distribution of expanded
polystyrene (Styrofoam). On May 1, 2019, the Arcata City Council directed staff to develop an amendment to
this ordinance that would include the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Require all single use disposable foodware to be fiber-based materials that readily decompoose.
Require accessory disposable foodware items to be provided only upon request.
Require businesses to use reusable foodware for on-site dining.
Require businesses to charge customers a fee for single use disposable foodware

What is the purpose of the amendment?
Foodware that is not reusable or readily decomposable negatively impacts our natural and marine
environment. It pollutes our waterways, streets, parks, and open spaces, and it does not readily decompose.
Even recyclable materials often don’t get recycled. The proposed amendment will help eliminate the
distribution and use of disposable foodware that is not reusable or easily decomposable.
Single use disposable foodware includes:

Bowls

Cups

Spoons

Straws*

Sleeves*

Plates

Clamshells

Knives

Lids

Stirrers*

Trays

Forks*

Napkins

* these items are considered to be “accessory disposable items” and would only be
provided only upon request
Who does this ordinance affect?
Any food establishment, vendor, business, store, or organization that dispenses prepared
food or beverage for dine-in or take-out.

Are there exemptions?
 Foods that are packaged outside of Arcata are exempt, however all vendors of pre-packaged
prepared food Items are encouraged to follow the ordinance.
 Disposable foodware composed entirely of aluminum, like metal foil and trays, are exempt.
 Disposable foodware items that are not yet easily available on the market in a decomposable
fiber-based form will not be under enforcement until the time the market offers an alternative.
Examples include drink lids and hot beverage or liquid containers.
For more information regarding the proposed ordinance, please feel free to contact the
Environmental Services Department at eservices@cityofarcata.org or 707-822-8184.
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Background
On May 1, 2019, the Arcata City Council directed staff to develop an ordinance that would regulate the use of
plastic bottles at city facilities. The ordinance would include the following:
1) Prohibit the sale or distribution of single-use plastic bottled beverages under twenty-one fluid ounces on
city property.
2) In the event that containers greater than 21 ounces in size are utilized, single-use containers (e.g. singleuse cups) must comply with the City’s Disposable Foodware Ordinance. The use of reusable containers is
encouraged.
To ensure adequate drinking water sources, the city will add public drinking fountains and water bottle refilling
stations in key locations.
What is the purpose of the ordinance?
Regulating the use of plastic beverage bottles will help to minimize waste associated with plastic bottle usage
as well as help protect the City’s natural environment from plastic pollution.
How does this affect permitted events?
If the ordinance were to be adopted, the city would no longer issue any new leases, contracts, permits, bid
proposals, solicitations, or other forms of agreement allowing use of city property for purposes that would
include the sale/distribution of bottled beverages.
What is the definition of “bottled beverages”?
“Bottled beverage” means drinking water, sparking water, soda, sport drinks, juice, or any other similar product in a rigid plastic bottle having a capacity of twenty-one fluid ounces or less and intended primarily as s ingle-service container
Are there exemptions?
 Emergencies
 The sale/distribution of bottled beverages to participants of an athletic event
 An event where the applicant submitted a complete application for review, or received approval, prior to
the effective date of the ordinance.
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AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA
AMENDING CHAPTER 3.5 OF TITLE V OF THE ARCATA MUNICIPAL CODE, TO
ESTABLISH REGULATIONS RELATED TO SINGLE USE DISPOSABLE
FOODWARE ITEMS AND PLASTIC BOTTLE RESTRICTIONS
TITLE V – SANITATION AND HEALTH
CHAPTER 3.5 – WASTE REDUCTION
The City Council of the City of Arcata does hereby ordain as follows:
Section 1. Title V (Sanitation and Health), Chapter 3.5 (Waste Reduction), Article 1
(Carry-out Bag Waste Reduction) is hereby renamed to “General Provisions;” Article 2 (Food
Service Ware Waste Reduction) is hereby renamed to “Carry-out Bag Waste Reduction;” Article
3, “Foodware Waste Reduction,” is hereby created; and Article 4, “Plastic Bottle Waste
Reduction,” is hereby created.
Section 2. Title V (Sanitation and Health), Chapter 3.5 (Waste Reduction) Sections
5476.1 (Definitions) and 5477.1 (Definitions) are repealed.
Section 3. Title V (Sanitation and Health), Chapter 3.5 (Waste Reduction), Sections
5477, 5477.2, and 5477.3 are moved to Article 3 (Foodware Waste Reduction) and recodifed as
Sections 5478, 5478.1, and 5478.10, respectively.
Section 4. Title V (Sanitation and Health), Chapter 3.5 (Waste Reduction), Sections
5476, 5476.2, and 5476.3, are moved to Article 2 (Carry-out Bag Waste Reduction) and
recodifed as Sections 5477, 5477.1, and 5477.2, respectively.
Section 5. Title V (Sanitation and Health), Chapter 3.5 (Waste Reduction), Article 1
General Provisions, Section 5476 is adopted as follows:
ARTICLE 1 – GENERAL PROVISIONS
SEC. 5476. Definitions.
Unless the context requires otherwise, the definitions in this Section govern the
construction of this Chapter. The definition of a word applies to any of its variants.
A. “Accessory Foodware” means any disposable foodware item such as straws, stirrers,

napkins, and utensils; condiments cups and packets; cup sleeves, tops, lids, and spill
plugs; and any other similar accessory or accompanying foodware item used as part
of food or beverage service of packaging.
B. “Bottled Beverage” means [select option prior to Ordinance Introduction]
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ORDINANCE NO. ____

Option A:
All
beverage
containers

drinking water, sparkling water, enhanced water, soda, sports drinks,
juice, or other similar product in a rigid plastic bottle having capacity
of twenty-one fluid ounces or less, and intended primarily as a singleservice container.

Option B: drinking water in a rigid plastic bottle having capacity of twenty-one
Drinking
fluid ounces or less, and intended primarily as a single-service
water only container.

C. “City Facilities” means any building, structure or vehicle owned or operated by the

City of Arcata, its agent, agencies, departments and franchisee.
D. City Property” means real property, including buildings thereon, owned or leased by

the City of Arcata. This includes but is not limited to City offices and facilities,
plazas, parks, and public right-of-way (sidewalks and streets).
E. “City Street” means the public right-of-way including without limitation all City

streets, sidewalks, and public alleys.
F. “Compostable” means [select option prior to Ordinance Introduction]

Option A:
Fluorinated
chemicals
(PAFs) are
okay

materials in the product or package are fiber-based and will
break down into, or otherwise become a part of, useable
compost (e.g., soil-conditioning material, mulch) in a safe and
timely manner. Products or packages made with plastics, either
petroleum or biologically based, are not considered to be
compostable.

Option B:
No fluorinated
chemicals
(PAFs)

materials in the product or package are fiber-based and will
break down into, or otherwise become a part of, useable compost
(e.g., soil-conditioning material, mulch) in a safe and timely
manner. Products or packages made with plastics, either
petroleum or biological based, or made with fluorinated
chemicals shall not be considered compostable.

G. “Disposable Foodware” means any disposable item or product intended for single or

limited number of uses, used or provided by Food Service Establishments to serve,
consume, or transport prepared.
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Property, Chapter Sec 10006 or Section 11001 with fifty or more persons in
attendance.
I.

“Event Promoter” means an applicant for any event permit issued by the City.

J. “Food Provider" means any Food Vendor, business, organization, entity, group or

individual, including any Restaurant or Food Establishment, including a motor
vehicle or mobile unit based Vendor of Prepared Food located or operating within the
City of Arcata or providing food or beverage to the public, and any provider of
Prepared Food at organized or special events.
K. “Foodware” means all food-related single use wrappings, single-use disposable

products used in the restaurant and food service industry for serving, transport,
storage, or consumption of Prepared Food or Takeout Food and includes, but is not
limited to, cups, bowls, plates, trays, cartons, coverings, and hinged or lidded
containers (clamshells), Polystyrene foam coolers or ice chests which are not wholly
encapsulated or encased within a more durable material; and additionally including
packaging for food left over from partially consumed meals prepared by Food
Vendors. This definition specifically excludes Accessory Foodware.
L. “Food Vendor” means any restaurant, Vendor, business, non-profit, organization,

entity, group or individual that provides Prepared Food at a retail level, including a
Food Service Establishment, vehicle, or mobile unit based Vendor. Food Vendor
includes all establishments that carry a Food Permit from the Humboldt County
Department of Environmental Health.
M. "Food Service Establishment" means any store, shop, sales outlet, restaurant or other

establishment, other than a restaurant, including but not limited to a grocery store,
delicatessen, vehicle or mobile unit based Vendor, drive-in, coffee shop, cafeteria,
short-order cafe, luncheonette, grill, sandwich shop, hotel, motel, movie house,
theatre, bed and breakfast inn, tavern, bar, cocktail lounge, nightclub, roadside stand,
Takeout Food place, industrial feeding establishment, catering kitchen, commissary,
special event, food market, produce stand, food stand, or similar place in which food
or drink is prepared for sale, or for service, on the premises or elsewhere, and any
other establishment or operation where food is processed, prepared, stored, served or
provided to customers and that generates sales or use tax pursuant to the BradleyBurns Uniform Local Sales and Use Tax Law (Part 1.5, commencing with Section
7200, of Division 2 of the California Revenue and Taxation Code).
N. “Gift Bag” means a decorative bag designed specifically for gift giving and has the

ability to be used multiple times for that purpose. Gift bags are not bags used
exclusively for transport of goods from a store.
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H. “Event” means any activity which requires a permit pursuant to Title X, Public
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walk, jog, run, bicycle or otherwise participate in sport or similar activity on city
property.
P. "Prepared Food" means food or beverages, which are served, packaged, cooked,

chopped, sliced, mixed, brewed, frozen, squeezed or otherwise prepared on the Food
Provider's premises and includes “Takeout Food.” Prepared Food does not include
raw, butchered meats, fish and/or poultry sold from a butcher case or similar retail
appliance. Prepared Food may be eaten either on or off the premises.
Q. "Protective Paper Bag" means a paper bag no larger than six hundred twenty-five

(625) cubic inches provided at the point of sale to protect purchased items from
damage which meets the following requirements:
1. Contains no old growth fiber and a minimum of forty percent (40%) post-

consumer recycled material;
2. The recyclable paper bag shall be accepted at curbside or drop-off recycling

centers located within Humboldt County;
3. Is capable of composting, consistent with the timeline and specifications of

the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard D6400; and
4. Is printed with the word RECYCLABLE, and post-consumer content

information.
R. "Polystyrene" means a thermoplastic petrochemical material utilizing a styrene

monomer and processed by various techniques such as fusion of polymer spheres
(“expandable bead polystyrene”), injection molding, form molding, and extrusionblow molding (“extruded foam polystyrene”), blown polystyrene and expanded and
extruded foams (sometimes incorrectly called Styrofoam, a Dow Chemical Company
trademarked form of polystyrene foam insulation). Polystyrene is generally used to
make cups, bowls, plates, trays, clamshell containers, meat trays and egg cartons.
S. “Recyclable” means material that can be sorted, cleansed, and reconstituted for the

purpose of reuse or using the altered form in the manufacture of a new product.
“Recycling” does not include burning, incinerating, converting, or otherwise
thermally destroying solid waste.
T. "Recyclable Paper Bag" means a paper bag provided at the check stand or other

appropriate point of departure from the store for the purpose of transporting food or
merchandise that meets the following requirements:
1. Contains no old growth fiber and a minimum of forty percent (40%) post-

consumer recycled material;
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centers located within Humboldt County;
3. Is capable of composting, consistent with the timeline and specifications of

the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard D6400; and
4. Is printed with the word RECYCLABLE, and post-consumer content

information.
U. “Retail Store” means a store with retail space that generates sales or use tax pursuant

to the Bradley-Burns Uniform Local Sales and Use Tax Law (Part 1.5, commencing
with Section7200, of Division 2 of the California Revenue and Taxation Code).
V. "Reusable Bag" means a bag specifically designed and manufactured for long term

use and is:
1. Designed and made of durable machine washable material that can be cleaned

and disinfected; and
2. Proven capable of carrying a minimum of twenty-two (22) pounds one

hundred twenty-five (125) times over a distance of one hundred seventy-five
(175) feet;
3. Shall not contain lead, cadmium, or any other heavy metal in toxic amounts;
4. If made of plastic or biologically based source, is a minimum thickness of at

least 2.25 mm.
W. “Reusable Foodware” means all foodware, including plates, bowls, cups, trays,

glasses, straws, stirrers, condiment cups and utensils, that is manufactured of durable
materials and that is specifically designed and manufactured to be washed and
sanitized and to be used repeatedly over an extended period of time, and is safe for
washing and sanitizing according to applicable regulations.
X. “Rigid Plastic Bottle” means any formed or molded container made of predominately

plastic resin, having a relatively inflexible fixed shape or form, and intended
primarily as a single-service container.
Y. "Single-use Carry-out Bag" means a bag made of plastic or paper provided at the

check stand, cash register, point of sale, or other point of departure for the purposes of
transporting food or merchandise out of the establishment. "Single-use carry-out
bags" do not include:
1. Bags provided for use inside stores or at farmers’ markets to: (a) package bulk

items such as fruit, vegetables, nuts, grains, candy, or small hardware items;
(b) contain or wrap frozen foods, meat or fish, prepared foods or bakery
goods, whether prepackaged or not; or (c) segregate food or merchandise that
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2. The recyclable paper bag shall be accepted at curbside or drop-off recycling

could be damaged or cause damage to other food or merchandise when placed
together in a reusable bag or recyclable paper bag;
2. Bags provided by a pharmacy for prescription medication;
3. Goods specially packaged at the point of sale into a gift bag; or
4. Newspaper bags, door-hanger bags, laundry dry cleaning bags, or bags sold in

packages containing multiple bags intended for use as garbage, pet waste, or
yard waste bag.
Z. "Store" means any of the following retail establishments located within the

geographical limits of the City of Arcata that meets the following requirements:
1. "Supermarket" means a full line, self-service retail store with gross annual

sales of two million dollars ($2,000,000) or more, and which sells a line of dry
grocery, canned goods or nonfood items and some perishable items.
2. "Pharmacy" means any retail store where the profession of pharmacy by a

pharmacist licensed pursuant to Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 4000) of
Division 2 of the Business and Professions Code is practiced and where
prescriptions (and possibly other merchandise) are offered for sale.
3. "Retail store" means a store with retail space that generates sales or use tax

pursuant to the Bradley-Burns Uniform Local Sales and Use Tax Law (Part
1.5, commencing with Section 7200, of Division 2 of the Revenue and
Taxation Code).
4. "Convenience food store" means any entity engaged in the retail sale of a

limited line of goods that includes milk, bread, sodas, and snack foods
including those stores with a Type 20 or 21 license issued by the California
Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control. (Ord. 1434, eff. 1/3/2014; Ord.
1440, eff. 6/19/2015. Formerly 5477)
“Takeout Food” means food or beverages requiring no further preparation to be
consumed and which generally are purchased to be consumed off the premises or
away from the facilities of the retail Food Vendor.

AA.

BB.

“Vendor” means any store or business which sells or offers goods or merchandise,
located or operating within the City of Arcata, including “Food Service
Establishments,” and “Food Providers.”

Section 6. Title V (Sanitation and Health), Chapter 3.5 (Waste Reduction) is hereby
amended, as shown by the following where strikethrough denotes deleted text, double underscore
denotes new text:
ARTICLE 3 – FOODWARE WASTE REDUCTION
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SEC. 5478. Findings.
The City Council of the City of Arcata finds and declares the following:
A. The City has established waste reduction, greenhouse gas reduction and stormwater

pollution prevention goals to conserve resources, reduce GHG emissions, waste, litter and
marine pollution to protect public health and safety, the City’s natural environment, and
wildlife, all of which increase the quality of life for residents and visitors.
B. Effective ways to reduce waste, litter and marine pollution is to encourage the use of

reusable, recyclable, and biodegradable packaging materials. Biodegradable products
decay, causing less harm to the environment and the landscape of the City than nonbiodegradable disposable products.
C. Polystyrene food service ware foodware, often referred to by the trademark term

“Styrofoam,” is highly durable, buoyant, lightweight and non-biodegradable; is easily
windblown, and can become litter even when placed into trashcans. Once in the
environment, these wastes persist and detract from the appearance of the area, and pollute
waterways and Humboldt Bay longer than many other types of litter.
D. Styrene, a component of polystyrene, is a known hazardous substance that medical

evidence and the Food and Drug Administration suggest leaches from polystyrene
containers into food and drink; and, is a suspected carcinogen and neurotoxin which
potentially threatens human health.
E. The California Integrated Waste Management Board estimates that Californians use

165,000 tons of expanded polystyrene (foam and Styrofoam® products) each year for
packaging and food service purposes. A 2004 study by the Waste Management Board
ranked the environmental impacts from both the manufacturing and disposal of
polystyrene second highest after aluminum in the categories of energy consumption,
greenhouse gas emissions and total environmental effect.
F. Prohibiting the use of polystyrene food service ware foodware and replacing it with food

service ware foodware that is reusable, biodegradable, compostable or recyclable; and,
restricting the use of polystyrene products that are not wholly encapsulated or encased by
a more durable material will protect local waterways, Humboldt Bay and will support the
City’s goal of reducing waste and litter.
G. Single use disposable foodware, Accessory foodware and packaging (SUDs), including

plates, cutlery, cups, lids, straws, “clamshells” and other containers, are intended to be
used once before being discarded and is a major contributor to street litter, ocean
pollution, marine and other wildlife harm and greenhouse gas emissions.
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depletion of natural resources, and plastics in waterways and oceans break down into
smaller pieces that are not biodegradable, and are present in most of the world’s oceans.
I.

Among other hazards, plastic debris attracts and concentrates ambient pollutants in
seawater and freshwater, which can transfer to fish, other seafood and salt that is
eventually sold for human consumption. SUDs can also contain harmful fluorinated
chemicals that are linked to serious health conditions.

J. The City of Arcata adopted a Zero Waste Action Plan in 2017, with provisions designed

to help the City reach its goal of 90% diversion of materials from landfills and
incinerators by 2027. Reduction of SUDs furthers this goal.
K. This Article is consistent with the City of Arcata 2006 GHG Reduction Plan, and the

California Department of Resources, Recycling and Recovery (CalRecycle) recycling and
waste disposal regulations contained in Titles 14 and 27 of the California Code of
Regulations.
SEC. 5478.1. Prohibited Use of Polystyrene Disposable Foodware Food Service Ware.
A. The following prohibitions shall be effective October 1, 2015:
1. Food Vendors, Food Providers, Food Service Establishments, Restaurants, and Retail

Stores are prohibited from providing Prepared Food to Customers in Polystyrene
Food Service Ware Foodware.
2. Polystyrene Food Service Ware Foodware shall not be sold or provided by any Food

Vendor or Event Promoter in the City of Arcata, unless it is wholly encapsulated or
encased within a more durable material, as exempted in Section 5477.2(B)(4) This
specifically includes, but is not limited to, cups, plates, bowls, clamshells and other
products intended primarily for food service use, as well as coolers, containers and,
ice chests.
3. No Polystyrene Food Service Ware Foodware may be used in any City Facilities. All

individuals, entities or organizations using City Facilities for public or private events
shall comply with the requirements in this Article.
4. No City department may purchase or acquire Polystyrene Food Service Ware

Foodware for use at City Facilities, for City events or otherwise in the conduct of City
business.
5. All rental agreements to use any City Facility shall require contracting parties to

prevent the use or distribution of Polystyrene Food Service Ware Foodware in the
City Facility. The agreement shall provide that the contractor's security deposit will
be forfeited if the City Manager determines that Polystyrene Food Service Ware
Foodware was utilized in violation of the rental agreement.
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H. The production, consumption and disposal of SUDs contributes significantly to the

6. The City may not sponsor or co-sponsor events at which Polystyrene Food Service

Ware Foodware is used or distributed by Event Promoters, Food Vendors and any
other party (including nonprofit organizations) which enters into an agreement with
the Event Promoter to sell Prepared Food at or provide service to the event. The
City's monetary contribution to such event shall be refunded to the City if the City
Manager determines that Polystyrene Food Service Ware Foodware was used at the
event in violation of this prohibition.
7. Violation of the requirements set forth in this Article shall subject the Food Vendor to

penalties as set forth in this Article.
B. The following items or activities are exempt from the prohibitions in this Article:
1. Pre-packaged food that arrives at the premises of the Food Vendor in a container or

wrapper and is not removed from the container or wrapper before its sale or
distribution (e.g., ramen noodles in a Polystyrene cup or pre-packaged dried fruit or
vegetables sold at a grocery store).
2. City Facilities, Food Providers, City franchisees, contractors and Vendors doing

business with the City in situations deemed by the City Manager or his/her designee
to be an emergency, and procuring and distributing emergency supplies and services
for the immediate preservation of the public health, safety, welfare.
3. Medical supplies and services.
4. Products made from Polystyrene that is wholly encapsulated or encased by a more

durable material. Examples include surfboards, boats, life preservers, and craft
supplies which are wholly encapsulated or encased by a more durable material, and
durable coolers not principally composed of Polystyrene/plastic foam.
5. Construction products made from Polystyrene if the products are used in compliance

with the Arcata Municipal Code Title 7, Chapter 5 Stormwater Management and used
in a manner that prevents the Polystyrene from being released into the environment.
6. Waivers. Any Food Vendor, Food Provider, Food Service Establishment, and Retail

Store may petition the Director of Environmental Services for a full or partial waiver
of the requirements of this Section if the owner or operator demonstrates that
application of this Section would create undue hardship or practical difficulty for the
establishment not generally applicable to other similar establishments in similar
circumstances.
Section 7. Title V (Sanitation and Health), Chapter 3.5 (Waste Reduction), Article 3
(Foodware Waste Reduction) Sections 5478.2-5478.10 are hereby adopted as follows:
SEC. 5478.2. Accessory Foodware Items.
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A. Accessory Foodware items shall be provided only upon request by the Customer or at

self-serve stations, except that disposable cups for delivery by a Food Vendor or Food
Provider may include tops, spill plugs, and sleeves without request.
B. Food Vendors and Food Providers must provide options for Customers to affirmatively

request Accessory Foodware items separate from orders for food and beverages across all
ordering/point of sale platforms, including but not limited to web, smart phone and other
digital platforms, telephone and in-person.
C. Food Vendors and Food Providers that customarily offer straws shall maintain a supply

of straws which meet the Disposable Foodware Standards set forth in Section 5448.6,
which may be provided to customers upon specific request for a straw.
D. Food Vendors and Food Providers offering condiments are encouraged to use dispensers

rather than pre-packaged disposable condiment packets.
SEC. 5478.3. Reusable Customer Foodware.
A. Customers may provide their own Reusable Foodware for beverage and food service in

accordance with the California Health and Safety Code. Food Vendors and Food
Providers may refuse, at their sole discretion, any customer-provided Reusable Foodware
that is cracked, chipped or corroded, appears inappropriate in size, material, or condition
for the intended beverage or food item, or that appears to be excessively soiled or
unsanitary. If the Customer provided Reusable Foodware is rejected, the Food Vendor or
Food Provider may instead require use of Reusable Foodware for consumption on the
premises of the Food Service Establishment, or use of a Disposable Foodware item for a
beverage or food item to be consumed off the premises of the Food Service
Establishment, together with any fee charge as specified pursuant to Section 5478.4. (C).
SEC. 5478.4. Disposable Foodware Charges.
A. Takeout Food shall only be served in Foodware that conforms to the Disposable

Foodware Standards at Section 5478.6.
B. Accessory Foodware shall conform with the Disposable Foodware Standards at Section

5478.6.
C. [specify option prior to Ordinance Introduction]

Option A:
Mandatory Fee
Option B:
Optional Fee

Food Vendors and Food Providers shall charge Customers
twenty-five cents ($0.25) for the Disposable Foodware provided.
Food Vendors and Food Providers are encouraged to charge
Customers a minimum fee of twenty-five cents ($0.25) for the
Disposable Foodware provided.
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Option C:
Mandatory
Discount

Option D:
Optional Discount

Option E:
Combination

Food Vendors and Food Providers shall provide a minimum
twenty-five cent ($0.25) discount for Customers who bring their
own Reusable Foodware for Take-out Food. Food Vendors or
Food Providers may provide a larger discount at their own
discretion.
Food Vendors and Food Providers are encouraged to provide a
minimum twenty-five cent ($0.25) discount for Customers who
bring their own Reusable Foodware for Take-out Food. Food
Vendors and Food Providers may provide a larger discount at
their own discretion.
A combination of Option A or Option B AND Option C or
Option D.

1. Income from the charge shall be retained by the Food Vendor or Food
Provider.
2. All Customers demonstrating, at the point of sale, a payment card or voucher
issued by the California Special Supplemental Food Program for Women,
Infants, and Children (WIC) pursuant to Article 2 (commencing with Section
123275) of Chapter 1 of Part 2 of Division 106 of the California Health and
Safety Code, or an electronic benefit transfer card (EBT) issued pursuant to
Section 10072 of the California Welfare and Institutions Code, shall be
exempt from the Disposable Foodware charge.
3. Charges for Disposable Foodware shall be identified separately on any receipt
provided to the customer. Customers placing orders by telephone shall be
informed verbally of Disposable Foodware charges.
SEC. 5478.5. Reusable Foodware for Dining on Premises (“Eating-in”)
A. All food served for consumption on the premises of a Food Service Establishment shall

be served using Reusable Foodware, except that disposable paper food wrappers, foil
wrappers, paper napkins, straws and paper tray- and plate liners shall only be allowed for
dining on premises, provided they meet the Disposable Foodware Standards at Section
5478.6.
B. Zoning permits and business licenses for Food Vendors applied for, renewed and/or

deemed complete on or after the effective date of this Ordinance shall only be granted to
Food Vendors that demonstrate compliance with Section 5478.5 (A). Installation and/or
maintenance of appropriate dishwashing capacity in conformance with Section 5478.5
(A) shall be included as a specific condition of approval for such permits and licenses.
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Sec. 5478.6 Disposable Foodware Standards
A. All Disposable Foodware, including Accessory Foodware, shall be Compostable as

defined in Article 1- Sec. 5476 (F).
B. The City of Arcata City Council may add or remove standards for specific Foodware

products via resolution.
C. The City of Arcata shall maintain on its website a list of suppliers that offer Disposable

Foodware that complies with this standard and shall be updated regularly.
Sec. 5478.7 City of Arcata: Purchases Prohibited
A. The City of Arcata shall not purchase any Disposable Foodware that does not comply

with the Disposable Foodware Standards at Section 5478.6, nor shall any City-sponsored
event utilize non-compliant Foodware.
Sec. 5478.8 Waivers
A. Food Vendors, Food Providers, Food Service Establishments, or Retail Stores that do not

have on-site or off-site dishwashing capacity or are unable to contract for services to
wash, rinse, and sanitize Reusable Foodware in compliance with the California Health
and Safety Code may request a waiver or partial waiver.
1. All Disposable Foodware used on the premises of a Food Service Establishment

operating under full or partial waivers obtained shall conform to the Disposable
Foodware Standards in Section 5478.6.
B. Any Food Vendor, Food Provider, Food Service Establishment, and Retail Store may

petition the Director of Environmental Services for a waiver or waivers for specific
Disposable Foodware items that the City of Arcata has not exempted if the owner or
operator documents and demonstrates the following:
1. [specify option prior to Ordinance Introduction]

Option A:
0.5x the normal
cost

Option B:
2x the normal
cost

No Disposable Foodware item exists with substantially similar size,
performance, and/or utility that conforms with the Disposable Foodware
Standards at Section 5478.6 or, if such an item exists, the purchase of such
item would cost 50% more than the purchase of a non-conforming
Disposable Foodware item, and.
No Disposable Foodware item exists with substantially similar size,
performance, and/or utility that conforms with the Disposable Foodware
Standards at Section 5478.6 or, if such an item exists, the purchase of such
item would cost 100% more than the purchase of a non-conforming
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Option C:
3x the normal
cost

Option D:
4x the normal
cost

No Disposable Foodware item exists with substantially similar size,
performance, and/or utility that conforms with the Disposable Foodware
Standards at Section 5478.6 or, if such an item exists, the purchase of such
item would cost 200% more than the purchase of a non-conforming
Disposable Foodware item, and.
No Disposable Foodware item exists with substantially similar size,
performance, and/or utility that conforms with the Disposable Foodware
Standards at Section 5478.6 or, if such an item exists, the purchase of such
item would cost 300% more than the purchase of a non-conforming
Disposable Foodware item, and.

2. The non-conforming Disposable Foodware item to be used in lieu of a conforming

item is Recyclable in the City of Arcata Recyclable collection program.
C. The Director of Environmental Services or his or her agents shall act on a waiver

application no later than 180 days after receipt of such application, including mailing
written notification of the Director’s decision to the address supplied by the applicant.
D. Waivers may be granted for a specified period of up to two years. During the waiver

period, the owner or operator shall make diligent efforts to become compliant.
Sec. 5478.9 Exemptions.
A. The following items or activities are exempt from the prohibitions in this Article:
1. Disposable Foodware composed entirely of aluminum.
2. Pre-packaged food that arrives at the premises of the Food Vendor in a container or

wrapper and is not removed from the container or wrapper before its sale or
distribution.
B. The City of Arcata City Council may exempt other materials and specific Foodware

product types by resolution.
1. The non-conforming Disposable Foodware item to be used in lieu of a conforming

Disposable Foodware item is Recyclable in the City of Arcata Recyclable collection
program.
Section 8. Title V (Sanitation and Health), Chapter 3.5 (Waste Reduction), Article 3
(Foodware Waste Reduction), Section 5478.10 is hereby amended, as shown by the following
where strikethrough denotes deleted text, double underscore denotes new text:
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A. The Director of Environmental Services shall have primary responsibility for

enforcement of this Article. The Director is authorized to establish regulations and to take
any and all actions reasonable and necessary to obtain compliance with this Article,
including, but not limited to, inspecting the premises of any Food Vendor, Food Provider,
Food Service Establishment, Restaurant, and Retail Store to verify compliance.
B. Penalties Violations of Sections 5478.3 – 5478.9 shall not be enforced for the first two

years [CHOOSE ENFORCEMENT SCHEDULE FROM OPTIONS TABLE BELOW]
following the effective date of this Ordinance codified in this Article. Violations of all
other provisions of this Article are subject to enforcement at all times.
Option A:

three years

Option B:

two years

Option C:

one year

C. Any person who violates this Article shall be considered guilty of an infraction for each

offense and subject to those penalties as established by the City Council.
D. Any violation of the Article is subject to the recovery of administrative penalties pursuant

to California Government Code, Section 53069.4, and pursuant to Title I, Chapter 3 of
the Arcata Municipal Code.
E. The City of Arcata may seek legal, injunctive, or other equitable relief to enforce this

Chapter.
F. The remedies and penalties provided in this section are cumulative and not exhaustive,

and nothing in this Article shall preclude the City of Arcata from pursuing any other
remedy provided by law.
Section 9. Title V (Sanitation and Health), Chapter 3.5 (Waste Reduction), Article 4
(Plastic Bottle Waste Reduction) Sections 5479 – 5479.4 are hereby adopted as follows:
ARTICLE 4 – PLASTIC BOTTLE WASTE REDUCTION
SEC. 5479. Findings.
The City Council of the City of Arcata finds and declares the following:
A. Single use plastic bottles are commonly found littering creeks, beaches and streets and

the use of single-use plastic bottles has environmental impacts, including greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions, litter, harm to wildlife, water consumption and solid waste generation.
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B. According to the CalRecycle, in 2016, 11.3 billion plastic bottles were sold in California

as compared to 8 billion aluminum cans in the same time period. Therefore, more plastic
bottles are produced and sold than aluminum cans.
C. CalRecycle further reports that in 2016, aluminum cans were recycled far more than

plastic bottles at a rate of 91% for aluminum cans compared to 76% for plastic bottles.
D. Additionally, CalRecycle reports that in 2016, far more plastic bottles were exported out

of the United States for processing (120,000 tons) than aluminum cans (1,649 tons)
thereby adding to the carbon footprint of plastic bottles.
E. An important goal of the City is to procure and use sustainable products and services, and

to discourage the community-wide use of single-use plastic bottles.
F. The City desires to conserve resources, reduce the amount of GHG emissions, waste,

litter and marine pollution and to protect the public health and welfare including wildlife,
all of which increase the quality of life for the residents and visitors.
SEC. 5479.1. Sale and distribution of single-use plastic Bottled Beverages on City
Property restricted.
A. No person may sell or distribute Bottled Beverages at an Event held in or on City

Property.
B. [specify option prior to Ordinance Introduction]

Option A:
Containers per
Article 3
requirements are
okay
Option B:
Recyclable
container (#1 & #2
only) are okay

In the event that containers greater than twenty-one ounces in size
are utilized, single-use containers (e.g., single-use cups) may be
used in the serving of beverages but must conform to the
requirements pursuant to Article 3 – Foodware Waste Reduction.

Option C: No
single-use
containers

In the event that containers greater than twenty-one ounces in size
are utilized, single-use containers (e.g., single-use cups) may not
be used in the serving of beverages. The use of reusable
containers is required.

In the event that containers greater than twenty-one ounces in size
are utilized, recyclable single-use containers (e.g. single-use
cups) compose entirely of polyethylene terephthalate (PET 1) or
high-density polyethylene (HDPE 2) may be used in the serving
of beverages.
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issue any new permits, bid proposals, or solicitations; or renew, amend or reissue any
existing leases, contracts, agreements or permits, which allow City Property to be used
for the sale or distribution of Bottled Beverages.
D. City funds shall not be used to purchase Bottled Beverages except as exempted or

allowed under this Article. The City’s purchasing policies shall be amended for
consistency with this Article.
E. It shall be City policy not to have drinking water systems (i.e. vending machines) in City

offices and facilities that use Bottled Beverages of any size where sufficient alternatives
exist and are feasible. City offices and facilities shall conform drinking water systems to
this policy where reasonable.
F. It shall be City policy to increase the availability of drinking water for public

consumption in public areas by ensuring access to drinking fountains, potable water
hook-ups, and with particular emphasis on providing water bottle filling stations. City
departments will take all reasonable and appropriate steps to promote and facilitate
achievement of the intent and requirements of this Article.
G. It shall be a City goal to encourage the inclusion of water bottle filling stations for public

use in privately owned developments.
SEC. 5479.3. Exemptions.
A. The provisions of this Article shall not apply when the City Manager finds that relying on

Bottled Beverages is necessary in a given situation to protect the public health, safety and
welfare, and no reasonable alternative will serve the same purpose.
B. The provisions of this Article shall not apply to emergencies.
C. The City Manager or designee may waive the requirements of this Article in full or in

part if it is demonstrated to the satisfaction of the City Manager or designee that strict
compliance would not be feasible, would create undue hardship or practical infeasibility,
or that other reasonable circumstances warrant waiving the requirements of this Article.
D. The provisions of this Article shall not apply where there are hydration requirements for

employees working outside (e.g, fieldwork) and no reasonable alternative to Beverage
Bottles will serve the same purpose.
E. The provisions of this Article shall not apply to the sale or distribution of Bottled

Beverages to participants of a Participant Athletic Event.
F. The provisions of this Article do not apply to an Event for which the applicant submitted

a complete application for review, or received approval, prior to the effective date of the
Ordinance codified in this Article.
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G. Nothing in this Article shall be construed to impair a lease, contract, permit, bid proposal,

solicitation, or other form of agreement to which the City is a party on the effective date
of the Ordinance codified in this Article.
SEC. 5478.4. Administration, Enforcement, and Penalties.
A. The City shall take appropriate steps to educate and inform the public about the Bottled

Beverage requirements of this Article.
B. The Director of Environmental Services shall have primary responsibility for

enforcement of this Article. The Director is authorized to establish regulations and to take
any and all actions reasonable and necessary to obtain compliance with this Chapter.
C. Violations shall not be enforced for the first year following the effective date of this

Article.
D. Any person who violates this Article shall be considered guilty of an infraction for each

offense and subject to those penalties as established by the City Council.
E. [specify option prior to Ordinance Introduction]

Option A:

Option B:

Any violation of this Article is subject to the forfeit of the violating
permit holder’s facilty use deposit, if any.
In addition to any other remedy available, any violation of this Article by
any person is subject to the following administrative fines pursuant to
California Government Code Section 53069.4, and pursuant to Title I,
Chapter 3 of the Arcata Municipal Code.

F. The City of Arcata may seek legal, injunctive, or other equitable relief to enforce this

Chapter.
G. The remedies and penalties provided in this Section are cumulative and not exhaustive,

and nothing in this Chapter shall preclude the City of Arcata from pursuing any other
remedy provided by law.
Section 10. This Ordinance will preserve and enhance the environment within the City of Arcata
and is exempt from the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”,
Public Resources Code §§ 21100 et seq.) pursuant to §§15061(b)(3) and 15308 of the CEQA
Guidelines (tit. 14 Cal. Code Regs). A Notice of Categorical Exemption shall be filed pursuant
to§ 15062 of the CEQA Guidelines.
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Section 11. Severability. If any section, subsection, sentence, clause or phrase of this chapter is
for any reason held to be invalid or unconstitutional, the decision shall not affect the validity of
the remaining portions of the Chapter. The City Council hereby declares that it would have
passed this Chapter, and each section, subsection, sentence, clause and phrase thereof,
irrespective of the fact that any one or more sections, subsections, sentences, clauses or phrases
be declared invalid under law.
Section 12. Effective Date. This Ordinance will take effect 30 days after its adoption.
DATED:
ATTEST:

APPROVED:

Clerk, City of Arcata

Mayor, City of Arcata
CLERK’S CERTIFICATE

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of Ordinance No._____, passed and
adopted at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata, County of Humboldt,
State of California, held on the ___ day of __________ 2020, by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTENTIONS:
Clerk, City of Arcata
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
January 16, 2020
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

David Loya, Director of Community Development

PREPARER:

David Loya, Director of Community Development

DATE:

January 08, 2020

TITLE:

Consider Approval of the Creek Side Mixed Occupancy Residential Annexation
Project.

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends the Council:
1. Open the public hearing, receive a staff report and public comment;
2. Provide direction as necessary and continue the hearing to a date certain to take action on
the proposed project.
INTRODUCTION:
The project will annex private and public properties into the City (Attachment A and B to the staff
report). The private property will include a mix of occupancies and types of housing. The public
properties include transportation networks, open space, and Ennes Park. The project will require a
range of entitlements, General Plan and Land Use Code amendments, and a Development
Agreement. In addition, the project includes several habitat restoration elements, a permanent
agricultural conservation easement, the installation of bike/pedestrian trails, and a contribution to
improvements to the City’s public infrastructure, including water, wastewater, and transportation.
This hearing is intended to provide the City Council an overview of the project, consider the
Planning Commission’s recommendation, and consider approval of the project. The Council held its
first hearing on the project on December 18, 2019. This second hearing addresses items from that
hearing. The Council should continue this hearing to a date certain for approval of the project.

BACKGROUND:
This project includes a mix of single family residential homes of varying sizes and an assisted living
facility. Housing market indicators show clearly that Arcata has a shortage of single family
residential units available for purchase and currently the City has no assisted living facilities. The
project would help the City meet its Regional Housing Needs Allocation and support the City’s
Housing Element for 2019-2027. The City Council should consider the project and determine
whether now is the appropriate time to annex and develop this housing project.
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DISCUSSION:
This staff report addresses the project description and the concerns that were raised by the
community during the City Council’s review of the project. This hearing continues the Council
deliberations on the project. Written comments on the project are included in the several staff reports
to the Planning Commission, the Final EIR, and in correspondence received at earlier hearings. New
communications were received prior to this staff report (Attachment E). The draft approval
documents, which are not ready for action or introduction but are provided here to allow the Council
sufficient time to consider them (Attachment A).
The December 18, 2019, City Council staff report, as well as the items incorporated into the agenda
item that were submitted at the meeting, are incorporated into the administrative record. The Council
and public should refer to those materials, which can be found on the City’s Watch Meetings link.
(https://arcataca.iqm2.com/Citizens/FileOpen.aspx?Type=1&ID=2851&Inline=True)
The Project
The Creek Side Homes project is fully described in the previous staff report and the Draft
Environmental Impact Report (EIR; Attachment H of the December 18, 2020, meeting, and found on
the City’s website). In summary, the project will provide several amenities the community and prior
Councils have identified as community needs. First, the project will provide single-family housing
stock, which has been identified in the past three housing elements as a need related to Arcata’s low
homeownership rates and the results of the Housing Conditions Survey. The senior cottages were
also identified in Housing Elements, which would offer Arcatans a way to age in place.
Second, the project will Annex Ennes Park. This has been an objective of the City since the park was
purchased in 1971. While there are no plans to change the current use of the park associated with
this action, it will result in incorporating the land into the City’s boundaries so that planning effort
can begin in earnest.
Third, the project will extend non-vehicular trail connectivity to several west Arcata neighborhoods.
Notably, the extension of the Hammond Trail from Alliance to Janes Road as a segregated Class I
trail (similar to the Bay Trail) will provide both recreational opportunities for the community at large
and alternative transportation options the church, school, and bulb farm.
Fourth, the project will make the Foster Avenue connection. This project was envisioned in the
General Plan two decades ago. The connection will improve circulation patterns in the City. In
particular, the extension will reduce stress on intersections like 17th Street at Alliance. In addition, it
will largely eliminate through traffic on 17th and Q, which were not designed to handle current traffic
loads. The Foster Avenue extension will be developed with appropriate traffic calming features, and
the road design will involve additional public input.
Fifth, Janes Creek will be restored along the project boundary. The project will add floodplain
capacity, wetland and aquatic species habitat, and more than double the riparian habitat on the
property. The project will also commit to invasive plant species removal and long-term monitoring
of this restoration. Since most of the City’s creeks are privately owned, full scale restoration is
challenging. And since most parcels are relatively small, restoration efforts are constrained by the
other uses on the property.
The project will also provide funds for Jolly Giant Creek restoration. The Arcata Community Forest
will receive approximately $26,000 to enhance riparian habitat along two reaches of Jolly Giant
Creek.
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The project has several environmental impacts that are mitigated to below significance. The
transportation impacts were determined significant and unavoidable. The Planning Commission
recommended adopting a Statement of Overriding Considerations (Attachment B) to approve the
project.
Traffic Circulation and Safety
At the December 18 City Council hearing, the Council expressed an interest in a second access to the
subdivision. Currently, the design has one entrance onto Foster on the western side of the project.
Due to the size of the subdivision, one connection is sufficient. However, the site could support a
second entrance on to Foster. The Conditions of Approval have been modified to include the
addition of a second connection onto Foster (Attachment C).
Adding a vehicular connection to either the Westwood Neighborhood to the north or the Westwood
Manor to the east of the project site presents significant challenges. The subdivisions that developed
in these areas were not designed with connectivity to the site in mind. Stewart Avenue terminates at
Wyatt approximately 300 feet west of the project boundary. This does not provide for a logical
neighborhood road connection to the site.
Connecting to Heather Lane presents challenges for the same reason. Heather Lane was not designed
with connectivity to the site in mind. In addition, this connection would require the acquisition and
demolition of existing housing, a new crossing of Janes Creek along with the associated
environmental impact, and there are elevation considerations making a connection at Heather Lane.
The Westwood subdivision was planned to expand to the west. Stewart Avenue was planned to
extend into the Ennes Park expansion parcel, which had a planned subdivision in the late 1960s. This
type of direct linear connection with vacant land at the terminus of the road system indicates planned
expansion. Road extension planning to the subject site was absent for these two neighborhoods.
Instead, the planned annexation was designed to rely on the Foster Avenue for access. It is clear that
connectivity is an important element of road design. However, the connectivity need not be for
motor vehicles to achieve this goal. Guidance from a number of sources (see Attachment D with
reference to others) encourage road design to incorporate non-vehicular integrated and segregated
connectivity as part of the road design. Ensuring adequate emergency vehicle access is also a critical
connectivity principle. The project as designed addresses connectivity.
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) is one measure of circulation connectivity. Less well connected
projects will have higher VMT. Adding connectivity that does not decrease VMT does not improve
circulation. In fact, adding motorized vehicle lanes to otherwise segregated non-motorized lanes
decreases safety and in some instances increases VMT. So connectivity must be planned well to
result in decreases in VMT with optimal connectivity.
Considering the destinations from the project site, adding a connection at Stewart would increase
VMT and conflict with non-motorized traffic. As currently designed the trail system to Steward
Avenue provides alternative transportation options for short trips to nearby shopping with a shorter
transit distance than if the connection was absent. If this connection was open to vehicles, it would
increase VMT. With a connection to Heather Lane, the VMT would be the same as a foster
connection. However there would be additional conflict with the trail proposed along Janes Creek to
Alliance, in addition to the environmental impacts of adding that connection. Since additional
connection through Westwood and Westwood Manor do not improve VMT, have additional
environmental impacts not included in the proposed circulation, and increase conflict with nonmotorized paths of travel, staff does not recommend additional road connectivity to these
subdivisions.
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Council also inquired about a second connection to Foster from the project site. While the secondary
connection is not necessary due to the size of the project based on the anticipated Level of Service at
the ingress intersection, a secondary connection can be made on the eastern edge of the development
by continuing the easternmost north-south road in the project to Foster Avenue. Staff has included
this as a condition of approval for the subdivision approval (Attachment C). Council should provide
direction whether to retain this condition.
The City’s road system is designed per State Standards which meet safety requirements. The new
street will be designed per Caltrans Standards that will meet Complete street standards (safe access
for all users). The improvements proposed for the project, include on- and off-site road, accessible
trail systems, bike lanes and emergency access. The preliminary design is presented for your review
as Attachment F. When the design moves to next stage City Engineer will ensure that it meets
current road design standards. In addition TSC has requested to bring back the 30 % design for their
review.
The analysis in the EIR provides a baseline for understanding the impact on vehicle circulation, as
well as non-motorized user safety. The City’s Central Arcata Areawide Traffic Study (Traffic Study;
Draft EIR, Appendix T) considered the safety of the mitigations and improvements proposed.
Several recommendations were made in the Traffic Study to improve bike and pedestrian safety,
which were incorporated into the project. Conditions of approval for the project ensure that the
complete design will incorporate the safety and traffic calming features necessary.
The City’s Transportation Safety Committee considered the project at multiple meetings. The
Committee also reviewed the City’s Traffic Study, which was the basis for the environmental and
safety analysis for the project. The Committee’s recommendations were incorporated into the
project.
Janes Creek Riparian Habitat
The public and Council were concerned about the riparian habitat at the December 18 meeting. The
EIR states that there is insufficient area on the project site to fully mitigate the riparian impacts. This
was concerning to some members of the public. This discussion provides additional context to the
statement.
The project has wetland pockets scattered throughout the site. These total 0.47 acres of 2- and 3parameter wetlands. (There are also some areas that have one parameter that are not wetlands.) The
project proposes to fully mitigate the wetland impacts on site at a 1.8:1 ratio, constructing 0.87 acres
of wetland on the eastern edge of the project adjacent to the existing Janes Creek riparian habitat.
This constructed wetland will remove a clump of willows that are growing in the adjacent upland.
Even though the willow patch is not a wetland, it is part of the riparian habitat. Therefore, the
wetland mitigation will have a temporary riparian habitat impact. Together with the Foster
connection temporary impacts, the project will have approximately 3,000 s.f. of temporary impacts.
The Foster connection is anticipated conservatively to have 8,000 s.f. of permanent impacts. Despite
the permanent in-stream habitat improvements the new crossing will have, the EIR considers the
impact to riparian habitat as a significant effect that must be mitigated. In total, there are 3,000 s.f. of
temporary impacts and 8,000 s.f. of permanent impacts to riparian habitat.
The wetland will have a variable-width, 50’ average setback. The project will plant the entire
setback with native riparian vegetation and will have a walking trail through the outer edge of the
setback. The net effect of the wetland mitigation will result in a riparian corridor that extends from
the creek to approximately 100 feet from the top of bank. The project will result in a more than
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doubling of the riparian habitat on the project site, considering the created wetland and vegetated
buffer.
Although the project will be extending the riparian habitat westward between 50 and 95 feet from
the current riparian zone, City staff did not attribute the wetland enhancement habitat to both the
wetland impact and the riparian impact. Despite increasing the riparian habitat twofold, the project
was required to find additional riparian mitigation to account for the permanent impacts. The
mitigation for the permanent impact off-site was recommended by staff since the project site was
already adding more than an acre of habitat restoration.
Notwithstanding, the applicant has stated its willingness to add additional habitat features in the
landscaping of the subdivision to increase habitat connectivity on the project. The Conditions of
Approval (Attachment C) have been amended to reflect minimally two woody, native vegetation
landscape corridors running east-west and connecting with the restored riparian corridor. In addition,
the landscaping condition has been amended to include several groupings of native vegetation along
the western edge of the project (either on the subject site or on the adjacent site) to allow roosting
habitat and to reduce project impacts to the adjacent bottomlands. Council should consider whether
to include these conditions in the final Conditions of Approval.
Conservation Easement
The project proposes a 5.03 acre conservation easement on the parcel west of the project site (APN
505-151-001) to mitigate the loss of prime agricultural soil associated with the emergency egress
road / trail to Steward (0.34 acres) and conversion of Ennes Park (1.35 acres). The mitigation ratio is
approximately 4.5:1. The EIR describes this as a conservation easement, which would ensure that
the property was used for a combination of open space and agricultural uses in perpetuity. This
property is within the City’s greenbelt, and conservation easements are an important tool ensuring
such properties are never developed for urban uses. Council discussion at the December 18 hearing
considered whether the easement should be for organic ag production.
Conservation easements are agreements between the local agency and the land owner. The terms of
the easement are negotiated. To date, the negotiated terms of the easement are: 1) the developer
would establish the easement; 2) the easement would be in perpetuity; 3) the land would be reserved
for farming and open space; and 4) the City or a local land trust would hold the easement.
The conservation easement will require monitoring to ensure the terms of the easement are being
met. If the City retains the easement, that would require staff to monitor periodically for the terms of
the easement. If a land trust holds the easement, their fee for the easement will be commensurate
with the complexity of the easement. The current terms were designed to minimize easement
administration but ensure the property is not developed.
The applicant has concerns adding the organic requirement. In particular if organic certification was
required. The applicant points out that several local farms use organic practices, but are not certified.
However, the applicant is amenable to a prohibition on pesticides/herbicides. These would add to the
complexity and cost of monitoring the easement, but not significantly so.
Staff will need direction from Council how to address this issue moving forward.
Ennes Park
The project proposes to annex Ennes Park. This park has agricultural soils. Concerns have been
raised, including at the December 18 City Council hearing, that the proposed annexation of this park
was not analyzed or fully analyzed. The Draft and Final EIR described the action as an annexation
and designation of land use and zoning. Concerns were raised that the annexation and zoning would
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not be consistent with the General Plan. This issue was fully addressed in the Final EIR and in the
last staff report to the Council. The record on the project, including staff reports and the Final EIR
provide substantial evidence that the annexation of Ennes Park is consistent with the General Plan.
Concerns were also raised that the Ennes Park annexation was not fully analyzed in the EIR. Public
comments stating that the park will be used as a soccer field or some other use have confused the
issue. The City has no definitive plan for the Ennes Park expansion parcel. As such, the
environmental analysis to date has focused on the annexation and rezoning. The EIR describes the
rezoning as an impact to agricultural resources and fully mitigates the impact through a conservation
easement on an adjacent parcel. Any other impacts associated with a future use of the park will be
analyzed when the uses are no longer speculative.
Dark Skies
Several letters and public comments have been submitted related to the project’s impacts on night
skies. The project was proposed to incorporate Dark Skies guidelines and to be consistent with the
City’s dark sky ordinance from its inception. This is discussed in the Draft EIR; it was addressed in
the response to comments in the Final EIR, page 68; and during multiple Planning Commission
hearing staff reports. The project is designed “consistent with the City’s design guidelines, Section
9.30.070 (Outdoor Lighting) of the Arcata Land Use Code, and the recommendations of the
International Dark-Sky Association (IDA), which includes standards for fixtures, shielding, wattage,
placement, height, and illumination levels…” (Draft EIR, p. 1-34). These requirements will be
codified in Conditions of Approval for the Subdivision and any Design Review Permit associated
with the project.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS:
The project will produce 100 memory care beds and 89 single-family homes. 25 of the single-family
homes will be senior-restricted cottages. This will help the City meet its Housing Element goals.
COMMITTEE/COMMISSION REVIEW:
The Planning Commission reviewed the project and its EIR and recommended the Council certify
the EIR, adopt the Findings of Fact and a Statement of Overriding Considerations, and approve the
project, including all entitlements; found the acceptance of various easements consistent with the
General Plan; and recommended the Council decide whether to consider circulation alternative.
The Transportation Safety Committee reviewed the project and made recommendations that were
incorporated into the Conditions of Approval.
The Creeks and Wetlands Committee reviewed the projects impacts on wetland and riparian
resources. In addition, they considered the biological impacts.
The project has been referred to all responsible and resource agencies for comment. Their comments
were incorporated into the EIR. The mitigations were developed in partnership with the resource
agencies with expertise in the subject matter. Referrals were sent to the local Tribal Historic
Preservation Officers, CalTrans, California Department of Fish and Wildlife, Army Corps of
Engineers, local utility providers, Department of Toxic Substances Control, among many others.
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW (CEQA):
On February 24, 2016, a Notice of Preparation (NOP) was prepared and distributed to the State
Clearinghouse, responsible and trustee agencies, potentially affected private parties, and to the
general public (SCH #2016022083). The NOP announced that an EIR would be prepared for the
Creek Side Homes Project, and it provided a summary and imports to be analyzed.
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To date, the City has received several agency comments and incorporated them into an admin DEIR.
The Draft EIR circulation period was noticed in the Mad River Union on June 26, 2019. The
comment period on the Draft EIR ends on August 12, 2019. Comments received during this
circulation period will be addressed in the Final EIR. Pursuant to Land Use Code Section
9.78.130.B, staff has prepared the Draft EIR based on the application submittal of the applicant.
Based on the NOP scoping process, the potentially significant resource areas were identified as the
following:











Cultural Resources;
Greenhouse Gas Emissions;
Hazards and Hazardous Materials;
Utilities and Service Systems;
Tribal Cultural Resources;
Transportation-Traffic;
Hydrology and Water Quality;
Biological Resources;
Agriculture and Forestry Resources; and
Cumulative Impacts.

The majority of the environmental impacts have been fully mitigated (see Mitigation, Monitoring,
and Reporting Program, Chapter 9; Draft EIR). Traffic impacts are significant and unmitigated by
the project. The project will require a Statement of Overriding Considerations to be approved.
BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
The project includes a Fiscal Impact Analysis showing that the project would be at least cost neutral
(December 18, 2019, Staff Report, Attachment G).

ATTACHMENTS:
A. Approval Documents
(PDF)
B. Res 190-37 EIR (DOCX)
C. Action with Conditions of Approval
D. Pages from NRB_Guidebook_2011
E. Public Comment (PDF)
F. Foster Conceptual Design (PDF)

(DOCX)
(PDF)
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RESOLUTION NO. 190-44
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA
ADOPTING FINDINGS FOR THE CREEK SIDE HOMES PROJECT
WHEREAS, the City Council of City of Arcata adopted Resolution 190-37 certifying the
Environmental Impact Report for the Creek Side Project, which included several annexation areas,
entitlements, dedications, ordinances, and resolutions to effectuate the approvals; and

WHEREAS, the Planning Commission recommended adopting the Findings for Approval in
Resolution PC-19-07;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the City Council adopts findings for approval of General
Plan Amendments, a Minor Subdivision, a Planned Development Permit, Zoning Amendments, and a
Development Agreement (Exhibit 1).

DATED:
ATTEST:
_________________________
City Clerk, City of Arcata

__________________________
Mayor, City of Arcata
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of Resolution No.190-44,
passed and adopted at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata, County of
Humboldt, State of California, on the _____ day of _______, 2019, by the following vote:

Attachment: A. Approval Documents (2236 : Creek Side #2)

WHEREAS, the findings for the various approvals are most efficiently made in one resolution that
may be incorporated by reference in other actions; and

AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTENTIONS:

Bridget Dory, City Clerk,
City of Arcata
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EXHIBIT 1
FINDINGS
OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA
File Number: 156-170

FINDINGS

The following findings related to general plan amendments; planned development
permits; and minor subdivisions of land must be made by the review authority in order to
approve the project.
A. § 9.92.050.A General Plan Amendment Findings. An amendment to the General Plan,
zoning map or Land Use Code may be approved only if all of the following findings are
made, as applicable to the type of amendment.
1.
The proposed amendment is consistent with all other provisions of the General
Plan;
The Project as proposed will require approval of a General Plan amendment to
Residential Low Density (RL) for the residential development site (APN 505-161-011).
Approval of a General Plan amendment to Public Facility (PF) for parcels 505-151-009
and 505-161-009, including amendments to Figures LU-a, LU-b, RC-a, and OS-a, as well
as any other General Plan figures to ensure consistency.
The Ennes Park annexation has been planned for decades. The City owned property,
which was purchased in 1971 for development of a neighborhood park, is located in the
County of Humboldt. The County recently redesignated the parcel to Public Facilities at
the City’s request. The County is currently processing a zoning amendment to change
the zoning the Public Facilities. The property is designated Agricultural Exclusive (AE) in
the City’s General Plan (Figure LU-a). However, several past and current long-range
planning documents have continued to identify the property as a neighborhood park
(e.g., the 1975 General Plan, the 1978 Parks and Recreation Master Plan, the 2010 Parks
and Recreation Master Plan, and the Parks and Recreation Element of the General Plan)
conversion of Prime Agricultural Land related to the Ennes Park expansion. In
anticipation of the impending annexation of Ennes Park and McDaniel Slough
restoration area, the City adopted Land Use Code (Code) Section 9.94.070, which
expanded the allowable land use and zoning designations to include Public Facilities.
The planned annexation and expansion of Ennes Park as a neighborhood park is well
documented in the record.
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I.
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Community Vision – in 2000, the community envisioned an Arcata that would continue
to emphasize and preserve our natural beauty, grow wisely without sprawling into our
resource lands, and encourage architectural diversity. This project proposes a project
that promotes the City’s policies of promoting infill and the redevelopment of vacant or
underutilized former industrial lands that are easily served by public roads and other
utilities, while providing needed housing for existing community residents to “age in
place”.
Land Use – The General Plan Amendment will make the following Land use changes at
the project site:
APN 506-151-009: amending a County-zoned “PF” designation to a City “PF”
designation for the expansion of Ennes Park;
APN 505-161-011: amending the County designation from UR/RM (Urban
Reserve/Residential Medium Density) to Residential Single-Family with a Planned
Development overlay for the development of Creek Side Homes;
APN 505-161-009: amending the southern portion of the Creek Side parcel from
UR/RM to PF for development of a public Right-of-Way for the connection of the east
and west sides of Foster Avenue.
LU-6c provides several requirements designed to preserve agricultural uses on parcels
designated Agriculture-Exclusive (AE). As described in the discussion on Policy GM-3c in
the Draft and Final EIR, the Ennes Park expansion parcel has specific policy guidance in
the Parks and Recreation Element, the Open Space Element, the Open Space Protection
Program, the Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and nearly 50 years of history working
towards developing a neighborhood park.
The proposed project will change the land use designation of the Ennes Park expansion
parcel to to PF. LU-6c relates to parcels designated AE. The administrative record on
Ennes Park overwhelmingly supports this annexation and designation as PF and use as a
park. This policy does not apply to the proposed project, including the Ennes Park
expansion parcel.
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In essence, the determination of the Zoning Administrator is that the three distinct
elements of the Project as proposed (the Creek Side Homes Development, the Foster
Avenue Connection, and the expansion of Ennes Park) are all consistent with the intent
of the City’s planning efforts over almost a 50-year period, and this is supported by the
evidence in the record when analyzed as a whole. These proposed amendments are
consistent with other provisions of the General Plan including, but not limited to:

Transportation - In terms of traffic and traffic impacts, the project will contribute
significantly to an increase in vehicular Level of Service at the intersection of Foster and
Alliance, for which it will pay its fair share of required improvements. It will also develop
new multi-modal transportation opportunities, including a new connection to the
Hammond Trail. The project’s proposed improvements along with the connection of
Foster Avenue balance both the identified need to develop and maintain efficient
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Growth Management and the Housing Element - The project proposes create housing
for both seniors and families, and also includes annexation of an adjacent park. Creating
housing for special needs groups, including seniors, clearly adheres to the goals and
policies of the Housing Element of the General Plan. The project’s annexation of the
Ennes Park parcel and accompanying mitigations, including placing nearly 20 acres of
agricultural lands under a conservation easement, also conforms with the Guiding
Principles and Goals of the Growth Management Element, including: locating new urban
development in areas contiguous to existing urban uses; protecting productive natural
and agricultural lands from urban development; and managing the timing and amount
of growth in accordance with the ability to maintain acceptable levels of service and
quality of life for existing and new residents. The park expansion does not qualify as an
“urban use”, and any development of the park once it is annexed will be vetted through
a public process.
The Growth Management and Housing Element both discuss the importance of limiting
expansion into the resource lands surrounding the city limits and focusing on infill
projects to satisfy housing needs. The Green Belt policy OS-1h is implemented both by
the annexation of Ennes Park and by the conservation easement that will be established
on the adjacent parcel, both of which will establish open spaces in perpetuity. As such,
the proposed annexation does preserve the rural character and promotes resource
protection.
Recreation and Open Space – The project proposes to annex into the City lands that
have been planned for nearly 50 years for a neighborhood park. The General Plan
identifies parks and other open spaces, including agricultural lands, as important
meeting the objectives of protecting resource lands, providing recreation needs of the
community, and the environment. The Ennes Park Expansion is identified in the Parks
and Recreation Element. In addition, the project conforms with the Open Space Element
under policy OS-1g-I, as a means to establishing a greenbelt. This is also consistent with
the City’s Western Greenbelt Plan, adopted by Resolution 178-18, under Strategy 3,
“incorporate passive use parks, trails and wildlife areas into the matrix of open space
lands”.
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arterial streets to connect users throughout Arcata, and ensure new and existing users
of the City’s transportation have safe and accessible alternatives to single occupancy
vehicles.

Policies OS-4a, OS-4c, and Parks and Recreation Element Policy C and its corresponding
implementation measure 3.c are applicable to the Project. Policy OS-4a states that “all
publicly held park lands and outdoor recreation areas are designated as Public Facility
[PF] on the General Plan Land Use Element map [Figure LU-a]…” General Plan policy OS4c explicitly links open space preservation with the Parks and Recreation Element
objectives for a variety of recreational opportunities. The Parks and Recreation Element
Policy C states that “additional parks will be needed in the….North of Bottom Road
(Foster Avenue near Janes Creek)”. And Parks and Recreation Element, Appendix A,
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Public Safety - The Public Safety Element of the City of Arcata serves to discuss and plan
for emergency preparedness, including fire, earthquake, and flood, as well as crime
prevention and response. The project site is not located in a high-risk area doe to
natural disasters, but has historically contained hazardous materials due to the past
presence of industrial uses at the site. However, these hazardous materials have been
identified and removed, and the site’s contingency plan provides guidance for future
ground-disturbing operations at the site. As discussed in the Draft EIR, the Arcata Police
Department has indicated that the proposed project, as well as other future
development in the City, will impact the services they provide and the Department will
ultimately need additional personnel to handle the increase in calls for service. The
Arcata Police Department currently has sufficient facilities to adequately serve the
population within its District but will need to obtain additional sources of funding (e.g.
taxes, grants, etc.) to maintain its current service level in the future.
Public Facilities - It has been determined that utility infrastructure can accommodate
the proposed development assuming the payment of standard connection fees and the
additional sewer fee to be collected as part of the Development Agreement.
Historic Preservation and Design – The project site does not contain any known
historical or tribal cultural resources, as determined during a series of studies
undertaken as part of the approval process and discussed in the Draft EIR.
2.
The proposed amendment would not be detrimental to the public interest,
health, safety, convenience, or welfare of the City;
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pages 4 and 17 identify the Ennes Park expansion as the Neighborhood Park considered
under Policy C. Furthermore, the 2004 Open Space Protection Program, Appendix E,
identified the Ennes Park expansion parcel as the four acres of parks in the Sphere of
Influence (see Open Space Protection Program and Acquisition Matrix, Appendix E). The
2010 Parks and Recreation Master Plan Measure N-1 provides the most recent planning
effort on the Park. The annexation and designation of the Ennes Park expansion parcel
as PF is consistent with the General Plan, and it is outlined in policy and detailed in
various implementation measures.

As described in the Draft EIR, the project as mitigated will not result in significant water,
air, or noise pollution impacts in the long term. Referral agencies either had no
comment or their concerns have been addressed in the Conditions of Approval and/or
as mitigation measures in the draft EIR. The amendments would allow for the expansion
of residential uses and parkland uses on currently vacant and underutilized parcels,
which have been planned for the proposed development for many years. The project
fully mitigates most environmental impacts and contributes mitigation measures the
GHG and Traffic impacts that cannot be fully mitigated to less than significant. The
project will provide orderly development of needed housing types. Based on these facts,
there is no indication that the proposed amendments to the General Plan would be
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detrimental to the public interest, health, safety, convenience or welfare of the City.
3.
The affected site is physically suitable (including absence of physical
constraints, access, and compatibility with adjoining land uses, and provision of
utilities) for proposed or anticipated uses and/or development.

The project site is outside any hazards areas and is served by public roads. The site is
located directly adjacent to all required utilities, including City water and wastewater
lines. The Project site is located within the City’s “Sphere of Influence” as designated by
The Humboldt Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCo). The Creek Side Homes
parcels are located within the City’s “Urban Services” boundary as designated by LAFCo.
The neighborhoods to the east, south, and north are single-family residential and consist
mostly of single-story houses. The property is abutted to the east by AgriculturalExclusive lands that will be held in a conservation easement as a condition of project
approval. Directly east of the A-E zoned parcel is further residentially-zoned land (in
County jurisdiction). The project’s proposed residential uses will be relatively low
density, and either one- or two-stories in height. The density and intensity of residential
use at the site is found to be compatible with surrounding uses.
B. § 9.92.050.B Zoning Map and Land Use Code Amendment Findings. An amendment to the
General Plan, zoning map or this Land Use Code may be approved only if all of the following
findings are made, as applicable to the type of amendment.
1.

Findings required for all Zoning Map and Land Use Code text amendments:

a.

The proposed amendment is consistent with the General Plan;

The proposed Zoning Map amendments are consistent with the General Plan Land Use
Designations as amended. In addition, the proposed use is consistent with all other
applicable sections of the General Plan as cited in the General Plan Amendment Findings
outlined above. See Finding A.1. for more detail.
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The project parcels are currently vacant, and have been secured expressly for the
development as proposed, both by the Project applicant and by the City. The site is
found to be physically suitable for the uses proposed as part of this General Plan
Amendment process due to the following considerations:

b.
The proposed amendment would not be detrimental to the public interest,
health, safety, convenience or welfare of the City.
County General Plan update has, to date, altered to designated Land Uses of the subject
parcels, and more closely aligns with the intended future uses at the site; however, the
subsequent rezone that will ultimately derive from that action has not yet been
finalized. Therefore, the re-zone of the subject parcels appears to be a greater
departure from the existing, although in practice the parcel’s land use designations have
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already been updated, and take precedent over the outdated zoning designations. The
zone amendments proposed include:
APN 506-151-009: amending County-zoned “AG” (Agriculture-General) and “AE”
(Agriculture-Exclusive) designations to a City “PF” designation for the expansion of
Ennes Park;
APN 505-161-011: amending the County designation from ML (Limited Industrial), R1
(Residential One-Family), and R4 (Apartment Professional) to Residential Single-Family
with a Planned Development overlay for the development of Creek Side Homes;

The amendments would allow for the expansion of residential uses and parkland uses
on currently vacant and underutilized parcels, which have been planned for the
proposed development for many years. These uses are determined to be in the public
interest, and will not be detrimental to the public health, safety, welfare, or interest.
The proposed amendments would also allow to the connection of Foster Avenue by rezoning a portion of the Creek Side Homes parcel “PF” for the extension of a right-ofway. Concerns have been raised that increased development as a result of the proposed
General Plan Amendments may cause traffic safety impacts to existing residential users
and students traveling to and from the nearby school sites; however, these impacts
have been analyzed by expert consultants in the W-Trans Central Arcata Areawide
Traffic Study, and it is anticipated impacts will be reduced to less than significant
through the incorporation of proposed improvements to the site and surrounding area,
including protected bike lanes, sidewalks, and a “T”-type intersection at the project’s
entrance. Based on these facts, there is no indication that the proposed amendments to
the General Plan would be detrimental to the public interest, health, safety,
convenience or welfare of the City.
2. Additional findings for Zoning Map amendments:
a.
The affected site(s) is physically suitable (including absence of physical
constraints, access, compatibility with adjoining land uses, and provision of utilities)
for the requested zoning designation and proposed or anticipated uses
and/or development.
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APN 505-161-009: amending the southern portion of the Creek Side parcel from ML to
PF for development of a public Right-of-Way for the connection of the east and west
sides of Foster Avenue.

As discussed above in Finding A.3., the proposed development site is not in an area of
mapped geologic, fire, flood or earthquake hazards. The new development will be
served by public roads and utilities can easily be extended to the site, as it is located
directly adjacent to existing City utilities. The City Engineer indicates that no new water
or sewer infrastructure will be needed to serve the project. See Finding A.3. for more
detail.
C. § 9.28.070 Planned Development (:PD) Combining Zone and § 9.72.070 Planned
Development Permit (PDP) Findings.
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The :PD overlay is intended to allow development of land as a single unit by taking
advantage of modern site planning techniques to result in a more efficient use of land
and a better living environment than is otherwise possible through strict application of
development standards. The objective is to provide a means for project design to more
effectively respond to on-site environmental resources, adjacent neighborhood
character, and community needs, than a project that is possible only in compliance with
the requirements of the primary zoning district.
1. Findings for Type “C” Planned Development Permits:
a.
The proposed project carries out the policies and intent of the General Plan,
Local Coastal Program and any applicable specific plan.
The project will carry out the policies and intent of the designated land uses as altered
by the Project. See Finding A.1. for more detail. The project is not in the Coastal zone
nor is it governed by a specific plan.
b.
The proposed project is in compliance with all of the applicable provisions of
this Land Use Code.
The project will carry out the policies and intent of the designated land uses as altered
by the Project. See Finding B.1.b. for more detail. The project is not in the Coastal zone
nor is it governed by a specific plan.
Without a PD process, the 100-bed memory care facility would require a use permit, as
it is closest in use type to “Medical services - Extended care” and “Residential care
facility, 7 or more clients”, both of which are conditionally permitted uses. There is no
further guidance in the Land Use Code regarding a facility of this size; however, the
proposed use, when analyzed in coordination with other proposed residential use
types at the site, is found to be in substantial conformance with the intent of the zone.
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The PDP is needed to implement the :PD combining zone. There are three types of PDPs;
this project falls under the Type “C” PDP because the site is greater than one acre in
size, and requires an exception to two development standards: the allowed use in the RL
zone and the private recreation space requirement.

c.
Proper standards and conditions have been imposed to ensure the protection of
the public health, safety and welfare.
The requirements of City and other agencies have been incorporated as Conditions of
Approval or mitigation measures in the EIR to ensure that the project will not result in a
negative impact on the health, safety and welfare of the public. The memory care facility,
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senior cottages, single family residences, ADUs, and parkland are not anticipated to pose
significant health or safety threats. The Foster Avenue Connection has been analyzed by
professional traffic engineers for impacts and recommended conditions have been
incorporated into the Project.

The Project site does not have steep slopes or significant cultural or historic resources.
The site is located directly adjacent to Janes Creek and an associated riparian area
encroaches into the project site’s eastern boundary. This area provides valuable
habitat for several listed and candidate animal species. As analyzed in the Project EIR,
impacts to this area have been determined to be less than significant with mitigation
incorporated. In terms of cultural and historic resources, an analysis was performed by
a qualified archaeologist who determined no historic resources exist at the site, and
the likelihood of encountering pre-historic artifacts or other cultural resources is
unlikely but recommends that the standard inadvertent discovery protocol be included
as a Condition of Approval.
e. The subject site is adequate in terms of size, shape, topography and
existing conditions to accommodate the proposed development.
As discussed above in Finding A.3., the proposed development site is not in an area of
mapped geologic, fire, flood or earthquake hazards. The new development will be
served by public roads and utilities can easily be extended to the site, as it is located
directly adjacent to existing City utilities. The City Engineer indicates that no new
water or sewer infrastructure will be needed to serve the project. See Finding A.3. for
more detail.
D. § 9.81.060 Tentative Map Findings (Minor Subdivision). The Land Use Code states in
§9.81.060 (A) that Parcels may be subdivided only after the review authority makes all of
the following findings. The findings shall apply to each proposed parcel as well as the
entire subdivision, including any parcel identified as a designated remainder in compliance
with Map Act Section 66424.6.
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d. The proposed project will not circumvent the intent of protecting Environmentally
Sensitive Habitat Areas or significant historic resources, and consideration will be
given to impacts on areas with steep slopes, waterways, wetlands or riparian areas,
or significant cultural or historic resources.

1. The proposed subdivision, including its design and improvements, is consistent
with the General Plan and any applicable Specific Plan;
The proposed subdivision and subsequent development has been found to be
consistent with the General Plan as amended by this Project. See Finding A.1.
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2. The site is physically suitable for the type and proposed density of development;
The site has been found suitable for the proposed subdivision and subsequent
development. See Finding A.3.
3. The design of the subdivision and the proposed improvements will not
cause substantial environmental damage or injure fish or wildlife or their habitat;

4. The design of the subdivision and type of improvements will not cause serious
public health or safety problems;
The proposed subdivision and related improvements have been analyzed both in the WTrans Central Arcata Areawide Traffic Study and in the Project’s EIR. This analysis has
been deemed adequate to ensure the subdivision and subsequent development will not
cause serious health or safety problems. See Finding A.2.
5. The design of the subdivision and the type of improvements will not conflict
with easements acquired by the public at large for access through or use of, property
within the proposed subdivision.
This finding shall apply only to easements of record, or to easements established by
judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction, and no authority is granted to the review
authority to determine that the public at large has acquired easements of access
through or use of property within the proposed subdivision. The site has no easements
of record to date. A conservation easement to the west will be granted as a result of this
project for the development of the Foster Avenue connection, but will be designed to
coordinate with development, and not in conflict.
6. The discharge of sewage from the proposed subdivision into the community sewer
system will comply with any applicable requirements prescribed by the
California Regional Water Quality Control Board;
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The Project as proposed has been found to be adequately mitigated through the EIR
process, and will not cause substantial environmental damage to biological resources.
See Finding C.1.d.

The proposed project would develop 89 residential units and a 100-bed assisted living
facility on a former mill site that will provide housing for approximately 269 residents.
The proposed project would create an increase in demand for domestic water service
from the City but would not result in the need for the construction of new water
treatment facilities or the expansion of existing treatment facilities.
All wastewater generated by the development is expected to be domestic sewage and
would not include industrial or agricultural effluent. The proposed project will be served
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by the City of Arcata wastewater treatment plant which is an innovative system that
combines conventional wastewater treatment with the natural processes of constructed
wetlands. Arcata’s wastewater treatment system must comply with regulatory
requirements established by its National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permit issued by the California Regional Water Quality Control Board. The
wastewater treatment facilities must be improved to meet the demand of both current
and future population. The proposed project, which includes the annexation of
approximately 21 acres of land into the City of Arcata, will be required to pay standard
sewer capital connection fees for residential development, as well as a Wastewater
Treatment Plant Offset Fee ($160,000) negotiated through a Development Agreement
with the City, which will be used to fund some of the proposed improvements to the
City’s wastewater treatment system.
7. A preliminary soils report or geological hazard report indicates no adverse soil or
geological conditions and the subdivider has provided sufficient information to the
satisfaction of the City Engineer or other applicable review authority that any adverse
conditions will be corrected in the plan for the development;
Soils on the alluvial plain in this area are tentatively mapped by the Natural Resource
Conservation Service (NRCS) as the Jolly Giant and Dungan series, which are typically
considered prime farmland soils. Industrial use of the site in the past, however, has
resulted in extensive modification of the site soils, including reworking of the upper soil
mantle and placement of a significant amount of imported fill. Evaluation of test pits at
the site suggested that the upper one to two feet of the soil profile were stripped off
the site prior to the placement of fill. As described above, as much as 80 percent of the
site is covered with fill from past industrial uses, which primarily consists of river run
gravel and some wood waste. City of Arcata General Plan Policy PS-2d (Requirement for
and review of “Geotechnical Reports”) requires the preparation of geotechnical reports
during the project design phase which will contain engineering recommendations to
minimize the potential for liquefaction.
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As described in the Draft EIR, the proposed residential development site (APN 505-161011) was previously a lumber mill and contamination of site soil due to that use has
been documented. The site has been investigated and remediated, under regulatory
oversight, with respect to soils contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons and
dioxins/furans. Investigation included soil and groundwater testing in test pits and
boreholes distributed across the residential development site. Remediation included
excavation and removal of contaminated soils (see Appendices G – N of the Draft EIR for
more information).
Based on the remediation activities that occurred in 1997 to remove petroleum
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hydrocarbon contaminated soils, the proposed residential development site was
declared “Completed - Case Closed” in 2001 by the Humboldt County Division of
Environmental Health (HCDEH), who serves as the Certified Unified Program Agency
(CUPA) for Humboldt County, in contract with the State Water Resources Control Board
(SWRCB). Based on the additional site investigation and remediation activities
conducted at the site to remove dioxin/furan contaminated soils in 2008 (see
Appendices P - R), a letter (dated 03/10/09) was received from the NCRWQCB stating
the “No Further Action” for the site is required. As discussed in the Environmental
Setting, remaining petroleum hydrocarbon contamination exists on the residential
development site under the debarker slab, which acts as a concrete “cap.” Following
completion of remediation efforts at the site in the 1990s, a Site Development
Contamination Contingency and Site Safety Plan was developed to guide safe
development.
8. The proposed subdivision is consistent with all applicable provisions of this Land
Use Code, any other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code, and the Subdivision
Map Act.
The proposed subdivision and subsequent development has been found to be
consistent with the Land Use Code and other applicable provisions (See Findings B.1.
and 2.). The City Engineer and Community Development Director have reviewed the
project for consistency with the provisions of the Subdivision Map Act, and have found
the application acceptable as submitted. The Tentative and Parcel Maps will be
reviewed for substantial conformance with this approval.
E. § 9.72.110 Development Agreement Findings. A Development Agreement is a binding
agreement entered into between the City and an applicant pursuant to the requirement
and procedures of state law and this Chapter. An eligible project shall include a substantial
contribution to infrastructure, open space, affordable housing, community facilities,
sustainable energy, or other public improvements and amenities of benefit to the City that
would not otherwise be obtained through applicable development approval processes.
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The City Council makes the following findings pursuant to Land Use Code §9.72.110.H:
a. The development agreement is consistent with the objectives and policies of the
General Plan and certified local coastal program.
As discussed above (Finding A.1.), upon amendment of the General Plan, zoning map,
and approval of the Type “C” Planned Development Permit, the project will be
consistent with the objectives and policies of the General Plan including, but not
limited to, the provision of housing for seniors and families (Housing Element) on an
underutilized property adjacent to existing City services and infrastructure (Growth
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Management) while developing non-motorized transportation options (Transportation
Element) and parklands (Recreation Element) for the general public and residents of
the project. The Project’s proposed connection of Foster Avenue will increase
connectivity between areas of the City and surrounding lands, as well as reducing idling
times and related emissions (Transportation Element). The property is not located in
the Coastal zone and is, therefore, not subject to the City’s certified local coastal
program.
b. The development agreement is consistent with the objectives set out in Section
9.72.110.B.3.
“Concurrent Permit Review. An application for a development agreement shall only
be considered if the application is submitted in conjunction with an application
for rezoning, a subdivision, a planned development, or other discretionary planning
permit application authorizing the development which is the subject of the
proposed development agreement.”
The Creek Side Homes Project includes both zoning and general plan amendments
and a planned development. Therefore the project adheres to the requirements of
the section.
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Section 9.72.110.B.3 reads:
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RESOLUTION NO. 190-39
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA AUTHORIZING THE FILING OF AN
ANNEXATION APPLICATION TO THE HUMBOLDT COUNTY LOCAL AGENCY FORMATION COMMISSION FOR
THE CREEKSIDE ANNEXATION PROJECT

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 56654 of the California Government Code, notice of intent to adopt this
resolution of application was given to the Humboldt County Local Agency Formation Commission,
interested agencies and subject agencies at least twenty-one (21) days before the adoption of this
resolution; and
WHEREAS, on December 18, 2019, this Council conducted a public hearing based upon this notification;
and
WHEREAS, the principal reasons for the proposed reorganization are as follows:
1. The proposed annexation of the Creekside Development was initiated by the applicant in order to
connect to City water and wastewater services; and
2. The proposed annexation of the Ennes Park parcel was initiated by the City in order to provide
services to the site, and apply and enforce use regulations arising under the City of Arcata
Municipal Code in these areas.
WHEREAS, the following agency or agencies would be affected by the proposed jurisdictional changes:
Agency
Nature of Change
City of Arcata
Jurisdictional Boundary
Humboldt County – Flood Control; Roads
Jurisdictional Boundary; Tax receiving entity
Jacoby Creek Elementary School District
Tax receiving entity
Northern Humboldt Union High School District
Tax receiving entity
Redwoods Community College District
Tax receiving entity
Arcata Fire Protection District
Tax receiving entity; Fire Protection Services
Humboldt Bay Harbor, Recreation & Conservation District Tax receiving entity
Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District
Tax receiving entity
Northern Humboldt Recreation & Park District
Tax receiving entity

Attachment: A. Approval Documents (2236 : Creek Side #2)

WHEREAS, the City of Arcata desires to initiate proceedings pursuant to the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg
Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000, commencing with Section 56000 of the California
Government Code, for a change of organization consisting of the annexation of territory to the City of
Arcata; and

WHEREAS, the annexation of the subject properties is not in conflict with General Plan policy GM-2c; and
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WHEREAS, the project site was identified by the City as a potentially viable site for annexation in the
General Plan 2020 Environmental Impact Report; and
WHEREAS, the development of the site would help meet the City’s need for additional residential
units, and will redevelop a site historically used for industrial purposes located directly adjacent to
existing residential uses; and

WHEREAS, the project as proposed also includes the annexation of a City-owned parcel intended to
expand the existing Ennes Park, which will assist the City in providing and maintaining open space in
the project area; and
WHEREAS, an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) has been prepared, circulated, and adopted by the
City Council (SCH #2016022083).
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of Arcata as follows:
1. This Resolution of Application is hereby adopted and the Local Agency Formation Commission of
Humboldt County is hereby requested to take proceedings in the matter of the annexation of
territory as authorized and in the manner provided by the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local
Government Reorganization Act of 2000.
2. The environmental impacts of the annexation have been analyzed through an EIR, adopted by the
Arcata City Council on December 18, 2019 (SCH #2016022083).
3. Staff is directed to submit an application for annexation of the area included within Exhibit 1,
attached hereto and incorporated herein, to the Humboldt County Local Agency Formation
Commission.

DATED:
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WHEREAS, Foster Avenue LLC submitted a complete application for the development of the Creek
Side Homes Project in 2016, which requires annexation of the parcel into the City; amendments to
the General Plan and Land Use Code; approval of a Planned Development Permit and Design Review
Permit; and approval of a minor and major subdivision; and

ATTEST:

_________________________

__________________________

City Clerk, City of Arcata

Mayor, City of Arcata
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of Resolution No.189-39, passed
and adopted at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata, County of
Humboldt, State of California, on the _____ day of _______, 2019, by the following vote:

AYES:
NOES:

ABSTENTIONS:

Bridget Dory, City Clerk,
City of Arcata
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ABSENT:
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EXHIBIT 1
Annexation Map
and
Legal Description
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RESOLUTION NO. 190-45
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA APPROVING THE CREEK SIDE
PROJECT GENERAL PLAN AMENDMENTS

WHEREAS, the stock of properties zoned for residential development is limited and dwindling.
Much of the remaining stock has limitations to achieve desired density, including slopes, access
to services, contamination, and proximity to special habitats. The remaining housing stock is
insufficient to meet the population target of the General Plan; and
WHEREAS, the City does not have adequate sites to meet its state mandated share of the
Regional Housing Needs Allocation; and
WHEREAS, the project site was identified by the City as a potentially viable site for annexation
in the General Plan 2020 Environmental Impact Report; and
WHEREAS, the development of the site would help meet the City’s need for additional
residential units, and will redevelop a site historically used for industrial purposes located
directly adjacent to existing residential uses; and
WHEREAS, the Arcata City Council adopted Resolution 190-87, certifying the Environmental
Impact Report, the Findings of Fact, and the Statement of Overriding Considerations on
_______, 2020; and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the City Council of the City of Arcata hereby
incorporates by reference the Findings for the General Plan Amendment (Resolution 190-44);
approve the land use designation amendment (Exhibit 1); and General Plan amendments to
figures depicting the City boundaries, including Figures LU-a, LU-b, RC-a, and OS-a, as well as
any other General Plan figures and tables to ensure consistency with this annexation.
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WHEREAS, the City of Arcata is experiencing a shortage of housing opportunities affecting
residents of all income levels, as evidenced by high rents, very low vacancy rates, high sales
prices, low owner occupancy, student-adverse rental policies, poorly maintained properties,
racial disparities in rental outcomes, and a shortage of affordable housing for families and
professionals; and

DATED:
ATTEST:
_________________________

__________________________

City Clerk, City of Arcata

Mayor, City of Arcata
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of Resolution No. 190-45, passed
and adopted at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata, County of
Humboldt, State of California, on the _____ day of _______, 2020, by the following vote:

AYES:
NOES:

ABSTENTIONS:
_____________________________
City Clerk, City of Arcata
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ABSENT:
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Exhibit 1 - Annexation Parcels
Figure 1E Parcels Proposed for Annexation
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RL
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ORDINANCE NO. 1523
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA
REZONING THE CREEKSIDE HOMES PROJECT PROPERTIES
The City Council of the City of Arcata does hereby ordain as follows:

APN 506-151-009: identified within the project area on Exhibit 1, attached hereto
and incorporated herein, is hereby rezoned from County-zoned “AG”
(Agriculture-General) and “AE” (Agriculture-Exclusive) designations to a City
“PF” designation for Ennes Park;
APN 505-161-011: identified within the project area on Exhibit 1, attached hereto
and incorporated herein, is hereby rezoned from ML (Limited Industrial), R1
(Residential One-Family), and R4 (Apartment Professional) to Residential Low
Density with a Planned Development overlay (RL:PD) for the development of
Creek Side Homes;
APN 505-161-009: identified within the project area on Exhibit 1, attached hereto
and incorporated herein, is hereby rezoned from ML to PF for development of a
public Right-of-Way for the connection of the east and west sides of Foster
Avenue.
The exact boundaries of the zoning designations shall align with the as built
configuration of the parcels as approved in the subdivision and shall be in
substantial conformance with this approval.

SECTION 2. Findings of Approval. Arcata Municipal Code Title IX – Land Use Code (Code),
Section 9.92.050.B, Findings. An amendment to the General Plan, zoning map or this Land Use
Code may be approved only if all of the findings are made. Resolution 190-44, which makes
such findings are incorporated herein by reference.
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SECTION 1. Zoning Map Amendments. Arcata Municipal Code Title IX – Land Use Code
(Code), Section 9.12.020, Zoning Map, is hereby amended in conformance with Code Section
9.92.050, Findings for Zoning Map and Land Use Code Text Amendments, as follows:

SECTION 3. California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Determination
A Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR) has been prepared for this project pursuant to the
CEQA Guidelines and Chapter 9.78 (Environmental Impact Assessment) of the Land Use Code.
Through its adoption of Resolution No. 190-37, the City Council adopts Findings of Fact and a
Statement of Overriding Considerations and certifies the Final EIR.
SECTION 4. Severability
If any provision of this ordinance is invalidated by any court of competent jurisdiction, the
remaining provisions shall not be affected and shall continue in full force and effect.
SECTION 5. Limitation of Actions
Any action to challenge the validity or legality of any provision of this ordinance on any grounds
shall be brought by court action commenced within thirty (30) days of the date of adoption of
this ordinance.
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SECTION 6. Effective Date
This ordinance shall take effect 30 days after adoption.

DATED:
ATTEST:
__________________________
Mayor, City of Arcata

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of Ordinance No.1523, passed and
adopted at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata, County of Humboldt,
State of California, on the _____ day of ______, 2019, by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTENTIONS:
_______________________________
City Clerk, City of Arcata
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_________________________
City Clerk, City of Arcata
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Figure 2.1C Proposed Project Rezoning

City of Arcata

Page 2.1- 22

Creek Side Homes DRAFT EIR
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RESOLUTION NO. 190-37
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA
CERTIFYING A FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT WITH FINDINGS OF FACT AND A
STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE CREEKSIDE HOMES PROJECT

WHEREAS, the stock of properties zoned for residential development is limited and dwindling;
much of the remaining stock has limitations to achieve desired density, including slopes, access to
services, contamination, or proximity to special habitats. For these reasons, the remaining housing
stock is insufficient to meet the population target of the General Plan and the City’s Regional
Housing Needs Allocation set by the California Office of Housing and Community Development;
WHEREAS, the City of Arcata’s 2019-2027 Housing Element includes Implementation Measure 1,
Promotion of Owner Occupied Units, and Implementation Measure 16, Housing Development for
Seniors, which identify increasing the number of homeowners living in the City and the importance
of providing housing for seniors, respectively; and
WHEREAS, the City of Arcata’s 2019-2027 Housing Element also includes Implementation Measure
21, New Residential Zone District, which specifically identifies the development of the Creekside
Homes project as an integral component of the City’s plan to meet its current Regional Housing
Needs Allocation (RHNA); and
WHEREAS, the project site was identified by the City as a potentially viable site for annexation in
the General Plan 2020 Environmental Impact Report; and
WHEREAS, the development of the site would help meet the City’s need for additional residential
units, and will redevelop a site historically used for industrial purposes located directly adjacent to
existing residential uses; and
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WHEREAS, the City of Arcata is experiencing a shortage of housing opportunities affecting
residents of all income levels and ages, and there is a notable shortage of housing options for
families, seniors, and young professionals; and

WHEREAS, Foster Avenue LLC submitted a complete application for the development of the Creek
Side Homes Project in 2016, which requires annexation of the parcel into the City; amendments to
the General Plan and Land Use Code; approval of a Planned Development Permit and Design
Review Permit; and approval of a minor and major subdivision; and
WHEREAS, the project as proposed also includes the connection of the east and west portions of
Foster Avenue using an over-creek crossing, and the annexation of a City-owned parcel intended
to expand the existing Ennes Park; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to the CEQA Guidelines (“Guidelines”) CCR §15082, a Notice of Preparation
was sent to the Office of Planning and Research on February 24, 2016; and
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WHEREAS, a Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) has been prepared and circulated for 45
days to the State Clearinghouse (SCH #2016022083) and the City held three hearings on the Draft
EIR where the public was provided an opportunity to provide comment on the potential
environmental impacts of the project; and
WHEREAS, substantive comments to the EIR, regardless of submission date, have been
considered, addressed, and either incorporated in the Final EIR or considered in the context of the
project approval; and

WHEREAS, the Planning Commission found that the impacts to greenhouses gases may be able to
be mitigated to a less than significant level, but as no local threshold has been set for emissions,
the Commission conservatively considers the project’s impacts to Greenhouse Gas Emissions
significant and unavoidable; furthermore, as the mitigation for traffic impacts could not be timely
implemented it would result in interim unavoidable and unmitigated impacts. Despite the interim
impact, the EIR includes mitigation to pay a fair share of the improvements necessary to reduce
the impacts; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission considered the proposed project as well as alternatives as
outlined in the Environmental Impact Report; and
WHEREAS, at its November 12, 2019, regular meeting, the Planning Commission, upon hearing
and considering all testimony and facts on the matter, found that the proposed Project, as
conditioned and mitigated, balances the community need for housing and the design, circulation,
and aesthetic impacts of the development and recommended approval of the project and
certification of the EIR by adopting Resolution PC-19-07; and
WHEREAS, the applicant and the City desire to enter into a Development Agreement pursuant to
California Government Code §§65864-65869.5 and Arcata Land Use Code §9.72.110 for the
purpose of ensuring the development of the public amenities, including development of a
pedestrian/bicycle pathway, construction of a portion of the Hammond Trail, construction of
sidewalks and bike lanes as part of the Foster Avenue Connection, and the payment of wastewater
fees and traffic impact fees as outlined in the Development Agreement; and
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WHEREAS, at its November 12, 2019, regular meeting, upon hearing and considering all testimony
and facts concerning the Final EIR and reviewing the findings established in Guidelines §15091, the
Planning Commission found that the project may have a significant impact upon traffic and
greenhouse gas emissions; and

WHEREAS, that pursuant to Land Use Code §9.72.110.G.2, the Planning Commission considered
the Development Agreement at multiple public hearings and finds the proposed public benefit,
including provision of trails, fair share contribution to road and wastewater treatment
improvements, and provision of high quality development for a variety of housing types is
sufficient to warrant entering into a development agreement; and
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the City Council:
1. Certifies that the Creekside Homes Project Draft Environmental Impact Report
dated June 2019 and the Final Environmental Impact Report dated October 17,
2019, SCH #2016022083, incorporated herein by reference:
a. Have been completed in compliance with the California Environmental
Quality Act and Chapter 9.78 (Environmental Impact Assessment) of the
Land Use Code;
b. Was reviewed and considered by the Planning Commission and City Council
prior to approving the project; and

2. Adopts the Creek Side Homes Project CEQA Findings of Fact and Statement of
Overriding Considerations dated November 17, 2019 (Exhibit 1):
a. Making the Findings of Fact pursuant to Public Resources Code Section
21081 and State CEQA Guidelines Section 15091 and the Land Use Code
9.78.170 in the project’s Statement of Overriding Considerations; and
b. Making the finding that the social and economic benefits of providing
housing, specifically senior supportive housing, outweigh the possibility of
environmental damage due to increased greenhouse gas emissions and
traffic impacts at the intersection of Foster and Alliance Avenues pursuant to
Public Resources Code Section 21081.6, and State CEQA Guidelines Section
15093 and the Land Use Code 9.78.170.C.

DATED:
ATTEST:

_________________________
City Clerk, City of Arcata
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c. Reflects the City’s independent judgement and analysis.

__________________________
Mayor, City of Arcata
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of Resolution No.189-37, passed
and adopted at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata, County of
Humboldt, State of California, on the _____ day of _______, 2019, by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTENTIONS:
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Bridget Dory, City Clerk,
City of Arcata
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EXHIBIT 1

The Creek Side Homes Project
CEQA Findings of Fact
And Statement of Overriding Considerations

Final Environmental Impact Report
(State Clearinghouse Number 2016022083)

Project Files May Be Reviewed At:

City of Arcata
Community Development Department
736 F Street
Arcata, CA 95521

November 17, 2019
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(Pursuant to Public Resources Code Sections 21081 and 21081.6, and State CEQA Guidelines
Section 15091 and 15093)
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CEQA FINDINGS OF FACT AND STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING
CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE FINAL EIR FOR THE CREEK SIDE HOMES
PROJECT
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Purpose

The findings of fact address the environmental effects associated with the Creed Side Homes Project
(ʺProjectʺ). The residential development site consists of a single parcel (APN 505-161-011) located
north of Foster Avenue in Arcata.
This statement is made pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (ʺCEQAʺ Pub. Resources
Code, §21000 et seq.), specifically Public Resources Code §21081 and §21081.6, and the State CEQA
Guidelines (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 14, §15000 et seq.), specifically §15091 and §15093. The potentially
significant effects of the project were identified in the Notice of Preparation (“NOP”), and Draft and
Final Environmental Impact Reports (ʺEIRʺ).
Public Resources Code §21000 states that the legislative intent of CEQA is as follows:
(a) The maintenance of a quality environment for the people of this state now and in the future is a
matter of statewide concern.
(b) It is necessary to provide a high-quality environment that at all times is healthful and pleasing
to the senses and intellect of man.
(c) There is a need to understand the relationship between the maintenance of high-quality
ecological systems and the general welfare of the people of the state, including their enjoyment
of the natural resources of the state.
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1.1

(d) The capacity of the environment is limited, and it is the intent of the Legislature that the
government of the state take immediate steps to identify any critical thresholds for the health
and safety of the people of the state and take all coordinated actions necessary to prevent such
thresholds being reached.
(e) Every citizen has a responsibility to contribute to the preservation and enhancement of the
environment.
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(f) The interrelationship of policies and practices in the management of natural resources and
waste disposal requires systematic and concerted efforts by public and private interests to
enhance environmental quality and to control environmental pollution.

Public Resources Code §21081 and State CEQA Guidelines §15091 require that the lead agency, in this
case, the City Council of the City of Arcata (ʺCity Councilʺ), prepare written findings for identified
significant impacts, accompanied by a brief explanation of the rationale for each finding. Specifically,
State CEQA Guidelines §15091 states, in part, that:
(a) No public agency shall approve or carry out a project for which an EIR has been certified which
identifies one or more significant environmental effects of the project unless the public agency
makes one or more written findings for each of those significant effects accompanied by a brief
explanation of the rationale for each finding. The possible findings are:
(1) Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project which
avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effects as identified in the
final EIR.
(2) Such changes or alterations are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
public agency and not the agency making the finding. Such changes have been adopted
by such other agency or can and should be adopted by such other agency.
(3) Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including
provision of employment opportunities for highly trained workers, make infeasible the
mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the final EIR.
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(g) It is the intent of the Legislature that all agencies of the state government which regulate
activities of private individuals, corporations, and public agencies which are found to affect the
quality of the environment, shall regulate such activities so that major consideration is given to
preventing environmental damage, while providing a decent home and satisfying living
environment for every Californian.

In accordance with Public Resource Code §21081 and State CEQA Guidelines §15093, whenever
significant impacts cannot be mitigated to below a level of significance, the decision‐making agency is
required to balance, as applicable, the benefits of the project against its unavoidable environmental
risks when determining whether to approve the project. If the benefits of a project outweigh the
unavoidable adverse environmental effects, the adverse effects may be considered ʺacceptableʺ. In
that case, the decision-making agency may prepare and adopt a Statement of Overriding
Considerations, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines §15093, which state:
(a) CEQA requires the decision-making agency to balance as applicable the economic, legal, social,
technological, or other benefits, including region-wide or statewide environmental benefits, of
a proposed project against its unavoidable environmental risks when determining whether to
approve the project. If the specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other benefits,
6
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including region-wide or statewide environmental benefits, of a proposed project outweigh the
unavoidable adverse environmental effects, the adverse environmental effects may be
considered “acceptable”.

(c) If an agency makes a statement of overriding considerations, the statement should be included
in the record of the project approval and should be mentioned in the notice of determination.
This statement does not substitute for, and shall be in addition to, findings required pursuant to
Section 15091.
The Final EIR for the project identified potentially significant effects that could result from project
implementation. The City Council finds that the inclusion of certain mitigation measures as part of the
project approval will reduce the effect, but not to a less-than-significant level. The impact that is not
reduced to a less‐than‐significant level is identified and overridden due to specific project benefits
(Section 5.0 of this document, Statement of Overriding Considerations).
These Findings are based upon the information contained in the record of proceedings, including but
not limited to:
(1) All project plans and application materials including supporting technical reports;
(2) The Draft EIR and Appendixes and Final EIR, and all documents relied upon or incorporated by
references;
(3) The mitigation monitoring and reporting program (MMRP) prepared for the project;
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(b) When the lead agency approves a project which will result in the occurrence of significant
effects which are identified in the Final EIR but are not avoided or substantially lessened, the
agency shall state in writing the specific reasons to support its action based on the final EIR
and/or other information in the record. The statement of overriding considerations shall be
supported by substantial evidence in the record.

(4) Background information used in preparing the EIR, identified on page 6 of the Draft EIR.
(5) All records of decisions, resolutions, staff reports, memoranda, maps, exhibits, letters, synopses
of meetings, summaries and other documents approved, reviewed, relied upon or prepared by
any City commissions, boards, officials, consultants, or staff relating to the project;
(6) All testimony and additional information presented at public hearings, and;
(7) All of the materials set forth in the record of proceedings that relate to the project or its
environmental review pursuant to Public Resources Code Section §21167.6(e).
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Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines §15091(e), the documents and other materials that constitute the record
of proceedings upon which the City has based its decision are located in and may be obtained from the
Community Development Department, 736 F Street, Arcata, CA 95521.

Organization/Format of Findings

Section 1.0 contains a summary description of the project and background facts relative to the
environmental review process. Section 2.0 identifies the significant impacts of the project that cannot
be mitigated to a less‐than‐significant level (even though all feasible mitigation measures have been
identified and incorporated into the project). Section 3.0 identifies the project's potential
environmental effects that were determined to be less-than-significant and, therefore, do not require
mitigation measures. Section 4.0 discusses the feasibility of the project alternatives, and Section 5.0
presents the Statement of Overriding Considerations.

1.3

Summary of Project Description

The Creek Side Homes project proposes the annexation, re-designation/re-zoning, and subdivision of
parcel 505-161-011 for single-family, multi-family, and assisted living residential development that
would provide housing for approximately 269 residents. The proposed development of parcel 505-161011 will generally consist of 32 single-family residential units and 32 accessory dwelling units, an
assisted living and memory care facility with 100 care beds, 25 senior-restricted neighborhood cottage
units, a stream protection zone along Janes Creek, a wetland mitigation area, pedestrian/bicycle trails,
and the development and dedication of public infrastructure (access roads, utilities, storm water
facilities, etc.). The project also includes the annexation of City-owned parcel 505-151-009, 0.74 acres
of parcel 506-161-009 (total parcel size = 0.94 acres), and a portion of the right-of-ways for Foster
Avenue and Q Street that are currently in County jurisdiction.
Offsite improvements for the project will include development of parkland to the northwest of the
residential development site, an emergency access road to Stewart Avenue, a section of the Hammond
Trail, a pedestrian/bicycle pathway accessing to Alliance Road, and the connection of Foster Avenue
over Janes Creek which will include sidewalks, bike lanes, and a “T” type intersection at Q Street and
Foster Avenue. The parcels where offsite improvements will be developed include the following:
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Park site (APNs 505-151-009, 505-284-009, and -010)
Emergency access road site (APNs 505-151-001)
Hammond Trail sections (APNs 505-161-009 and 505-151-005)
Pedestrian/bicycle pathway to Alliance Road (APN 505-341-048)
Foster Ave Connection (public r-o-w, 505-161-009, -030, and 505-162-010)
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The project would involve modifications to the current zoning for parcels 505-161-011, 505-151-009,
and a portion of parcel 505-161-009, which are proposed for annexation. Table 1-1 of the Draft EIR
(Existing and Proposed Zoning) lists the existing and proposed zoning for the annexation parcels.
Chapter 1 (Introduction) of the Draft EIR contains a detailed description of the project.

1.4

Summary of Project Entitlements

The parcels proposed for annexation as part of this application (APNs 505-161-011 [residential
development site], 505-151-009 [park site], and 505-161-009 [Hammond Trail site]) are located within
the City of Arcata’s Planning Area and Sphere of Influence. Upon approval by the City, the annexation
application would be submitted for review and action by the Humboldt County Local Agency Formation
Commission (LAFCO).
Subsequent to action by LAFCO on the proposed project, various City land use approvals would be
required. The following is a listing of required project approvals and the appropriate local, state, or
federal responsible agencies.
Anticipated Project Entitlements
Agency

Approval

City of Arcata

General Plan
Amendment

City of Arcata

Zoning Amendment

City of Arcata

Minor Subdivision

Description
Approval of a General Plan amendment to
Residential Low Density (RL) for the residential
development site (APN 505-161-011). Approval
of a General Plan amendment to Public Facility
(PF) for parcels 505-151-009 and 505-161-009.
Updates to Figures LU-a, LU-b, as well as any
other General Plan figures to ensure
consistency.
Approval of a zoning amendment to Residential
Low Density (RL) with a Planned Development
(PD) Combining Zone for the residential
development site (APN 505-161-011). Approval
of a zoning amendment to Public Facility (PF) for
parcels 505-151-009 and 505-161-009.
Approval of a Tentative Map and Final Map
subdividing the residential development site
(APN 505-161-011) into three parcels.
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In order to proceed, the project must receive entitlements from the City of Arcata and the Humboldt
County Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO) as well as several other State and Federal
agencies. These entitlements are listed below.
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Approval

City of Arcata

Major Subdivision

City of Arcata

Planned Development
Permit

City of Arcata

Design Review Permit

City of Arcata

Development
Agreement

City of Arcata

Acceptance of
Dedications

Humboldt County
LAFCO

Annexation

Department of
Fish and Wildlife

Streambed Alteration
Permit

Description
As part of a future subdivision, the proposed
6.26 acre parcel on the northern portion of the
residential development site (APN 505-161-011)
would be split into 32 individual lots that would
be developed with single-family residential units
and accessory dwelling units.
Approval of a Planned Development Permit
pursuant to the Arcata Land Use Code (LUC).
Approval of a Design Review Permit for the
proposed residential structures and site design
pursuant to the General Plan Design Element
and Arcata Land Use Code (LUC).
Development Agreement by and between the
City of Arcata and the applicant (DANCO
Communities) to establish rights for
development of the project and provide public
benefits to the City and its residents.
Acceptance of the proposed streets, trails, and
infrastructure improvements.
Approval of the annexation of approximately 21
acres of unincorporated land within the Arcata
Sphere of Influence (APNs 505-161-011, 505151-009, and 505-161-009). This also includes
the annexation of a portion of the Foster
Avenue and Q Street right-of-ways that are
currently in County jurisdiction.
The California Department of Fish and Wildlife
(DFW) has direct jurisdiction under Fish and
Game Code sections 1601 - 1603 in regard to
any proposed activities that would divert or
obstruct the natural flow or change the bed,
channel, or bank of any lake or stream. These
regulations require that private landowners or
project developers obtain a “Streambed
Alteration Agreement” from the DFW prior to
any alteration of a lake bed, stream channel, or
their banks, including riparian vegetation, within
the high water mark. Through this agreement,
DFW may impose conditions to limit and fully
mitigate impacts on fish and wildlife resources.
A Streambed Alteration Agreement will be
required for several of the proposed
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Approval

U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers

Section 404 Permit

Regional Water
Quality Control
Board

Section 401 Water
Quality Certification

Regional Water
Quality Control
Board

MS4 Permit and
Construction General
Permit

City of Arcata

Grading Permits

Description
improvements, including but not limited to, the
Foster Avenue Connection, wetland mitigation
area, and the replacement of the two culverts in
Janes Creek.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE)
regulates the discharge of dredged and fill
material into three-parameter wetlands or
within the Ordinary High Water line of the
waters of the United States, per the Clean
Water Act. A Section 404 permit will be
required for several of the proposed
improvements, including but not limited to, the
Foster Avenue Connection, filling of threeparameter wetlands, and the replacement of
the two culverts in Janes Creek.
The North Coast Regional Water Quality Control
Board (ACOE) regulates the discharge of dredge
and fill material into “Waters of the State,” per
the Clean Water Act. A Section 401 permit will
be required for several of the proposed
improvements, including but not limited to, the
Foster Avenue Connection, filling of threeparameter wetlands, and the replacement of
the two culverts in Janes Creek.
The proposed project will be subject to the
requirements of the Construction General
Permit and MS4 Permit which require the onsite management of stormwater during
construction and long-term operation of the
project. A Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan (SWPPP) must be prepared prior to
initiation of construction activities that complies
with the General Permit for Discharges of
Stormwater Associated with Construction
Activities. A Storm Water Control Plan (SWCP)
must be prepared prior to the initiation of
construction activities that complies with the
MS4 Permit requirements for long-term storm
water management at the site.
Permits for grading activities pursuant to the
Arcata LUC (Chapter 9.64, Article 6).
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Agency
City of Arcata

1.5

Approval

Description

Building Permits

Permits for all construction activities subject to
the City of Arcata Municipal Code (Title 8,
Chapter 1).

Project Objectives

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

To provide for orderly development of the City, including additional housing
development within the City’s Sphere of Influence and Urban Services Boundary;
To comply with the General Plan and other relevant adopted planning documents and
implementing ordinances (e.g. Land Use Code);
Assist the City in implementation of the General Plan Housing Element goals by
developing single-family and senior housing;
Provide housing adjacent to existing residential neighborhoods;
Provide infill residential development on an underutilized former lumber mill site that is
planned by the County of Humboldt and City of Arcata for residential uses;
Create a strong sense of community by providing new connections between
neighborhoods on the western edge of the City;
Provide a mix of housing types;
Develop trails connecting the residential development site to the existing City trail
system, transit facilities, parks, neighborhoods, and schools;
Tree-lined streets & curb-separated sidewalks; and
Create enhanced streetscape and a walkable community.
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Both the City of Arcata and the project applicant have set objectives for the proposed annexation and
residential development. As described in the Draft EIR, the project is being pursued with the following
objectives:

The proposed project will provide further housing development within the City’s sphere of influence,
and connect the eastern and western portions of Foster Avenue, which has been a planned project of
the City for many years. Therefore the project meets the intent of Objective 1. The proposed project
requires a General Plan Amendment and Zoning Amendment with related findings, which will ensure
compliance with the General Plan and Land Use Code. Therefore the project meets the intent of
Objective 2. The project will develop housing for a variety of ages and income levels, including housing
for 100 seniors. Therefore the project meets the intent of Objective 3. The project is on the cusp of
residential and agricultural lands in the Arcata bottoms, and abuts residentially-zoned lands to the
north and east. Therefore the project is adjacent to existing residential neighborhoods, and meets the
intent of Objective 4. The project will re-develop lands that are currently vacant and underutilized and
will redevelop the areas with residential uses. Therefore the project meets the intent of Objective 5.
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The proposed project will annex lands into the City of Arcata and provide new infrastructure as well as
circulation improvements (bike paths and connection to Hammond Trail, new sidewalks, Foster Avenue
connection over Janes Creek). These circulation improvements will improve connectivity in the western
portion of the City for a variety of transportation modes including bicyclists and pedestrians, and will
therefore increase a sense of neighborhood community. Therefore the project meets the intent of
Objective 6. The project includes a memory care center with 100 beds for full-time residents, 32 singlefamily homes, and 32 Accessory Dwelling Units. Therefore this project will create a variety of housing
sizes and types, meeting the intent of Objective 7. The proposed project will develop trails connecting
the residential development site to the existing City trail system including the Hammond Trail, transit
facilities along Alliance Road, Ennes Park, existing neighborhoods to the north and east, and schools
along Foster Avenue. Therefore the project meets the intent of Objective 8. The project will provide
curbs, gutters, and sidewalks for the annexed portion of Foster, and trees have been proposed to be
interspersed throughout the Creek Side Homes project area. Therefore the project meets the intent of
Objective 9. The project site does not currently have sidewalks or protected lanes for multi-modal
users; these enhancements have been proposed as part of the project. These improvements will
ensure the area is walkable and will enhance the streetscape. Therefore the project meets the intent of
Objective 10.

1.6

Notice of Preparation and Environmental Scoping Document

Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, the City circulated a Notice of Preparation (NOP) on February 24, 2016.
The NOP was routed through the State Clearinghouse to notify environmental review agencies that an
EIR for the Creek Side Annexation Project was underway. The NOP was received by the State
Clearinghouse on February 29, 2016 and assigned SCH# 2016022083. The NOP is included as Appendix
A in the Final EIR.
On March 10, 2016, a Scoping Meeting was held at the project site with the applicant and their
consultants, and staff from several agencies including the City of Arcata, County of Humboldt,
Humboldt Local Agency Formation Commission, Caltrans, California Department of Fish and Wildlife,
Blue Lake Rancheria, and the Bear River Band of Rohnerville Rancheria. The applicant presented the
project proposal, and the agency staff provided comments concerning issues that should be addressed
within the Environmental Impact Report being prepared for the project. Following the meeting, City of
Arcata Community Development Department Staff provided a memorandum containing a list of the
meeting participants and the comments received from the various agency staff. The Scoping Meeting
memorandum is included as Appendix B in the Draft EIR. Based on the NOP scoping process, the
potentially significant resource areas were identified as the following:
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Cultural Resources
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Utilities and Service Systems
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Tribal Cultural Resources
Transportation-Traffic
Hydrology and Water Quality
Biological Resources
Agriculture and Forestry Resources
Cumulative Impacts














Aesthetics
Air Quality
Geology and Soils
Land Use and Planning
Mineral Resources
Noise
Population and Housing
Public Services
Recreation
Energy Conservation
Growth Inducing Impacts
Significant Irreversible Environmental Changes

1.7

Environmental Impact Report

The project requires discretionary approval and as such is subject to CEQA. The City, as the lead
agency, must identify and document the potential environmental impacts of the project in accordance
with CEQA (Public Resources Code §21000 et seq.), and the State CEQA Guidelines (California
Administrative Code Section 15000 et seq.).
The City of Arcata prepared the EIR in accordance with CEQA and the State CEQA Guidelines. The EIR is
a full‐disclosure informational document that informs public agency decision‐makers and the public of
the significant environmental effects of the project. Measures to minimize significant effects are
identified in the EIR and reasonable alternatives to the project are evaluated.
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In addition, the Draft EIR evaluated the impacts to the following resource areas:

The EIR is a ʺproject EIRʺ under CEQA and the State CEQA Guidelines. A project EIR is typically prepared
for a specific construction‐level project (see State CEQA Guidelines §15161). Under CEQA, a project EIR
ʺshould focus primarily on the changes in the environment that would result from the development
project . . . [and] examine all phases of the project including planning, construction, and operation.ʺ
(Ibid.)
The Draft EIR for the Creek Side Annexation Project was submitted by the City of Arcata to the State
Clearinghouse for State agency review at the end of June 2019. The Draft EIR was received by the State
Clearinghouse and posted on the CEQANet database on June 24, 2019. As required by Section 15205 of
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the CEQA Guidelines, the Draft EIR was initially circulated for a 45-day public comment period. The
draft EIR comment period ended August 12, 2019. Comments were accepted after the end of the
comment period, and can be found in Chapter 3 of the Final EIR.
Public meetings were held by the City of Arcata Planning Commission during the public comment
period for the Draft EIR on May 28, 2019, July 9, 2019, and August 27, 2019 to hear testimony on the
Draft EIR.

All comment letters received in response to the Draft EIR were reviewed and are included in the Final
EIR, along with written responses to each of the comments. In accordance with State CEQA Guidelines
§15132, the Final EIR for the project consists of: (i) revisions to the Draft EIR; (ii) comments and
recommendations received on the Draft EIR; (iii) a list of the persons, organizations, and public
agencies commenting on the Draft EIR; and (iv) written responses to significant environmental issues
raised during the public review and comment period and related supporting materials.

1.8

Recirculation Not Required

Certain revisions have been made to the Draft EIR, which can be found in Chapter 2 (Revisions to the
Draft EIR) of the Final EIR. The revisions are minor corrections or edits to the text to clarify the
information contained in the Draft EIR. The revisions do not identify new significant environmental
impacts, do not constitute “significant new information”, and do not alter the conclusions of the
environmental analysis.
Per CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5, recirculation of an EIR is required if “significant new
information” is presented to the lead agency. “Significant new information” requiring recirculation
includes, for example, a disclosure showing that:
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Copies of the Draft EIR were available for public review at the following locations: (a) Arcata City Hall,
736 F Street, Arcata, California; (b) Arcata Public Library, 500 7th Street, Arcata, California; and (c)
Humboldt State University Library – Humboldt Room, Arcata, California. The EIR was also available for
review online at https://www.cityofarcata.org.

(1) A new significant environmental impact would result from the project or from a new mitigation
measure proposed to be implemented.
(2) A substantial increase in the severity of an environmental impact would result unless mitigation
measures are adopted that reduce the impact to a level of insignificance.
(3) A feasible project alternative or mitigation measure considerably different from others
previously analyzed would clearly lessen the environmental impacts of the project, but the
project’s proponents decline to adopt it.
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(4) The Draft EIR was so fundamentally and basically inadequate and conclusory in nature that
meaningful public review and comment were precluded (Mountain Lion Coalition v. Fish and
Game Com. [1989] 214 Cal.App.3d 1043).
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2.0 FINDINGS ON SIGNIFICANT UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE
IMPACTS
This section identifies the significant unavoidable impacts that require a statement of overriding
considerations to be adopted by the City Council if the project is approved. Based on the substantial
record evidence, certain impacts in the following areas have been determined to fall within this
ʺsignificant unavoidable impactʺ category.
Transportation/Traffic
Greenhouse Gas Emissions

2.1

Transportation/Traffic
2.1.1 Unavoidable Significant Impacts

IMPACT 2.1.1: The project may have a significant impact on traffic in the vicinity of the project site
that would have a significant effect upon the environment.
An evaluation of the project’s impacts to Transportation/Traffic is found in Chapter 3 (TransportationTraffic) of the Draft EIR. Increasing traffic in the project area is considered a significant and unavoidable
impact to traffic until future transportation improvements are constructed, and therefore impacts
remain Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation.
The project would develop parcel 505-161-011 with 89 residential units and a 100-bed assisted living
facility that would providing housing for approximately 269 residents. Access to the residential
development site is provided from Foster Avenue. There are currently two gated access roads to the
site off of Foster Avenue. The existing access in the southwest corner of the residential development
site will be redesigned to provide a new entry off of Foster Avenue. This entry would cross the
Simpson Mill Spur railbed and is proposed to be designed as a “T” type intersection.
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Other access improvements proposed as part of the project include the following: 1) connection of
Foster Avenue over Janes Creek that will include sidewalks and bike lanes; 2) a “T” type intersection at
the intersection of Foster Avenue/Q Street; 3) public internal streets and sidewalks on the residential
development site; 4) an all-weather emergency access to Stewart Avenue; and 5) a pedestrian and
bicycle pathway connecting the eastern boundary of the residential development site to Alliance Road.
The City of Arcata commissioned W-Trans to conduct a comprehensive traffic study to address the
cumulative impacts associated with the potential development of six sites located in central Arcata
within three-quarter of a mile of one another (Appendix T.1). These projects, which include the Creek
Side Homes project, are referred to by the City of Arcata as the Sunset Area housing projects, and are
listed in Chapter 7 (Cumulative Impact Analysis) of the EIR. The results of the traffic study are
discussed in this section including estimated trip generation and distribution, changes in Level of
Service (LOS), and potential impact on alternative modes of transportation from the proposed project.
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At the time the W-Trans Traffic Study was completed, the Foster Avenue Connection was analyzed as
an alternative access for the Creek Side Homes project in the study. However, since that time the
Foster Avenue Connection has been included as part of the proposed project and the analysis in this
chapter is written to reflect that change.

As discussed in Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR, upon the addition of the traffic related to the proposed
project to existing traffic volumes (i.e., Existing plus Individual Project Conditions), the study
intersections of Foster Avenue/Alliance Road would fall to LOS E and the study intersection of 11 th
Street/K Street would fall to LOS D. All other study intersections, with the exception of Sunset
Avenue/LK Wood Boulevard, would continue to operate at LOS C or better.
Future transportation improvements (roundabouts at Foster and Alliance Avenues and Sunset and L.K.
Wood Boulevard) may not be constructed prior to the operation of other approved/planned projects in
the project area. Although some of the projects may be delayed in obtaining all necessary
entitlements for several years, there is the potential that significant and unavoidable traffic impacts
may occur until improvements are in place.
To minimize the traffic impacts of the proposed project, Mitigation Measure 3.1a has been included,
requiring the applicant to pay a fair share proportion of the following near-term and future
improvements recommended in the W-Trans Traffic Study (Appendix T.1; Pg. 73 of the Draft EIR) or as
required by the City of Arcata; however, as discussed above, the mitigation measure listed below
would not be adequate to reduce the impact to a level of less than significant.
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Construction traffic for the proposed project would result in a short-term increase in constructionrelated vehicle trips on Foster Avenue, Alliance Road, and other local roadways and Highways in the
City and County. Construction would result in vehicle trips by construction workers and haul-truck
trips for delivery and disposal of construction materials and spoils to and from construction areas.
Construction of utilities and traffic improvements to serve the proposed development would also
require temporary encroachments within the County and City right-of-ways on Foster Avenue and
other nearby roadways.

Sunset Avenue/LK Wood Boulevard Re-Striping (Near-term)
Re-Stripe Alliance Road & Foster Avenue Approaches (Near-term)
Roundabout at Sunset Avenue/LK Wood Boulevard Intersection (Future)
Roundabout at Foster Avenue/Alliance Road Intersection (Future)
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Mitigation Measure 3.1a. Transportation Improvements.
To minimize the traffic impacts of the proposed project, the applicant will be responsible for paying a
fair-share proportion for the following near-term and future transportation improvements to the City of
Arcata:
Sunset Avenue/LK Wood Boulevard Re-Striping (Near-term)
Re-Stripe Alliance Road & Foster Avenue Approaches (Near-term)
Roundabout at Sunset Avenue/LK Wood Boulevard Intersection (Future)
Roundabout at Foster Avenue/Alliance Road Intersection (Future)

The “near-term” improvements were completed in summer 2017. The “future” transportation
improvements may not be constructed for a decade or longer since the design of some of these
improvements need to be coordinated with Caltrans and/or Humboldt State University. In order to fund
these transportation improvement projects, a Traffic Impact Mitigation Fee Collection Program or
equivalent will be established by the City of Arcata. The anticipated total cost of these improvements
will be approximately $3,627,700. The amount of the total cost of the improvements that will be
funded by the six projects analyzed in the W-Trans Traffic Study is $911,900. Of this amount, the Creek
Side Homes project is estimated to be responsible for approximately 20.5%. Detailed information about
the Traffic Impact Mitigation Fee Collection Program is included on Pgs. 67-69 and in Appendix E of the
W-Trans Central Arcata Areawide Traffic Study (Appendix T of the Draft EIR).

2.1.2 Findings
In accordance with the requirements of CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines, the project will have a
significant effect upon traffic in the project area when the “Level of Service” criterion is applied. The
City of Arcata finds that the mitigation measures identified in the EIR and Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program, when implemented, will lessen the significant impacts identified in the EIR for the
project. However, the City Council finds, pursuant to Public Resources Code §21081, subdivision (a)(3),
that with the adoption of Mitigation Measure 3.1.a, the impact to peak hour traffic in the project area
would remain Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation.
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As more fully stated in the Statement of Overriding Considerations (Section 5.0, Statement of
Overriding Considerations), the City Council finds that, based upon substantial evidence in the record,
the social benefits of the project override any remaining significant adverse impacts of the project to
traffic at peak hours in the vicinity of the project.
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2.2

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
2.2.1 Unavoidable Significant Impacts

Discussion
As indicated in Section 2.8 (Greenhouse Gas Emissions) of the EIR, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
from construction and operation of the proposed project would be mitigated to below the MCAQMD
project-level efficiency threshold (4.6 MT CO2e/SP/yr). This would result in a 34.5 percent reduction in
GHG emissions from the project and would provide consistency with the GHG reduction goals set out
in AB 32 (i.e. 1990 levels by 2020). Mitigation for the project includes several onsite design features
such as pedestrian/bicycle improvements, area source reductions, energy efficiency measures, water
conservation measures, solid waste reductions, and landscaping. It also includes the purchase of
carbon offsets to offset 8,100 metric tons of GHG emissions (see Mitigation Measure 2.8-2 discussed in
the following section – Findings Regarding Impacts Analyzed in the EIR and Determined to be Mitigated
to Less than Significant). As such, the proposed project would incorporate several design features that
would reduce long-term operational GHG emissions in compliance with the guidance of the 2017
Scoping Plan, which outlines the pathway to meeting the State’s 2030 and 2050 GHG reduction goals.
As described in the 2017 Climate Change Scoping Plan, the California Air Resources Board recommends
statewide targets of no more than 6 metric tons CO2e per capita by 2030. The applicant anticipates
the proposed project being fully operational by 2025, and as mitigated will result in the emissions of
approximately 4.5 MT CO2e/SP/yr. The per capita emissions that would result from the proposed
project would be well below the target recommended for 2030 in the Climate Change Scoping Plan.
In addition, the proposed project would receive electricity from the Redwood Coast Energy Authority
(RCEA) Community Choice Energy (CCE) program. The CCE program procures approximately 44% of its
power from renewable and carbon-free sources, which is approximately 9% more renewable energy
than the power sources previously provided by PG&E (RCEA, 2019). Due to the limitations of the
California Emissions Estimator Model (CalEEMod), the project was not given credit for GHG emissions
reductions that would result from participating in the RCEA CCE program.
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IMPACT 2.1.1: The project may conflict with an Applicable Plan, Policy, or Regulation Adopted for the
Purpose of Reducing the Emissions of Greenhouse Gases.

Further, the project is consistent with the HCAOG 20-Year RTP (2014), as discussed in Section 2.8 of the
Draft EIR (Greenhouse Gas Emissions). The HCAOG prepared an EIR to evaluate the potential impacts
of implementation of the HCAOG 20-Year RTP, which is the long-range planning, policy, action, and
financial document for the Humboldt County Region, covering an approximately 20-year period
through 2035 (HCAOG, 2014). The EIR concludes that GHG impacts from implementation of the RTP
would be less than significant.
Lastly, as indicated in Table 2.8-3 (GHG Laws and Regulations Applicable to the Proposed Project) of
the Draft EIR, the project is subject to numerous local, regional, and state regulations that would
reduce GHG emissions. Due to the limitations of the California Emissions Estimator Model (CalEEMod),
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However, as described in Section 2.8 (Greenhouse Gas Emissions) of the EIR, the proposed project has
been mitigated to reduce GHG emissions below a project-level efficiency threshold that was developed
to provide consistency with AB 32. Typically, to demonstrate consistency with SB 32, a reduced
project-level efficiency threshold (i.e., less than 4.6 MT CO2e/SP/yr) is developed based on the year in
which the project would become operational after 2020. Since a GHG project-level efficiency threshold
methodology designed to provide consistency with SB 32 has not been adopted for use in the North
Coast Air Basin, there is no applicable threshold available to arrive at a significance determination. As
such, it is conservatively assumed that the proposed project would conflict with the GHG reduction
goal in SB 32 (i.e., 40 percent emissions reductions below 1990 level), and the impact is found to be
significant and unavoidable.
Because the EIR identifies greenhouse gas emissions as an impact that cannot be reduced to a less than
significant level, a Statement of Overriding Considerations would need to be adopted by the City of
Arcata for the Creek Side Homes project.
Mitigations.
Same as Mitigation Measures 2.8.1a (GHG Reduction Measures), 2.8.1b (Purchase of Carbon Offsets)
listed below in Section 3.1, and Mitigation Measure 3.1b (Pedestrian/Bicycle Improvements), listed
below.
Mitigation Measure 3.1b. Pedestrian/Bicycle Improvements.
To comply with Policy T-5 (Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities) of the Arcata General Plan Transportation
Element, the Arcata Pedestrian & Bicycle Master Plan (2010), and the recommendations of the W-Trans
Central Arcata Areawide Traffic Study (Appendix T), the proposed project will construct new
pedestrian/bicycle improvements to serve the development. This includes the following
pedestrian/bicycle trails:
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and the information available at the time that the GHG emissions estimates were calculated,
compliance with some of these existing regulatory requirements were not factored into the emissions
estimates. Although not quantified, it is anticipated that the project’s compliance with the existing
regulatory requirements listed in Table 2.8-3, in combination with the proposed mitigation measures
(see Mitigation Measures 3.1b, 2.8.1a, and 2.8.1b), would provide consistency with the State’s 2030
and 2050 GHG reduction goals.

A pedestrian/bicycle pathway through parcel 505-341-048 is proposed for access to Alliance
Road that would include a crossing over Janes Creek. The proposed crossing would include the
replacement of an existing overcrossing located mid-way along the eastern boundary of the
residential development site. This pathway would connect the eastern edge of the residential
development site to an existing paved access road that connects to Alliance Road adjacent to
the Janes Creek Townhouses (South).
A portion of the Hammond Trail is proposed to be constructed on parcel 505-161-009 along the
southern boundary of the residential development site directly south of the proposed cottage
units. This Class I shared-use pathway will be a minimum of 10 feet wide.
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A north-south pathway is proposed on the southeastern portion of the residential development
site that will connect the Hammond Trail with the pedestrian/bicycle pathway to Alliance Road.
Sidewalks and bike lanes will be developed within the Foster Avenue Connection to provide nonvehicular access from the residential development site to Alliance Road.
The all-weather emergency access proposed to connect the residential development site (APN
505-161-011) with Stewart Avenue will also function as a pedestrian/bicycle pathway.

In accordance with the requirements of CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines, the project may have a
significant effect upon the GHG Emission threshold set by AB 32, as the North Coast Air Basin has not
yet set an acceptable threshold for GHG emissions. The City of Arcata finds that the mitigation
measures identified in the EIR and Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program, when implemented,
will lessen the significant impacts identified in the EIR for the project. However, the City Council finds,
pursuant to Public Resources Code §21081, subdivision (a)(3), that with the adoption of Mitigation
Measures 2.8.1 a, 2.8.1b, and 3.1.b, the potential impact to GHGs in the project area would have the
potential to remain Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation.
As more fully stated in the Statement of Overriding Considerations (Section 5.0, Statement of
Overriding Considerations), the City Council finds that, based upon substantial evidence in the record,
the social benefits of the project override any remaining significant adverse impacts of Greenhouse Gas
Emissions in the vicinity of the project.
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2.1.2 Findings
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3.0 FINDINGS REGARDING IMPACTS ANALYZED IN THE EIR
AND DETERMINED TO BE MITIGATED TO LESS THAN
SIGNIFICANT






Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Biological Resources
Agricultural and Forestry Resources

3.1

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

IMPACT 2.8.1: The project may generate greenhouse gas emissions, directly and indirectly, that have
a significant impact on the environment.
Discussion
As described in the Draft EIR, The proposed project would result in direct and indirect emissions of CO2,
CH4, and N2O, and would not result in other GHGs that would facilitate a meaningful analysis.
Therefore, this analysis focuses on these three forms of GHG emissions. Direct project-related GHG
emissions include emissions from construction activities, area sources, and mobile sources, while
indirect sources include emissions from electricity consumption, water demand, and solid waste
generation. Operational GHG estimations are based on energy emissions from natural gas usage and
automobile emissions.
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This section identifies the impacts of the project that had potentially significant environmental effects,
but have been mitigated to a less than significant level. Based on the information in the Final EIR, the
City Council finds that based upon substantial evidence in the record, certain impacts to the following
areas have been determined to be mitigated to a less than significant level.

Based on the size of the proposed project (189 residential units and several offsite improvements
including parkland, road improvements, and trails), both construction and operational GHG emissions
for the proposed project were estimated using the California Emissions Estimator Model (CalEEMod)
(Appendix E), which is a statewide land use emissions computer model designed to provide a uniform
platform for government agencies to quantify potential criteria pollutant emissions associated with
both construction and operations from a variety of land use projects. The model can be used for a
variety of situations where a GHG analysis is necessary or desirable, such as California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) documents, and is recommended for use by the NCUAQMD on their website under
the section entitled “Air Quality Planning & CEQA” (www.ncuaqmd.org). The model applies inherent
default values for various land uses, including trip generation rates based on the Institute of
Transportation Engineers (ITE) Manual, vehicle mix, trip length, average speed, etc. However, where
project-specific data is available, such data should be input into the model.
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As indicated in Table 2.8-1 of the Draft EIR, the total amount of unmitigated project-related GHG
emissions from direct and indirect sources combined would total 2,193.2 MTCO2eq/yr, without the
implementation of reductions from project design features and/or mitigation measures.
Implementation of the proposed pedestrian/bicycle improvements, area source reductions, energy
efficiency measures, water conservation measures, solid waste reductions, and landscaping would
reduce project GHG emissions to 1,706.0 MTCO2eq/yr, resulting in a 22 percent reduction. As
indicated in Table 2.8-2 (Mitigated GHG Emissions [Annual Metric Tons Per Year]), with the proposed
project design features and/or mitigation measures (see Mitigation Measures 3.1b and 2.8.1a), the
proposed project is estimated to emit approximately 5.3 MT CO2e/SP/yr which is above the MCAQMD
project-level efficiency threshold (4.6 MT CO2e/SP/yr).
To further mitigate the GHG emissions that would be generated by the proposed project, the applicant
will purchase carbon offsets to reduce the projects GHG emissions below the MCAQMD project-level
efficiency threshold of 4.6 MT CO2e/SP/yr. It is estimated that once the entire project is constructed,
the applicant would need to offset approximately 270 metric tons of GHG emissions annually to reduce
the emissions below the MCAQMD project-level efficiency threshold. With the offset of 270 metric
tons of GHG emissions annually through the purchase of carbon offsets, the metric tons of GHG
emissions that would be generated by the proposed project annually would be reduced from 1,706.0
to 1,436.0. This would result in the project emitting approximately 4.5 MT CO2e/SP/yr, which is below
the MCAQMD threshold (4.6 MT CO2e/SP/yr).
As noted above, implementation of Mitigation Measures 2.8.1a, 2.8.1b, and 3.1b would reduce
project GHG emissions to 1,436.0 MTCO2eq/yr, resulting in a 34.5 percent reduction. Therefore, with
the proposed mitigation measures, project features, and compliance with regulatory requirements, the
proposed project will not generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that would
have a significant impact on the environment.
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The City of Arcata and the NCUAQMD have not adopted numerical thresholds for determining the
significance of greenhouse gas emissions. Since the City of Arcata and NCUAQMD have not adopted
significance thresholds, there are no thresholds for greenhouse gas emissions applicable to the
proposed project. However, for the purpose of assessing greenhouse gas emissions impacts in CEQA
documents, the NCUAQMD recommends the use of thresholds and guidance provided by other air
districts in the State.

A full evaluation of the project’s impacts to Greenhouse Gas Emissions is found in Chapter 2.8 of the
Draft EIR.

Mitigation Measure 2.8.1a. GHG Emissions Reduction Measures
The project shall include, but not be limited to, the following minimization measures, which shall be
incorporated into the project site plans and construction plans to ensure consistency with adopted
statewide plans and programs. The project applicant shall demonstrate compliance with these
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measures prior to either the issuance of the building permit or the certificate of occupancy for each
phase of the proposed project:
Transportation


Same as Mitigation Measure 3.1b (Pedestrian/Bicycle Improvements). Compliance with this
measure shall be verified prior to issuance of the certificate of occupancy for each phase of the
project.





The project would not include any hearths, woodstoves, or fireplaces. The proposed residential
units and assisted living facility will use forced-air gas or electric heating. Compliance with this
measure shall be verified prior to issuance of building permits for each phase of the project.
Low VOC paints would be used for the project that have a maximum VOC standard of 50 g/L.
Compliance with this measure shall be verified prior to issuance of the certificate of occupancy
for each phase of the project.

Energy Efficiency


The proposed residential structures will be designed and constructed to exceed minimum 2016
Title 24, Part 6 Building Energy Efficiency Standards by at least 20 percent. Compliance with this
measure shall be verified prior to issuance of building permits for each phase of the project.

Water Conservation and Efficiency




To reduce indoor water use it is proposed to install low flow plumbing fixtures (e.g., low-flow
faucets, toilets, showers, etc.) in the proposed residential units and assisted living facility.
Compliance with this measure shall be verified prior to issuance of the certificate of occupancy
for each phase of the project.
To reduce outdoor water use for landscaping, it is proposed to install native and drought
tolerant plant species that do not require irrigation at the assisted living facility and seniorrestricted cottage units. Compliance with this measure shall be verified prior to issuance of the
certificate of occupancy for each phase of the project.
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Area Sources

Solid Waste


Divert at least 35 percent of solid waste to be recycled. Per the City of Arcata Municipal Code
(Section 5425), the single-family residences and accessory dwelling units would be required to
participate in the City’s curbside recycling program. Per State law (SB 1018), the assisted living
facility and senior-restricted cottage units would be required to provide adequate areas for
collecting and loading recyclable materials where solid waste is collected. Compliance with this
measure shall be verified prior to issuance of the certificate of occupancy for each phase of the
project.
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Landscaping
A minimum of 300 trees of various species would be planted throughout the residential
development site. Compliance with this measure shall be verified prior to issuance of the
certificate of occupancy for each phase of the project.

Mitigation Measure 2.8.1b. Purchase of Carbon Offsets.
Prior to the City’s issuance of the certificate of occupancy for each phase of the project, the project
applicant shall provide evidence to the satisfaction of the Director of Environmental Services that it has
purchased and retired carbon offsets for the incremental portion of the project in a quantity sufficient
to offset, for a 30-year period, the GHG emissions from that incremental amount of development. This
will ensure that at full build-out the proposed project will generate GHG emissions that are below the
Mendocino County Air Quality Management District (MCAQMD) project-level efficiency threshold of 4.6
MT CO2e/SP/yr. The purchase of carbon offsets for the proposed project shall occur according to the
following criteria:







“Carbon Offset” shall mean an instrument issued by any of the following: 1) the Climate Action
Reserve, the American Carbon Registry, and the Verified Carbon Standard; 2) any registry
approved by CARB to act as a registry under the State’s cap-and-trade program; or 3) if no
registry is in existence as identified in options 1) and 2), above, then any other reputable registry
or entity that issues carbon offsets.
Any carbon offset that is used to reduce the project’s GHG emissions shall be a carbon offset
that represents the past reduction of sequestration of one metric ton of carbon dioxide
equivalent that is “not otherwise required” (CEQA Guidelines section 15126.4(c)(3)).
For the purpose of purchasing carbon offsets, the “project life” time frame is assumed to be 30
years. This methodology is consistent with the 30-year “project life” time frame used by the
South Coast Air Quality Management District’s GHG guidance (SCAQMD, 2008).
For each phase of the project, the incremental portion of carbon offsets required will be
calculated on a per unit basis. Based on the proposed number of units (189 residential units)
and the carbon offsets required to reduce the project’s GHG emissions below the MCAQMD
threshold over a 30-year period (8,100 metric tons), the applicant will be required to purchase
approximately 43 metric tons of carbon offsets per unit.
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Findings
The City Council finds that, based upon substantial evidence in the record, the Greenhouse Gas impacts
of the project will be less than significant with mitigation incorporated.

3.2

Hazards and Hazardous Materials
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IMPACT 2.10.1: The project may create a significant hazard to the public of the environment through
reasonable foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous materials
into the environment.

Based on the remediation activities that occurred in 1997 to remove petroleum hydrocarbon
contaminated soils, the proposed residential development site was declared “Completed - Case Closed”
in 2001 by the Humboldt County Division of Environmental Health (HCDEH), who serves as the Certified
Unified Program Agency (CUPA) for Humboldt County, in contract with the State Water Resources
Control Board (SWRCB). Based on the additional site investigation and remediation activities
conducted at the site to remove dioxin/furan contaminated soils in 2008 (see Appendices P - R), a
letter (dated 03/10/09) was received from the NCRWQCB stating the “No Further Action” for the site is
required. As discussed in the Environmental Setting, remaining petroleum hydrocarbon contamination
exists on the residential development site under the debarker slab, which acts as a concrete “cap.”
Following completion of remediation efforts at the site in the 1990s, a Site Development
Contamination Contingency and Site Safety Plan was developed to guide safe development. The intent
of the Safety Plan is to limit exposure to potentially hazardous materials during the development and
future occupation of the site. A designated OSHA trained and certified Site Safety Supervisor (SSS) or
Site Safety Officer (SSO) will be responsible for periodic visual and olfactory (smell) inspection of all site
earthwork, and for making documented evaluation of the potential for the presence or absence of
potentially hazardous substances.
A specific monitoring plan is elaborated, in which the SSS/SSO or designee conducts daily and periodic
inspections with an Organic Vapor Analyzer. The Safety Plan requires that if environmental monitoring
indicates the presence of potentially contaminated soil or groundwater, work in the suspect area cease
immediately, the subject area be secured, and the SSS/SSO immediately notify the appropriate State,
County, and Local regulatory agencies (in this case, the first response should be to the County Division
of Environmental Health and the North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board). Implementation
of the “Contingency and Site Safety Plan” during future site development will reduce the potential for
exposure of workers and the public to hazardous materials to a less than significant level.
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Discussion
As described in the Draft EIR, the proposed residential development site (APN 505-161-011) was
previously a lumber mill and contamination of site soil due to that use has been documented. The site
has been investigated and remediated, under regulatory oversight, with respect to soils contaminated
with petroleum hydrocarbons and dioxins/furans. Investigation included soil and groundwater testing
in test pits and boreholes distributed across the residential development site. Remediation included
excavation and removal of contaminated soils (see Appendices G – N of the Draft EIR for more
information).

An investigation to identify the extent and magnitude of contamination, following procedures outlined
in the Safety Plan, is to follow any identification of contaminated soils. Any contaminated soils
exceeding regulatory screening levels for residential development shall be remediated to the
satisfaction of regulatory agencies. Ultimately, the HCDEH and NCRWQCB must certify the site cleanup
prior to the completion of construction and occupation of the site for residential uses. This has been
included as Mitigation Measure 2.10.2b for the proposed project.
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The proposed residential development includes single-family housing, a senior assisted living facility,
and senior-restricted neighborhood cottage units. Off-site improvements include the Foster Avenue
Connection, development of parkland, emergency access road, and pedestrian/bicycle pathways.
These types of land uses are not typically associated with the use, transport, or disposal of significant
quantities of hazardous materials. Although, residential uses may utilize cleaning products that
contain toxic substances, which are usually in low concentration and small in amount and would not
pose a significant risk to humans or the environment from an accidental release.
With the proposed mitigation measures, the proposed project will not create a significant hazard to
the public or the environment through reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving
the release of hazardous materials into the environment.

Mitigation Measure 2.10.2a. Prior to receiving a grading permit from the City of Arcata for the first
phase of the project, the applicant shall submit a plan for soil removal and cleanup in the debarker slab
area to the Humboldt County Division of Environmental Health (HCDEH) and the North Coast Regional
Water Quality Control Board (NCRWQCB) for review and approval. The applicant shall conduct the soil
remediation activities in the debarker slab area according to the plan approved by the HCDEH and the
NCRWQCB. Prior to issuance of the certificate of occupancy by the City of Arcata for the first phase of
the project, the HCDEH and the NCRWQCB must certify the site cleanup.
Mitigation Measure 2.10.2b. The applicant shall implement the Site Development Contamination
Contingency and Site Safety Plan (Appendix O; SHN, 1998) during site development to minimize
impacts to workers and future residents from development of parcel 505-161-011 for residential uses.
Following the identification of any contaminated soils at the site during construction, construction
activities shall cease and an investigation shall occur to identify the extent and magnitude of
contamination following procedures outlined in the Safety Plan. Any contaminated soils exceeding
regulatory screening levels for residential development shall be remediated to the satisfaction of
regulatory agencies. Prior to the completion of construction and occupation of the site for residential
uses, the Humboldt County Division of Environmental Health (HCDEH) and North Coast Regional Water
Quality Control Board (NCRWQCB) must certify the site cleanup.
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A full evaluation of the project’s impacts to Hazards and Hazardous Materials is found in Chapter 2.10
of the Draft EIR.

Findings
The City Council finds that, based upon substantial evidence in the record, the Hazards and Hazardous
Materials impacts of the project will be less than significant with mitigation incorporated.

3.3

Biological Resources

IMPACT 4.3.1: The project may have a substantial adverse effect on species identified as a candidate,
sensitive, or special status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife or the US Fish and Wildlife Service.
Discussion
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Based on the existing disturbed conditions at the residential development site, it is not anticipated that
the project will have a substantial effect, either directly or indirectly through habitat modifications, on
any plant species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species.

Regardless, direct impacts to birds, mammals, and amphibians (Northern red-legged frog) protected by
federal or State regulations, and/or their nests, eggs, or young, could potentially occur from the
proposed project activities including replacement of culverts in Janes Creek, construction of the Foster
Avenue connection, and construction of the wetland mitigation area. Due to the potential for
protected species to exist at or adjacent to the residential development site, surveys by a qualified
biologist will occur prior to the beginning of construction activities. If any of these species are
observed at or directly adjacent to the site, mitigation will include establishing buffers, operational
restrictions, and other appropriate methods of mitigation acceptable to the City of Arcata. This has
been included as Mitigation Measure 4.3.1a for the proposed project.
A 0.85-acre mitigation wetland is proposed to be constructed within the 100-year floodplain of Janes
Creek to mitigate for the filling of 0.47 acres of wetlands at the residential development site. The
constructed wetland will be connected to and be subject to inundation by backwatering from Janes
Creek during storm events. The wetland will create a low velocity off-channel refuge habitat for
salmonids while Janes Creek is running at high flood levels. The proposed wetland mitigation has been
designed to prevent fish entrapment and the creation of bullfrog habitat. As stated within the Wetland
Mitigation and Monitoring Plan (Appendix CC of the Draft EIR) “…wetland mitigation will be graded to a
depth from 3 feet to 8 feet deep below the existing ground surface to create seasonal wetland
hydrology for a significant portion of the growing season. Open water may exist at times, but a slope of
0.4 percent towards the outlet to Janes Creek will allow for flooding to dissipate into the creek, and /or
recharge groundwater.” The sloping wetland design will prevent permanently pooled water needed by
bullfrogs and will prevent fish entrapment by allowing fish to swim back into the creek following the
receding floodwaters.
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Based on the Biological Assessment prepared by Mad River Biologists (Appendix Y; MRB, 2000) and the
updated Biological Report prepared by Streamline Planning Consultants (Appendix Z; SPC, 2016b),
various species of birds, mammals, and amphibians protected by federal and State regulations have
potential habitat (foraging and/or rearing) along Janes Creek and the associated riparian zone.
However, the potential to find such species on the residential development site or in the surrounding
area is low due to the dominance of non-native vegetation, lack of habitat, disturbed nature of the
area, and close proximity of single-family and multi-family residential development.

Permits for work conducted as part of the proposed project within the Janes Creek channel and
riparian corridor are required from the California Department of Fish & Wildlife (CDFW), U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE), and North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board (NCRWQCB). Prior
to the issuance of grading and building permits by the City of Arcata, the applicant shall provide
evidence that the permits have been obtained from CDFW, USACE, and NCRWQCB. This will be
included as a condition of approval by the City of Arcata for the proposed project.
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Mitigation Measure 4.3.1a. Prior to construction activities for each phase of the proposed project, the
applicant shall have a qualified biologist conduct a focused survey for protected wildlife species
identified in the Mad River Biologists Biological Assessment (Appendix Y) and Streamline Planning
Consultants Biological Report (Appendix Z) as having potential habitat on the residential development
site, including birds, mammals, amphibians, and fish. Surveys shall be performed within 30 days of the
beginning of construction activity. If construction is delayed for more than 30 days from the date of the
survey, and is to then commence during the nesting season (March 1 to September 15) an additional
survey shall be conducted. The results of the survey shall be submitted to the City of Arcata for review
and approval. If protected wildlife species are observed, the qualified biologist shall design appropriate
project activity buffer widths and operational restrictions. Project-related activities shall only
commence when the City of Arcata has approved the report in writing, and the buffer widths and
operational restrictions are applied.
Mitigation Measure 4.3.1b. The project applicant shall implement applicable measures from the
California Department of Fish & Wildlife (CDFW) “Salmonid Stream Habitat Restoration Manual” for
guidance to minimize impacts during stream crossing construction. The CDFW Guidance details how to
minimize impacts to aquatic species and their habitat during crossing replacement and/or construction
activities. This could include measures such as exclusion fencing upstream and downstream of the work
area and the relocation of sensitive fish species to another section of Janes Creek outside of the work
area.
Findings
The City Council finds that, based upon substantial evidence in the record, the impacts to candidate,
sensitive, or special status species from the project will be less than significant with mitigation
incorporated.
IMPACT 4.3.2: The project may have a substantial adverse effect on riparian habitat and other
sensitive natural communities identified in local and regional plans, policies, and regulations.
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A full evaluation of the project’s impacts to special status species is found in Chapter 4.3 of the Draft
EIR.

Discussion
The southeast boundary of the residential development site contains an approximately 800-foot
section of Janes Creek and associated riparian. The City of Arcata General Plan classifies Janes Creek as
an environmentally sensitive habitat area (ESHA). The riparian area around Janes Creek lies within a
City-designated Environmental Buffer Area (EBA). The average width of the riparian vegetation is
approximately 25 feet out from the center of the creek on the west bank, but is as great as 100 feet at
the southeast corner of the parcel where several large willows dominate. Consistent with General Plan
Resource Conservation and Management Element Policy RC-2b (Environmental Buffer Area), the
proposed residential development (e.g. structures and paved surfaces) will maintain a 100-foot setback
from the top of bank of Janes Creek.
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To mitigate for the permanent affect to 8,000 s.f. of riparian vegetation from construction of the Foster
Avenue connection, the applicant proposes riparian mitigation at a ratio of 2:1 or 16,000 s.f. Due to
the fact that there are limited opportunities for riparian mitigation on the residential development site,
the applicant shall contribute towards City of Arcata riparian enhancement projects along Jolly Giant
Creek within and adjacent to the Arcata Community Forest. To contribute towards these projects, the
applicant shall provide the City with a riparian impact fee of $26,500 that will be used towards riparian
enhancement activities on parcels 020-201-012 and 503-291-017.
With the proposed mitigation measures, and in compliance with agency permitting requirements, the
proposed project will not have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive
natural community in local or regional Plans, polices, or regulations, or by the CDFW or USFWS.
A full evaluation of the project’s impacts to riparian habitat is found in Chapter 4.3 of the Draft EIR.
Mitigation Measure 4.3.2a. To mitigate for the permanent effect to an estimated 8,000 s.f. of riparian
vegetation from construction of the Foster Avenue connection, the applicant proposes riparian
mitigation at a ratio of 2:1 or approximately 16,000 s.f. The area of impact shall be assessed post
construction, and the ratio of 2:1 based on actual impacts shall dictate the restoration area. Due to the
fact that there are limited opportunities for riparian mitigation on the residential development site
(APN 505-161-011), the applicant shall contribute towards City of Arcata riparian enhancement
projects along Jolly Giant Creek within and adjacent to the Arcata Community Forest. Prior to the
issuance of grading and building permits by the City of Arcata for construction of the Foster Avenue
connection, the applicant shall provide the City with a riparian impact fee of $26,500 that will be used
towards riparian enhancement activities on parcels 020-201-012 and 503-291-017. In addition to these
two sites, the City may use some of these funds for similar riparian enhancement activities in other
stream sections. Riparian enhancement activities proposed by the City on parcel 020-201-012 include,
but are not limited to, removal of invasive species, replacement of an undersized culvert, planting of
2,250 additional trees, and the implementation of erosion control measures. Riparian enhancement
activities proposed by the City on parcel 503-291-017 would include additional riparian planting along
Jolly Giant Creek and the replacement of a failing culvert with a bridge crossing.
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Some of the proposed project activities will temporarily and permanently affect the riparian vegetation
and habitat along Janes Creek including replacement of two culverts in the creek, construction of the
Foster Avenue connection, and construction of the wetland mitigation area. The Foster Avenue
connection is estimated to permanently affect approximately 8,000 s.f. of riparian vegetation. The
replacement of the culverts and construction of the wetland mitigation area are estimated to
temporarily affect approximately 3,000 s.f. of riparian vegetation and are designed to improve the
habitat conditions along this section of Janes Creek and improve flood flow capacity.

Findings
The City Council finds that, based upon substantial evidence in the record, the impacts to riparian area
from the project will be less than significant with mitigation incorporated.
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IMPACT 4.3.3: The project may have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as
defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act.

The proposed project will directly impact (grade and fill) 0.47 acres (20,285 s.f.) of two- and threeparameter wetlands on the residential development site. This excludes 0.22 acres (9,706 s.f.) of twoand three-parameter wetlands in and adjacent to the ditches along the railroad right-of-way that will
not be filled during construction of the project. It was estimated that approximately 0.08 acres (3,578
s.f.) of the ditches along the railroad right-of-way would be impacted due to construction of the access
road, the Foster Avenue Connection, and the proposed pedestrian/bicycle trails.
To mitigate for the impacts to two- and three-parameter wetlands on the residential development site,
the project proposes to create a three-parameter (wetland hydrology, hydrophytic vegetation, and
hydric soils) mitigation wetland on the project parcel that will be 0.85 acres (37,026 s.f.) in size. The
mitigation wetland will be constructed according to the design and recommendations in the Wetland
Mitigation and Monitoring Plan prepared by Winzler & Kelly (Appendix CC) and the recommendations
of the City of Arcata and other regulatory agencies (e.g., USACE, RWQCB, and CDFW). A planting plan
and long-term enhancement plan for the wetland mitigation area shall be developed to the satisfaction
of the City of Arcata. This has been included as Mitigation Measure 4.3.3a for the proposed project.
The project is proposed to maintain a variable 50-foot setback from the edge of the wetland mitigation
area as required by Section 9.59.060 (Wetland Conservation and Management) of the Arcata Land Use
Code for existing developed areas. Use of the “existing developed areas” wetland setback standard for
the project is appropriate since the wetland mitigation area will be developed as part of the proposed
residential development. Since the project proposes the minimum standard required by the City of
Arcata Land Use Code, it is proposed to plant the 50-foot wetland setback area with regionallyappropriate evergreen native trees and shrubs. This will serve as a vegetative “screen” (i.e., natural
visual screen) between the wetland mitigation area and the proposed residential development, extend
the Janes Creek riparian corridor, and provide additional habitat on the residential development site.
A schematic diagram of the planting plan showing individual plant species placement and spacing
within the 50-foot wetland setback area will be included in the wetland mitigation and monitoring
plan. This has been included as Mitigation Measure 4.3.3b for the proposed project.
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Discussion
Based on the Wetland Delineation conducted by Streamline Planning Consultants the residential
development site contains 0.69 acres (29,991 s.f.) of two-, and three-parameter wetlands. All of the
wetlands delineated on the residential development site have some wetland value and functionality.
Even a heavily impacted, anthropogenic wetland can provide habitat value for amphibians, aquatic
invertebrates, and hydrophytic vegetation. In addition, these wet areas serve to retain stormwater, aid
in groundwater recharge, filter potential introduced pollutants, as well as many other wetland
functions. However, the wetlands found on site vary in the quality of habitat and wetland function, and
many of the areas delineated as wetlands are of very low habitat quality and wetland functionality.

Areas targeted for invasive species removal include the wetland mitigation area, and the 50-foot
setback area around the wetland mitigation area. As described in Chapter 1 (Introduction) of the EIR,
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removal of these species will be conducted using numerous methods targeting each specific species to
ensure a higher rate of successful removal. The Wetland Mitigation and Monitoring Plan will include
measures for the control of the invasive exotic species at the site that could potentially reduce wetland
mitigation area success. Annual performance criteria for invasive species control shall be specified in
the Monitoring Plan. The applicant shall conduct invasive species removal during construction of the
wetland mitigation area and shall conduct long-term control of invasive species as will be specified in
the Monitoring Plan. This has been included as Mitigation Measure 4.3.3c for the proposed project.

Mitigation Measure 4.3.3a. To mitigate the impacts of grading and filling 0.47 acres (20,285 s.f.) of
two- and three-parameter wetlands on the residential development site, the applicant shall create a
three-parameter (wetland hydrology, hydric soils, and hydrophytic vegetation) mitigation wetland at
the site that will be 0.85 acres (37,026 s.f.) in size, or a 1.8 mitigation ratio. The mitigation wetland will
be constructed according to the design and recommendations in the Wetland Mitigation and
Monitoring Plan prepared by Winzler & Kelly (Appendix CC) and the recommendations of the City of
Arcata and other regulatory agencies (e.g., CDFW, RWQCB, and USACE). A planting plan and long-term
enhancement plan for the wetland mitigation area shall be developed to the satisfaction of the City of
Arcata.
Mitigation Measure 4.3.3b. The applicant shall plant the variable 50-foot wetland setback area for the
mitigation wetland with regionally-appropriate evergreen native trees and shrubs. This will serve as a
vegetative “screen” (i.e., natural visual screen) between the wetland mitigation area and the proposed
residential development, extend the Janes Creek riparian corridor, and provide additional habitat on the
residential development site. A schematic diagram of the planting plan showing individual plant
species placement and spacing within the wetland setback area shall be included in the Wetland
Mitigation and Monitoring Plan.
Mitigation Measure 4.3.3c. The applicant shall include measures for the control of invasive species in
the Wetland Mitigation and Monitoring Plan. Invasive species removal shall occur within the wetland
mitigation area and its corresponding 50-foot setback required by Section 9.59.060 (Wetland
Conservation and Management) of the Arcata Land Use Code. Invasive species that will be targeted
include English ivy (Hedera helix), Himalayan blackberry (Rubus armeniacus), poison hemlock (Conium
maculatum), teasel (Dipsacus fullonum), English holly (Ilex aquifolium), Cotoneaster (Cotoneaster
lacteus), Canary reedgrass (Phalaris arundinacea), and mayten tree (Maytenus boaria). Annual
performance criteria for invasive species control shall be specified in the Monitoring Plan. The applicant
shall conduct invasive species removal during construction of the wetland mitigation area and shall
conduct long-term control of invasive species as specified in the Monitoring Plan.
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A full evaluation of the project’s impacts to two- and three-parameter wetlands is found in Chapter 4.3
of the Draft EIR.

Findings
The City Council finds that, based upon substantial evidence in the record, the impacts to wetlands
identified in the project area will be less than significant with mitigation incorporated.
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Discussion
It is likely that coastal cutthroat trout will be present within, or in the vicinity of, the culverts scheduled
for replacement. Juvenile Coho salmon, steelhead trout, and Chinook salmon also have the potential
to occur in the creek as the result of restoration of habitat downstream and removal of a fish barrier in
the last few years. Even though the habitat is of poor quality within the existing culverts, fish may use
these locations because of the heavily shaded overhead cover they provide. Salmonids may also utilize
the instream habitat upstream and downstream of the culverts. Culvert replacement activities may
inadvertently injure or kill a very small number of individuals. The replacement of the old culverts
could result in the production of highly turbid water once activities commence in the wetted channel.
Turbid water can affect salmonids by reducing feeding opportunities, impeding production of aquatic
insects, and irritating gills. Excessive levels of sediment laden waters can result in gill abrasion and
even death for fish species. To minimize potential impacts during the culvert replacement activities,
applicable measures from the CDFW “Salmonid Stream Habitat Restoration Manual” will be
implemented. This has been included as Mitigation Measure 4.3.1b for the proposed project (Also see
discussion under Finding 4.3.1). Ultimately, the replacement of the culverts in Janes Creek will increase
the capacity for flood flows and fish passage.
With the proposed mitigation measures, the proposed project will not interfere substantially with the
movement of any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with established native
resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites.
A full evaluation of the project’s impacts to migratory fish and wildlife species and established wildlife
corridors is found in Chapter 4.3 of the Draft EIR.
Mitigation: Same as Mitigation Measures 4.3.1a (Biological Surveys) and 4.3.1b (Implementation of
the Salmonid Stream Habitat Restoration Manual).
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IMPACT 4.3.4: The project may have a substantial adverse effect on the movement of native and
migratory fish and wildlife species, or upon established native resident or migratory wildlife
corridors or wildlife nursery sites.

Findings
The City Council finds that, based upon substantial evidence in the record, the impacts to native and
resident migratory fish and wildlife species and to wildlife corridors and nursey sites identified in the
project area will be less than significant with mitigation incorporated.

3.4

Agricultural and Forestry Resources
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IMPACT 4.4.1: The project may have a substantial adverse effect agricultural resources by converting
prime farmland as shown on maps prepared for the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of
the California Resources Agency to a non-agricultural use.

The residential development site (APN 505-161-011) was developed in the 1950s as a lumber mill. The
prime farmland soils within the site are covered by urban and built-up areas consisting of 1.5 feet or
more of imported material. As a result, parcel 505-161-011 would not be considered prime farmland.
Further, since the residential development site has not been used for agricultural purposes for at least
50 years, it would not qualify as either unique farmland, or farmland of statewide importance, based
upon definitions from the State Department of Conservation.
Parcels 505-151-009 and 505-284-009 are currently vacant, but were used historically for agriculture
and contain prime agricultural soils. Parcel 505-284-010 is currently developed with a small park
(Ennes Park) that serves the single-family residential neighborhood to the north of the residential
development site. The proposed expansion of Ennes Park would ultimately convert approximately
4.69 acres of prime agricultural land to non-agricultural uses.
The proposed project includes the payment of park in-lieu fees for the development of parkland (Ennes
Park Expansion) on City-owned parcels 505-151-009 (4.22 acres), 505-284-009 (0.26 acres), and 505284-010 (0.21 acres). Parcel 505-151-009 was recently designated as Public Facility (PF) as part of the
County General Plan update but the parcel’s zone designation has not been updated at the time of this
analysis; the parcel is anticipated to be zoned as Public Facility (PF) by the City of Arcata upon
annexation. The proposed emergency access road would convert an approximately 300 by 50-foot strip
(15,000 s.f. or 0.34 acres) of prime agricultural land on parcel 505-151-001 to non-agricultural uses.
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Discussion:
The Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency has not yet
mapped farmland in Humboldt County (DOC, 2016). The U.S.D.A. Natural Resource Conservation
Service (NRCS) has recently mapped the project parcels and surrounding lands as part of the National
Cooperative Soil Survey update and data is available on the Web Soil Survey website. Based on the
mapping data, soils that underlay the project parcels and other agricultural properties to the south and
west are considered prime farmland.

Based on the above discussion, development of the proposed park site and emergency access road
would ultimately convert approximately 5.03 acres of prime agricultural land to the northwest of the
residential development site (APN 505-161-011) to non-agricultural uses. With the continuing loss of
farmland to development in the State of California, local agencies have chosen to mitigate these losses
by requiring developers to preserve equivalent land on or offsite. Conservation easements offer a
flexible tool for achieving open space protection, and the courts have upheld easement requirements
as legally adequate mitigation for farmland conversions.
To mitigate for the permanent conversion of 5.03 acres of prime agricultural land from the proposed
project and the City proposed Ennes Park Expansion, a conservation easement is proposed on
approximately 22.65 acres of parcel 505-151-001 (total 26.16 acres), which would result in an
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approximately 4.5:1 mitigation ratio. Although the proposed project would only result in the
conversion of 1.69 acres of prime agricultural land (1.35 acres for parkland and 0.34 acres for the
emergency access road), the EIR analyzes and provides mitigation for the conversion of an additional
3.34 acres from the City’s proposed Ennes Park Expansion. The additional area of conservation
easement not required to mitigate the impacts of the proposed project is an added benefit of the
project, and will be included in the Development Agreement between the City of Arcata and the
applicant. The conservation easement would ensure the permanent protection of over 22 acres of
prime agricultural lands within the City’s Sphere of Influence. The proposed mitigation ratio of 4.5:1
exceeds the ratios typically used by other jurisdictions in the State for the conversion of prime
agricultural land. This has been included as Mitigation Measure 4.4.1a for the proposed project.

Mitigation Measure 4.4.1a. To mitigate for the permanent conversion of 5.03 acres of prime
agricultural land from the proposed project and City proposed Ennes Park Expansion, the applicant
shall dedicate a conservation easement to the benefit of the City of Arcata, on approximately 22.65
acres of parcel 505-151-001, which would result in a 4.5:1 mitigation ratio. Although the proposed
project would only result in the conversion of 1.69 acres of prime agricultural land (1.35 acres for
parkland and 0.34 acres for the emergency access road), the EIR analyzes and provides mitigation for
the conversion of an additional 3.34 acres from the City’s proposed Ennes Park Expansion.
Findings
The City Council finds that, based upon substantial evidence in the record, the impacts to prime
agricultural soils identified in the project area will be less than significant with mitigation incorporated.
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A full evaluation of the project’s impacts to prime agricultural lands is found in Chapter 4.3 of the Draft
EIR.
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4.0 FINDINGS REGARDING IMPACTS ANALYZED IN THE EIR
AND DETERMINED TO BE LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT REQUIRING
NO MITIGATION





Aesthetics
Air Quality
Cultural Resources



Energy Conservation
Geology and Soils
Hydrology and Water Quality
Land Use and Planning
Mineral Resources
Noise
Population and Housing
Public Services
Recreation












Tribal Cultural Resources
Utilities and Service Systems

4.1

Aesthetics

The proposed project would potentially affect the following views: 1) the rural agricultural views to the
Arcata Bottom; 2) views of the Janes Creek riparian corridor; 3) views from adjacent public streets; and
4) distant views of the coastal dunes and horizon from nearby residential neighborhoods. Due to the
surrounding topography, adjacent development, and existing vegetation, the site is not visible from
most areas designated by the City or County as a scenic vista or view area such as the Fickle Hill Ridge,
Arcata Bay, or the Mad River. The project will be visible to northbound traffic on Janes Road when
traveling to the north of 11th Street and to eastbound and westbound traffic on Foster Avenue when
traveling to the west of Janes Creek and the east of Janes Road.
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This section identifies the impacts of the project that were found to have no significant environmental
effects, and therefore no mitigation is required to reduce impacts to a less than significant level. A full
evaluation of the project’s impacts to each category may be found in the Draft EIR.

This project is consistent with Arcata’s adopted Design Element standards regarding scenic vistas and
highways. The proposed project will not have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista or highway.
Although the site is visible from roads designated by the City as coastal scenic highways (e.g., Janes
Road and Foster Avenue), it is currently an underutilized former mill site that has little aesthetic value
with the presence of concrete slabs, trash, and non-native plants. Because the residential
development site is currently in a deteriorated condition, the impermanent construction impacts to
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view sheds are not anticipated to significantly affect view sheds of or form the property, and proposed
site improvements will ultimately improve the overall appearance of the site from most vantage
points.

Finally, the project will be subject to the City’s Design Review Permit requirements. This permit process
will ensure the project comports with the City’s standards and the Design Element of the General Plan.

4.2

Air Quality

The project is located in North Coast Air Basin and is subject to the jurisdiction of the North Coast
Unified Air Quality Management District (NCUAQMD). In determining whether a project has significant
air quality impacts on the environment, planners typically apply their local air district's thresholds of
significance to projects in the environmental review process. However, the NCUAQMD District has not
formally adopted significance thresholds. Since the NCUAQMD has not adopted significance
thresholds, there are no thresholds for criteria air pollutants applicable to the proposed project.
However, for the purpose of assessing air quality impacts in CEQA documents, the NCUAQMD
recommends the use of thresholds adopted by other air districts in the State.
The Air District is currently listed as being in “attainment” or is “unclassified” for all Federal health
protective standards for air pollution (ambient air quality standards). However, under State ambient
air quality standards, the Air District has been designated “nonattainment” for particulate matter less
than ten microns in size (PM10) (NCUAQMD Website, 2016). PM10 air emissions include chemical
emissions and other inhalable particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter of less than 10
microns.
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The project proposes outdoor lighting consistent with the City’s design guidelines, Section 9.30.070
(Outdoor Lighting) of the Arcata Land Use Code, and the recommendations of the International DarkSky Association (IDA), which includes standards for fixtures, shielding, wattage, placement, height, and
illumination levels. To comply with these requirements, lighting for the project will be the minimum
lumens necessary, directed downward, shielded, and pedestrian level when feasible. This will ensure
lighting is contained within the site and does not cause significant lighting and glare impacts for
surrounding land uses. Project related daytime glare would be unlikely to have significant visual
impacts, as design guidelines specifying non-reflective building materials would address potential glare
issues.

As with any new development project, the proposed project has the potential to generate pollutant
concentrations during both construction activities and long-term operation. Both construction and
operational emissions for the proposed project were estimated using the California Emissions
Estimator Model and both were found to not exceed set operational significance thresholds.
Although the proposed project would represent an incremental increase in air emissions in the Air
District, of primary concern is that project-related impacts have been properly anticipated in the
regional air quality planning process and reduced whenever feasible and to reduce cumulative impacts.
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The project design incorporates control measures identified in the PM 10 Attainment Plan appropriate
to this type of project, such as:

Land Use. The residential development site is located on the western boundary of the City of Arcata
adjacent to existing residential neighborhoods and within walking and biking distance of Humboldt
State University (~1 mile) and the City of Arcata Plaza and Downtown area (~1 mile). The project is also
within walking and biking distance from the Westwood neighborhood commercial center (~1/3 mile) to
the north. The close proximity of the site to existing educational, commercial, and employment
centers will encourage the use of alternative modes of transportation by future residents which will
reduce vehicle miles traveled and the emissions of particulate matter.
Burning. The proposed residential units and assisted living facility will use forced-air gas or electric
heating instead of woodstoves or fireplaces, which will significantly reduce PM10 emissions generated
from heating during the long-term operation of the project.
The Air District’s Regulation 1 prohibits nuisance dust generation, such as that generated by
construction activity. The City’s standard conditions for controlling dust emissions during construction
will be included as a condition of approval by the City of Arcata for the proposed project. Compliance
with the requirements in General Plan Policy AQ-2f will minimize dust generation during construction
activity and provide greater consistency with the Attainment Plan. I addition, the application of these
standards will ensure the proposed project will not result in a cumulatively considerable net increase
of any criteria pollutant for which the NCUAQMD is non-attainment under an applicable federal or
State ambient air quality standard.
The City’s standard conditions for dust control and minimizing impacts to sensitive receptors from
construction emissions (General Plan Policy AQ-2f [Control Measures 1-14] will be included as a
condition of approval by the City of Arcata for the proposed project. No odors are anticipated to be
generated by the project itself, but new residents may be sensitive to surrounding agricultural uses.
The disclosure requirement of Policy LU-6b (Compatibility between agricultural and adjacent nonagricultural uses) will be required by the City of Arcata as a condition of approval for the proposed
project.

4.3
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Transportation. The project proposes to contribute a fair-share contribution towards the applicable
traffic flow improvements recommended in the W-Trans Traffic Study (Appendix T.1), or as
recommended by the City of Arcata, which will improve traffic flow conditions and minimize the
amount of vehicular related exhaust emissions, including the emissions of particulate matter.

Cultural Resources

The project parcels have already been substantially disturbed by industrial, agricultural, and public
facility uses in the past, and there are no known paleontological resources, or geological features on or
near the site. A Cultural Resources Investigation of the project area was conducted by William Rich and
Associates (WRA) in January, 2016. The investigation concluded that the ruins of the former Van De
Nor Mill and the Arcata spur of the Humboldt Northern Railway present in the project area are
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In September 2016, a Geo-Archaeological Assessment was conducted by WRA which involved the
excavation of three test pits to assess the general near-surface stratigraphy on the residential
development site (APN 505-161-011). Based on the analysis of the test pits, it was determined that
there does not appear to be an intact pre-European ground surface beneath the fill, and no human
remains were observed during the surveys conducted by WRA. Based on the results of the
archaeological surveys, comments were received from the Tribal Historic Preservation Officers (THPOs)
of the Wiyot Tribe (received 02/13/17), Blue Lake Rancheria (received 02/16/17), and Bear River Band
of the Rohnerville Rancheria (received 02/17/17), stating that requiring the inadvertent discovery
protocol recommended in the WRA Cultural Resources Investigation for the proposed project would be
sufficient. The inadvertent discovery protocol recommended in the WRA investigation for the
discovery of archaeological resources will be included as a condition of approval by the City of Arcata
for the proposed project.

4.4

Energy Conservation

During construction of the proposed project, energy would be consumed in the form of petroleumbased fuels used to power off-road construction vehicles and equipment on the project parcels,
construction worker travel to and from the project parcels, as well as delivery truck trips; and to
operate generators to provide temporary power for lighting and electronic equipment. There are no
unusual project characteristics that would necessitate the use of construction equipment that would
be less energy efficient than at comparable construction sites in the region or State. Therefore, it is
expected that construction fuel consumption associated with the proposed project would not be any
more inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary than other similar development projects of this nature, and
the project will be required to comply with existing regulatory requirements and proposes various
project measures that would result in the reduction of energy consumption during construction,
including zero waste policies, and Diesel Emission Standards set by the US Environmental Protection
Agency and the California Air Resources Board.
As required by State regulations and the City of Arcata’s building code, the design and construction of
the proposed residential units would be in accordance with the most recently adopted edition of
California's Energy Efficiency Standards for Residential and Nonresidential Buildings (Title 24, Part 6, of
the California Code of Regulations) which will reduce energy use associated with operation of the
residential units. It has generally been the presumption throughout the State of California that
compliance with Title 24 (as well as compliance with the federal and state regulations discussed in the
Environmental Setting) ensures that projects will not result in the inefficient, wasteful, and
unnecessary consumption of energy.
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recommended as ineligible for further recognition or listing as a City of Arcata Historic Landmark,
California Historical Resource, or a National Register Historic Property.

The project would not result in any unusual characteristics that would result in excessive long-term
operational fuel consumption in comparison to other developments in the region. As noted above, the
project would be located within walking and biking distance of nearby employment, commercial, and
educational centers (e.g., Arcata Plaza and Downtown area and Humboldt State University) and transit
facilities (e.g., bus stops and Arcata Transit Station). The project would also include several pedestrian
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and bicycle improvements that would provide connectivity to the surrounding trail systems and
encourage alternative modes of transportation. As such, fuel consumption associated with vehicle
trips generated by the project would not be considered inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary.

Geology and Soils

Soils on the alluvial plain in this area are tentatively mapped by the Natural Resource Conservation
Service (NRCS) as the Jollygiant and Dungan series, which are typically considered prime farmland soils.
Industrial use of the site in the past, however, has resulted in extensive modification of the site soils,
including reworking of the upper soil mantle and placement of a significant amount of imported fill.
Evaluation of test pits at the site suggested that the upper one to two feet of the soil profile were
stripped off the site prior to the placement of fill. As described above, as much as 80 percent of the
site is covered with fill from past industrial uses, which primarily consists of river run gravel and some
wood waste.
According to Figure PS-a (Hazards Map) of the Arcata General Plan, the project parcels are not located
within an Alquist-Priolo Zone; strong seismic shaking is a regional hazard, and is not specific to the site.
According to Figure PS-a (Hazards Map) of the Arcata General Plan, the project area is in a moderate
liquefaction zone. To minimize potential damage to the proposed residential structures caused by
liquefaction, all project construction will comply with the latest California Building Code (CBC)
standards, as required by the City of Arcata General Plan and Land Use Code. In addition, City of
Arcata General Plan Policy PS-2d (Requirement for and review of “Geotechnical Reports”) requires the
preparation of geotechnical reports during the project design phase which will contain engineering
recommendations to minimize the potential for liquefaction.
Soils investigations at other sites on the Arcata Bottom (e.g. SHN, 2000b; Geotechnical and Engineering
Geologic Report prepared for Pacific Union School Addition) have indicated a negligible to very low risk
of adverse effects associated with expansive soils.There are no significant natural hill slopes and no cut
or fill slopes in the project area. The low relief nature of the project parcels significantly reduces the
potential for erosion during construction and long-term operation of the proposed project. The project
will be subject to the requirements of the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) Construction
General Permit (CGP) which will include erosion control BMPs would be implemented to confine
sediment to the construction area and prevent transportation off-site or discharge into Janes Creek.
Operation and maintenance of the proposed residential development is not expected to result in
increased erosion. No onsite waste disposal system will be required, and onsite wastewater treatment
systems are not allowed within City limits per City ordinances.

4.6
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4.5

Hydrology and Water Quality

The surface water features on the residential development site (APN 505-161-011) include Janes Creek
on the southeastern boundary and small isolated wetlands scattered throughout the site. Water
quality in the Janes Creek watershed is influenced by storm water runoff from a variety of land uses. It
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is reasonable to assume that the water quality in the project area is typical of the water quality in other
residential, industrial, and agricultural areas.

Compliance with State and local storm water regulations will be achieved through existing mitigations
related to Hazardous Materials Remediation (Mitigation Measure 2.10.2a) and by the onsite
management of storm water through low impact development (LID) site design measures including soil
quality improvement and maintenance, tree planting and preservation, vegetated swales, permeable
asphalt, stream setbacks and buffers, and rain gardens. The proposed storm water improvements will
reduce the volume and rate of runoff and provide for greater infiltration, evaporation, and runoff
quality treatment without violating any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements.
The storm water system is designed to control the volume and flow rate of run-off to not exceed the
pre-development condition so the drainage pattern of the project area will not be substantially altered
and cause erosion or siltation. In addition, the proposed storm water facilities are required to comply
with the requirements of the Phase II Small MS4 General Permit and Construction General Permit to
control erosion and siltation.
Storm water drainage facilities for the development are required to be designed to meet both State
and local storm water regulations which are focused on maintaining or improving a site’s predevelopment runoff characteristics. The project proposes to replace two culverts in Janes Creek. The
proposed culvert replacements will provide greater flood flow capacity along Janes Creek in the project
area and will reduce potential flooding on- and off-site. Hyrdaulic modeling also shows no change in
velocity and flood elevations for the project area for the 100-year, 24-hour storm event.
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Pursuant to the requirements of the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and the City of
Arcata, a Construction General Permit (CGP) will be required to be obtained for the proposed project.
A CGP is required for all projects that include construction activities and/or excavation that would
disturb at least one acre of total land area. The SWRCB CGP will require the preparation of a Storm
water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) which documents the storm water dynamics at the site, the
best management practices (BMPs) and water quality protection measures that are used, and the
frequency of inspections. BMPs are activities or measures determined to be practicable, acceptable to
the public, and cost effective in preventing water pollution or reducing the amount of pollution
generated by non-point sources. Implementation of the SWPPP will ensure that water quality is
protected during construction activities.

The proposed residential structures will be located outside of the Wetland and Creek Protection Zone
and the 100-year flood hazard area. There is no potential for impacts from a mudflow in the project
area, based on surrounding geology and topography. Areas of Arcata immediately adjacent to the bay
are within a seiche or tsunami run-up zone as identified in the Planning Scenario in Humboldt and Del
Norte Counties, California for a Great Earthquake on the Cascadia Subduction Zone (CGS, 1995). These
areas have been designated Natural Resource [NRP] by the City of Arcata, which does not allow0
residential, commercial or industrial development, and are located over one mile from the project
parcels
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The City of Arcata, with its present mix of water sources, possesses a significant surplus of capacity to
serve the proposed development. In compliance with Policy PS-2f (Failure of Matthews Dam), a sitespecific early warning system and evacuation plan will be created and implemented for the proposed
development and approved by the City prior to issuance of the Certificate of Occupancy for the first
phase of the project. This will be required as a condition of approval by the City of Arcata for the
proposed project.

Land Use and Planning

Development of this site for residential development would locate new residential uses adjacent to
existing residential neighborhoods on the western side of the City of Arcata and would not physically
divide an established community. The project parcels are not located in the boundaries of a Natural
Community Conservation Plan. The project is subject to the Arcata General Plan, (particularly the Land
Use, Open Space, Parks and Recreation, and Growth Management Elements) and the Land Use Code.
The City-owned Ennes Park (APN 505-151-009) has been identified as parkland since its purchase in
1971. Pursuant to the Parks and Recreation Element Policy C, Implementation Measure 3.c, and
Technical Appendix A to the Element (1994); the City of Arcata Open Space Protection Program and
Acquisition Matrix (2004); the Parks and Recreation Master Plan (2010); and the Open Space Element
policy OS-4a, Ennes Park must be designated and zoned Public Facilities (PF). The Land Use Element
Figure LU-a designated the area the Ennes Park expansion parcel as Agriculture Exclusive (AE). The
annexation will amend this and several other General Plan figures to ensure consistency across
elements to reflect the appropriate designation and zoning to allow Ennes Park to continue to be a
neighborhood park after annexation.
The County changed the General Plan designation for parcel 505-151-009 to Public Facility (PF) in Fall
2017 as part of adoption of the General Plan update. In a May 3, 2018 letter to the City of Arcata
Community Development Department, the County of Humboldt Planning Department indicated that
parcel 505-151-009 will be zoned to Public Facility (PF) to be consistent with the General Plan
designation. The County adopted a CEQA Environmental Impact Report for the General Plan Update,
which included a Statement of Overriding Considerations for the development of properties, such as
parcel 505-151-009 that would result in the permanent conversion of prime agricultural land.
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4.7

As described in Section 4.4 (Agriculture and Forestry Resources) of the Draft EIR, the applicant and City
of Arcata also propose to mitigate the conversion of parcel 505-151-009 to parkland through
dedication of a conservation easement to the City of Arcata on parcel 505-151-001. The proposal to
redesignate and prezone the property as Public Facility (PF) and develop it as parkland, is consistent
with the City’s and County’s General Plan and the intended use for the property, and the project is not
in conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation adopted for the purpose of avoiding
or mitigating an environmental effect.
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4.8

Mineral Resources

4.9

Noise

Noise measurements were taken on 04/21/17 by SHN Consulting Engineers & Geologists, Inc. to assess
existing noise levels at the residential development site (APN 505-161-011). Vehicle and truck traffic
on Foster Avenue and Alliance Road was determined to be the predominant noise source in the project
area. Noise generated by agricultural operations to the west of the residential development site was
audible in the distance but did not produce noise levels that significantly exceeded ambient
background levels.
During the construction phases of the project, noise from construction activities would add to the
noise environment in the immediate project vicinity. Compliance with the requirements contained in
the Arcata General Plan Noise Element and the Arcata Land Use Code will minimize potential noise
impacts and ground-borne vibrations from short-term construction activities. These requirements
place limitations on the days and hours of construction activities and it is also required for all
stationary and construction equipment to be maintained in good working order and fitted with factory
approved muffler systems.
Potential noise sources generated during long-term operation of the proposed residential
development include noise produced by the residents within and outside of the proposed structures
(e.g., conversation, music, etc.), traffic noise, stationary equipment noise (e.g., HVAC units), and mobile
equipment noise (e.g., lawn mowers). Residential development is typically considered to be a noisesensitive land use, as opposed to a land use that generates significant noise levels. Since the project
proposes single-family residential housing and two types of senior housing, it is not anticipated that
the development will generate significant noise levels that will exceed the noise standards in the
Arcata Land Use Code.
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The project parcels are located on an alluvial plain between Humboldt Bay and the Mad River. As
noted in the setting, the native soils at the site are fine alluvial materials which are covered by several
feet of compacted river run gravel that was placed on the site when it was previously used as a lumber
mill. The mineral resources in the City of Arcata planning area are primarily aggregate deposits found
along the Mad River and in the Arcata Bottom. Rock and Mineral Extraction Sites mapped for the
County’s Natural Resources and Hazards report completed for the County General Plan Update does
not identify the project parcels as rock and mineral extraction sites. No known mineral resources have
been identified on the residential development site or the other project parcels proposed to be
developed with offsite improvements.

4.10 Population and Housing
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The project proposes the development of approximately 189 residential units. The proposed
development of parcel 505-161-011 will generally consist of 32 single-family residential units and 32
accessory dwelling units, an assisted living and memory care facility with 100 care beds, and 25 seniorrestricted neighborhood cottage units. There are currently no existing housing units and no residents
within the residential development site, so there is no potential of displacing existing residents.

4.11 Public Services
Although the proposed project will result in additional service calls and place a greater demand on fire
protection services, it will not result in the need for the construction of new fire protection facilities to
maintain acceptable service ratios. The Arcata Fire District currently has sufficient facilities to
adequately serve the population within its District but will need to obtain additional sources of funding
(e.g. taxes, grants, etc.) to maintain its current service level in the future.
The project will be served by the City of Arcata Police Department, which has a police station at City
Hall approximately one mile southeast of the residential development site. The proposed project
would increase the number of calls for service relating to traffic accidents, theft, break-ins, or other
incidents, to which the Police Department must respond. The Arcata Police Department has indicated
that the proposed project, as well as other future development in the City, will impact the services they
provide and the Department will ultimately need additional personnel to handle the increase in calls
for service. The Arcata Police Department currently has sufficient facilities to adequately serve the
population within its District but will need to obtain additional sources of funding (e.g. taxes, grants,
etc.) to maintain its current service level in the future.
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Though the Sunset Area projects represent a significant short-term increase in the population relative
to background growth rates, it is in part the result of the latent demand and the lack of housing
production in recent years. Generally, the City has been lagging behind in the development of its share
of the regional housing need for the last few Housing Element planning cycles. The proposed project
will provide infill residential development on a former mill site within the City’s Sphere of Influence and
Urban Services Boundary. The ability for public service providers to provide services will not be
significantly reduced by the proposed project.

The proposed project will increase the numbers of students within the local school districts but would
not exceed the total enrollment capacity of the Arcata School District or the Arcata High School and
would not adversely impact either primary or secondary grade school enrollment.
To provide the parkland necessary to serve the proposed residential development, the applicant will
pay park in-lieu fees for the development of 1.35 acres of parkland on City-owned parcels 505-151009, 505-284-009, and 505-284-010. To mitigate for the permanent conversion of prime agricultural
land from the proposed project and the City proposed Ennes Park Expansion, a conservation easement
is proposed on approximately 22.65 acres of parcel 505-151-001 which would result in a 4.5:1
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mitigation ratio. This mitigation reduces potential impacts of park facilities to a less than significant
level.

Currently, there are several existing parks within a convenient walking distance (e.g. less than one-half
mile) of the residential development (APN 505-161-011) site. Of these, Westwood Manor Park, Ennes
Park, and Shay Park are closest to the site and would be expected to be utilized by project residents
(see Figure 2.4A [Recreation Facilities]). The new residents from the proposed project would be
expected to increase the demand for local parks and recreational services. Other City park and
recreational facilities such as the Plaza, Community Center, Community Forest, and playing fields
would also experience increases in use from project residents. The project does not include on-site
park facilities, however, park facilities are proposed to be provided off-site on City property that is
planned for the future expansion of Ennes Park.
The development of the proposed Ennes park site and emergency access road would ultimately
convert approximately 5.03 acres of prime agricultural land to the northwest of the residential
development site (APN 505-161-011) to non-agricultural uses. To mitigate for the permanent
conversion of prime agricultural land from the proposed project and the City proposed Ennes Park
Expansion, a conservation easement is proposed on approximately 22.65 acres of parcel 505-151-001,
which would result in a 4.5:1 mitigation ratio. Although the proposed project would only result in the
conversion of 1.69 acres of prime agricultural land (1.35 acres for parkland and 0.34 acres for the
emergency access road), the EIR provides mitigation for the conversion of an additional 3.34 acres
from the City’s proposed Ennes Park Expansion. The additional area of conservation easement not
required to mitigate the impacts of the proposed project is an added benefit of the project, and will be
included in the Development Agreement between the City of Arcata and the applicant.

4.12 Tribal Cultural Resources

Attachment: B. Res 190-37 EIR (2236 : Creek Side #2)

4.11 Recreation

A Cultural Resources Investigation of the project area was conducted by William Rich and Associates
(WRA) in January 2016 which included a field survey (Appendix C). The investigation concluded that
pre-construction archaeological testing should be conducted within the vertical limits of the proposed
project due to the relatively high sensitivity for Native American archaeological remains within the
Janes Creek watercourse.
In September 2016, a Geo-Archaeological Survey was conducted by WRA which involved the
excavation of three test pits to assess the general near-surface stratigraphy on the residential
development site (APN 505-161-011). Based on the analysis of the test pits, it was determined that the
upper 30 to 60 cm of the stratigraphy is historic fill emplaced to level the site and that there does not
appear to be an intact pre-European ground surface beneath the fill.
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Based on the results of the archaeological surveys conducted by WRA comments were received from
the Tribal Historic Preservation Officers (THPOs) of the Wiyot Tribe (received 02/13/17), Blue Lake
Rancheria (received 02/16/17), and Bear River Band of the Rohnerville Rancheria (received 02/17/17)
stating that requiring the inadvertent discovery protocol recommended in the WRA Cultural Resources
Investigation (2016) for the proposed project would adequately protect unknown tribal cultural
resources. The inadvertent discovery protocol recommended in the WRA investigation for the
discovery of tribal cultural resources will be included as a condition of approval by the City of Arcata for
the proposed project.

The proposed project would develop 89 residential units and a 100-bed assisted living facility on a
former mill site that will provide housing for approximately 269 residents. The proposed project would
create an increase in demand for domestic water service from the City but would not result in the need
for the construction of new water treatment facilities or the expansion of existing treatment facilities.
Based on an analysis prepared by the project applicant, the proposed project would generate a
demand for approximately 25,809 gallons per day of water for domestic purposes and fire flow
requirements of 1,000 gallons per minute for a four hour period, or 240,000 gallons. The City Public
Works Department has determined that there is adequate water capacity to serve the proposed
project. In addition, the applicant will be required to pay standard water capital connection fees for
residential development, as well as a cash contribution of $56,000 negotiated through a Development
Agreement with the City, which will be used to fund some of the water storage improvements planned
for Zone 1 of the City’s water system.
All wastewater generated by the development is expected to be domestic sewage and would not
include industrial or agricultural effluent. The proposed project will be served by the City of Arcata
wastewater treatment plant which is an innovative system that combines conventional wastewater
treatment with the natural processes of constructed wetlands. Arcata’s wastewater treatment system
must comply with regulatory requirements established by its National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit issued by the California Regional Water Quality Control Board. The wastewater
treatment facilities must be improved to meet the demand of both current and future population. The
proposed project, which includes the annexation of approximately 21 acres of land into the City of
Arcata, will be required to pay standard sewer capital connection fees for residential development, as
well as a Wastewater Treatment Plant Offset Fee ($160,000) negotiated through a Development
Agreement with the City, which will be used to fund some of the proposed improvements to the City’s
wastewater treatment system.
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4. 13 Utilities and Service Systems

The City of Arcata also prepared a memorandum dated June 23, 2017 (Draft EIR Appendix S), which
analyzed the potential wastewater impacts of the Sunset Area housing projects including the Creek
Side Homes project. The memorandum contains an analysis that estimates the increase in population
and residential units that will occur from buildout of available land in the City in combination with
upzoning and annexation proposed by the Sunset Area housing projects. The analysis determined that
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there is sufficient wastewater treatment capacity for the existing feasible residential development
potential in the City as well as the upzoning and annexation proposed by the Sunset Area housing
projects.

As such, the landfills that would serve the proposed project have adequate permitted capacity to
accommodate the project’s solid waste disposal needs. In addition, State law mandates recycling for
certain businesses and multi-family residential development, which would apply to the assisted living
facility and senior-restricted neighborhood cottage units. The City of Arcata also requires all property
owners to subscribe to recycling collection services, which would apply to the single-family residences
and accessory dwelling units. Compliance with State and City regulations will reduce the amount of
solid waste entering the landfills serving the project and assist the City in meeting its waste diversion
goals and ensure the project does not violate any federal, State, and local statutes and regulations
related to solid waste.

5.0 OTHER CEQA REQUIRED ANALYSIS IN THE EIR
5.1 Cumulative Impacts
CEQA Guidelines Section 15355 defines a cumulative impact as one that is created as a result of a
combination of the proposed project together with other projects causing related impacts.
The guidelines provide guidance concerning the format and content of a cumulative impact analysis by
stating that an EIR shall discuss cumulative impacts of a project when its incremental effect is
cumulatively considerable. The incremental effect is defined as a significant irreversible environmental
change that would be involved if the proposed project should be implemented (CEQA Guidelines
sections 15130(a) and 15165(c)).
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Stormwater drainage facilities will be required for the development and will be designed to meet both
State and local stormwater regulations which are focused on maintaining or improving a site’s predevelopment runoff characteristics. The installation of the on-site stormwater drainage facilities, as
proposed by the project, would result in physical impacts to the surface and subsurface of the
residential development site (APN 505-161-011). In instances where significant impacts have been
identified, mitigation measures are included in relevant sections (e.g. Biological Resources) to reduce
these impacts to less than significant levels. No additional mitigation measures beyond those already
identified would be required.

An adequate discussion of cumulative impacts should be based on either 1) a list of relevant past,
present and reasonably anticipated future projects that would produce related or cumulative impacts,
or 2) a summary of projections contained in the City of Arcata General
Plan.
For most resource categories, operation of the proposed project, as designed and mitigated, would not
result in cumulative impacts in combination with the other approved/planned projects listed above.
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The one resource category that has the potential for significant cumulative environmental impacts is
Transportation-Traffic. All other resource categories are described briefly below. A full analysis of
Cumulative Impacts may be found in Chapter 7 of the Draft EIR.

Land Use and Planning
The Sunset Area housing projects consist of infill residential development that will not physically divide
a community. Each of these projects will be required to comply with the Arcata General Plan and
Municipal Code, and will be subject to review under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
Compliance with the City’s General Plan and Municipal Code, and environmental review under CEQA,
will ensure that these projects will not conflict with application plans, policies, or regulations adopted
for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating environmental impacts. There are no Habitat Conservation
Plans or Natural Community Conservation Plans that apply to the City of Arcata. As such, the
cumulative impacts related to land use and planning are considered less than significant.
Population and Housing
Though the Sunset Area housing projects represent a significant short-term increase in the population
relative to background growth rates, it is in part the result of the latent demand and the lack of
housing production in recent years. Generally, the City has been lagging behind in the development of
its share of the regional housing need for the last few Housing Element planning cycles. Therefore, the
City of Arcata has a significant demand for additional housing, and these projects will assist the City in
implementation of the General Plan Housing Element by providing needed housing types including
multi-family housing, senior housing, and single-family residential units. As such, the cumulative
impacts related to population and housing are considered less than significant.
Public Services
The Arcata General Plan PEIR (2000, Pg. 3-34) states that buildout under the General Plan will require
additional personnel and equipment for local service providers, but will not require additional facilities.
This is attributed to the fact that the projected growth in the General Plan is primarily infill
development within the City’s Urban Services Boundary. The proposed project will pay park-in lieu fees
that will be used to build a portion of the Ennes Park Expansion on City-owned parcels 505-151-009,
505-284-009, and 505-284-010. Construction of this parkland will result in the permanent conversion
of prime agricultural land. To mitigate this impact to a less than significant level, the proposed project
will require the dedication of a conservation easement to the benefit of the City of Arcata on parcel
505-151-001. As such, the cumulative impacts related to public services are considered less than
significant.
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5.5.1 Cumulative Impacts Considered to Be Less Than Significant

Recreation
The development of the Sunset Area housing projects will place additional demand on the nearby
recreational facilities in the City of Arcata. Some of these projects will provide onsite recreational
facilities that would reduce the impact on nearby offsite facilities. The proposed project will pay park-in
lieu fees that will be used to build a portion of the Ennes Park Expansion on City-owned parcels 50549
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151-009, 505-284-009, and 505-284-010. Construction of parkland on these parcels will result in the
permanent conversion of prime agricultural land. To mitigate this impact to a less than significant
level, the proposed project will require the dedication of a conservation easement to the benefit of the
City of Arcata on parcel 505-151-001. As such, the cumulative impacts related to recreation are
considered less than significant.

Aesthetics
The Sunset Area housing projects are proposed to occur on properties that are vacant or underutilized
and are adjacent to residential neighborhoods. There are no scenic designated highways in the vicinity
of the Sunset Area housing projects. Several of these properties were used for industrial activities in
the past and are currently in a blighted condition with low visually quality. The removal of remnants of
former industrial uses, and the development of these properties with new residential structures, will
improve the overall aesthetic character of the Sunset Area. Through application of existing City
regulations, including Dark-Sky Lighting Policies, and required Design Review processes, the City has
the ability to recommend revisions to a project’s design that will reduce potential aesthetic impacts. As
such, the cumulative impacts related to aesthetics are considered less than significant.
Air Quality
No single project is sufficient in size, by itself, to result in nonattainment of ambient air quality
standards for regional criteria pollutants. Air pollution, by nature, is mostly a cumulative impact. The
analysis applicable to the construction and operational aspects of a project represent the levels at
which a project’s individual emissions of criteria pollutants and precursors would result in a
cumulatively considerable contribution to the region’s air quality conditions. During both construction
and operation, the Sunset Area housing projects have the potential to generate additional particulate
matter in the project area. Compliance with these dust control measures during construction will
reduce the generation of particulate matter during construction to a less than significant level. As
such, the cumulative impacts related to air quality are considered less than significant.
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Cultural Resources
All of the Sunset Area housing projects will be subject to local, State, and federal laws requiring the
protection of cultural resources. Most, if not all, of these projects will require tribal consultation and
the preparation of cultural resource investigations, which will assist in the determination of whether
any cultural resources exist on the proposed development sites. As is typically required, inadvertent
discovery protocols will apply to any ground disturbance that occurs as part of these projects. As such,
the cumulative impacts related to cultural resources are considered less than significant.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, by their nature, represent a cumulative impact. No single project
could generate enough GHG emissions to noticeably change the global average temperature. Instead,
GHG emissions contribute, on a cumulative basis, to the significant adverse environmental impacts of
global climate change. Based on the proposed development locations, residential densities, project
design measures, mitigation measures, and existing regulatory requirements, it is not anticipated that
the Sunset Area housing projects will individually produce significant quantities of greenhouse gas
emissions.
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Noise
The Arcata General Plan PEIR (Pg. 5-54) concludes that implementation of Noise Element Policies N-5d
(Construction site tool or equipment noise) and N-5e (Stationary and construction equipment noise),
will reduce potential construction noise impacts to a less than significant level. As such, compliance
with these requirements will result in less than significant cumulative noise impacts from construction
activities. Potential noise sources generated during long-term operation of these projects include
noise produced by the residents within and outside of the proposed structures (e.g., conversation,
music, etc.), traffic noise, stationary equipment noise (e.g., HVAC units), and mobile equipment noise
(e.g., lawn mowers). Residential development is typically considered to be a noise-sensitive land use,
as opposed to a land use that generates significant noise levels. Therefore, long-term operation of the
residential units proposed by these projects is not expected to generate significant noise levels that
will exceed the Arcata General Plan Noise Element standards or generate significant cumulative noise
impacts.
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Several of the Sunset Area housing projects are proposed to occur on properties that were used for
industrial activities in the past and may contain residual hazardous materials contamination. For this
reason, some of these projects will require the implementation of Site Development Contingency Plans
during construction activities. Any remaining hazardous materials on these development sites must be
remediated to the satisfaction of regulatory agencies (e.g., North Coast Regional Water Quality Control
Board, California Department of Toxic Substances Control, and Humboldt County Division of
Environment Health) prior to completion of construction and occupancy of the proposed residential
units. These projects would not be located on sites in close proximity to a public airport or private
airstrip, would not interfere with an emergency response or evacuation plan, and would not be located
on a site that is subject to wildland fires. As such, the cumulative impacts to hazards and hazardous
materials are considered less than significant.
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There are several features of these projects that will reduce potential greenhouse gas emissions. All of
these projects will be infill residential development that is located within walking and biking distance of
nearby commercial, employment, and educational centers. Several of the projects propose new
pedestrian/bicycle pathways that will provide connectivity to other trail systems in the City and result
in a reduction in vehicle miles traveled. All of the projects will be required to comply with California’s
Energy Efficiency Standards for Residential Buildings, none of these projects are proposing woodstove
or fireplaces, and most of the projects are proposing water efficient landscaping. Since the other
Sunset Area housing projects are multi-family developments that propose significantly higher
residential densities) than the Creek Side Homes project, it is not anticipated that these other projects
would exceed any applicable GHG project-level efficiency thresholds. Therefore, these projects will not
have a considerable contribution to the cumulative impacts related to greenhouse gases.

Utility and Service Systems
During the review of the Sunset Area housing projects, the City of Arcata has indicated that they have
ample water supply capacity to serve the City through the buildout projected in the General Plan and
beyond. In June 2017, the City of Arcata completed an analysis of the capacity of the wastewater
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Tribal Cultural Resources
All of the Sunset Area housing projects will be subject local, State, and federal laws requiring the
protection of tribal cultural resources. Most, if not all, of these projects will require tribal consultation
and the preparation of cultural resource investigations, which will assist in the determination of
whether any tribal cultural resources exist on the proposed development sites. As is typically
required, inadvertent discovery protocols will apply to any ground disturbance that occurs as part of
these projects. As such, the cumulative impacts related to tribal cultural resources are considered less
than significant.
Geology and Soils
The City of Arcata is located in a seismically active region with multiple nearby seismic sources.
Therefore, the region is likely to experience strong seismic shaking during the lifespan of the Sunset
Area housing projects. The nature of geologic impacts is largely site-specific. Therefore, geologic
hazards do not accumulate as do impacts on other resources. These projects are proposed to be
located on properties that are relatively flat, are not subject to landslide or significant erosion, and are
not located within Alquist-Priolo Zones or on unstable geologic units. Similar to all development in the
City of Arcata, these projects would comply with State and local regulations and policies, including
California Building Code standards, which would reduce the risk to life and property from potential
geologic hazards. As such, the cumulative impacts related to geology and soils are considered less than
significant.
Hydrology and Water Quality
In June 2017, the City of Arcata completed an analysis of the capacity of the wastewater treatment
system (Appendix S), which determined there is sufficient capacity for the current potential and
planned residential development projects in the City. The analysis included the proposed Sunset Area
housing projects. However, the facilities must be improved to meet the demand of both current and
future population. These improvements to the City of Arcata wastewater treatment plant will reduce
the occurrence of exceedances of discharge limitations and ultimately improve water quality in
Humboldt Bay.
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treatment system (Appendix S), which determined there is sufficient capacity for the current potential
and planned residential development projects in the City. All of the Sunset Area housing projects will
be served by the same landfills which have sufficient capacity to accommodate the current and future
solid waste disposal needs of the City of Arcata. If potentially significant impacts are identified due to
the construction of onsite utility infrastructure, mitigation will be required to reduce impacts to less
than significant levels. As such, the cumulative impacts related to utility and service systems are
considered less than significant.

All of the Sunset Area housing projects will be subject to State and local stormwater regulations which
will require the construction of onsite facilities for the management of stormwater runoff. In
compliance with these requirements, stormwater runoff will be adequately managed on the residential
development site and will not exceed the capacity of the City’s stormwater system, cause significant
erosion, or substantially degrade water quality. With the proposed onsite stormwater systems and
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improvements to the City’s existing stormwater infrastructure, these projects will not result in
additional on or offsite flooding.

Biological Resources
Projects sites with these sensitive habitat areas will be required to comply the Arcata General Plan and
Land Use Code which contains creek setback requirements, a “no net loss” policy for impacts to
wetlands, and mitigation requirements for impacts to riparian areas. Biological surveys are required
prior to commencing construction activities. If protected species are detected on any of the sites,
operational restrictions, buffers, etc. will be required to ensure they are not significantly impacted by
construction activities. In addition, outdoor lighting proposed by these projects will be designed in
compliance with the Arcata Land Use Code to minimize lighting spillover onto ESHAs such as the Janes
Creek riparian corridor. Compliance with the requirements of the City’s General Plan and Land Use
Code, as well the existing regulatory requirements of other State and federal agencies, will ensure less
than significant impacts to biological resources from the Sunset Area housing projects. As such, the
cumulative impacts related to biological resources are considered less than significant.
Agriculture and Forestry Resources
The proposed project will permanently convert prime agricultural land from the development of an
emergency access road and offsite parkland (Ennes Park Expansion). This project will be required to
dedicate a conservation easement on adjacent agricultural land, in the City’s Sphere of Influence, as
mitigation for the permanent conversion of prime agricultural land. As determined in Section 4.4
(Agriculture and Forestry Resources) of the EIR, this mitigation measure will reduce impacts to prime
agricultural land from the proposed project to a less than significant level. None of the other Sunset
Area housing projects will result in the conversion of prime agricultural land. As such, the cumulative
impacts to agricultural and forestry resources are considered less than significant.
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Based on their locations, none of the Sunset Area housing project sites are located within areas that
are subject to inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow, or within the 100-year flood zone. Several of
the projects are located within the inundation area for the failure of Matthews Dam. Arcata General
Plan Policy PS-2f (Failure of Matthews Dam) (Pgs. 6-7) requires development of an early warning
system and evacuation plan for all new buildings designed for human occupancy that are located in the
area of potential inundation resulting from a catastrophic failure of Matthews Dam. The Arcata
General Plan PEIR notes that compliance with General Plan Policy PS-2f will ensure no significant
adverse impacts will result. As such, the cumulative impacts related to hydrology and water quality are
considered less than significant.

Mineral Resources
The Sunset Area of Arcata is not known to have minerals of importance to the region or the State of
California, and these projects do not propose to develop the properties for mineral-related production.
The mineral resources in the City of Arcata planning area are primarily aggregate deposits found along
the Mad River and in the Arcata Bottom. As such, the cumulative impacts to mineral resources are
considered less than significant.
Energy Conservation
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Based on the proposed development locations, residential densities, project design measures,
mitigation measures, and existing regulatory requirements, it is not anticipated that the Sunset Area
housing projects will result in the wasteful and inefficient use of nonrenewable resources during longterm operation. There are several features of these projects that will reduce the use of energy. All of
these projects will be infill residential development that is located within walking and biking distance of
nearby commercial, employment, and educational centers. Several of the projects propose new
pedestrian/bicycle pathways that will provide connectivity to other trail systems in the City and transit
facilities. Due to this, the new residents in the Sunset Area would be more likely to walk or bike from
these development sites into the City or use mass transit. On a per capita basis, this could result in a
decrease in vehicle miles traveled. All of the projects will be required to comply with California’s
Energy Efficiency Standards for Residential Buildings and most of the projects are proposing water
efficient landscaping. As such, the cumulative impacts related to energy conservation are considered
less than significant.
5.1.2 Cumulative Impacts Considered to Be Significant
Transportation/Traffic
The City of Arcata commissioned W-Trans to conduct a comprehensive traffic study (Appendix T.1) to
address the cumulative impacts associated with the potential development of the Sunset Area housing
projects. The geographic scope for the analysis of cumulative impacts on transportation/traffic
consists of the study intersections and road segments included in the W-Trans Traffic Study. As
determined in the Traffic Study, the Sunset Area housing projects would generate an estimated 4,613
additional trips per day. Of this amount, the Creek Side Homes project is estimated to generate
approximately 24 percent of these additional trips once fully operational, or 1,113 trips per day.
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The Sunset Area housing projects will result in the consumption of energy during construction and
long-term operation. There are no unusual project characteristics for these projects that would
necessitate the use of construction equipment that would be less energy efficient than at comparable
construction sites in the region or State. As such, it is expected that construction fuel consumption
associated with these projects would not be any more inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary than other
similar development projects of this nature.

As described in Chapter 3 (Transportation/Traffic) of the EIR, the Traffic Study concluded that
potentially significant cumulative traffic impacts may occur from these projects, and recommended
several near-term and future transportation infrastructure improvements that would reduce the
impacts of the projects to a less than significant level. The “near-term” improvements were completed
in Summer 2017. The “future” transportation improvements may not be constructed for a decade or
longer since the design of some of these improvements need to be coordinated with Caltrans and/or
Humboldt State University (HSU). All of the Sunset Area housing projects will be required to pay a fair
share proportion of the transportation improvements recommended in the Traffic Study or an
alternative design developed in cooperation with Caltrans and HSU.
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As discussed in Chapter 3 (Transportation/Traffic) of the EIR, the two future transportation
improvements recommended in the W-Trans Traffic Study that may not be constructed for several
years include the roundabout at the Sunset Ave/LK Wood Blvd intersection and the roundabout at the
Foster Ave/Alliance Road intersection (Appendix T.1). Prior to installation of these traffic
improvements, there is the potential that several of the Sunset Area housing projects may be
constructed and become operational. If this scenario were to happen, there is the potential for
significant and unavoidable cumulative traffic impacts to occur until the two roundabouts are installed.
Because the EIR identifies traffic as an impact that cannot be reduced to a less than significant level
until the transportation improvements recommended in the W-Trans Traffic Study (Appendix T.1) are
constructed, a Statement of Overriding Considerations would need to be adopted by the City of Arcata
for the Creek Side Homes project (see Chapter 8 [Other CEQA Considerations] of the EIR for additional
discussion). This may also be required for some of the other Sunset Area housing projects.
The W-Trans Traffic Study also considered potential impacts relative to access to pedestrian, bicycle,
and transit facilities. The Study concluded that existing facilities are not adequate to accommodate
several of the Sunset Area housing projects. Recommendations were made for improvements that
would ensure that these projects will not decrease the performance or safety of public transit, bicycle,
and pedestrian facilities (Appendix T.1). These projects will be required to construct the improvements
recommended in the Traffic Study, or as required by the City of Arcata, to increase the capacity for
alternative modes of transportation. The recommendations for pedestrian/bicycle improvements will
be included as mitigation measures for the Sunset Area housing projects and will reduce impacts to a
less than significant level.
The Sunset Area housing projects will be required to comply with City of Arcata policies and regulations
concerning designing access improvements for efficient vehicular and non-vehicular circulation and
emergency access, and preventing hazardous design features. As summarized in Chapter 3
(Transportation/Traffic) of the EIR, project construction and operational activities would not conflict
with applicable plans, ordinances and polices related to circulation in the City of Arcata, would not
increase hazards due to a design feature or incompatible use, and would not interfere with emergency
response to the residential development site or surrounding areas.

Attachment: B. Res 190-37 EIR (2236 : Creek Side #2)

Since the Creek Side Homes project is estimated to generate approximately 24 percent of the
additional trips that would be generated by the Sunset Area housing projects, the contribution of the
proposed project to this traffic impact would be cumulatively considerable. To address this impact,
Mitigation Measure 3.1a has been included in Chapter 3 (Transportation/Traffic) of the EIR for the
proposed project, requiring the applicant to pay a fair share proportion of the near-term and future
transportation improvements.

As such, cumulative impacts related to transportation/traffic will be significant and unavoidable until
construction of the future transportation improvements at the intersections of Sunset Avenue/LK
Wood Blvd and Foster Avenue/Alliance Road.
Findings
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The Council finds that the Project in conjunction with future development of adjacent areas would not
have a cumulative effect on any of the following issues: Agriculture, Air Quality, Biological Resources,
Cultural Resources, Energy Conservation, Greenhouse Gases, Land Use and Planning, Noise,
Transportation/Traffic, Tribal Cultural Resources, and Utilities and Service Systems, and these Project
impacts can be mitigated to a less than significant level with implementation of project design features,
conditions of approval, and mitigation measures. However, Transportation/Traffic impacts would result
from implementation of the proposed Project, and can be mitigated but not reduced to a level of less
than significant. These impacts would remain significant and unavoidable.

Pursuant to the CEQA Guidelines (Section 15126.2(d)): an EIR must address whether a project
will directly or indirectly foster growth as follows:
An EIR shall] discuss the ways in which the proposed Project could foster economic or population
growth, or the construction of additional housing, either directly or indirectly, in the surrounding
environment. Included in this are projects which would remove obstacles to population growth (a major
expansion of wastewater treatment plant, might, for example, allow for more construction in service
areas). Increases in the population may further tax existing community service facilities so
consideration must be given to this impact. Also, discuss the characteristic of some projects, which may
encourage and facilitate other activities that could significantly affect the environment, either
individually or cumulatively. It must not be assumed that growth in any area is necessarily beneficial,
detrimental, or of little significance to the environment.
The EIR analysis evaluated whether the proposed Project would directly, or indirectly, induce
economic, population, or housing growth in the surrounding environment. In relation to the City of
Arcata’s resident population of 18,374 (DOF, 2017), the potential increase from the proposed project
(~269 persons) would be approximately ~1.5%. The City of Arcata prepared a memorandum that
analyzed the potential water and wastewater impacts of the approved/planned Sunset Area housing
projects, which contains an analysis that estimates the increase in population and residential units that
will occur from buildout of available land in the City in combination with the upzoning and annexation
proposed by the Sunset Area housing projects. The analysis estimated the residential buildout by
adding the feasible residential development potential to the residential development proposed by the
Sunset Area housing projects. The City is projected, with all of these projects included, to reach a
population just over 20,000 by 2020. The population projected in the General Plan is 20,000.

Attachment: B. Res 190-37 EIR (2236 : Creek Side #2)

5.2 Growth Inducing Impacts

Though the projects represent a significant short-term increase in the population relative to
background growth rates, it is in part the result of the latent demand and the lack of housing
production in recent years, and it is expected that many of the new housing opportunities would be
filled by residents of communities adjacent to the Project site, particularly as the largest number of
residents will be “aging in place” by using beds in the memory care center.
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Generally, the City has been lagging behind in the development of its share of the regional housing
need for the last few Housing Element planning cycles. For the current planning cycle, the City has
issued 118 construction permits towards the 363-unit planning cycle goal, leaving 245 (or 67%)
remaining units that are needed to meet the Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA) (HCD, 5th
Annual Progress Report Permit Summary, available here http://www.hcd.ca.gov/communitydevelopment/housing-element/index.shtml). For the fourth planning cycle, the City issued 207
construction permits towards the 811-unit planning cycle goal, leaving 604 (or 74%) remaining units
that were needed to meet the RHNA.





Senior housing is needed to accommodate that growing population.
Need more senior housing options of all types for all income levels.
Need additional owner occupancy opportunities.

The proposed project will provide infill residential development on a former mill site within the City’s
Sphere of Influence and Urban Services Boundary. As discussed in Section 2.3 (Public Services) of the
EIR, the ability for public service providers to provide services will not be significantly reduced by the
proposed project and would not result in the need for new or physically altered governmental facilities
(such as new fire or police stations).
The project includes all necessary improvements to the existing infrastructure, and no excess capacity
that could induce growth will be provided. Although utility infrastructure will be extended to serve the
residential development site, parcels to the west and south of the site are outside of the City’s Urban
Services Boundary and parcels to the north and east are existing developed properties within City
limits. In addition, as described in Section 4.4 (Agriculture and Forestry Resources) of the EIR, the
agricultural parcel (APN 505-151-001) to the west of the residential development site is proposed to be
placed within a conservation easement to mitigate for the permanent conversion of prime agricultural
land from the proposed project and the City proposed Ennes Park Expansion. As such, the extension of
utility infrastructure to serve the project will not indirectly induce population growth in the project
area.
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As discussed in Section 2.2 (Population and Housing) of the EIR, this project will assist the City in
meeting its RHNA. Section 3.3 (Summary of Future Housing Needs) of the Arcata Housing Element
(2014) identifies the following housing needs:

There are no features of the project that would be expected to cause secondary or growth-inducing
impacts. Therefore, the proposed project would not be growth-inducing.

5.3 Significant Irreversible Environmental Changes
According to the CEQA Guidelines, “[u]ses of nonrenewable resources during the initial and continued
phases of the project may be irreversible since a large commitment of such resources makes removal or
nonuse thereafter unlikely. Primary impacts and, particularly, secondary impacts (such as highway
improvement which provides access to a previously inaccessible area) generally commit future
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generations to similar uses. Also, irreversible damage can result from environmental accidents
associated with the project. Irretrievable commitments of resources should be evaluated to assure that
such current consumption is justified.”

Title 24 of the California Administrative Code regulates the amount of energy consumed by new
development. Nevertheless, the consumption of such resources would represent a long-term
commitment of those resources. The commitment of resources required for the construction and
operation of the proposed Project would limit the availability of such resources for future generations
or for other uses during the life of the Project. However, continued use of such resources is consistent
with the anticipated growth and planned changes on the Project site and within the general vicinity.
The potentially adverse effects of the proposed Project are discussed in the Draft EIR, and mitigation
measures have been recommended that would avoid, reduce or minimize impacts for each set of
significance criteria. For almost all of the significance criteria, potential impacts would be mitigated to
less than significant. However, the proposed Project would result in significant unavoidable impacts in
the following areas:



Transportation/Traffic
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
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Therefore, the purpose of this analysis in the EIR was to identify any significant irreversible
environmental effects of project implementation that cannot be avoided. Both construction and
operation of the proposed Project would lead to the consumption of limited, slowly renewable, and
non-renewable resources, committing such resources to uses that future generations would be unable
to reverse. The new development would require the commitment of resources that include: (1)
building materials; (2) fuel and operational materials/resources; and (3) the transportation of goods
and people to and from the Project site.
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CEQA requires that EIRs assess feasible alternatives or mitigation measures that may substantially
lessen the significant effects of projects prior to approval. (Pub. Resources Code, § 21002.) With the
exception of the “no project” alternative, the specific alternatives or types of alternatives that must be
assessed are not specified. CEQA “establishes no categorical legal imperative as to the scope of
alternatives to be analyzed in an EIR. Each case must be evaluated on its own facts, which in turn must
be reviewed in light of the statutory purpose.” (Citizens of Goleta Valley v. County Council (1990) 52
Cal.3d. 553, 556.) The legislative purpose of CEQA is to protect public health, welfare, and the
environment from significant impacts associated with all types of development, by ensuring that
agencies regulate activities so that major consideration is given to preventing environmental damage
while providing a decent home and satisfying living environment for every Californian. (Pub. Resources
Code, § 21000.) In short, the objective of CEQA is to avoid or mitigate environmental damage
associated with development. This objective has been largely accomplished in the project through the
inclusion of mitigation measures that reduce potentially significant impacts of the project to a less than
significant level.
The CEQA Guidelines state that the “range of potential alternatives to the proposed project shall
include those that could feasibly accomplish most of the basic purposes of the project and could avoid
or substantially lessen one or more of the significant effects” of the project. (CEQA Guidelines,
§ 15126(d)(2).) Thus, an evaluation of the project objectives is key to determining which alternatives
should be assessed in the EIR. CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6, subdivision (c), provides that the
factors that may be used to eliminate an alternative include: (i) failure to meet most of the basic
project objectives, (ii) infeasibility, or (iii) inability to avoid significant environmental effects of the
project. Whether an alternative is “feasible” requires an evaluation of the economic, environmental,
social, and technological factors involved. (CEQA Guidelines, § 15364; see California Native Plant
Society v. County of Santa Cruz (2009) 1177 Cal.App.4th 957, 1001, quoting County of Del Mar v.
County of San Diego (1992) 133 Cal.App.3d 401, 417.)

6.1
the

Alternatives Considered But Rejected From Further Consideration in
Draft EIR

Attachment: B. Res 190-37 EIR (2236 : Creek Side #2)

6.0 FEASIBILITY OF PROJECT ALTERNATIVES

6.1.1 Offsite Location
The Offsite Location Alternative was evaluated and eliminated from further consideration because its
fatal flaw is that the project applicant does not own another suitable site of this size in the City of
Arcata or Humboldt County, and it could not be reasonably expected that a different site would
provide for any lessening of potential environmental impacts (CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6). The
proposed residential development site (APN 505-161-011) is owned by the project applicant, has been
planned for residential development by the City of Arcata upon annexation, is surrounded on three
sides by residential development, has sufficient land and services available for development of the
Proposed Project, and is a logical and reasonable extension of the Arcata city limits.
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Additionally, an offsite location would not necessarily avoid significant environmental impacts as it is
likely vacant or underutilized property within the City’s Planning Area would contain environmental
constraints and may actually result in other unknown significant impacts that would themselves be
avoided by the Proposed Project. For example, many of the larger vacant parcels that are planned for
residential development within the City of Arcata Sphere of Influence and Urban Services Boundary
consist of sloping forestland. For this reason, the City has planned for these properties to be
designated/zoned Residential – Very Low Density [RVL] upon annexation. Due to the suitability of
parcel 505-161-011 for residential development, it is one of the only properties the City has planned to
be designated/zoned Residential – Medium Density (RM) upon annexation.
Based on this evaluation, the Offsite Location alternative was eliminated from further review.
6.1.2 Medium Density Residential Development
The Medium Density Residential Development alternative would develop the residential development
site (APN 505-161-011) for the maximum density allowed under the City of Arcata planned
designation/zoning of Residential Medium Density (RM) which allows residential densities of 7.26 to 15
units per acre. This alternative would allow a maximum of 240 residential units on the 16-acre
residential development site (APN 505-161-011) that would provide housing for approximately 506
residents. This alternative would generate greater traffic impacts, produce more wastewater, produce
greater amounts of criteria air pollutants and greenhouse gas emissions, and generate additional
stormwater runoff. Evaluation concluded that this alternative has the potential to increase the
severity of significant impacts or result in additional significant impacts.
Notwithstanding the increase in the severity of impacts as a result of this project, there would be
economies of scale and potentially reductions in impacts per capita with a higher density project. The
underlying infrastructure on higher density projects is similar to or less than that of lower density
projects. Therefore, higher density development is expected to have less impact for a given population
buildout than lower density development.

Attachment: B. Res 190-37 EIR (2236 : Creek Side #2)

An offsite location would not necessarily meet some of the most basic Project objectives of (1) provide
housing adjacent to existing residential neighborhoods; (2) provide infill residential development on an
underutilized former lumber mill site that is planned by the County of Humboldt and City of Arcata for
residential uses; and (3) develop trails connecting the residential development site to the existing City
trail system, parks, neighborhoods, and schools.

Higher density development near the urban core can take particular advantage of this economy of
scale. The project site is relatively close to the urban core. Since the impacts would be greater, and
because the higher density alternative did not comport completely with the objectives of providing
single-family and independent senior restricted housing, the medium density residential development
alternative was eliminated from detailed study.
6.1.3 High Density Residential Development
The High Density Residential Development alternative would develop the residential development site
(APN 505-161-011) for the maximum density allowed under the Residential High Density (RH)
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designation/zoning, which allows residential densities of 15.01 to 32 units per acre. This alternative
would allow a maximum of 512 residential units on the 16-acre residential development site that
would provide housing for approximately 1,080 residents. This alternative would generate greater
traffic impacts, produce more wastewater, produce greater amounts of criteria air pollutants and
greenhouse gas emissions, and generate additional stormwater runoff. Evaluation concluded that this
alternative has the potential to increase the severity of significant impacts or result in additional
significant impacts, and was therefore eliminated from detailed study.

Higher density development near the urban core can take particular advantage of this economy of
scale. The project site is relatively close to the urban core. Since the impacts would be greater, and
because the higher density alternative did not comport completely with the objectives of providing
single-family and independent senior restricted housing, the medium density residential development
alternative was eliminated from detailed study.

6.2

Project Alternatives

The alternatives section of the Draft EIR contains an analysis of alternatives to the project, including
the ʺNo Projectʺ alternative. For a detailed discussion of these alternatives and their potential impacts
upon the environment, please see Chapter 6 (Alternatives Analysis) of the Draft EIR.
In addition to the Proposed Project, the alternatives analyzed in the EIR are the following:






Alternative 1: No Project
Alternative 2: County General Plan Update
Alternative 3: No Assisted Living Facility
Alternative 4: Single-Family Residential Development
Alternative 5: No Foster Avenue Connection
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Notwithstanding the increase in the severity of impacts as a result of this project, there would be
economies of scale and potentially reductions in impacts per capita with a higher density project. The
underlying infrastructure on higher density projects is similar to or less than that of lower density
projects. Therefore, higher density development is expected to have less impact for a given population
buildout than lower density development.

CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6, subdivision (c), provides that the factors that may be used to
eliminate an alternative include: (i) failure to meet most of the basic project objectives, (ii)
infeasibility, or (iii) inability to avoid significant environmental effects of the project. As described in
the Draft EIR, the project is being pursued with the following objectives:
1)
2)

To provide for orderly development of the City, including additional housing development
within the City’s Sphere of Influence and Urban Services Boundary;
To comply with the General Plan and other relevant adopted planning documents and
implementing ordinances (e.g. Land Use Code);
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4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Assist the City in implementation of the General Plan Housing Element goals by developing
single-family and senior housing;
Provide housing adjacent to existing residential neighborhoods;
Provide infill residential development on an underutilized former lumber mill site that is
planned by the County of Humboldt and City of Arcata for residential uses;
Create a strong sense of community by providing new connections between neighborhoods on
the western edge of the City;
Provide a mix of housing types;
Develop trails connecting the residential development site to the existing City trail system,
transit facilities, parks, neighborhoods, and schools;
Tree-lined streets & curb-separated sidewalks; and
Create enhanced streetscape and a walkable community.

As indicated below, project alternatives vary in their ability to meet the project objectives, feasibility,
and ability to avoid significant environmental effects.
Summary of Project Alternative Feasibility

Objective
1
Objective
2
Objective
3
Objective
4
Objective
5
Objective
6
Objective
7
Objective
8
Objective
9
Objective
10
Reduce
Sig.
Impacts
Env.
Superior
Alt.

Alt. 1
Y

Alt. 2
N

Alt. 3
Y

Alt. 4
Y

Alt. 5
N

Proposed
Project
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

P

P

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N
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3)
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N: No
Y: Yes
P: Partially

4.2.1 Alternative 1 - No Project
Description: Alternative 1 would include none of the components of the project. As such, no changes
would occur and the statue would remain in its current state and location.

Explanation:
A “no project” alternative would ensure that no decisions were made that would result in disorderly
development; however, there would be no opportunity to further strengthen the community, provide
housing, or improve existing infrastructure. Alternative 1 meets Objectives 1 and 2 purely by not
contributing to disorderly or noncompliant development, but is unable to meet Objectives 3-10, which
requires growth and development to improve existing conditions, including: development of housing,
undertake infill development, create connections between existing neighborhoods, and improve
streetscape and multimodal amenities.
In summary, relative to the proposed project, Alternative 1 would not result in significant impacts to
the project area. However, the specific benefits described in Section 5.0 (Statement of Overriding
Considerations), would also not result from Alternative 1.
6.2.2 Alternative 2 – County Plan Update (No Annexation)
Description: Alternative 2 would consist of no annexation of any related parcel, but would consist of a
County-led rezone of the project site from Industrial Limited (ML) to Medium Density Residential (RM)
and subsequent development of the site with single-family residences. Since the residential
development site would not be annexed into the City of Arcata, it is assumed that the residential units
would be served by onsite septic systems and a community water system. Due to the density
limitations for onsite septic and community water systems, the County General Plan Update alternative
would allow the development of one single-family residence and one accessory dwelling unit per acre.

Attachment: B. Res 190-37 EIR (2236 : Creek Side #2)

Finding: The City Council rejects Alternative 1 in favor of the proposed project because the Alternative
would fail to meet several of the project’s objectives.

Finding: The City Council rejects Alternative 2 in favor of the proposed project because Alternative 2
would fail to meet several of the project’s objectives.
Explanation: Improvements that would not occur as part of the County General Plan Update
Alternative include, but are not limited to, the following:


Foster Avenue Connection over Janes Creek that would include sidewalks and bike lanes to
provide non-vehicular access from the residential development site to Alliance Road;
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All weather emergency access road (compacted gravel) to Stewart Avenue that would also
function as a pedestrian/bicycle pathway;
Pedestrian/Bicycle pathway through parcel 505-341-048 that would provide access from the
eastern edge of the residential development site to Alliance Road;
Annexation of parcel 505-161-009 into the City of Arcata for development as a section of the
Hammond Trail along the southern boundary of the residential development site;
A north-south pathway on the southeastern portion of the residential development site that
would connect the Hammond Trail with the pedestrian/bicycle pathway to Alliance Road;
Development of new park facilities on City-owned parcels 505-151-009, 505-284-009, and 505284-010 (Ennes Park Expansion); and
Replacement of two culverts in Janes Creek at the Foster Avenue crossing and the pathway
crossing which is located mid-way along the eastern boundary of the residential development
site.

Alternative 2 meets Objective 2, by not actively contradicting Arcata’s General Plan, but is unable to
meet all other project Objectives. In particular, the project: 1) provides housing for Arcata residents
within the City’s Urban Services Boundary and Sphere of Influence; 2) provides a mix of housing types;
3) connects the project site to the City’s existing trails system, transit system, and schools; and 4)
Creates a stronger sense of Arcata community by providing connections between neighborhoods on
the City’s western edge. In addition, the specific benefits described in Section 5.0 (Statement of
Overriding Considerations) would not result from Alternative 2.
6.2.3 Alternative 3 – No Memory Care (Assisted Living) Facility
Description: Alternative 3 would exclude development of the Assisted Living and Memory Care Facility.
This alternative would require the same discretionary approvals as the Proposed Project. Under this
alternative, the residential development site would still be subdivided into three parcels, but the 5.5acre parcel in the central part of the site would remain vacant. This alternative would include the
other residential uses included in the Proposed Project (e.g., 32 single-family residential units, 32
accessory dwelling units, and 25 senior-restricted cottage units). This alternative would provide
housing for approximately 169 residents instead of the 269 residents that would be provided housing
by the Proposed Project.

Attachment: B. Res 190-37 EIR (2236 : Creek Side #2)



Finding: The City Council rejects Alternative 3 in favor of the proposed project because Alternative 3
would only partially achieve the project Objectives.
Explanation: This alternative would propose most of the same improvements as the Proposed Project,
with the exception of the access roads, parking, utilities, landscaping, and low impact development
(LID) site design measures proposed for the assisted living facility. The region has limited resources to
provide the services that would be performed at the memory care facility. Aging in- and near-place is a
goal the City has for its residents. The facility would fill an important regional gap in medical services.
This project would meet all project Objectives, with the exception of Objective 7 “Provide a Mix of
Housing Types”. The project a proposed addresses a significant community need by providing
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supportive housing for aging members of Arcata, allowing them to “age in place”, and also make
existing housing stock available as part of their transition to supportive care. Therefore the project as
proposed is more successful in meeting all project objectives.

Description: The Single-Family Residential Development Alternative would propose the annexation of
the residential development site into the City of Arcata to be developed for single-family residential
uses. Similar to the Proposed Project, this alternative would propose the annexation of parcels 505161-011, 505-151-009, and 506-161-009 into the City of Arcata and the redesignation/rezoning of
parcel 505-161-011 to Residential Low Density (RL). For this alternative, it is assumed that the
residential development site would be subdivided into 55 parcels and would result in a density of
approximately 3.4 units per acre. This alternative would provide 55 new single-family residential units
and 55 accessory dwelling units that would provide housing for approximately 232 residents. Similar to
the Proposed Project, access and utilities for this alternative would also be extended from Foster
Avenue.
Finding: The City Council rejects Alternative 4 in favor of the proposed project because Alternative 4
would only partially achieve the project Objectives.
Explanation: This alternative would propose most of the same improvements as the Proposed Project,
with the exception of the access roads, parking, utilities, landscaping, and low impact development
(LID) site design measures proposed for the assisted living facility. . The region has limited resources to
provide the services that would be performed at the memory care facility. Aging in- and near-place is a
goal the City has for its residents. The facility would fill an important regional gap in medical services.

This project would meet all project Objectives, with the exception of Objective 7 “Provide a Mix of
Housing Types”. The project a proposed addresses a significant community need by providing
supportive housing for aging members of Arcata, allowing them to “age in place”, and also make
existing housing stock available as part of their transition to supportive care. Therefore the project as
proposed is more successful in meeting all project objectives.
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6.2.4 Alternative 4 – Single Family Residential Development

Although the Single-Family Residential Development Alternative would generate fewer vehicle trips
than the Proposed Project, it still would have the potential to contribute to cumulative impacts and as
a result Alternative 4 would not significantly reduce identified environmental effects of the project.

6.2.5 Alternative 5 – No Foster Avenue Connection
Description: The No Foster Avenue Connection Alternative would exclude the proposed Foster Avenue
Connection, which would construct a road crossing over Janes Creek to provide direct vehicular access
from the residential development site (APN 505-161-011) to Alliance Road. This alternative would also
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exclude the new “T” type intersection at the intersection of Foster Avenue and Q Street. As such,
vehicular access to the site from Alliance Road would occur via the 17th Street and Q Street connection
to the section of Foster Avenue on the west side of Janes Creek. A smaller crossing, providing only
pedestrian/bicycle access, would be constructed over Janes Creek to provide direct access to Alliance
Road. The smaller crossing could include a multi-use trail or separated pathways for pedestrian and
bicycle traffic (e.g., sidewalk and bike lane). Construction of the crossing would include replacement of
the culvert at the existing railbed crossing over Janes Creek. The pedestrian/bicycle crossing will cause
impacts to riparian vegetation in Janes Creek, but to a lesser degree since it will be narrower in width
than the road crossing that would occur as part of the Proposed Project. All other aspects of the
Proposed Project would occur under this alternative.

Explanation: This alternative would propose most of the same improvements as the Proposed Project,
with the exception of the Foster Avenue Connection. Although the no Foster Avenue Connection
Alternative would generate less GHGs than the Proposed Project during construction due to less
construction activity, compared to the Proposed Project, operations would create greater GHG
emissions, primarily from cuing at Alliance on 17th Street.
The No Foster Avenue Connection Alternative would have greater impacts related to TransportationTraffic and would require mitigation to reduce traffic impacts. This alternative would provide an
increase in traffic levels on Q Street and 17th Street and result in a reduced level of service at the
intersection of 17th Street/Alliance Road. As discussed in the W-Trans Traffic Study (Appendix T.1), if
the Foster Avenue Connection were not constructed, the same near-term and future transportation
improvements would be recommended. The recommendation for the future transportation
improvements, with and without the Foster Avenue Connection, includes roundabouts at the
intersections of Foster Avenue/Alliance Road and Sunset Avenue/LK Wood Boulevard.
Eliminating the Foster connection from the project would conflict with decades of City planning. This
project would meet project Objectives 2-5, 7, and 8. However, this proposed Alternative would only
partially meet remaining Objectives related to connectivity and orderly development. The connection
of Foster Avenue has been planned for many years, and is intended to create connections between the
neighborhoods on the western edge of the City and enhance the streetscape of the project area by
adding curbs and street trees. Therefore Objectives 1, 6, 9, and 10 are more fully met by the project as
proposed.

6.3

Attachment: B. Res 190-37 EIR (2236 : Creek Side #2)

Finding: The City Council rejects Alternative 5 in favor of the proposed project because Alternative 5
would only partially achieve the project Objectives.

Environmentally Superior Alternative

CEQA requires the selection of an environmentally superior alternative; however, if the
environmentally superior alternative is the “No Project” alternative, the EIR shall also identify an
environmentally superior alternative among the other alternatives. (CEQA Guidelines § 15126.6(e)(2).)
Of the six scenarios presented for The Creek Side Homes Project (i.e., the Proposed Project and the five
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alternatives); Alternative 1 (No Project Alternative) would have the least environmental impacts. CEQA
Guidelines Section 15126.6(e)(2) states, “If the environmentally superior alternative is the No Project
Alternative, then the EIR shall also identify an environmentally superior alternative from among the
other alternatives.” The No Project Alternative would have the least impacts; however, it would fail to
meet most of the project objectives.

Alternative 2 would ultimately result in a lesser scale of development than the other alternatives, due
the density limitations for onsite septic systems and community water systems. However, this
alternative would develop the site for a much lower density than planned for by County of Humboldt
and the City of Arcata. This alternative would provide a density of development that is appropriate for
more rural parts of the County, but not an area located within the City of Arcata Sphere of Influence
and Urban Services Boundary. Alternative 2 would ultimately result in fewer vehicle trips, less criteria
air pollutants and greenhouse gas emissions, less use of nearby recreational facilities, fewer impacts to
the Janes Creek riparian corridor, a reduced demand for public services, and would not permanently
convert prime agricultural soils. However, similar to the No Project Alternative (Alternative 1),
Alternative 2 would fail to meet many of the project objectives including:
3)
6)
7)
8)
10)

Assist the City in implementation of the General Plan Housing Element goals by developing
single-family and senior housing;
Create a strong sense of community by providing new connections between neighborhoods on
the western edge of the City;
Provide a mix of housing types;
Develop trails connecting the residential development site to the existing City trail system,
transit facilities, parks, neighborhoods, and schools; and
Create enhanced streetscape and a walkable community.
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Among the other alternatives, Alternative 2 (County General Plan Update Alternative) would be the
next Environmentally Superior Alternative. Alternative 2 (County General Plan Update Alternative)
would have lesser impacts compared to the Proposed Project, but would still require hazardous
materials remediation, contribute to cumulative traffic impacts, and cause physical impacts to
wetlands. In addition, this alternative would place significant new operational burden on the City and
the Arcata Volunteer Fire Department without commensurate compensation for services.

Since Alternative 2 would only provide single-family and accessory dwelling units, it would not provide
as great of a mix of housing types as the Proposed Project. It also would not assist in implementation
of the policies in the County of Humboldt and City of Arcata Housing Elements, which identify a need
for additional senior housing. Alternative 2 would not include pedestrian/bicycle pathways to Alliance
Road and Stewart Avenue, which would not provide new connections between neighborhoods, help
create a walkable community, and provide connections to the existing City trail system, transit
facilities, parks, neighborhoods, and schools.
In addition, Alternative 2 would not be subject to the energy efficiency requirements in City of Arcata
Ordinance No. 1507 (Residential Reach Code), that requires new low-rise residential buildings to be
designed and constructed to exceed minimum 2016 Title 24, Part 6 Building Energy Efficiency
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As discussed in Chapters 2 through 4 of the Draft EIR, the majority of impacts resulting from the
Proposed Project can be satisfactorily mitigated to less than significant levels based on applicable
impact thresholds. The two exceptions are Transportation-Traffic and Greenhouse Gas Emissions. Due
to the fact that some of the proposed transportation infrastructure improvements may not be
constructed for several years, there is the potential for significant and unavoidable traffic impacts. As
discussed in Chapter 7 (Cumulative Impact Analysis) of the EIR, cumulative traffic impacts may occur if
the approved/planned projects in the Sunset Area of Arcata become operational prior to the
construction of the needed transportation improvements. However, this potential cumulative traffic
impact could occur for any of the project alternatives, except for the No Project Alternative. Due to
the small scale of Alternative 2 (14 single-family residential units and 14 accessory dwelling units), it is
below the project-level screening criteria used by most air districts in the State and is not anticipated
to result in significant impacts related to greenhouse gas emissions.
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Standards by a minimum of 20 percent. As such per capita energy use during operation of Alternative
2 would be greater than the Proposed Project.
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7.0 STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS

In accordance with the requirements of CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines, the City Council finds that the
mitigation measures identified in the Final EIR and the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program,
when implemented, will avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects identified in the Final EIR
for the Project. However, certain significant impacts of the project are unavoidable even after
incorporation of all feasible mitigation measures. Significant unavoidable impacts to that would result
from the proposed project are associated with Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Transportation-Traffic,
as identified in Chapter 8 (Significant Environmental Effects Which Cannot be Avoided) of the Draft
EIR.
The City Council finds that all feasible mitigation measures identified in the Final EIR within the purview
of the City will be implemented with the project, and that the remaining significant unavoidable effects
are outweighed and are found to be acceptable due to the following specific overriding economic,
legal, social, technological, or other benefits based upon the facts set forth above, the Final EIR, and
the record, as follows:
(1) The project would provide a variety of housing types for families, students, and seniors, and will
allow existing Arcata residents to “age in place, and will provide housing for up to 269
individuals, which will assist the City in meeting the Regional Housing Needs Allocation set by
the 6th Cycle Housing Element.
(2) The project would increase multimodal amenities in the project area and enhance the
streetscape by adding curb-separated sidewalks, protected bike lanes, and connections to the
City’s existing trails network, and will assist in creating further connection between existing
neighborhoods on the western edge of the City.
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CEQA requires the decision-making agency to balance, as applicable, the economic, legal, social,
technological, or other benefits of the project against its unavoidable environmental risks when
determining whether to approve the project. If the specific economic, legal, social, technological, or
other benefits of the project outweigh the unavoidable adverse environmental effects, those effects
may be considered "acceptable" (CEQA Guidelines 15093(a)). CEQA requires the agency to state, in
writing, the specific reasons for considering a project acceptable when significant impacts are not
avoided or substantially lessened. Those reasons must be based on substantial evidence in the Final EIR
or elsewhere in the administrative record (CEQA Guidelines 15093(b)).

(3) The project would create infill residential development in close proximity to existing utilities, trails,
schools, and transit, thereby efficiently using existing resources and complying with State Guidance to
prioritize infill development, as prioritizing infill development is believed to be key to creating to more
walkable communities that will decrease reliance on single-occupancy vehicles.

(4) Redevelopment of the project site with residential development will remove the blighted
condition of the underutilized project site which contains remnants of a former lumber mill.
Findings:
Based on the whole record, this Council finds that the EIR has identified and discussed significant effects
that may occur as a result of the proposed Project. With the implementation of the mitigation measures
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discussed in the EIR, these effects can be mitigated to a level of less than significant except for
unavoidable significant impacts to Transportation/Traffic and Greenhouse
Gases. The Council hereby declares that it has made a reasonable and good faith effort to eliminate or
substantially mitigate the potential impacts resulting from the proposed Project.

For the foregoing reasons, the Council hereby declares that the benefits provided to the public through
approval and implementation of the proposed Project outweighs any significant adverse environmental
impacts of the proposed Project. The Council finds that each of the Project benefits outweighs the
adverse environmental effects identified in the EIR, and therefore finds those impacts to be acceptable.
The substantial evidence demonstrating the benefits of the proposed Project are found in these
findings, and therefore the Council adopts this Statement of Overriding Considerations.
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The Council further finds that except for the proposed Project, all other alternatives set forth in the Final
EIR are infeasible because they would prohibit the realization of the proposed Project’s objectives. The
Council also finds that specific economic, social and other benefits of the proposed Project outweigh the
environmental benefits of the alternatives and the environmental impacts of the proposed Project.
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8.0 ADOPTION OF A MITIGATION MONITORING AND
REPORTING PROGRAM FOR THE CEQA MITIGATION MEASURES
Section 21081.6 of the Public Resources Code requires this City Council to adopt a monitoring or reporting
program regarding the changes in the Project and mitigation measures imposed to lessen or avoid significant
effects on the environment. The Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP), included the Final EIR,
is adopted because it fulfills the CEQA mitigation monitoring requirements:
a) The MMRP is designed to ensure compliance with the changes in the Project and mitigation measures
imposed on the Project during Project implementation; and
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b) Measures to mitigate or avoid significant effects on the environment are fully enforceable through
permit conditions, agreements or other measures.
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ACTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL FOR THE CREEKSIDE HOMES PROJECT
File No: 156 -170-ANX-TM-ZA-GPA-PD
Approved __________

Project: The Creek Side Homes project proposes the annexation, re-designation/re-zoning,
and subdivision of parcel 505-161-011 for single-family, multi-family, and assisted living
residential development that would provide housing for approximately 269 residents. The
proposed development of parcel 505-161-011 will generally consist of 32 single-family
residential units and 32 accessory dwelling units, an assisted living and memory care facility
with 100 care beds, 25 senior-restricted neighborhood cottage units, a stream protection zone
along Janes Creek, a wetland mitigation area, pedestrian/bicycle trails, and the development
and dedication of public infrastructure (access roads, utilities, storm water facilities, etc.). The
project also includes the annexation of City-owned parcel 505-151-009, 0.74 acres of parcel
506-161-009 (total parcel size = 0.94 acres), and a portion of the right-of-ways for Foster
Avenue and Q Street that are currently in County jurisdiction.
Offsite improvements for the project will include development of parkland to the northwest of
the residential development site, an emergency access road to Stewart Avenue, a section of the
Hammond Trail, a pedestrian/bicycle pathway accessing to Alliance Road, and the connection of
Foster Avenue over Janes Creek which will include sidewalks, bike lanes, and a “T” type
intersection at Q Street and Foster Avenue. The parcels where offsite improvements will be
developed include the following:


Park site (APNs 505-151-009, 505-284-009, and -010)



Emergency access road site (APNs 505-151-001)



Hammond Trail sections (APNs 505-161-009 and 505-151-005)



Pedestrian/bicycle pathway to Alliance Road (APN 505-341-048)



Foster Ave Connection (public r-o-w, 505-161-009, -030, and 505-162-010)
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ACTION: On____________, the Arcata City Council approved the Minor Subdivision and
Planned Development Permit with the attached Findings (Exhibit 1) and Conditions of Approval
(Exhibit 2) based on the project description and figures presented in the Environmental Impact
Report certified by Resolution 190-37.

The project would involve modifications to the current zoning for parcels 505-161-011, 505151-009, and a portion of parcel 505-161-009, which are proposed for annexation. Table 1-1 of
the Draft EIR (Existing and Proposed Zoning) lists the existing and proposed zoning for the
annexation parcels.
Application Type: Planned Development Permit and Minor Subdivision (Parcel Map Approval)
Location: APNs 505-151-009, 505-284-009, 505-284-010505-151-005, 505-161-009, 505-161011, 505-341-048, 505-161-030, 505-162-010
Property Owner / Applicant: Foster Avenue, LLC
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File Number: 156 -170
Zoning: The residential development site is proposed to be re-zoned to Residential-Low
Density with a Planned Development overlay (RL:PD) upon annexation into the Arcata City
limits.
General Plan: The residential development site is proposed to be re-designated to ResidentialLow Density with a Planned Development overlay (RL: PD) upon annexation into the Arcata City
limits.
Coastal Status: Located outside of the Coastal Zone
Environmental: An Environmental Impact Report (SCH #2016022083) was certified, and
Findings of Fact and a Statement of Overriding Considerations were adopted by the City Council
on ____, 2020, by Resolution 190-37, which is incorporated herein by reference.
Permit Expiration and Activation. This permit shall expire within 24 months from the date of
its approval unless said permit is activated. This permit may be extended only as permitted by
Arcata Land Use Code (LUC) §9.79.070 Permit Time Limits, Extensions and Expiration, or its
equivalent.
Effective Date: This permit becomes effective on the next working day after the appeal period.

DATED:
ATTEST:
_________________________
City Clerk, City of Arcata

Attachment: C. Action with Conditions of Approval (2236 : Creek Side #2)
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EXHIBIT 1

Findings of Approval. Arcata Municipal Code Title IX – Land Use Code (Code),
Section 9.28.070 (Planned Development Permits) and 9.81.060 (Tentative Maps-Minor
Subdivisions) - Findings. The Planned Development Permit and Tentative Map Approval may be
approved only if all of the findings are made. Resolution 190-44, which makes such findings, is
incorporated herein by reference.
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FINDINGS
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Exhibit 2
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
, 2019

The Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR), General Plan Amendments, Type “C” Planned
Development Permit, and Minor Subdivision are approved and adopted subject to the
conditions as set forth herein, based on the project description and revised subdivision plans
dated April 5, 2018. The Conditions of Approval are arranged according to the timing of
compliance and the City Department or Agency that establishes compliance with the Condition.
Further project-specific conditions may be added as a result of more specific information
received in later project phases. The applicant shall also be responsible for all mitigations
included in the Project’s adopted Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) of the
Final EIR, which may not be listed herein.
The onsite foreman shall be responsible for conducting pre-construction meetings and to
inform subs of agreed-upon project conditions.

A.

AUTHORIZED USES AND DEVELOPMENT – The approved Creek Side Homes Project shall
comply with the Project Description in Chapter 1 (Introduction) of the Draft EIR and as
amended in Chapter 2 (Revisions to the Draft EIR) of the Final EIR and as approved by the
City Council.
Approval is granted for:
1) General Plan and Zoning Amendments to re-designate newly annexed lands into the
City of Arcata; to add a “PD” overlay to parcel 505-161-011; and to ensure internal
consistency between various elements of the adopted General Plan and the Land Use
Code, including updates to Figures LU-a, LU-b, RC-a, and OS-a, as well as any other
related General Plan figures to ensure consistency.
2) A Minor Subdivision to subdivide Assessor’s Parcel Number 505-161-011 into three
parcels, each approximately 4-6 acres in size. The resultant parcels will retain vehicular
access via Foster Avenue until such time as the Foster Avenue Connection is
constructed and operational. A Notice of Subdivision Compliance will be prepared by a
qualified professional using forms to be provided by the City of Arcata.
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As Approved by the City Council on

3) A Type “C” Planned Development Permit for the operation of a 100-bed memory care
facility in addition to other principally permitted residential uses.
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A-1 COMPLIANCE WITH PLANNED DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT,
AND LAND USE CODE REQUIREMENTS. All future development plans shall be
reviewed by the Community Development Director to confirm substantial
conformance with the approved plans, Planned Development Permit, and
Development Agreement. Any proposed expansion or modification of the authorized
use, or change to a different use, shall require the prior approval of an amendment
of the Planned Development Permit, or new Planned Development Permit, as
applicable. The Community Development Director shall have the authority to
approve a change to a similar, allowed use if no impacts to the neighborhood are
expected.
Minor Modifications to the Planned Development may be authorized as permitted in
the City of Arcata Land Use Code, §9.72.070.J.3 –Minor modifications to the
development may be made upon review and approval of the Community
Development Director. Applicant shall submit applicable City fees and application
materials for review of the minor modification.
B.

PRIOR TO EARTHMOVING (GRADING) ACTIVITIES ON SITE
The applicant shall complete the following requirements prior to any grading activities on
site.
Community Development Department
B-1 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT FEES. The applicant shall pay all outstanding
Community Development Department fees prior to issuance of any Building Permit
or as otherwise specified in the adopted Development Agreement.
B-2 FISH AND WILDLIFE REVIEW FEE. The applicant shall pay the Fish and Wildlife fee of
$3,168.00, or as specified by Fish and Game Code § 713, and a handling filing fee of
$50.00 pursuant to California Codes – Fish and Game Code § 711.4. Check(s) must be
submitted to the City of Arcata at the time a Notice of Determination (NOD) is filed
with this project. This fee shall be recorded by City staff within five days of filing the
NOD.
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B-3 OFF-SITE RIPARIAN ENHANCEMENT FEE. As noted in the Project Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP), prior to the issuance of grading and
building permits by the City of Arcata for construction of the Foster Avenue
connection, the applicant shall provide the City with a riparian impact fee of $26,500
that will be used towards riparian enhancement activities on parcels 020-201-012
and 503-291-017.
B-4 DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT. A Development Agreement between the City and the
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Developer shall be recorded within 30 days of the effective date of the Development
Agreement Ordinance.
B-5 RECORD LEGAL DOCUMENTS / NOTICES. The applicant shall cause to record the
following documents at the at the Humboldt County Recorder’s Office:
1. “Development Agreement By and Between the City of Arcata and Foster Avenue
LLC”.

3. “Declaration of Deed Restrictions for Stream Protection Area” and “Declaration
of Deed Restrictions for Wetland Protection Area” pertaining to Janes Creek
ESHAs.
Prior to recordation, the applicant shall submit the documents for review and
approval by the Community Development Director (forms available at the Community
Development Department). Applicant shall include payment for applicable review
and recording fees.
B-6 CONSTRUCTION WASTE DIVERSION PLAN. Building Permit submittal shall include a
waste diversion plan indicating how the project will either recycle or salvage a
minimum of 50% of the construction waste generated by the project.
B-7 GRADING & DRAINAGE PERMIT REQUIRED. A Grading Permit shall be obtained from
the Engineering Department prior to any grading or vegetation clearing activities on
the site. Applicant shall submit a Grading and Drainage Plan that meets the
requirements of the Humboldt LID Stormwater Manual V2.0 for hydromodification
projects over 1 acre in size. The Grading and Drainage Plan shall minimize the
quantity of earth moved during construction and show all cuts, fills and volumes. It
shall also include existing and anticipated flows and adequacy of existing and
proposed stormwater facilities. All grading, drainage and site preparation work shall
adhere to the recommendations of both the SHN Stormwater Management
Assessment (November 2018) and the Site Development Contingency Plan (June
1998).
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2. “Declaration of Conservation Easement pertaining to adjacent agricultural lands
(APN 505-151-001)”.

The Grading Permit shall include the amount of spoil or fill material, method of
transport, (including control of fugitive dust), and the destination of the spoil
material for any spoil materials transported off-site, or the source of fill material
transported onsite.
The City Engineer and the Directors of the Community Development and
Environmental Services Departments shall review and approve the Grading Plan.
Applicant shall submit applicable City fees for review of the Grading Plan. The
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approved Grading Plan, or updates thereto, shall be implemented during the
construction of all development phases.

The location of the special flood hazard area, based on recently revised FEMA
mapping, should be identified on the plans developed for the project. A letter of
Map Revision (LOMR) may be required for the removal of material for the wetland
mitigation area and the replacement of the two culverts in Janes Creek.
The Grading and Drainage plot plan shall show the locations of any Stream and
Wetland Protection Areas. The wetland and setback area shall be clearly marked on
the ground and a Declaration of Deed Restrictions for Creek and Wetland Protection
Zone recorded on title. In addition, the Grading and Drainage Plan shall include
prescriptive measures to protect the areas designed for percolation of storm water
from compaction caused by heavy equipment.
Storm water runoff from the development can be directed to the wetland mitigation
area during peak storm events. Infiltration measurements should be done within the
wetland mitigation area to ensure the soils have adequate infiltration rates.
Improvements that will increase the infiltration capability of the wetland mitigation
area shall occur if the measurements determine the wetland mitigation area has
limited infiltration capability. Directing some of the storm water runoff to the
agricultural parcel to the west of the project site (APN 505-151-001) should be
considered as part of the storm water management design for the project.
Furthermore, the following statements shall appear on the Grading and Drainage
plot plan:
a. DISCOVERY OF PREHISTORIC OR ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES. If cultural
resources are encountered during construction activities, the contractor on site
shall cease all work in the immediate area and within a 50 foot buffer of the
discovery location. A qualified archaeologist, as well as the Tribal Historic
Preservation Officers for the Bear River Band Rohnerville Rancheria, Blue Lake
Rancheria, and Wiyot Tribe are to be contacted to evaluate the discovery and, in
consultation with the applicant and lead agency, develop a treatment plan in any
instance where significant impacts cannot be avoided. Prehistoric materials may
include obsidian or chert flakes, tools, locally darkened midden soils,
groundstone artifacts, shellfish or faunal remains, and human burials. If human
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The Grading and Drainage plot plan shall show the locations of any Stream and
Wetland Protection Areas. In addition, the Grading and Drainage Plan shall include
prescriptive measures to protect the areas designed for percolation of storm water
from compaction caused by heavy equipment.
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remains are found, California Health and Safety Code 7050.5 requires that the
County Coroner be contacted immediately at 707-445-7242. If the Coroner
determines the remains to be Native American, the Native American Heritage
Commission will then be contacted by the Coroner to determine appropriate
treatment of the remains pursuant to PRC 5097.98. Violators shall be prosecuted
in accordance with PRC Section 5097.99.

1.

Water all active construction areas twice per day and use erosion control
measures to prevent water runoff containing silt and debris from entering
the storm drain system.

2.

Cover trucks hauling soil, sand, and other loose material.

3.

Pave, water, or apply non-toxic soil stabilizers on unpaved access
roads and parking areas.

4.

Sweep paved access roads and parking areas daily.

5.

Sweep streets daily if visible material is carried onto adjacent public
streets.

c. CONSTRUCTION HOURS. The General Plan Noise Element Policy N-5d, limits the
operation of tools or equipment used in construction, drilling, repair, alteration
or demolition to the hours between 8 a.m. and 7 p.m. Monday through Friday,
and between 9 a.m. and 7p.m. on Saturdays. No heavy equipment related
construction activities shall be allowed on Sundays or holidays.
d. MOTORIZED AND HEAVY EQUIPMENT. All construction equipment used for the
development of this project shall comply with U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency Tier 1 engine standards or better.
B-8

WILDLIFE SURVEY. Prior to construction activities for each phase of the proposed
project, the applicant shall have a qualified biologist conduct a focused survey for
protected wildlife species identified in the Mad River Biologists Biological
Assessment (Appendix Y of Draft EIR) and Streamline Planning Consultants
Biological Report (Appendix Z of Draft EIR) as having potential habitat on the
residential development site, including birds, mammals, amphibians, and fish.
Surveys shall be performed within 30 days of the beginning of construction activity.
If construction is delayed for more than 30 days from the date of the survey, and is
to then commence during the nesting season (March 1 to September 15) an
additional survey shall be conducted. The results of the survey shall be submitted
to the City of Arcata’s Environmental Services Director for review and approval. If
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b. DUST CONTROL DURING CONSTRUCTION/RESTORATION/ENHANCEMENT.
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protected wildlife species are observed, the qualified biologist shall design
appropriate project activity buffer widths and operational restrictions. Projectrelated activities shall only commence when the City of Arcata has approved the
report in writing, and the buffer widths and operational restrictions are applied.
GAS AND ELECTRIC UTILITIES. The applicant shall contact AT&T, Suddenlink, and
PG&E (707-445-5594) for a pre-design meeting. Public utility easements are required
along all streets and access roads. Any poles or other conveyance facilities that need
to be relocated will be done at the owner’s expense.

B-10 PRELIMINARY LANDSCAPE PLAN. A Landscape Plan including details and installation
and operations plans, shall be submitted to the Community Development
Department at the time the time of Building Permit application. The application
shall include native and drought-tolerant plant species that do not require irrigation
at the assisted living facility and senior-restricted cottage units as discussed in the
Draft EIR (Chapter 5, Energy Conservation). The plan shall incorporate the riparian
corridor and wetland mitigation identified in the Mitigation Measures 4.3.2.a-c in
the certified EIR. The project shall include minimally two east-west tree and shrub
lined paths or sidewalks to create habitat connectivity between the Janes Creek
riparian area and the bottomlands to the west. The plan shall include several small
groupings of 3-5 trees and shrubs on the western boundary of the project.
Engineering Department

B-11 IMPROVEMENT PLANS. Prior to beginning any work, the applicant shall submit
Improvement Plans for review and approval by the City Engineer. Signature blocks
must be available on all sheets of the plans for the City Engineer. Scale of
Improvement Plans shall be 1” = 20’ horizontally and 1” = 5’ vertically (unless prior
approval for use of another scale is obtained by the City Engineer). The size and
placement of water and sewer mains, water meters, water and sewer laterals,
plumbing for landscape watering, drainage and stormwater facilities, electric
vehicle charging stations, electrical and gas meters, PG&E, telephone, cable tv and
all other utilities shall be shown on the plans to the satisfaction of the City
Engineer. Construction details for all facilities shall be shown on a standard sheet in
the Improvement Plans including typicals for water mains, valves, fire hydrants,
sewer mains, laterals, cleanouts, manholes, streetlights, low level path lighting,
drainage structures and conveyance infrastructure, entrance sign and its lighting as
applicable, traffic calming measures, turn around areas, sidewalks, paths,
mailboxes, parking areas, including pervious pavers, etc. Water meters must be set
at property lines. The improvement plans shall also indicate a secondary
ingress/egress road servicing the development to Foster Avenue with traffic
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calming design approved by City Engineer.
B-12 STORM WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION PLAN. Prior to any ground disturbance
activity, submit a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) for City’s review
and approval.

B-13 ENCROACHMENT PERMITS. The applicant shall obtain Encroachment Permits from
the Engineering Department for all work performed within the City right-of-way.
B-14 INTERIOR NOISE ANALYSIS. Building permit plans shall include an interior noise
analysis of the Memory Care Facility prepared by a qualified individual indicating
that interior noise levels will meet either the City’s General Plan policies for interior
residential noise levels for sensitive receptors or those required by the California
Building Code for sensitive receptors, whichever is the most restrictive.
C.

DURING EARTHMOVING (GRADING) ACTIVITIES ON THE SITE.
The following conditions shall apply during grading activities on the site.
Community Development Department
C-1 GRADING and DRAINAGE. Applicant shall ensure adherence to the Grading and
Drainage Plan and any additional federal, state or local permits. If evidence of soil
and/or groundwater contamination is encountered during grading or excavation,
work shall stop until the material is properly characterized and appropriate
measures are taken to protect human health and the environment immediately. The
construction superintendent, designated RWQCB and County Environmental Health
personnel, and other applicable regulatory agencies shall be notified immediately.
Contingency planning for such an event shall be conducted prior to start of work.

D.

PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATES OF OCCUPANCY
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Obstructions will not be allowed in the sidewalk including, but not limited to, fire
hydrants, streetlights and mailboxes. Traffic control devices will be allowed in the
sidewalk if approved by the City Engineer. Any emergency vehicle turn around
areas shall be permanently marked as a “No Parking Area”.

Engineering Department
D-1 OFFSITE IMPROVEMENTS. The construction of or adequate bonding for the multiuse trails, both on- and off-site, shall be completed prior to the issuance of
certificates of occupancy.
a)

A multiuse trail (minimum width 8 ft) shall be constructed along southern and
western boundary of the project. The multiuse trail on the south side will
extend from new Foster connection to Janes Road and the trail on west side will
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b)

New foster connection to the project shall meet the requirements of a
Complete Street. The street shall include minimum two travel lanes, two bike
lanes and a pedestrian walkway.

c)

The Emergency access on the north of the project shall connect Stewart Avenue
all via-weather emergency road with markings for bicycle and pedestrian access
; and

d)

Offsite Improvements a), b), and c) may be included on the Improvement Plan
required in Item B-11 above or conceptual plans may be submitted as a
separate package.

D-2

FIRE HYDRANT AND TURN AROUND AREA. Fire hydrant(s), “No Parking” signs
and/or striping, and a turnaround area must be installed to the satisfaction of the
Arcata Fire District and the City Engineer. All fire hydrants must meet distance
requirements. No parking shall be allowed in any emergency vehicle turn around
area.

D-3

ROADS AND ACCESS DRIVES. All roads and access drives shall meet the
requirements of the Arcata Fire District and the City Engineer.

D-4

PARKLAND IN-LEIU FEE FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION. The Developer shall pay the
parkland in-lieu Fee of $3888.00 per parcel.

D-5

CONNECTION FEES. Connection fees must be paid for water and sewer connections.
The timing of payment shall be identified in the Development Agreement.

D-6

DRAINAGE FEES. All applicable Drainage Impact and Maintenance fees shall be paid.
The timing of payment, maintenance and monitoring schedule shall be identified in
the Development Agreement.

D-7

WASTEWATER TREATEMENT PLANT OFFSET FEE. Fees pursuant to the Development
Agreement shall be paid.

D-8

TRAFFIC IMPACT FEES. Fees pursuant to the Development Agreement shall be paid.

D-9

CATASTROPHIC FAILURE OF MATTHEWS DAM. The area is subject to potential
floodwaters and debris from failure of the Matthews Dam. The applicant shall
submit a comprehensive early-warning system and evacuation plan to the
Community Development Director for review and approval for all new buildings
designed for human occupancy or use that are located within the property. A notice
to all tenants and property owners regarding the flood potential from failure of
Matthews Dam and action to be taken will be added to the lease or sale
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agreements. An example of the appropriate language is:

D-10 EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND DISASTER RECOVERY PLAN. The applicant shall
have prepared a plan to inform residents and employees of safety measures,
evacuation plans and other critical information that will assist in the event of a
natural disaster. The Plan shall be posted in each occupied building where it can be
readily review and/or provided to all tenants upon lease signing.
D-11 ZONE 1 POTABLE WATER STORAGE. The applicant shall remit $56,000 for
improvements to Zone 1 water storage and transmission to serve the housing
development on the annexed lands. Payment shall be made in full prior to receiving
a building permit.
E.

DURING CONSTRUCTION
Community Development Department
E-1 GRADING AND CONSTRUCTION. Grading and construction activities shall adhere to:
noise, construction hours, cultural resources, dust, erosion and sediment control
measures as stated on the Grading Plan (See B-7 above).
E-2 MAINTENANCE OF CONSTRUCTION SITE. The construction site shall be maintained in
a clean and orderly fashion, free of debris; and include an area designated for
recycling and re-use. Solid waste generated during construction shall be disposed of
in an appropriate manner. Such waste shall include, but not be limited to: concrete
forms, waste concrete and asphalt, empty containers of building materials, and
excess building materials. Re-use or recycling of construction material is required as
a condition of the Permittee’s Waste Management Plan.
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“Tenants of the building are hereby noticed that the property is located in an
area subject to inundation by flood waters from Ruth Reservoir in the event of
the failure of Matthews Dam on the Mad River. Tenants are advised to have
available radio receivers (preferably battery- operated) capable of receiving
emergency broadcast and instructions, and to monitor such information and
respond accordingly. This information must be made available to any tenant in
the event that the main tenants do not occupy the property.”

E-3 NOISE. Temporary equipment noise related to the construction of the project shall
conform to the most recent State requirements or the City’s Noise Element policies,
whichever is the most restrictive.
E-4 PROJECT LIGHTING. Exterior lighting shall: be compatible with the surrounding
setting; limited to the development area; not be directed beyond the boundaries of
the parcel; and not result in illumination above the tree canopy or within the wetland
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Safety and security lighting and illuminated signs shall be lowest possible voltage and
effectively shielded to prevent beams or rays of light from being directed on the main
travel way, towards the adjacent existing residential uses, recreation area, and
wetland areas. All exterior fixtures shall be directed downward and shall be installed
with shielding to prevent direct views of the light source from adjacent roadways and
properties and to limit vertical spread of light affecting the Janes Creek riparian
corridor. Limited path lighting is permitted for public safety. Any exterior lighting
along the exterior-facing side of buildings facing either wetlands setback areas of
public right-of-ways shall be equipped with a motion detector, timer, or other device
to limit the effect of lighting on the adjacent wetland and wetland setback areas.
Post-construction, operational activities shall adhere to the Lighting Zone 1 (“LZ-1”)
standards as set by the Model Lighting Ordinance published by the Illuminating
Engineering Society and International Dark Sky Association, to the satisfaction of the
Community Development and Environmental Services Directors. Lighting Zone 1
pertains to areas that desire low ambient lighting levels. These typically include single
and two family residential communities, rural town centers, business parks, and
other commercial or industrial/ storage areas typically with limited nighttime
activity. These standards may be found at: https://www.darksky.org/wpcontent/uploads/bsk-pdf-manager/16_MLO_FINAL_JUNE2011.PDF
F.

EFFECTIVE DATE AND EXPIRATION OF PERMITS
Community Development Department
F-1 EXPIRATION OF PERMIT APPROVALS. All City entitlements, including the Planned
Development Permit, shall be effective within the specified term of the approved
Development Agreement. An extension of time may only be achieved upon an
approved amendment to the Development Agreement. Time extension applications
must be filed in writing not less than 30 days prior to the expiration date as per the
Development Agreement for this project.

G.
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setback and wetland areas. Lighting for the project will be the minimum lumens
necessary, directed downward, shielded, and pedestrian level when feasible.

GENERAL / ONGOING CONDITIONS
The following general conditions apply to the project on an ongoing basis:
Community Development Department
G-1 COMPLIANCE WITH CODE REQUIREMENTS. All development authorized by this
permit shall comply with all applicable California Building Code and other State
requirements, zoning standards of the Land Use Code, the approved Development
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Agreement for this project, and other applicable provisions of the Arcata Municipal
Code, or its equivalent except as amended with this Planned Development Permit.
This includes provisions for animal keeping.

G-3 INSPECTIONS. The Developer shall permit the City of Arcata or representative(s) or
designee(s) to make inspections at any reasonable time deemed necessary to
assure that the activities being performed under the authority of this permit are in
accordance with the terms and conditions prescribed herein. Inspections may be
performed by a private third party if agreed upon by both the City and the
Developer.
Environmental Services Department
G-4 SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT. Solid waste and recyclable materials shall be kept in
a tidy condition and removed on a regular basis, in conformance with the Municipal
Code (Sections 5420 et al and 5425 et al., and Public Resources Code (PRC) Chapter
12.8 Section 42649.
G-5 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS. The handling and disposal of all hazardous materials
including, but not limited to, lead paint and asbestos, shall be in compliance with
State requirements.
H.

RECOMMENDATIONS
H-1

EVIDENCE OF MEETING THE CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL. Review the Conditions of
Approval carefully. The Developer is responsible for ensuring each Condition of
Approval is met; in some cases written evidence is required. Staff advises the
Developer prepare and submit all evidence for meeting the Conditions of Approval
at one time (if possible) in order to expedite the review and lower the review
costs. Submit the written evidence to the assigned planner assisting you with your
project. Note: In some cases the Conditions of Approval need to be signed off by
the appropriate entity prior to the recordation of documents, or the issuance of
Demolition/Grading/Building Permits. Therefore it is imperative the applicant plan
accordingly.
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G-2 VIOLATION GROUNDS TO REVOKE PERMIT. The violation of any specification or
condition of this Planned Development Permit shall constitute a violation of the
LUC or its adopted equivalent and may constitute grounds for revocation of this
permit.

APPEALS. The actions described herein may be appealed per the provisions of Arcata Land Use
Code (LUC) Chapter 9.76 Appeals. Appeals shall be filed with the Department or City Clerk, as
applicable, within ten (10) business days following the date of the Zoning Administrator action
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that is being appealed per LUC §9.76.030. Appeals shall be submitted on the prescribed form
and shall state the reasons for the appeal. The filing fee set by the City Council shall accompany
appeals. The appeal period ends 5:00 pm on ________________.
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EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS ACTION: This permit becomes effective on the next working day after
the appeal period.
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designer may need to consider traffic calming measures to ensure that
motor vehicle speeds are appropriate for shared use of the roadway.
Source Mass Highway 2006 Highway Design Manual (Section 5.3.4.4)

Make Neighborhood Roads More Sustainable

Narrower roads, good community design standards, and use of stormwater LID
have benefits for local economies, community and social structure, and the
environment:
• Reduces construction, future repair and maintenance costs to developers
and municipalities because less pavement, less piping, and fewer
engineered stormwater structures are required;
• Reduces paving area which means less plowing and easier winter
maintenance;
• Builds multi-modal roads that are more attractive. Walkable communities
support healthy lifestyles, interactions with neighbors, and a high quality
of life;
• Reduces impervious surfaces, minimizes loss of natural soils and
vegetation, and increases use of plantings along roadsides and in medians.
These practices reduce harmful effects to water and air quality and loss of
wildlife habitat;
• Reduces the amount of pavement by narrowing road widths. Local
governments can see the following positive effects from the Road Diet
approach:
o Fewer materials needed, especially oil‐based products such as
asphalt;
o Stormwater runoff reduced and water quality improved;
o Reduce urban heat island effect by reducing the amount of paved
area.
• Preserve existing vegetation and increase the amount of street trees:
o Add shade in developed areas;
o Absorb harmful Carbon Dioxide (CO2) and emit oxygen;
• Improve Air Quality:
o Accommodate bikes and pedestrians and decrease Vehicle Miles
Traveled (VMT) by encouraging walking and reducing the length of
vehicle trips;
o Provide multi-modal roads with options for non‐motorized travel to
encourage human behavioral changes such as walking and
bicycling more. These actions reduce air pollutants.

C h a p t e r 1: Background and Introduction
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Increase Road Safety

The steady increase in drivers and the explosion of Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) in
the United States is well documented, as shown in Figure 2.
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Maintain Good Emergency Response Access

In addition to road safety, fire and ambulance access to residences is very
important. In terms of neighborhood road design, the following factors are
important to responders:
• Allow large equipment access to all homes;
• Insure appropriate speed and volume on all roads;
• Design roads with width that allows motorists to pull over and be passed
by emergency responders;
• Give responders enough room for “incident deployment” (generally 16‐20
feet).
Common Ground With Emergency Providers
The Congress of New Urbanism (CNU) is working with
emergency responders to refine street design. They proposed
a change to the International Fire Code (IFC) to add an
appendix that lays out a “code” for flexible road design, which
should help local professionals seek common ground on road
design alternatives.
Source: www.cnu.org/emergency response

Here are some observations from an Urban Land Institute article about the
importance of balancing of goals in determining road design guidelines:
The street widths in this article do not represent dramatic
reductions from what might be considered typical. However, a
few feet can make a difference in livability and environmental
impact. A typical medium‐size city has more than 500 miles (804
km) of residential streets, and a five‐foot (1.5‐m) reduction in
street width equates to a 300‐acre (121.4‐ha) reduction in
asphalt. …
The nation’s largest manufacturer of fire trucks, Pierce, has cab
widths varying from 100 to 102 inches (254 to 259 cm).
Standard mirrors add ten inches (25.4 cm) to cab widths on each
side (although new mirrors are available that add only six inches
[15.2 cm]). Body widths range from 96 to 101 inches (244 to
256 cm). Outrigger spreads on ladder trucks are typically 16 feet
(4.8 m) wide. Hence, there is rarely justification for more than 16
feet (4.8m) of clearance, and in low‐rise areas where ladder
trucks are unnecessary; a clear width of 12 feet (3.6 m) should
suffice.
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Source: Urban Land Institute, Urban Land, August 2007.
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User Guide
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This guidebook is intended for a range of professionals and lay readers, as
described in Table 2. The guidebook is written to be “accessible” for a variety of
readers. All of the participants in Table 2 should review the recommended
standards and procedures and to use them as a guide to amending existing rules,
or for justification for proposing an alternative design. These are not mandatory
regulations.
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Table 2: Intended Users and the Relationship to Neighborhood Road Design

Transportation Planner

Transportation/Civil Engineer

Responsibilities
9 Establish community vision and goals for local
transportation.
9 Work with citizens to improve existing
transportation network.
9 Develop and evaluate concepts and local standards
using this guidebook and other resources.
9 Prepare and certify residential land division
concepts, drawings, and road designs.
9 Identify context, design controls and parameters,
constraints and parameters of proposed road design.
9 Work with interdisciplinary teams to resolve design
obstacles.
9 Prepare and review preliminary and final
engineering plans.

Land Use Planner/Planning
Director

9 Develop long‐range plans (Master Plans) that include
land use and transportation elements.
9 Provide objective advice and leadership to
interdisciplinary review teams.

Other Design Professionals:
• Architect
• Urban Designer
• Landscape Architect

9 Authority to apply local standards and alternative
proposals.
9 Maintain quality of life and safety of new and
existing neighborhoods.

Stakeholders
• Developers and
Applicants
• Elected Officials
• Planning Boards
• Zoning Board of Appeals
• Local, regional and state
agencies
• Citizens and Abutters

9 Compliance with local zoning and road standards in
new residential development.
9 Request road design standards based on those
presented in this guidebook.
9 Legislative authority to amend municipal regulations.
9 Authority to apply local standards and alternative
proposals.
9 Maintain quality of life and safety of new and
existing neighborhoods.
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The guidebook is organized into chapters by topic. The first chapter contains
background information and purpose. Table 3 lays out the organization of the
guidebook.
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Table 3: Guidebook Organization

1.

Introduction and Background

Material addressed

Index

Why is this guidebook important and how can
you use it?
How to determine whether the project needs
narrow, medium, or wide neighborhood road.
These distinctions allow finer tuning of road
design controls.
Guidelines and suggestions on specific road
design elements.
Brief descriptions of basic construction
standards.
List of acronyms and terms used in the
guidebook.
Work used to develop this guidebook.
List of resources, websites and other manuals
and guidebooks.
Page references for terms found in the glossary.

18 | P a g e
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2. Local Context

3. Design Controls
4. Construction Guidelines
Glossary
Literature Cited
Resources
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Chapter 2: Local Context
Determine Type of Project – Use Local Context
The AASHTO Green Book identifies only two types of roads: “rural” and “urban”.
However, there are many types of roads in Massachusetts.
The 2006
Massachusetts Department of Transportation Project Development & Design Guide

instructs designers to consider a range of factors when determining
the basic controls for road design. Many of the guidelines suggested in Chapter
3 reference the MassDOT guidelines. The Institute for Transportation Engineers (ITE)
offers factors for consideration in its new proposed practice, Context Sensitive
The guidebook suggests four types of neighborhood roads as
Solutions.
described in Table 4.
Guidelines for identifying and selecting a context zone include the following.
1. Consider both the existing conditions and the plans for the future, recognizing
that thoroughfares often last longer than adjacent buildings.
2. Assess area plans and review general, comprehensive and specific plans, zoning
codes, and community goals and objectives, which often provide detailed
guidance on the vision for the area.
3. Compare the area’s predominant land use patterns, building types, and land
uses to the characteristics.
4. Pay particular attention to residential densities, commercial floor‐area ratios,
and building heights.
5. Consider dividing the area into two or more context zones if an area or corridor
has a diversity of characteristics that could fall under multiple context zones.
6. Identify current levels of pedestrian and transit activity or estimate future levels
based on the type, mix, and proximity of land uses. This is a strong indicator of
urban context.
7. Consider the area’s existing and future characteristics beyond the thoroughfare
design, possibly extending consideration to include entire neighborhoods or
districts.
Source: ITE Context Sensitive Solutions for Major Urban Thoroughfares for Walkable Communities.
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(MassDOT)

This guidebook recommends that road design standards be applied to both Open
Space Residential Design (OSRD) and conventional subdivisions, as well as public
and private roadways.
Follow the steps below before reviewing the specific neighborhood road
guidelines in Chapter 3. First, think about the type of road that might be right
for the proposed project. Is it going to be a narrow, medium, or wide road? Is it
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an alley or lane? Table 5 has the numeric guidelines for these four neighborhood
road categories.

Neighborhood
Road Type

Description

Wide Road

Walkable, low speed (25 mph), primarily serving abutting property.
These roads may connect residential neighborhoods with each other,
connect residential neighborhoods with commercial and other
districts, and connect local roads to arterials. Freight and goods
movements are restricted to local deliveries only.
Walkable, low speed (20 mph) road designed to connect residential
neighborhoods with each other and serve abutting property.

Medium Road
Narrow Road

Low speed (20 mph) thoroughfare primarily serving abutting property.
Very low‐speed (15 mph) vehicular driveway located to the rear of
properties, providing access to parking, service areas and rear uses
such as secondary units, as well as an easement for utilities.

Alley

Source: Adapted from ITE Context Sensitive Solutions

2.1

What Type of Residential Project Is It?

Regardless of the road’s status (public, private, conventional, or open space
subdivision) its type should be based on the surrounding context. Ask the
following questions when considering road design for new roads or
redevelopment of existing roads:
1.

What are the size and design of adjacent roads?

2.

How many existing and/or new dwelling units will be served by the
subject road?

3.

How many and what types of road connections to existing and future
roads will be made by the subject road?

4.

What is the general setting of the subject road? For example, if it runs
through an area with no streetlights or piped stormwater sewers, then
(unless there are compelling reasons to do otherwise) the new road
requirements should match that of the surrounding area.

20 | P a g e
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2

3

5

Least intense: New homes are generally built with on‐site septic systems, and
lots must be one to two acres or greater.
Low density
Low intensity: New homes are built
Number of units
relying on public or on site community
water and sewer systems, and the
Average Daily
minimum lot size per dwelling unit is
Traffic (ADT)
about one acre.
Medium intensity: New homes are
connected to public water and sewer
systems, the minimum lot size per unit
ranges from 43,560 to 15,000 square feet,
on street parking is more prevalent and
walking and bicycling connections are
more important.
Compact intensity: New homes are
connected to public water and sewer
systems, the minimum lot size per unit
ranges from 15,000 to 5,000 square feet,
on‐street parking is more prevalent, block
layout is smaller, there are fewer cul‐de‐
sacs, and connectivity, pedestrian, bicycle
and transit amenities are very important.

Proximity to
emergency
services
Need for
pedestrian,
bicycle, ADA, and
transit features
Vehicle
pedestrian
conflicts

INCREASING

4

Development Types: From the Least to Most Intensive

Shorter, more
connected blocks
On street parking
High density

Most intense: New homes are connected
to public water and sewer systems, the
minimum lot size per unit ranges from
5,000 to 2,500 square feet, dwellings are
taller, multi‐family units are allowed,
block layout is smaller or pre‐existing and
connectivity, pedestrian, bicycle and
transit amenities are essential.
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Importance of Connected Road System

It is important to keep in mind that the pattern of road development is just as
important, if not more important, then individual road design. Some of the
design guidelines in Chapter 3 of this guidebook include recommendations for
other factors beyond how the right‐of‐way should be built out. One of the
reasons for these additional factors is to increase “connectivity,” which is
illustrated in Figure 3.

Source: Neighborhood Street Design Guidelines, Oregon Transportation and Growth Management
Program.

In many areas, cul‐de‐sac and dead end street development are necessary
because of existing development such as houses, railroads, or natural barriers
such as slopes or water bodies. When possible, however, a more connected road
system has many benefits:
• Additional emergency service provider access;
• Dispersal of traffic, and reduction of traffic volumes on collector roads;
• Additional means for non‐auto travel without creating easements or
inviting trespass on private property;
• Additional road frontage for building.

Attachment: D. Pages from NRB_Guidebook_2011 (2236 : Creek Side #2)

Figure 3: Comparison of Disconnected and Connected Road Network

Some ways to achieve increased connectivity include:
1. Create incentives/mandates for small block lengths, discourage cul‐de‐
sacs where possible, and other measures.
2. Establish the type and size of blocks. For example, set a maximum
perimeter distance and specify driveway locations without constructing
too many on a collector.
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3. If there is to be a connection to a future neighborhood road (for example, a
subdivision which ends at an undeveloped property line), consider
requiring future road connections. One way to do this is to create a one –
foot strip of Right of Way (ROW) at the property line that is dedicated to the
municipality for control.

2.4

Importance of Operations and Enforcement

As outlined by the various stakeholders who participate in neighborhood road
design, use, and maintenance, the designs in this guidebook require coordination
and cooperation among local governmental departments. Some of the design
features shown in Chapter 3 may present different road configurations than the
department of public works and life safety personnel are familiar with. New
approaches require coordination, collaboration, and cooperation among the staff
in these two departments, and the planning and community development staff.
Many concerns about new or alternative road design can be addressed with a
change in operation or management practices that are not overly burdensome.
The following operations and management issues should be considered during
the road design process, including the practicalities of existing municipal
equipment, personnel, and training:
1. Snow plowing and snow storage for vehicle and pedestrian movements;
2. Stormwater runoff, storage and drainage;
3. Equipment such as fire trucks, snow plows, garbage vehicles, and utility
trucks that use the roads;
4. Local practice regarding public and private utility location and access to
utilities for repair;

Attachment: D. Pages from NRB_Guidebook_2011 (2236 : Creek Side #2)

4. Include requirements for trails, sidewalks, and easements to allow for
pedestrian/non‐vehicular connections where road connections are not
possible.

5. Local practice related to tree maintenance in the right‐of‐way and adjacent
properties.
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David Loya
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kayla Johnson
Friday, December 20, 2019 9:27 AM
David Loya; Keala Roberts
FW: Save Tule Fog Farm

Hi David and Keala,
Another one: Please include this correspondence with the next staff report regarding Creek Side—

From: Paul Pitino
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2019 9:26 AM
To: Karen Diemer <kdiemer@cityofarcata.org>; Kayla Johnson <kjohnson@cityofarcata.org>
Subject: Fwd: Save Tule Fog Farm

More Paul
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Anh P Bui
Date: December 18, 2019 at 12:07:07 PM PST
To: Paul Pitino <ppitino@cityofarcata.org>
Subject: Save Tule Fog Farm
Hi Mr. Pitino,
Not sure if you already know about this (I think you have) about Tule Fog Farm is being evicted
from their farmland for opposing the traffic plan on Creekside Homes. I really do not know
much details about this but would love to hear about some reasonable explanation for this. I, and
as many others who look at Tule Fog Farm as a model for sustainable agriculture, really want to
see the farm stay intacted.
Please let me know what we can do to help save Tule Fog Farm.

Attachment: E. Public Comment [Revision 1] (2236 : Creek Side #2)

Thanks,
Kayla

Best,
Anh
-Anh Bui
Graduate Student
Environmental Systems MS
1
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David Loya
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kayla Johnson
Friday, December 20, 2019 9:13 AM
David Loya; Keala Roberts
FW: I support the Creek Side Mixed Occupancy Residential Annexation Project.

Hi David and Keala,
Another one: Please include this correspondence with the next staff report regarding Creek Side—

From: Paul Pitino
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2019 9:09 AM
To: Karen Diemer <kdiemer@cityofarcata.org>; Kayla Johnson <kjohnson@cityofarcata.org>
Subject: Fwd: I support the Creek Side Mixed Occupancy Residential Annexation Project.

More! Paul
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Ann Lindsay
18, 2019 at 4:55:19 PM PST
To: Alex Stillman
Cc: Brett Watson <bwatson@cityofarcata.org>, Susan Ornelas <sornelas@cityofarcata.org>,
Michael Winkler <mwinkler@cityofarcata.org>, Sofia Pereira <spereira@cityofarcata.org>, Paul
Pitino <ppitino@cityofarcata.org>
Subject: Re: I support the Creek Side Mixed Occupancy Residential Annexation Project.
I also support development of housing and assisted care for seniors. I hope you can also support
the Creek Side Mixed Occupancy Residential Annexation Project. Ann Lindsay MD
On Dec 18, 2019, at 12:22 PM, Alex Stillman

Attachment: E. Public Comment [Revision 1] (2236 : Creek Side #2)

Thanks,
Kayla

> wrote:

December 18, 2019
Dear Arcata Council members:
I support the Creek Side Mixed Occupancy Residential Annexation Project.
Almost daily, Arcata loses people who feel the need to move away in order to
have future health care. This project will help ease the situation and is just
touching the tip of the iceberg of what is needed in this County. Thank you for
supporting this project as it goes through the City process.
1
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I am unable to attend the council meeting this evening. Thank you, Alex

Attachment: E. Public Comment [Revision 1] (2236 : Creek Side #2)

Alex Stillman

2
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David Loya
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Kayla Johnson
Friday, December 20, 2019 10:01 AM
David Loya
FW: Save Tule Fog Farm
text_0.txt; ATT00001.htm

There is a txt attachment. Copy and pasted here:

As a fellow small farmer I plead with you to consider at the very least offering an equitable solution and to not
steamroll a member of your community by taking the majority of their farm ground. I would suggest offering
solutions to this predicament before running a local farmer out of business.
I cannot be present for tonight's meeting, but my hope would be that you each make strides to fairly support
this member of your community and the Tule Fog Farm's fundamental needs for grazing space.
All eyes in the Kunekune breeding community are turned to this proceeding and as more information comes to
light, we will do our best to bring this information to the public.
Thank you for all efforts made to help support our Northern California small farms,
Carrie Hoofnagle
From: Kayla Johnson
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2019 9:23 AM
To: David Loya <dloya@cityofarcata.org>; Keala Roberts <kroberts@cityofarcata.org>
Subject: FW: Save Tule Fog Farm
Hi David and Keala,
Another one: Please include this correspondence with the next staff report regarding Creek Side—
Thanks,
Kayla

Attachment: E. Public Comment [Revision 1] (2236 : Creek Side #2)

To the council members of Arcata,

From: Paul Pitino
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2019 9:18 AM
To: Karen Diemer <kdiemer@cityofarcata.org>; Kayla Johnson <kjohnson@cityofarcata.org>
Subject: Fwd: Save Tule Fog Farm

More. Paul
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
1
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From:
Date: December 18, 2019 at 3:36:01 PM PST
To: Michael Winkler <mwinkler@cityofarcata.org>, Paul Pitino <ppitino@cityofarcata.org>,
"sornelad@cityofarcata.org" <sornelad@cityofarcata.org>, Sofia Pereira
<spereira@cityofarcata.org>, Brett Watson <bwatson@cityofarcata.org>
Subject: Save Tule Fog Farm

2
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David Loya
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kayla Johnson
Friday, December 20, 2019 9:22 AM
David Loya; Keala Roberts
FW: Organic ag easement support

Hi David and Keala,
Another one: Please include this correspondence with the next staff report regarding Creek Side—

From: Paul Pitino
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2019 9:16 AM
To: Karen Diemer <kdiemer@cityofarcata.org>; Kayla Johnson <kjohnson@cityofarcata.org>
Subject: Fwd: Organic ag easement support

More!
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Jacquelyn Stuber
Date: December 18, 2019 at 3:52:56 PM PST
To: Paul Pitino <ppitino@cityofarcata.org>
Subject: Organic ag easement support
Dear Mr. Winkler,
I cannot attend tonight's city council meeting, so I am writing to express my concerns about the
proposed traffic plan of Creekside Homes that will turn Foster Ave into a 101 highway access
road and bring unsafe conditions to the people who walk and bike in that neighborhood. There
have been alternate proposals like the organic ag easement from the farms in that area that would
be much safer and better for the residents that live and work on these roads

Attachment: E. Public Comment [Revision 1] (2236 : Creek Side #2)

Thanks,
Kayla

I would also like to bring you attention to the fact that Tule Fog Farm is being evicted by Danco
for supporting the organic ag easement. Since Danco considers this to be against their views of
the project they are evicting a family business. I am shocked that this is legal and urge you to
contact Danco to voice that what they are doing is abhorrent and a reprehensible abuse of power.
Thank you for your time,
Jacquelyn Stuber, Arcata resident

1
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David Loya
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kayla Johnson
Friday, December 20, 2019 9:33 AM
David Loya; Keala Roberts
FW: Arcata and Tule Fog Farm

Hi David and Keala,
Another one: Please include this correspondence with the next staff report regarding Creek Side—

From: Paul Pitino
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2019 9:29 AM
To: Karen Diemer <kdiemer@cityofarcata.org>; Kayla Johnson <kjohnson@cityofarcata.org>
Subject: Fwd: Arcata and Tule Fog Farm

Creekside. Paul
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Kate Dondero
18, 2019 at 2:33:29 PM PST
To: Michael Winkler <mwinkler@cityofarcata.org>, Paul Pitino <ppitino@cityofarcata.org>,
Susan Ornelas <sornelas@cityofarcata.org>, Sofia Pereira <spereira@cityofarcata.org>, Brett
Watson <bwatson@cityofarcata.org>
Cc: Sean Armstrong <seanarmstrongpm@gmail.com>
Subject: Arcata and Tule Fog Farm
To the Arcata City Council,

Attachment: E. Public Comment [Revision 1] (2236 : Creek Side #2)

Thanks,
Kayla

My dear friends, Shail Pec-Crouse and Sean Armstrong have been operating their farm, Tule Fog
Farm, for almost a decade now in the Arcata Bottoms. The 26 acres of land that they lease from
Danco/Sun Valley is managed organically, which is something of a rare element in the Bottoms.
Yesterday they found out that their land lease has been terminated in order to make way for
further housing development and the expansion of Sun Valley Floral.
I would like to personally petition the Arcata City Council to consider putting their 26
leased acres into an Organic Agriculture Easement.
Many of you know Sean and Shail and many of you call them friends. The people of Arcata have
watched these farmers and land stewards invest in their community and take a truly revolutionary
stance on raising pastured animals for the last 10 years. Their regenerative management allows
1
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for the production of healthy animals, healthy and viable soils, uncontaminated groundwater,
biodiverse plant species and a haven for migratory birds and other wildlife. They also divert
hundreds of pounds of restaurant food waste every week to feed their pigs. Their farm is used as
a teaching resource for elementary school students all the way up to ecology, rangeland
management, plant taxonomy and soils classes at HSU. And the healthy, pasture raised meat
from their animals stays in the community. They are established as a resource to this town and
they work to better the community. I have watched them sacrifice so much over the years,
financially and personally, to keep their farm viable. It is too often the story of many young and
ambitious farmers who struggle financially to perform a community service. It may be difficult
to put a monetary value on such things. Indeed, they may only seem to be valuable once they are
gone. If we prioritize housing developments and industrial agriculture over our wild and healthy
places and our own local farmers, we will lose the values that set Arcata apart.

Attachment: E. Public Comment [Revision 1] (2236 : Creek Side #2)

Thank you for your time and consideration,
Kathleen Lockwood
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David Loya
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kayla Johnson
Friday, December 20, 2019 9:14 AM
David Loya; Keala Roberts
FW: I support the Creek Side Mixed Occupancy Residential Annexation Project.

Hi David and Keala,
Another one: Please include this correspondence with the next staff report regarding Creek Side—

From: Paul Pitino
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2019 9:11 AM
To: Karen Diemer <kdiemer@cityofarcata.org>; Kayla Johnson <kjohnson@cityofarcata.org>
Subject: Fwd: I support the Creek Side Mixed Occupancy Residential Annexation Project.

More! Paul
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: ppitino@cityofarcata.org
Date: December 20, 2019 at 9:08:01 AM PST
To: Mary Gearheart
Subject: Re: I support the Creek Side Mixed Occupancy Residential Annexation Project.
Thanks Mary💥
Sent from my iPhone
On Dec 18, 2019, at 3:36 PM, Mary Gearheart

wrote:

Attachment: E. Public Comment [Revision 1] (2236 : Creek Side #2)

Thanks,
Kayla

18 December 2019
Dear Council Members,
I am unable to attend the council meeting this evening but wanted to express my
support for the Creekside Mixed Occupancy Residential Annexation project. It
1
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provides much needed housing and services for Arcata without disturbing any
prime agricultural land.
Thanks,

Attachment: E. Public Comment [Revision 1] (2236 : Creek Side #2)

Mary Gearheart
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
January 16, 2020
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Nancy Diamond, City Attorney

PREPARER:

Nancy Diamond, City Attorney

DATE:

January 02, 2020

TITLE:

Introduce Ordinance No. 1526, An Ordinance of the City Council of the City of
Arcata Amending the Arcata Municipal Code Title VII (Public Works), Chapter
3 (Water), Article 9 (Discontinuance of Service); Waive Reading of the Text, and
Consent to Read by Title Only.

RECOMMENDATION:
Introduce Ordinance No. 1526, An Ordinance of the City Council of the City of Arcata Amending
the Arcata Municipal Code Title VII (Public Works), Chapter 3 (Water), Article 9 (Discontinuance
of Service); waive reading of the text, and consent to read by title only.
INTRODUCTION:
The Council recently adopted a Policy on Discontinuation of Residential Water Service for NonPayment (Resolution No. 190-41, December 18, 2019) to implement the Water Shutoff Protection
Act, SB 998 (Health and Safety Code § 11690 et seq.). Full implementation of the City’s Policy
requires amending the Arcata Municipal Code (AMC) to incorporate the new protections.
Ordinance No. 1526 is intended to make the necessary revisions to the Arcata Municipal Code.

BACKGROUND:
Under the City’s new residential water discontinuation Policy, residential customers are protected
from water service discontinuation for non-payment of bills through 60-day advance notification,
translation of the Policy into numerous languages, bill contest and appeal rights, caps on
reconnection charges, and for low income and medical need customers, opportunities to pay over
time. For an in depth review of the Policy, please see the December 18, 2019 staff report for Council
consent agenda item VII.G, at this link:
https://arcataca.iqm2.com/Citizens/FileOpen.aspx?Type=1&ID=2851&Inline=True
DISCUSSION:
In adopting the Water Shutoff Protection Act (SB 998), the State Legislature made express findings
about health and human impacts caused by water service discontinuation, and the disproportionate
impacts such discontinuation has on infants, children, the elderly, low-income families, communities
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of color, people for whom English is a second language, physically disabled persons, and persons
with life threatening medical conditions. Staff is asking the Council to make these same findings to
allow Ordinance 1526 to go into effect immediately upon its adoption (see Section 5 of the attached
proposed Ordinance No. 1525.) A 4/5th’s vote of the Council is required to adopt these findings.
If introduced, Ordinance 1526 will be brought back to the Council for adoption at its next regular
meeting. If the Council is unable to make the findings stated in Ordinance Section 5, the Ordinance
would go into effect 30 days after adoption by the City Council.
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW (CEQA):
This ordinance is exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to
Section 15061(b)(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, because it implements state law and there is no
possibility that conforming the Arcata Municipal Code to state policy directives for residential water
service discontinuation may have a significant effect on the environment.
BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
Please see the December 18, 2019 staff report for Council consent agenda item VII.G, at this link:
https://arcataca.iqm2.com/Citizens/FileOpen.aspx?Type=1&ID=2851&Inline=True
ATTACHMENTS:
Ord 1526, Residential Water Discontinuation Policy (DOCX)
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AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA
AMENDING THE ARCATA MUNICIPAL CODE TITLE VII, PUBLIC WORKS,
CHAPTER 3, WATER, ARTICLE 9, DISCONTINUANCE OF SERVICE
The City Council of the City of Arcata does ordain as follows:
Section 1: Article 9 (Discontinuation of Water), Chapter 3 (Water), Title VII (Public
Works) of the Arcata Municipal Code is hereby amended as shown by the following strike
through for deleted text and double underscore for new text:
ARTICLE 9—DISCONTINUANCE OF SERVICE
SEC. 7800. Disconnection for non-payment, Reconnection.
A. Residential Services.
1. The City Council shall adopt a residential water discontinuation policy to
comply with and implement the Water Shutoff Protection Act (Health and Safety Code §§
116902 et seq., SB 998). Residential water service may be discontinued for non-payment of bills
in a manner as set forth in the City’s residential water discontinuation policy.
2. Fees for reconnection of residential water service after disconnection for nonpayment of bills may be charged as set forth in the City’s residential water discontinuation
policy.
B. Non-residential Services.
1. Non-residential water Sservice may be discontinued for non-payment of bills
on or after the 60th day after the bill was sent. At least fifteen (15) days prior to such
discontinuance the customer will be sent a final notice informing him that discontinuance will be
enforced if payment is not made within the time specified in said notice. The failure of the
Finance Department to send, or any such person to receive, said notice shall not affect the City's
power hereunder. A non-residential customer's water service may be discontinued if water
service furnished at a previous location is not paid for within the time herein fixed for payment
of bills.
2. Water service charges for non-residential services not paid 60 days after the
billing date shall be delinquent and a penalty of 10% of the delinquent amount shall be assessed.
A penalty as set forth in the Schedule of Fees adopted by resolution of the City Council shall be
collected. In addition to the above penalty, the Finance Department may demand that the full
amount of both delinquent and current bills be paid prior to restoration of service.
C. All Services. If a customer receives water service at more than one location and the
bill for service at any one location is not paid within the time provided for payment, water

Attachment: Ord 1526, Residential Water Discontinuation Policy (2229 : Ord 1526, Residential Water Service Discontinuation)
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SEC. 7801. Reconnection chargesNon-sufficient Funds, Change in Service.
Water service charges not paid 60 days after the billing date shall be delinquent and a
penalty of 10% of the delinquent amount shall be assessed. A penalty as set forth in the
Schedule of Fees adopted by resolution of the City Council shall be collected. In addition to
the above penalty, the Finance Department may demand that the full amount of both delinquent
and current bills be paid prior to restoration of service.
A. A service charge as set forth in the Schedule of Fees adopted by resolution of the
City Council shall be assessed whenever a non-sufficient funds or otherwise deficient check is
presented in payment of a water bill.
B. A change of service charge as set forth in the Schedule of Fees adopted by resolution
of the City Council shall be assessed whenever a new customer begins water service with the
City following discontinuance of such service at the same location by a previous customer.
SEC. 7802. Unsafe apparatus.
Water service may be refused or discontinued to any premises where apparatus or
appliances are in use which might endanger or disturb the service to other customers.
SEC. 7803. Cross-connections.
Water service may be refused or discontinued to any premises where there exists a crossconnection in violation of State or Federal laws.
SEC. 7804. Fraud or abuse.
Service may be discontinued if necessary to protect the City against fraud or abuse.
SEC. 7805. Non-compliance with regulations.
Service may be discontinued for non-compliance with this or any other ordinance or
regulations related to the water service.
SEC. 7806. Upon vacation of premises.
Customers desiring to discontinue service should so notify the Finance Department one
(1) day prior to vacating the premises. Unless discontinuance of service is ordered the
customer shall be liable for charges whether or not any water is used.
SEC. 7807. Short term disconnection.

Attachment: Ord 1526, Residential Water Discontinuation Policy (2229 : Ord 1526, Residential Water Service Discontinuation)

service at all locations may be turned off. Domestic service, however, will not be turned off for
non-payment of bills for other classes of service.
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Section 3: Severability. If any section, subsection, sentence, clause or phrase of this
chapter is for any reason held to be invalid or unconstitutional, the decision shall not affect the
validity of the remaining portions of the Chapter. The City Council hereby declares that it would
have passed this Chapter, and each section, subsection, sentence, clause and phrase thereof,
irrespective of the fact that any one or more sections, subsections, sentences, clauses or phrases
be declared invalid under law.
Section 4: This ordinance is exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) pursuant to Section 15061(b)(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, because it can be seen with
certainty that the proposed code revisions are technical and/or have no possibility that they may
have a significant effect on the environment.
Section 5: Based on the following findings and the need for the immediate preservation
of public health and safety, this ordinance shall an early effective date pursuant to Government
Code section 36937(b), and will take effect upon its adoption:
1. The Water Shutoff Protection Act (California Health and Safety Code §§ 116902 et
seq., “SB 998”) was adopted in recognition of the right held by all Californians to
safe, accessible, and affordable water as declared by Section 106.3 of the California
Water Code, and protects certain residential water customers from discontinued water
service due to their non-payment of water service bills.
2. Discontinuation of water service threatens human health and well-being, and have a
disproportionate impact on infants, children, the elderly, low-income families,
communities of color, people for whom English is a second language, physically
disabled persons, and persons with life-threatening medical conditions.
DATE:

, 20___

ATTEST:

APPROVED:

City Clerk, City of Arcata

Mayor, City of Arcata
Clerk’s Certificate

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of Ordinance No. 1526, passed and
adopted at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata, Humboldt County, California on
the __________ day of ___________________, 20____, by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTENTIONS:

Attachment: Ord 1526, Residential Water Discontinuation Policy (2229 : Ord 1526, Residential Water Service Discontinuation)

Upon notification to the Finance Department, short term disconnections will be made
where the time involved comprises multiples of the minimum billing period.

City Clerk, City of Arcata
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
January 16, 2020
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Nancy Diamond, City Attorney

PREPARER:

Nancy Diamond, City Attorney

DATE:

January 06, 2020

TITLE:

Small Cell (5G) Wireless Facilities.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council provide direction.
INTRODUCTION:
City Council 2019–2020 Priority Project #14 seeks to adopt ordinances to accommodate 5G
technology, which, in turn, require support by broadband technology infrastructure. The following
reviews the current legislative, administrative and judicial framework in which 5G and broadband
technologies may be regulated by the City.

BACKGROUND:
City Council 2019–2020 Priority Project #14 seeks the following:

“Prepare for the roll out of 5G technology and pass a City Ordinance updating the
Land Use Code to set out the regulation framework. Include a fee schedule for City
poles and facilities.
a. Consider removing exclusions for 3 feet or less antennas and consult with HSU.”
“5G,” or “fifth generation” wireless, is considered the “next generation” of wireless service that will
enable faster wireless connectivity. 5G networks can operate at several different frequency locations
within the bandwidth spectrum, each of which presents a different infrastructure need for
deployment. High bandwidth 5G, considered to provide the fastest connectivity, requires the use of
many small wireless cells within close range of each other at approximately 300-500 ft. Lower
frequency 5G can be deployed using existing cellular networks. Mid-band 5G technology can be
deployed using a combination of existing cellular sites and small cell sites installed at intervals of
approximately 1/3- 1/2 mile.
The “small cell” relied on by 5G networks are typically 15” in diameter with 24” antennas and are
mounted on structures 50 feet high or lower. Small cell sites are connected to each other and the
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broader internet by fiber optic cables. Although 5G will offer high-speed wireless connections to end
devices, fiber optic lines are considered to have far greater capacity and reliability, and provide the
only technology that can deliver sufficient bandwidth to each 5G cell site. Installation of the fiber
optic infrastructure needed to support small cells triggers considerations of whether to adopt a “dig
once” policy in which all underground utility infrastructure is placed in a single conduit to avoid
road construction with each installation or repair. This would be applicable to the fiber optic lines
needed to support 5G deployment.
The legal framework for 5G deployment has been changing quickly, and the previous Mayor
contacted me about governing legal principles and 5G deployment in the City. He also suggested I
consult with Connie Stewart, Executive Director, California Center for Rural Policy, because of her
state-level engagement in bringing fiber optic cables into Humboldt County. She provided me with
numerous resources on broadband and dig once policies, and could provide more information to the
Council at a future meeting if desired.
DISCUSSION:
1. State Law
State law grants to telephone corporations a limited “statewide franchise” to install infrastructure
within the public right-of-way (ROW) for purposes of operating a statewide communication system
(Public Utilities Code § 7901). The grant of statewide franchise preempts a local municipality from
also granting a local franchise and thereby prevents local governments from charging
telecommunication companies (including wireless service providers) local franchise fees,
encroachment permit fees, or any other permit fee for access to a city’s public ROW. However,
cities retain the right to regulate telephone lines within the public ROW for aesthetic purposes and to
impose reasonable time place or manner restrictions on the installation and operation of such lines
(Public Utilities Code § 7901.1).
The statewide franchise granted under state law applies only to a city’s real property in the public
ROW. It does not apply to and therefore does not require municipalities to grant access to a city’s
non-ROW real or personal property (such as street lights), or to grant access to these properties
without charging a market rate. Consequently, even though state law precludes a city from imposing
franchise fees or other charges on wireless service providers for use of the public ROW, a city may
charge a market rate for telecommunications equipment attached to its infrastructure within the
public ROW or installed on other city-owned property. Failure to charge market rate could be
construed as an improper gift of public funds.
2. Federal Law
The federal Telecommunications Act of 1996 defines the boundaries of local authority to regulate
wireless service infrastructure. Under this Act, a state or local government retains control to
narrowly manage wireless service facility installations located in the ROW (47 U.S.C. § 253(a)).
For example, a city has limited local zoning authority to regulate the placement, construction, and
modification of wireless facilities; and retains authority to charge “fair and reasonable
compensation” on a “competitively neutral and nondiscriminatory basis” (47 U.S.C. § 253(a)).
However, local governments are prevented from (1) prohibiting, or effectively prohibiting, wireless
services, (2) unreasonably discriminating among functionally equivalent service providers, or (3)
regulating personal wireless service facilities based on the environmental effects from radio
frequency emissions to the extent such emissions meet FCC guidelines (47 U.S.C. § 332(c)(7)).
Federal courts interpret these laws as preempting only state and local regulatory schemes, but not
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preventing contractual agreements between public agencies and telecommunications providers on
mutually agreed terms. [cite]
Finally, federal law specifies that state and local governments “may not deny, and shall approve”
any “eligible facility’s request” for a wireless site co-location or modification so long as it does not
cause a “substant[ial] change in [that preexisting site’s] physical dimensions” (47 U.S.C. § 6409(a)).
Under Federal Communications Commission (FCC) rules enacted in 2014 interpreting the
Telecommunications Act application to local jurisdictions, local authority was preserved with regard
to city owned property other than public ROW and a city’s ability to charge market rate for the use
of these properties. (29 FCC Rcd. 12865 (Oct 17, 2014), 47 C.F.R. §§ 1.40001, et seq.,
“Infrastructure Order”). However, in August and September 2018, new FCC rules substantially reinterpreted provisions of the Telecommunications Act to preempt state and local authority over any
wireless and wireline communication infrastructure deployments in any location. The new
regulations are implemented through two mechanisms: 1) a “Moratorium Order” that prevents local
agencies from adopting moratoria to ban the installation of wireless infrastructure, and 2) the “Small
Cell Order,” which further limits local authority over wireless infrastructure deployments.

The Small Cell Order creates a new classification of regulated wireless technology called the “Small
Wireless Facility.” 5G small cell site technologies fall within the new regulatory classification for a
Small Wireless Facility. The Small Wireless Facility is defined by size and not whether it will be
located within the public ROW.1 The Small Cell Order expressly states that FCC regulations apply
equally to public ROW property and city owned property outside the ROW as well as the use of
government-owned property within the ROW such as utility and light poles, traffic lights, and
similar property that may be suitable for hosting Small Wireless Facilities.
a. Small Cell Order Fee Restrictions
The FCC Small Cell Order regulations effectively preempt almost all local fee-charging
authority except fees that fall with designated presumptively reasonable thresholds. “Fees”
subject to the Small Cell Order include one-time charges, annual charges to use or attach to
municipal property and annual charges for the right to access and use the public ROW. All
such fees must be (1) reasonably approximate to costs, (2) objectively reasonable and (3) no
higher than those charged to similarly-situated competitors in similar situations.
The FCC also established fee “safe harbors.” One-time fees at or below $100 per co-location
application or $1,000 per new pole application and annual fees at or below $270 for both
access to municipal poles and the public ROW are “presumptively reasonable”. These are not
fee caps. Rather, these levels set the threshold for evidentiary presumptions: the challenger
bears the burden at trial when fees are at or below these levels, and the local government
bears the burden of establishing cost-justification in any challenge to fees that exceed these
thresholds.

As defined, a “small wireless facility” has an overall height which must be less than 50 feet, no more than 10%
taller than adjacent structures or no more than 50 feet or 10% taller than the support structure, whichever is greater.
Each antenna must be less than three cubic feet in volume, with no cumulative limit on antennas or antenna volume.
All non-antenna equipment, which includes any preexisting equipment plus any new equipment, must be less than
28 cubic feet in volume.
1
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b. Restrictions on Aesthetics and Other Non-Fee Requirements
All aesthetic and other non-fee regulations must be (1) reasonable, (2) no more burdensome
than those applied to other infrastructure deployments, (3) objective and (4) published in
advance. “Reasonable” aesthetic restrictions mean those that are “technically feasible and
reasonably directed to avoiding or remedying the intangible public harm of unsightly or outof-character deployments . . . .” The “technically feasible” component is not well elaborated
within the Small Cell Order but the FCC states it would consider undergrounding and
minimum separation requirements unreasonable if such requirements caused the deployment
to be technically infeasible.
c. Legal Challenges
The Small Cell Order has been challenged in numerous court jurisdictions through-out the
country, and almost all were consolidated in the 9th Circuit. This case is pending. A very
recent decision from the D.C. Circuit vacated portions of the Order that exempt small
wireless facility installations from historic preservation review under the National Historic
Preservation Act (NHPA) and environmental review under the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA). Needless to say, the on-going status of the Small Cell Order is in flux.
3. Current LUC Telecommunications Development Standards
The City’s Telecommunications Facilities land use standards (LUC Chapter 9.44) contain
development standards which “regulate the placement and design of telecommunications facilities to
promote an aesthetic appearance to preserve the historic, cultural, and archaeological values of
Arcata, and to ensure public safety and welfare; pursue additional benefits from the facilities to the
public by encouraging the leasing of publicly owned properties where feasible for the development
of communication facilities; acknowledge and provide the community benefit associated with the
provision of advanced communication services within the City; and to implement General Plan
Policy PF-5d.”
All Telecommunication Facilities located in the City are required to have a use permit and conform
to the LUC standards, with exceptions for: 1) minor replacements or modifications to existing
facilities, 2) antennas one meter (39.37”) or less in diameter designed for direct satellite services; 3)
antennas two meters (78.74”) or less in diameter designed for commercial satellite communications;
and 4) citizen band antennas (with restrictions) operated under a FCC license. These standards are a
legitimate exercise of local authority under state law, and were valid under the 2014 FCC
Infrastructure Order. However, to the extent they apply to Small Wireless Facilities, they have been
largely pre-empted. Further analysis is required.
4. Dig Once Policies
According to the FCC, the cost of burying fiber optic cables and conduit underground is the largest
cost component of largescale broadband deployment. A “dig once” policy that coordinates
installation of conduit into the public right of way for future underground telecommunications use
may save on costs incurred by repeated excavation in areas where the entire ROW is paved or
developed and help to reduce deployment time by preventing the need to acquire duplicative
regulatory reviews and permits for work done at the same location. Attachment A is a policy brief
conducted by the Federal Highway Administration on the benefit of dig once policies.
Several different types of dig once policies and ordinances have been adopted nation-wide, including
several cities in California. Attachment B is a copy of the City of Santa Cruz’s dig once ordinance.
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The most common approach is a joint-trench agreement (or, “joint use” or “joint build”) in which all
of broadband service providers install their infrastructure at the same time, in the same trench, or in
the same conduit. In most cases, they will also share the cost of installing the infrastructure. Another
common form of dig once is a “one touch” agreement, in which conduit is installed during
government-funded construction projects, and moratoriums on street excavation are adopted to
preserve the roadway construction project. Trenchless technologies such as horizontal directional
drilling or microtrenching may provide alternatives to full-scale dig once policies.
Humboldt County’s 2017 General Plan update recommends that new residential and commercial
development projects require developers to install conduit within joint utility trenches for future
telecommunications use. It also recommends flexibility in conduit placement requirements in order
to allow for retrofitting of communications systems. The Arcata Municipal Code requires all persons
seeking to dig in any street of public place to first obtain a permit (AMC § 7117).
POLICY IMPLICATIONS:
Some communities have embraced 5G infrastructure and adopted ministerial permit processes to
allow for dense deployment of Small Wireless Facilities. For example, San Francisco, South San
Francisco, and San Jose have each adopted wireless connectivity policies that encourage dense
infrastructure installation on some city-owned street lights, buildings, etc. in some areas. Such
policies were generated through extensive local planning efforts that included environmental and
historic review. They are typically implemented in part through building permits required for
installation and charge fees in amounts under the Small Cell Order fee thresholds. Attachment C is a
copy of the City of San Francisco ordinance.
It is worth noting that not all communities welcome small cell densification. For example, the City
of Glendale approved permits for installation of 23 small wireless facilities within residential
communities and afterwards received community backlash. This exemplifies the importance of
public engagement and extensive planning in developing a wireless policy. Attachment D is a 2018
article from the National League of Cities discussing effective methods for adopting such policies
and measures.
If the Council is interested in adopting a ministerial building permit program for small cell
deployment, it should also consider installation of the fiber optic infrastructure needed to support the
small cells. The LUC should be analyzed and updated as part of this process. Finally, adoption of
such a building permit program would be subject to advance environmental review.
COMMITTEE/COMMISSION REVIEW:
None
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW (CEQA):
Not applicable at this time
BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
Dependent on Council direction
ATTACHMENTS:
A. FHWA Office of Transportation Policy Studies Policy Brief

(PDF)
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B. city of santa cruz broadband plan telecommunications improvement ordinance 10mar2015
(PDF)
C. SF Public Works Code - Personal Wireless Service Facilities (PDF)
D. CS_SmallCell_MAG_FINAL
(PDF)
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Sections:
XX.XX.010 Purpose and Findings.
XX.XX.015 Definitions.
XX.XX,020 Telecommunications Infrastructure Improvement.
XX.XX.025 Implementation.
XX.XX.030 Exemptions.
XX.XX.035 Enforcement.
XX.XX.040 Violations.
XX.XX.045 Severability.
XX.XX.050 Effective Date.
XX.XX.055 No Conflict with Federal or State Law.
XX.XX.060 Preemption.
XX.XX.010 Purpose and Findings.
A. It is the intent of the City of Santa Cruz, in enacting Chapter XX.XX, to streamline and simplify
the process of installing and upgrading telecommunications equipment throughout the City, and to
encourage improvement and modernization of telecommunications infrastructure.
B. Access to modern telecommunications infrastructure is vital for communication, education and
economic development.
C. It is the desire of the City to foster a fair and level playing field for all market competitors that does
not disadvantage or advantage one service provider or technology over another.
D. The City seeks to promote widespread access to the most technologically advanced
telecommunications services for all City residents and businesses in a nondiscriminatory manner
regardless of socioeconomic status.
E. It is the responsibility of the City to protect and control access to public rights-of-way.
F. The City has a duty to ensure that all service providers utilizing City property, facilities or rightsof-way comply with all applicable state and local health, safety and other laws.
G. It is consistent with the City's goals and values to encourage investment in telecommunications
infrastructure to help close the digital divide.
H. It is necessary to update City policies and practices to recognize the authority of the California
Public Utilities Commission as established in state and federal statutes.
I.

It is the desire of the City to assess fees sufficient to recover the actual costs of providing services
but not to discourage improvement of necessary infrastructure.

XX.XX.015 Definitions.
A. For the purposes of this Chapter, the following definitions apply:
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1. "Telecommunications" refers to data, voice, video or other information provided by wire, fiber
optic cable or other technology.
2. "Facilities" and "Infrastructure" refers to wires, cables, conduit, switches, transmission equipment
or other equipment for use in transmitting or processing telecommunications services or for
providing support or connection to such equipment.
3. "Rights-of-way" refers to the area upon or adjacent to any City-owned road, highway or rail line or
along or across any of the waters or lands owned or controlled by the City.
4. "Service providers" refers to any person, company, corporation or other entity providing data,
voice, cable, video or other information services by wire, fiber optic cable or other technology.
5. "Excavation" refers to any process which removes material from the ground through digging,
drilling, boring or other activity for the purpose of installing utilities, infrastructure or other
structures or equipment.
6. "Conduit" refers to a tube, duct or other device or structure designed for enclosing
telecommunication wires or cables.
7. "Reconstruction" refers to any project which repairs or replaces fifty percent or more of an existing
road, highway or rail line.
XX.XX.020 Telecommunications Infrastructure Improvement.
In recognition of the need to provide local residents and businesses within the community with the
infrastructure required to meet their telecommunications needs, all construction, reconstruction or
repaving of a City right-of-way will include provisions for the installation of telecommunications cable,
conduit and other related equipment wherever practical and feasible. Where appropriate,
telecommunications infrastructure shall be installed in or adjacent to City rights-of-way in conformance
with current City standards. City staff will work with contractors to identify the most cost-effective
approach consistent with City requirements. If a project includes excavation in or adjacent to a City
right-of-way, installation of or upgrades to telecommunications cable, conduit or other infrastructure
will be included as needed. City staff will notify all known providers of the opportunity to join the
open trench and help coordinate efforts for multiple parties to join the dig. All installations shall
conform to the size, shape, location and other specifications as determined by the Director of Public
Works.
XX.XX.025 Implementation.
No less than 60 days before this ordinance takes effect, the City of Santa Cruz shall mail, fax, mail or
deliver a copy of it to all telecommunications service providers and other affected entities doing
business within the unincorporated City of Santa Cruz.
XX.XX.030 Exemptions.
A. The Director of Public Works, or the director's designee, may exempt projects from the
requirements of this chapter where compliance is found to be not practical or feasible. Requests for
an exemption shall be in writing, and the Director's or the director's designee's decision shall be
final.
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B. An exemption application shall include all information necessary for the Director of Public Works
or the director's designee to make a decision, including but not limited to documentation showing
factual support for the requested exemption.
C. The Director of Public Works or director's designee may approve the exemption application in
whole or in part, with or without conditions.
XX.XX.035 Enforcement.
Enforcement of this ordinance shall be as follows:
A. The Director of Public Works, or designee, shall have primary responsibility for enforcement of
this ordinance and shall have authority to issue citations for violation of this chapter. The Director,
or designee, is authorized to establish regulations or administrative procedures to ensure
compliance with this chapter.
B. A person or entity violating or failing to comply with any of the requirements of this chapter shall
be guilty of an infraction.
C. The City of Santa Cruz may seek legal, injunctive, or any other relief to enforce the provisions of
this chapter and any regulation or administrative procedure authorized by it.
D. The remedies and penalties provided in this chapter are cumulative and not exclusive of one
another.
E. The Director of Public Works or designee may inspect the premises of any construction,
reconstruction, repaving or excavation project to verify compliance with this ordinance.
XX.XX.040 Violations.
Violations of this ordinance shall be enforced as follows:
Violation of this chapter is hereby declared to be a public nuisance. Any violation described in the
preceding paragraph shall be subject to abatement by the City of Santa Cruz, as well as any other
remedies that may be permitted by law for public nuisances, and may be enforced by injunction, upon a
showing of violation.
XX.XX.045 Severability.
If any word, phrase, sentence, part, section, subsection, or other portion of this chapter, or any
application thereof to any person or circumstance is declared void, unconstitutional, or invalid for any
reason, then such word, phrase, sentence, part, section, subsection, or other portion, or the proscribed
application thereof, shall be severable, and the remaining provisions of this chapter, and all applications
thereof, not having been declared void, unconstitutional or invalid, shall remain in full force and effect.
The City of Santa Cruz hereby declares that It would have passed this title, and each section,
subsection, sentence, clause, and phrase thereof, irrespective of the fact that any one or more sections,
subsections, sentences, clauses, or phrases had been declared invalid or unconstitutional.
XX.XX.050 Effective Date.
This ordinance shall become effective three (3) months after the date of final passage.
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Nothing in this ordinance shall be interpreted or applied so as to create any requirement, power, or duty
in conflict with any Federal or State law.
XX.XX.060 Preemption.
The provisions of this chapter shall be null and void if State or Federal legislation, or administrative
regulation, takes effect with the same or substantially similar provisions as contained in this chapter.
The City Council shall determine whether or not identical or substantially similar statewide legislation
has been enacted or regulations issued.
SECTION II
This ordinance shall take effect and be in force six months from the date of adoption.
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San Francisco Public Works Code
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ARTICLE 25:
PERSONAL WIRELESS SERVICE FACILITIES

Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit.
Department Orders and Regulations.
Definitions.
Initial Review of a Personal Wireless Facility Site Permit Application.
Conditions of Approval.
Street Tree.
Department of Public Health Review.
Department Review of a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site
Permit Application.
Planning Department Review of a Tier A or Tier B Personal Wireless
Service Facility Site Permit Application.
Recreation and Park Department Review of a Tier C Personal
Wireless Service Facility Site Permit Application.
Final Determination.
Notice of Final Determination.
Appeals.
Notice of Completion and Inspection.
Compliance.
Abandonment.
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Sec.
1500.
Sec.
1501.
Sec.
1502.
Sec.
1504.
Sec.
1505.
Sec.
1506.
Sec.
1507.
Sec.
1508.
Sec.
1509.
Sec.
1510.
Sec.
1511.
Sec.
1514.
Sec.
1515.
Sec.
1516.
Sec.
1517.
Sec.
1518.
Sec.
1519.
Sec.
1520.
Sec.

Term of Permit.
Renewal and New Applications.
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Replacement or Removal of Equipment.
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Modification Permit.
Deposit.
Liability.
Indemnification and Defense of City.
Insurance.
Fees and Costs.
Severability.
Base Station Determination.

SEC. 1500. PERSONAL WIRELESS SERVICE FACILITY SITE PERMIT.
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1521.
Sec.
1522.
Sec.
1523.
Sec.
1524.
Sec.
1525.
Sec.
1526.
Sec.
1527.
Sec.
1528.
Sec.
1529.

(a) Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit Required. The Department shall require any Person seeking to construct,
install, or maintain a Personal Wireless Service Facility in the Public Rights-of-Way to obtain a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site
Permit.
(b) Minimum Permit Requirements.
(1) The Department shall not issue a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit if the Application for a Personal Wireless
Service Facility Site Permit does not comply with all of the requirements of this Article 25.
(2) The Department shall require an Applicant for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit to demonstrate to the
satisfaction of the Department that:

(A) The Department has issued the Applicant a Utility Conditions Permit as required by San Francisco Administrative Code
Section 11.9;
(B) The pole owner has authorized the Applicant to use or replace the Utility Pole identified in the Application; and

(C) The Applicant has obtained any approvals that may be required under the California Environmental Quality Act (California
Public Resources Code Section 21000 et seq.) to construct, install, and maintain the proposed Personal Wireless Service Facility.
(c) Permit Prohibited. The Department shall not issue a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit if the Applicant seeks to:
(1) Install a new Utility Pole on a Public Right-of-Way where there presently are no overhead utility facilities; or
(2) Add a Personal Wireless Service Facility on a Utility Pole for which a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit has
already been approved.

(d) Permit Conditions. The Department may include in a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit such conditions, in
addition to those already set forth in this Article 25 and other Applicable Law, as may be required to govern the construction,
installation, or maintenance of Personal Wireless Service Facilities in the Public Rights-of-Way, and to protect and benefit the public
health, safety, welfare, and convenience, provided that no such conditions may concern the particular technology used for a Personal
Wireless Service Facility.
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(e) Installation of Cabinets or Vaults in the Public Rights-of-Way. The Department shall not include in a Personal Wireless

Service Facility Site Permit an authorization for the Permittee to install a surface-mounted equipment cabinet or underground
10.B.c
equipment vault in the Public Rights-of-Way. In order to install such an equipment cabinet or vault in the Public Rights-of-Way
for use
with a Personal Wireless Service Facility, a Permittee must fully comply with any other City permitting requirements related to the
installation of such facilities.
(f) Other Provisions Inapplicable. Notwithstanding the requirements of San Francisco Business and Tax Code Sections 5, 6,
and 26(a), the provisions of this Article 25 shall govern all actions taken by the City with respect to the approval or denial of an
Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit under this Article 25.

SEC. 1501. DEPARTMENT ORDERS AND REGULATIONS.
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(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011; amended by Ord. 18-15 , File No. 141297, App. 2/13/2015, Eff. 3/15/2015;
Ord. 190-19, File No. 190598, App. 8/9/2019, Eff. 9/9/2019)

(a) The Department may adopt such orders or regulations as it deems necessary to implement the requirements of this Article 25,
or to otherwise preserve and maintain the public health, safety, welfare, and convenience, as are consistent with this requirements of
this Article 25 and Applicable Law.

(b) The Department shall work with the Planning Department and Recreation and Park Department to adopt regulations or orders
establishing initial Objective Standards for the Department to use to determine whether a proposed Personal Wireless Service Facility
satisfies the applicable Tier A, B, or C Compatibility Standard. The Department may by order or regulation modify the initial Objective
Standards when necessary to, among other things, approve additional or different equipment, designs, or configurations that the
Department determines also satisfy the applicable Tier A, B, or C Compatibility Standards.
(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011; amended by Ord. 190-19, File No. 190598, App. 8/9/2019, Eff. 9/9/2019)
SEC. 1502. DEFINITIONS.

For purposes of this Article 25, the following terms, phrases, words, abbreviations, their derivations, and other similar terms, when
capitalized, shall have the meanings given herein. When not inconsistent with the context, words used in the present tense include the
future tense; words in the plural number include the singular number; and words in the singular number include the plural number.
"Adjacent" means:

(a) On the same side of the street and in front of the building or the next building on either side, when used in connection with a
national historic landmark, California landmark, San Francisco landmark, structure of merit, architecturally significant building, or locally
significant building; and
(b) In front of and on the same side of the street, when used in connection with a City park or open space.
"Applicable Law" means all applicable federal, state, and City laws, ordinances, codes, rules, regulations, and orders, as the same
may be amended or adopted from time to time.

"Applicant" means any Person submitting an Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit or Modification Permit
under this Article 25.
"Application" means an application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit or Modification Permit under this Article 25.
"Base Station" shall have the meaning determined by the Department in an order or regulation, provided that the Department's
definition shall be consistent with the definition of that term: (a) as it is used in Section 6409(a) of the Middle Class Tax Relief and Job
Creation Act of 2012, codified at 47 U.S.C. § 1455(a) as may be amended from time to time; and (b) as it is defined by the FCC in
any decision addressing that section or any regulation implementing that section.
"City" means the City and County of San Francisco.
"Conditions" means any additional requirements that a City department reviewing an Application for a Personal Wireless Service
Facility Site Permit has determined are necessary for the Application to comply with those requirements of this Article 25 that are
within that department's purview, provided that no such Conditions may include a requirement that an Applicant use a particular
technology for a Personal Wireless Service Facility.
"Department" means the Department of Public Works.
"Director" means the Director of Public Works.
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"Disfavored Design" means any design for a Personal Wireless Service Facility that is identified in the Objective Standards as
10.B.c
disfavored.
"Eligible Facilities Request" shall have the meaning determined by the Department in an order or regulation, provided that the
Department's definition shall be consistent with the definition of that term: (a) as it is used in Section 6409(a) of the Middle Class Tax
Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012, codified at 47 U.S.C. § 1455(a) as may be amended from time to time; and (b) as it is defined by
the FCC in any decision addressing that section or any regulation implementing that section.
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"FCC" means the Federal Communications Commission.
"Modification Permit" means a Permit issued by the Department pursuant to Section 1522 below, authorizing a Permittee to modify
equipment installed on a Utility Pole by the Permittee pursuant to a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit.

"Objective Standards" means standards to determine whether a proposed Personal Wireless Service Facility satisfies the applicable
Tier A, B, or C Compatibility Standard based on factors that are quantifiable, measurable, and verifiable.
"Park Protected Location" means a proposed location for a Personal Wireless Service Facility in the Public Rights-of-Way that is
Adjacent to a City park or open space.

"Park Protected Location Compatibility Standard" means whether a Personal Wireless Service Facility that is proposed to be located
in a Park Protected Location would significantly impair the views of a City park or open space or significantly degrade or detract from
the aesthetic or natural attributes that define the City park or open space.
"Permittee" means a Person issued a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit.

"Person" means any individual, group, company, partnership, association, joint stock company, trust, corporation, society, syndicate,
club, business, or governmental entity. "Person" shall not include the City.
"Personal Wireless Service" means commercial mobile services provided under a license issued by the FCC.

"Personal Wireless Service Facility" or "Facility" means antennas and related facilities used to provide or facilitate the provision of
Personal Wireless Service.
"Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit" or "Permit" means a permit issued by the Department pursuant to this Article 25
authorizing a Permittee to construct, install, and maintain a Personal Wireless Service Facility.
"Planning Protected Location" means any of the following proposed locations for a Personal Wireless Service Facility:
(a) On an historic, historically or architecturally significant, decorative, or specially designed Utility Pole located in the Public
Rights-of-Way;

(b) On a Utility Pole that is on a Public Right-of-Way that is within a national historic landmark district, listed or eligible national
register historic district, listed or eligible California register historic district, San Francisco landmark district, local historic or
conservation district, or locally significant district, as more specifically described and cataloged in materials prepared and maintained by
the Planning Department;
(c) On a Utility Pole that is on a Public Right-of-Way that is Adjacent to a national historic landmark, California landmark, San
Francisco landmark, structure of merit, architecturally significant building, or locally significant building, as more specifically described
and cataloged in materials prepared and maintained by the Planning Department;

(d) On a Utility Pole that is on a Public Right-of-Way that the General Plan has designated as being most significant to City pattern,
defining City form, or having an important street view for orientation; or
(e) On a Utility Pole that is on a Public Right-of-Way that the General Plan has designated as having views that are rated
"excellent" or "good."
"Planning Protected Location Compatibility Standard" means whether an Applicant for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site
Permit demonstrates that a proposed Personal Wireless Service Facility would be compatible with any of the Planning Protected
Locations as follows:
(a) For a historic, historically or architecturally significant, decorative, or specially designed Utility Pole, the applicable standard is
whether a proposed Personal Wireless Service Facility would significantly degrade or detract from the aesthetic attributes that
distinguish the Utility Pole as historic, historically significant, architecturally significant, decorative, or specially designed.
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(b) For a Public Right-of-Way that is within a national historic landmark district, listed or eligible national register historic district,
10.B.c
listed or eligible California register historic district, San Francisco landmark district, local historic or conservation district, or locally
significant district, the applicable standard is whether a proposed Personal Wireless Service Facility would significantly degrade or
detract from the aesthetic attributes that were the basis for the special designation of the district.
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(c) For a Utility Pole that is Adjacent to a national historic landmark, California landmark, San Francisco landmark, structure of
merit, architecturally significant building, or locally significant building, the applicable standard is whether a proposed Personal Wireless
Service Facility would significantly degrade or detract from the aesthetic attributes that were the basis for the special designation of
the building.
(d) For a Public Right-of-Way that the General Plan has designated as being most significant to City pattern, defining City form, or
having an important street view for orientation, the applicable standard is whether a proposed Personal Wireless Service Facility would
significantly degrade or detract from the aesthetic attributes that were the basis for the designation of the street for special protection
under the General Plan.
(e) For a Public Right-of-Way that the General Plan has designated as having views that are rated "excellent" or "good," the
applicable standard is whether a proposed Personal Wireless Service Facility would significantly impair the views of any of the
important buildings, landmarks, open spaces, or parks that were the basis for the designation of the street as a view street.

"Public Health Compliance Standard" means whether: (a) any potential human exposure to radio frequency emissions from a
proposed Personal Wireless Service Facility described in an Application is within the FCC guidelines; and (b) noise at any time of the
day or night from the proposed Personal Wireless Service Facility described in an Application is not greater than 45 dBA as measured
at a distance three feet from any residential building facade.
"Public Rights-of-Way" means the area in, on, upon, above, beneath, within, along, across, under, and over the public streets,
sidewalks, roads, lanes, courts, ways, alleys, spaces, and boulevards within the geographic area of the City in which the City now or
hereafter holds any property interest, which is dedicated to public use and which, consistent with the purposes for which it was
dedicated, may be used for the purpose of installing and maintaining Personal Wireless Service Facility to provide Personal Wireless
Service to customers.
"Replace" means to remove previously permitted equipment and install new equipment at a permitted Personal Wireless Service
Facility that is identical in size or smaller than the previously permitted equipment.

"Substantially Change the Physical Dimensions" shall have the meaning determined by the Department in an order or regulation,
provided that the Department's definition shall be consistent with the definition of that term: (a) as it is used in Section 6409(a) of the
Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012, codified at 47 U.S.C. § 1455(a) as may be amended from time to time; and (b)
as it is defined by the FCC in any decision addressing that section or any regulation implementing that section.
"Tier A Compatibility Standard" means that an Applicant for a Personal Wireless Service Facility on a Public Right-of-Way that is
within an Unprotected Location has demonstrated that the proposed Personal Wireless Service Facility would not significantly detract
from any of the defining characteristics of the neighborhood.
"Tier A Personal Wireless Service Facility" means a Personal Wireless Service Facility where the proposed location for the facility
is in an Unprotected Location.

"Tier B Compatibility Standard" means that an Applicant for a Personal Wireless Service Facility on a Public Right-of-Way that is
either within or Adjacent to a Planning Protected Location or Zoning Protected Location has demonstrated that the proposed Personal
Wireless Service Facility satisfies the applicable Planning Protected Location Compatibility Standard or Zoning Protected Location
Compatibility Standard.
"Tier B Personal Wireless Service Facility" means a Personal Wireless Service Facility where the proposed location for the facility is
in a Planning Protected Location or Zoning Protected Location.
"Tier C Compatibility Standard" means that an Applicant for a Personal Wireless Service Facility on a Public Right-of-Way that is
either within or Adjacent to a Park Protected Location has demonstrated that the proposed Personal Wireless Service Facility satisfies
the applicable Park Protected Location Compatibility Standard.
"Tier C Personal Wireless Service Facility" means a Personal Wireless Service Facility where the proposed location for the facility is
in a Park Protected Location.
"Transmission Equipment" shall have the meaning determined by the Department in an order or regulation, provided that the
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Department's definition shall be consistent with the definition of that term: (a) as it is used in Section 6409(a) of the Middle
Tax

Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012, codified at 47 U.S.C. § 1455(a) as may be amended from time to time; and (b) as it is defined by
10.B.c
the FCC in any decision addressing that section or any regulation implementing that section.
"Unprotected Location" means a proposed location for a Personal Wireless Service Facility that is neither a Planning Protected,
Zoning Protected,, Zoning Protected Location,1 nor Park Protected Location.
"Utility Pole" means a power pole, telephone pole, or other similar pole subject to California Public Utilities Commission General
Order 95, and located within the Public Rights-of-Way.
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"Zoning Protected Location" means on a Utility Pole that is on a Public Right-of-Way that is within a Residential or Neighborhood
Commercial zoning district under the Planning Code.

"Zoning Protected Location Compatibility Standard" means that an Applicant for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit on
a Public Right-of-Way that is within a Zoning Protected Location has demonstrated that the proposed Personal Wireless Service
Facility would not significantly detract from any of the defining characteristics of the Residential or Neighborhood Commercial zoning
district.
(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011; amended by Ord. 18-15 , File No. 141297, App. 2/13/2015, Eff. 3/15/2015;
Ord. 190-19, File No. 190598, App. 8/9/2019, Eff. 9/9/2019)
CODIFICATION NOTE
1. So in Ord. 190-19.

SEC. 1503. [REPEALED.]

(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011; repealed by Ord. 18-15 , File No. 141297, App. 2/13/2015, Eff. 3/15/2015)
SEC. 1504. INITIAL REVIEW OF A PERSONAL WIRELESS FACILITY SITE PERMIT APPLICATION.
(a) Completeness Review.
(1) Initial Determination. Following receipt of an Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit, the
Department shall make an initial determination whether the Application is complete.
(2) Notice of Completeness Determination. The Department shall promptly notify an Applicant for a Personal Wireless
Service Facility whether the Application is complete.
(b) Tier Review.

(1) Initial Determination. Following a Department determination that an Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility
Site Permit is complete, the Department shall make an initial determination whether the proposed Personal Wireless Service Facility is
a Tier A, Tier B, or Tier C Personal Wireless Service Facility.
(2) Notice of Tier Determination. The Department shall promptly notify an Applicant for a Personal Wireless Service Facility
of the Department's tier determination.
(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011; amended by Ord. 18-15 , File No. 141297, App. 2/13/2015, Eff. 3/15/2015)
SEC. 1505. CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL.

(a) Conditions of Approval. Any City department reviewing an Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit,
as required by this Article 25, may add Conditions to its approval, tentative approval, or determination.
(b) Conditions in Writing. Any Conditions that a City department includes in its approval, tentative approval, or determination
with respect to an Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit shall be in writing.
(c) Notice of Conditions. The Department shall promptly notify the Applicant of any such Conditions and shall give the Applicant
a reasonable time to accept or reject the Conditions.
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(d) Acceptance of Conditions Required. The Department shall not approve an Application for a Personal Wireless

Facility Site Permit unless the Applicant accepts all of the Conditions added to an approval, tentative approval, or determination by any
10.B.c
City department that reviewed the Application.
(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011)
SEC. 1506. STREET TREE.
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(a) Condition of Approval. When reviewing an application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit, the Department,
the Planning Department, and/or Recreation and Park Department (as appropriate) may require as a Condition of approval that the
Permittee plant and maintain an appropriate street tree adjacent to the Utility Pole so as to provide a screen for a permitted Personal
Wireless Service Facility Site Permit.
(b) Implementation of Street Tree Requirement. When installation of a street tree is required by the Department, the Planning
Department, and/or Recreation and Park Department, the Department shall implement the requirement as follows:
(1) The Department shall require the Permittee to install a street tree that is a minimum of twenty-four (24)-inch box size. The
Department's Bureau of Urban Forestry shall work with the Permittee to select the appropriate species and location for the required
tree.

(2) In any instance in which the Department cannot require the Permittee to install a street tree, on the basis of inadequate
sidewalk width, interference with utilities, or other reasons regarding the public health, safety, or welfare, the Department shall instead
require the Permittee to make an "in-lieu" payment into the Department's "Adopt-A-Tree" fund. This payment shall be in the amount
specified in Public Works Code Section 807(f), and shall be payable prior to the Department's issuance of the Personal Wireless
Service Facility Site Permit.
(c) Care and Maintenance of Street Trees. The Permittee shall be responsible for the care and maintenance of any street tree
required to be installed in the Public Rights-of-Way under this Section 1506. In this regard, the Permittee shall assume the duty of a
"property owner" as set forth in Public Works Code Section 805.
(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011; amended by Ord. 18-15 , File No. 141297, App. 2/13/2015, Eff. 3/15/2015;
Ord. 190-19, File No. 190598, App. 8/9/2019, Eff. 9/9/2019)
SEC. 1507. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH REVIEW.

(a) Department of Public Health Referral. The Department shall refer every Application for a Personal Wireless Service
Facility Site Permit to the Department of Public Health for review of the proposed Personal Wireless Service Facility under the Public
Health Compliance Standard.
(b) Department of Public Health Determination. The Department of Public Health shall make a determination whether the
Application satisfies the Public Health Compliance Standard. The determination of the Department of Public Health shall be in writing
and shall set forth the reasons therefor. The Department of Public Health shall transmit its determination to the Department within 10
business days of receipt of the Application from the Department. With the concurrence of the Applicant, the Department of Public
Health may extend this review period beyond 10 business days.
(c) Affirmative Determination Required. The Department shall not approve an Application for a Personal Wireless Service
Facility Site Permit unless the Department of Public Health makes a determination that the Application satisfies the Public Health
Compliance Standard.
(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011; Ord. 190-19, File No. 190598, App. 8/9/2019, Eff. 9/9/2019)
SEC. 1508. DEPARTMENT REVIEW OF A PERSONAL WIRELESS SERVICE FACILITY SITE PERMIT
APPLICATION.
The Department shall review an Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Per- mit to determine whether the
Application:
(a) Receives an affirmative determination from the Department of Public Health under the Public Health Compliance Standard;
and
(b) Meets the applicable Tier A, Tier B, or Tier C Compatibility Standard based on the Department's application of the Objective
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Standard; or

(c) Must be referred to the Planning Department and/or the Recreation and Park Department for additional review because: (1)
the Objective Standards have not been adopted; (2) the proposed Personal Wireless Service Facility is a Disfavored Design; 10.B.c
or (3) the
Application did not meet the applicable Tier A, Tier B, or Tier C Compatibility Standard based on the Department's application of the
Objective Standards, but the Application may still comply with the applicable Tier A, Tier B, or Tier C Compatibility Standard..1

CODIFICATION NOTE
1. So in Ord. 190-19.
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(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011; amended by Ord. 18-15 , File No. 141297, App. 2/13/2015, Eff. 3/15/2015;
Ord. 190-19, File No. 190598, App. 8/9/2019, Eff. 9/9/2019)

SEC. 1509. PLANNING DEPARTMENT REVIEW OF A TIER A OR TIER B PERSONAL WIRELESS SERVICE
FACILITY SITE PERMIT APPLICATION.
(a) Referral to Planning Department Required.

(1) Until such time as the Department has adopted Objective Standards, the Department shall refer an Application for a Tier A
or Tier B Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit to the Planning Department for a review of the proposed Personal Wireless
Service Facility under the applicable Tier A or Tier B Compatibility Standard.

(2) After the Department has adopted Objective Standards, the Department shall refer an Application for a Tier A or Tier B
Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit to the Planning Department for additional review under the applicable Tier A or Tier B
Compatibility Standard if: (A) the proposed Personal Wireless Service Facility does not meet the Tier A or Tier B Compatibility
Standard based on the Department's application of the Objective Standards; or (B) the proposed Personal Wireless Service Facility is
a Disfavored Design.
(b) Planning Department Determination. If the Department has referred an Application for a Tier A or Tier B Personal
Wireless Service Facility Site Permit to the Planning Department, the Planning Department shall make a determination whether the
Application satisfies the applicable Tier A or Tier B Compatibility Standard. The Planning Department's determination shall be in
writing and shall set forth the reasons therefor. The Planning Department shall transmit its determination to the Department within 10
business days of receipt of the Application from the Department. With the concurrence of the Applicant, the Planning Department
may extend this review period beyond 10 business days.
(c) Affirmative Determination Required. The Department shall not approve an Application for a Tier A or Tier B Personal
Wireless Service Facility Site Permit that has been referred to the Planning Department unless the Planning Department makes a
determination that the Application satisfies the applicable Tier A or Tier Tier1 B Compatibility Standard.

(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011; amended by Ord. 18-15 , File No. 141297, App. 2/13/2015, Eff. 3/15/2015;
Ord. 190-19, File No. 190598, App. 8/9/2019, Eff. 9/9/2019)
CODIFICATION NOTE
1. So in Ord. 190-19.
SEC. 1510. RECREATION AND PARK DEPARTMENT REVIEW OF A TIER C PERSONAL WIRELESS
SERVICE FACILITY SITE PERMIT APPLICATION.
(a) Referral to Recreation and Park Department Required.

(1) Until such time as the Department has adopted Objective Standards, the Department shall refer an Application for a Tier C
Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit to the Recreation and Park Department for a review of the proposed Personal Wireless
Service Facility under the Tier C Compatibility Standard.
(2) After the Department has adopted Objective Standards, the Department shall refer an Application for a Tier C Personal
Wireless Service Facility Site Permit to the Recreation and Park Department for additional review under the Tier C Compatibility
Standard if: (A) the proposed Personal Wireless Service Facility does not meet the Tier C Compatibility Standard based on the
Department's application of the Objective Standards; or (B) the proposed Personal Wireless Service Facility is a Disfavored Design.
(b) Recreation and Park Department Determination. If the Department has referred an Application for a Tier C Personal
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shall make

determination whether the Application satisfies the Tier C Compatibility Standard. The Recreation and Park Department's
determination shall be in writing and shall set forth the reasons therefor. The Recreation and Park Department shall transmit 10.B.c
its
determination to the Department within 10 business days of receipt of the Application from the Department. With the concurrence of
the Applicant, the Recreation and Park Department may extend this review period beyond 10 business days.
(c) Affirmative Determination Required. The Department shall not approve an Application for a Tier C Personal Wireless
Service Facility Site Permit that has been referred to the Recreation and Park Department unless the Recreation and Park
Department makes a determination that the Application satisfies the Tier C Compatibility Standard.

SEC. 1511. FINAL DETERMINATION.
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(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011; amended by Ord. 18-15 , File No. 141297, App. 2/13/2015, Eff. 3/15/2015;
section title amended by Ord. 6-17, File No. 161081, App. 1/20/2017, Eff. 2/19/2017; Ord. 190-19, File No. 190598, App. 8/9/2019,
Eff. 9/9/2019)

(a) Determination in Writing. The Department's final determination to approve or deny an Application for a Personal Wireless
Service Facility Site Permit shall be in writing and shall set forth the reasons therefor. If the Department's final determination to
approve an Application contains any Conditions imposed by any City department that reviewed the Application, the Conditions shall
also be in writing.
(b) Denial. The Department shall issue a final determination denying an Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site
Permit within three business days of any of the following events:

(1) The Department's receipt of a determination from the Department of Public Health that the Application does not satisfy the
Public Health Compliance Standard;

(2) (A) The Department's determination that the Application does not meet the applicable Tier A, B, or C Compatibility Standard
based on the Department's application of the Objective Standards; or (B) where applicable, the Department's receipt of a
determination from the Planning Department or the Recreation and Park Department that the Application does not meet the applicable
Tier A, B, or C Compatibility Standard; or
(3) If any City department reviewing the Application adds any Conditions to its approval of the Application, the Department's
receipt of a notice from the Applicant that it rejects any of those Conditions.

(c) Approval. The Department shall issue a final approval of an Application within three business days of the occurrence of the
last of the following events:
(1) The Department's receipt of a determination from the Department of Public Health that the Application complies with the
Public Health Compliance Standard;

(2) (A) The Department's determination that the Application meets the applicable Tier A, B, or C Compatibility Standard based
on the Department's application of the Objective Standards; or (B) where applicable, the Department's receipt of a determination from
the Planning Department or the Recreation and Park Department that the Application meets the applicable Tier A, B, or C
Compatibility Standard; and
(3) If applicable, the Department's receipt of a notice from the Applicant that it accepts any Conditions imposed by any City
department that reviewed the Application.

(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011; amended by Ord. 18-15 , File No. 141297, App. 2/13/2015, Eff. 3/15/2015;
Ord. 190-19, File No. 190598, App. 8/9/2019, Eff. 9/9/2019)

SEC. 1512. [REPEALED.]

(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011; amended by Ord. 18-15 , File No. 141297, App. 2/13/2015, Eff. 3/15/2015;
repealed by Ord. 190-19, File No. 190598, App. 8/9/2019, Eff. 9/9/2019)

SEC. 1513. [REPEALED.]
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(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011; amended by Ord. 18-15 , File No. 141297, App. 2/13/2015,
Eff.Pg.
3/15/2015;

repealed by Ord. 190-19, File No. 190598, App. 8/9/2019, Eff. 9/9/2019)
10.B.c

SEC. 1514. NOTICE OF FINAL DETERMINATION.
(a) Notice of Approval. The Applicant shall provide notice to the general public of a final determination to approve an Application
for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit.
(1) Types of Notice Required.
Attachment: C. SF Public Works Code - Personal Wireless Service Facilities (2233 : Small Cell (5G) Wireless Facilties)

(A) The Applicant shall promptly mail a copy of the Department's final determination to approve an Application for a Personal
Wireless Service Facility Site Permit to: (i) any Person who owns property that is within 300 feet of the approved location for the
Personal Wireless Service Facility; (ii) any Person who is a tenant in any residential property that is within 300 feet of the approved
location for the Personal Wireless Service Facility; (iii) any neighborhood association identified by the Planning Department for any
neighborhood that is within 600 feet of the approved location for the Personal Wireless Service Facility; and (iv) the member of the
Board of Supervisors who represents the district in which the approved Personal Wireless Service Facility would be located.
(B) The Applicant shall promptly post notice of the Department's final determination to approve an Application for a Personal
Wireless Service Facility Site Permit on the Utility Pole to be used for the proposed Personal Wireless Service Facility and on a
minimum of four other Utility Poles, other poles, or other conspicuous places located within 300 feet of the approved location for the
Personal Wireless Service Facility. The Applicant shall provide the Department with such evidence of compliance with this
requirement.
(2) Contents and Form of Notice. A notice of final determination to approve an Application for a Personal Wireless Service
Facility Site Permit shall contain such information, and be in such form, as the Department reasonably requires in order to inform the
general public of the approved Application. At a minimum, the notice of final determination shall:
(A) Provide a description and a photo-simulation of the approved Personal Wireless Service Facility;

(B) Summarize the determinations of the City departments that were necessary for the approval of the Application, including
any Conditions added by any City departments that were accepted by the Applicant;

(C) State that any Person may file an appeal of the approval of the Application with the Board of Appeals within 15 days after
the date that all notices required by Section 1514(a) above have been provided;
(D) Describe the procedure for submitting a timely appeal;
(E) Specify the applicable grounds for appealing the approval of the Application set forth in Section 15301 below; and
(F) Explain how any interested Person may obtain additional information and documents related to the Permit.

(b) Notice of Denial. The Department shall provide notice of a final determination to deny an Application for a Personal Wireless
Service Facilities Site Permit.
(1) Type of Notice Required. The Department shall promptly mail a notice of final determination to deny an Application for a
Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit to the Applicant.
(2) Contents of Notice. A notice of final determination to deny an Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site
Permit shall at a minimum:

(A) Summarize the determinations of any City departments that were necessary for the denial of the Application, including any
Conditions added by any City departments that were rejected by the Applicant.
(B) State that the Applicant may file an appeal of the denial of the Application with the Board of Appeals within 15 days of the
Department's mailing of the notice.
(C) Describe the procedure for submitting a timely appeal; and
(D) Specify the applicable grounds for appealing the denial of the Application set forth in Section 1530 1 below.
(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011; amended by Ord. 18-15 , File No. 141297, App. 2/13/2015, Eff. 3/15/2015;
Ord. 190-19, File No. 190598, App. 8/9/2019, Eff. 9/9/2019)
CODIFICATION NOTE
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1. So in Ord. 190-19.
10.B.c

SEC. 1515. APPEALS.
(a) Appeal Permitted. Any Person may appeal a Department final determination with respect to an Application for a Personal
Wireless Service Facility Site Permit to the Board of Appeals.

(1) Approval or Denial. The Department's approval or denial of an Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site
Permit shall be an appealable final determination under this Section.
(2) Refusal To Accept Conditions. The Department's denial of an Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site
Permit based on the Applicant's refusal to accept any Conditions imposed by a City department shall be an appealable final
determination under this Section.
(c) Board of Appeals Review. Upon such appeal, the Board of Appeals shall determine whether the final determination was
correct under the provisions of this Article 25.
(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011)
SEC. 1516. NOTICE OF COMPLETION AND INSPECTION.
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(b) Final Determination.

(a) Notice of Completion. A Permittee shall notify the Department immediately upon completion of the installation of a Personal
Wireless Service Facility. The notice of completion must include a written statement from a certified engineer confirming that the
permitted Personal Wireless Service Facility complies with the Public Health Compliance Standard.
(b) Inspection.

(1) Required After Installation. The Department shall inspect a Personal Wireless Service Facility installed in the Public
Rights-of-Way within a reasonable time after a Permittee provides the Department with a notice of completion required under Section
1516(a) above. The Department shall determine during the inspection whether:
(A) The installation is in accordance with the requirements of the Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit; and
(B) The permitted Personal Wireless Service Facility complies with the Public Health Compliance Standard.

(2) Subsequent Inspection. If at any time the Department has a valid reason to believe that a permitted Personal Wireless
Service Facility does not comply with the Public Health Compliance Standard, the Department shall require the Permittee to provide
additional proof of compliance with the Public Health Compliance Standard. The Department may also request that the Department of
Public Health inspect the facility.
(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011)
SEC. 1517. COMPLIANCE.

(a) Compliance Required. Any Personal Wireless Service Facility installed in the Public Rights-of-Way pursuant to a Personal
Wireless Service Facility Site Permit issued under this Article 25 must comply with the terms and conditions of the Permit and this
Article 25.
(b) Notice of Deficiency.

(1) Non-Compliance with Permit. If the Department determines, either after an inspection required under Section 1516(b)
above or at any other time, that a Personal Wireless Service Facility is not in compliance with the Personal Wireless Service Facility
Site Permit or this Article 25, the Department shall issue a notice of deficiency and require the Permittee to take corrective action to
bring the Personal Wireless Service Facility into compliance.

(2) Radio Frequency Emissions. If the Department determines, either after an inspection required under 1515(b) above or at
any other time, that potential human exposure to radio frequency emissions from a permitted Personal Wireless Service Facility
exceeds FCC guidelines, the Department shall issue a notice of deficiency and require the Permittee to take corrective action to bring
the Personal Wireless Service Facility into compliance with FCC guidelines.
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(3) Noise. If the Department determines, either after an inspection required under 1516(b) above or at any other time, that noise
from a permitted Personal Wireless Service Facility at any time of the day or night exceeds forty-five (45) dBA as measured10.B.c
at a
distance three (3) feet from any residential building facade, the Department shall issue a notice of deficiency and require the Permittee
to take corrective action to bring the Personal Wireless Service Facility into compliance with the noise limit.
(c) Department Remedies.

(A) Take all reasonable, necessary, and appropriate action to remedy a Permittee's non-compliance; or
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(1) Required Action. If a Permittee fails to take corrective action with respect to a Personal Wireless Service Facility within a
reasonable time after receiving a notice of deficiency the Department shall:

(B) Require a Permittee to remove the non-compliant Personal Wireless Service Facility from the Public Rights-of-Way; and
(C) Charge to a Permittee the reasonable costs that the City has actually incurred including, but not limited to, administrative
costs.

(2) Discretionary Action. In addition to the foregoing, if a Permittee fails to take corrective action with respect to a Personal
Wireless Service Facility within a reasonable time after receiving a notice of deficiency the Department may deny any pending
Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit.
(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011)
SEC. 1518. ABANDONMENT.

(a) Permittee Must Maintain Facilities. Any Personal Wireless Service Facility installed in the Public Rights-of-Way pursuant
to a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit issued under this Article 25 must be properly maintained and used to provide
Personal Wireless Services.

(b) Notice of Abandonment. A Permittee shall notify the Department, or the Department may determine and notify a Permittee,
that a Personal Wireless Service Facility installed in the Public Rights-of-Way has been abandoned either because it has not been
properly maintained or because it is no longer being used to provide Personal Wireless Services. In such event, a Permittee shall
promptly remove the abandoned Personal Wireless Service Facility as required by the Department and at Permittee's expense.
(c) Remedy for Non-Compliance. If a Permittee fails to remove an abandoned Personal Wireless Service Facility within a
reasonable period of time after receiving a notice of abandonment, the Department shall take all reasonable, necessary, and
appropriate action to remedy the Permittee's failure to comply with the notice (including removing the Personal Wireless Service
Facility) and may charge to the Permittee the reasonable costs the City has actually incurred including, but not limited to, administrative
costs.
(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011)
SEC. 1519. TERM OF PERMIT.

A Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit shall have a term of ten (10) years. The term shall commence upon the completion
of the inspection required under Section 1516(b)(1) above.
(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011; amended by Ord. 18-15 , File No. 141297, App. 2/13/2015, Eff. 3/15/2015)
SEC. 1520. RENEWAL AND NEW APPLICATIONS.
(a) When Permitted.
(1) Renewal Permitted. At the end of the term set forth in Section 1519 above, the Department may renew a Personal
Wireless Service Facility Site Permit for an additional ten (10) year term, provided that the Department did not issue a Modification
Permit for the permitted Personal Wireless Service Facility during the term of the Permit.
(2) Renewal Not Permitted.
(A) A Personal Wireless Service Facility that has been issued a Modification Permit may not be renewed. Instead, the
Permittee may file a new Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit for the permitted and modified Personal
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(B) A Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit that has been renewed once under Section 1520(a)(1) above may not be
10.B.cfor
renewed for a second time. Instead, the Permittee may file a new Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit
the permitted Personal Wireless Service Facility at the same location.

(c) Approval of Renewal Application.
(1) Department of Public Health Approval Required. The Department shall refer every Application to renew a Personal
Wireless Service Facility Site Permit to the Department of Public Health for review under the Public Health Compliance Standard.
The Department shall approve a timely-filed renewal Application unless the Department of Public Health determines that the
permitted Personal Wireless Service Facility does not comply with the Public Health Compliance Standard.
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(b) Renewal Application Required. A Permittee seeking to renew a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit that may be
renewed under Section 1520(a) above must file a renewal Application with the Department no later than six (6) months prior to the
exiration date of the existing Permit. The renewal Application shall include a written report from a certified engineer confirming that
the permitted Personal Wireless Service Facility complies with the Public Health Compliance Standard.

(2) Applicability of Other Provisions of this Article. The other provisions of this Article 25 related to approval of an
Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit shall not apply to the Department's review of a renewal Application .
These provisions shall include, but are not limited to, Notice of Final Determination (Section 1514 above) and Appeals (Section 1515
above).
(d) New Application.

(1) Required When Renewal Not Permitted. If, in accordance with Section 1520(a)(2) above, a Personal Wireless Service
Facility cannot be renewed, the Permittee must submit a new Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit in order
to continue to maintain the permitted Personal Wireless Service Facility in the Public Rights-of-Way.
(2) Removal Not Required. Notwithstanding any other Applicable Law, if the Permittee submits an Application for a Personal
Wireless Service Facility Site Permit no later than six (6) months prior to the expiration date of a previously issued Personal Wireless
Facility Site Permit, the Department shall not require the Applicant to remove the permitted Personal Wireless Service Facility unless
and until there is a final determination denying the Application. For purposes of this subsection (d)(2), a determination shall not be final
until the Board of Appeals issues a final ruling on any appeal.
(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011; amended by Ord. 18-15 , File No. 141297, App. 2/13/2015, Eff. 3/15/2015)
SEC. 1521. REPLACEMENT OR REMOVAL OF EQUIPMENT.

(a) Replacement. During the term of a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit, a Permittee may Replace equipment that is
part of a permitted Personal Wireless Service Facility without obtaining a Modification Permit.
(b) Removal. During the term of a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit, a Permittee may remove equipment that is part
of a permitted Personal Wireless Service Facility without obtaining a Modification Permit.
(c) Department Procedures.

(1) Permittee's Notification. A Permittee shall notify the Department in writing that it intends to Replace or remove equipment
at a permitted Personal Wireless Service Facility as permitted by this Section 1521. In the notice, the Permittee shall at a minimum:
(A) Identify the use and size of each piece of equipment that the Permittee is seeking to remove from the Utility Pole;
(B) Identify the use and size of the equipment that the Permittee is seeking to install on the Utility Pole to Replace existing
equipment; and
(C) If any new equipment will Replace existing equipment, provide drawings and photo-simulations of the existing and new
equipment the Permittee is seeking to install on the Utility Pole.

(2) Department Notification. Within five (5) business days of receipt of the Permittee's request to Replace or remove
equipment as described above, the Department shall notify the Permittee in writing whether the Department has determined that the
request complies with the requirements of this Section 1521.
(3) Permittee Replacement or Removal. Upon receipt of a Department notice that the request complies with this Section
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1521, the Permittee may Replace or remove the equipment identified in the request.

(4) Compliance with Other Requirements. Nothing in this Section 1521 shall be construed to relieve the Permittee of its duty
to comply with any City regulations or permitting requirements when removing equipment from or Replacing Equipment on a 10.B.c
Utility
Pole.
(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011; amended by Ord. 18-15 , File No. 141297, App. 2/13/2015, Eff. 3/15/2015;
Ord. 190-19, File No. 190598, App. 8/9/2019, Eff. 9/9/2019)
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SEC. 1522. MODIFICATION PERMIT.
(a) Modification Permit Required. A Permittee seeking to add equipment to a permitted Personal Wireless Service Facility that
does not comply with the requirements of Section 1521 above, because the replacement equipment is not is identical in size or smaller
than the previously permitted equipment, must obtain a Modification Permit.
(b) Department Procedures.
(1) Application. In an Application for a Modification Permit, the Applicant shall at a minimum:
(A) State whether the permitted Personal Wireless Service Facility is a Base Station;
(B) Identify the use and size of any piece of equipment that the Applicant is seeking to remove from the Utility Pole;
(C) Identify the use and size of any equipment that the Applicant is seeking to add to the Utility Pole;

(D) State whether any piece of equipment the Applicant is seeking to add to the Utility Pole is Transmission Equipment and, if
so, explain why it meets the definition of Transmission Equipment;
(E) Provide drawings and photo-simulations of the existing and new equipment the Permittee is seeking to install on the Utility
Pole; and
(F) State whether the proposed modification will result in a Substantial Change to the Physical Dimensions of the Utility Pole.

(2) Time for Department Determination. The Department shall by order or regulation establish the appropriate time frame for
the Department to review an Application for a Modification Permit that is consistent with the requirements of Section 6409(a) of the
Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012, codified at 47 U.S.C. § 1455(a), as may be amended from time to time, and
with any FCC decision addressing that section or any FCC regulation implementing that section.
(c) Approval of Modification Permits at Base Stations.

(1) No Substantial Change to the Physical Dimension. The Department shall approve an Eligible Facilities Request for a
Modification Permit if the installation of the modified Transmission Equipment would not Substantially Change the Physical Dimensions
of the Utility Pole where the permitted Base Station equipment has been installed.
(2) Substantial Change to the Physical Dimensions. The Department may approve an Eligible Facilities Request for a
Modification Permit if the installation of the modified Transmission Equipment would Substantially Change the Physical Dimensions of
the Utility Pole where the permitted Base Station equipment has been installed, provided the Application complies with the
requirements of Section 1522(e)(2) below.
(3) Equipment Other than Transmission Equipment. The Department may approve an Application for a Modification
Permit at a Personal Wireless Service Facility that is a Base Station if the Application seeks to modify equipment other than
Transmission Equipment, provided the Application complies with the requirements of Section 1522(e)(2) below.
(d) Approval of Modification Permits at Other Types of Facilities. The Department may approve an Application for a
Modification Permit at a Personal Wireless Service Facility that is not a Base Station, provided the Application complies with the
requirements of Section 1522(e)(2) below.
(e) Applicability of Other Provisions of this Article.
(1) No Substantial Change to the Physical Dimension. The other provisions of this Article 25 related to approval of an
Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit shall not apply to the Department's review of an Application for a
Modification Permit that complies with the requirements of Section 1522(c)(1) above. These provisions include, but are not limited to,
Notice of Final Determination (Section 1514 above) and Appeals (Section 1515 above).
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(2) Other Types of Modifications. Before approving an Application for a Modification Permit under Sections 1522(c)(2), (c)

(3), and (d) above, the Department shall refer the Application to: (A) the Department of Public Health to determine compliance with
10.B.c
the Public Health Compliance Standard; and (B) the Planning Department and/or Recreation and Park Department to determine
compliance with any applicable Compatibility Standards. The Department may not approve the Modification Permit if any City
department determines the Application does not comply with the appropriate standard. In addition, the Department may determine that
compliance with other provisions of this Article 25, including Notice of Final Determination (Section 1514 above) and Appeals (Section
1515 above), shall be required.
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(f) Generally Applicable Laws. Nothing in this Section 1522 shall prohibit the Department from denying an Application for a
Modification Permit (even where the Application consists of an Eligible Facilities Request) where the Department determines that the
proposed modified Personal Wireless Service Facility would violate any generally applicable building, structural, electrical, or safety
code provision, or any Applicable Law codifying objective standards reasonably related to health and safety.
(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011; amended by Ord. 18-15 , File No. 141297, App. 2/13/2015, Eff. 3/15/2015;
Ord. 190-19, File No. 190598, App. 8/9/2019, Eff. 9/9/2019)
SEC. 1523. DEPOSIT.

Each Permittee shall submit and maintain with the Department a bond, cash deposit, or other security acceptable to the Department
securing the faithful performance of the obligations of the Permittee and its agents under any and all Personal Wireless Service Facility
Site Permits issued to the Permittee under this Article 25. The deposit shall be in the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) in
favor of the "Department of Public Works, City and County of San Francisco." If, in accordance with this Article 25, the Director
deducts any amounts from such a deposit, the Permittee must restore the full amount of the deposit prior to the Department's issuance
of a subsequent Permit. The Department shall return the deposit to the Permittee should Permittee cease to operate any Personal
Wireless Service Facilities in the Public Rights-of-Way.
(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011)
SEC. 1524. LIABILITY.

As a condition of a Personal Wireless Service Site Facility Site Permit, each Permittee agrees on its behalf and on behalf of any
agents, successors, or assigns to be wholly responsible for the construction, installation, and maintenance of any permitted Personal
Wireless Service Facility. Each Permittee and its agents are jointly and severally liable for all consequences of such construction,
installation, and maintenance of a Personal Wireless Service Facility. The issuance of any Personal Wireless Service Facility Site
Permit, inspection, repair suggestion, approval, or acquiescence of any person affiliated with the City shall not excuse any Permittee or
its agents from such responsibility or liability.
(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011)
SEC. 1525. INDEMNIFICATION AND DEFENSE OF CITY.

(a) Indemnification of City. As a condition of a Personal Wireless Service Site Facility Site Permit, each Permittee agrees on its
behalf and on behalf of its agents, successors, or assigns, to indemnify, defend, protect, and hold harmless the City from and against
any and all claims of any kind arising against the City as a result of the issuance of a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit
including, but not limited to, a claim allegedly arising directly or indirectly from the following:
(1) Any act, omission, or negligence of a Permittee or its any agents, successors, or assigns while engaged in the permitting,
construction, installation, or maintenance of any Personal Wireless Service Facility authorized by a Personal Wireless Service Facility
Site Permit, or while in or about the Public Rights-of-Way that are subject to the Permit for any reason connected in any way
whatsoever with the performance of the work authorized by the Permit, or allegedly resulting directly or indirectly from the permitting,
construction, installation, or maintenance of any Personal Wireless Service Facility authorized under the Permit;
(2) Any accident, damage, death, or injury to any of a Permittee's contractors or subcontractors, or any officers, agents, or
employees of either of them, while engaged in the performance of the construction, installation, or maintenance of any Personal
Wireless Service Facility authorized by a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit, or while in or about the Public Rights-of-Way
that are subject to the Permit, for any reason connected with the performance of the work authorized by the Permit, including from
exposure to radio frequency emissions;
(3) Any accident, damage, death, or injury to any Person or accident, damage, or injury to any real or personal property in, upon,
or in any way allegedly connected with the construction, installation, or maintenance of any Personal Wireless Service Facility
authorized by a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit, or while in or about the Public Rights-of-Way that arePacket
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Permit, from any causes or claims arising at any time, including any causes or claims arising from exposure to radio frequency
10.B.c
emissions; and
(4) Any release or discharge, or threatened release or discharge, of any hazardous material caused or allowed by a Permittee or
its agents about, in, on, or under the Public Rights-of-Way.
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(b) Defense of the City. Each Permittee agrees that, upon the request of the City, the Permittee, at no cost or expense to the
City, shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the City against any claims as set forth in Sections 1525(a) above, regardless of the
alleged negligence of City or any other party, except only for claims resulting directly from the sole negligence or willful misconduct of
the City. Each Permittee specifically acknowledges and agrees that it has an immediate and independent obligation to defend the City
from any claims that actually or potentially fall within the indemnity provision, even if the allegations are or may be groundless, false, or
fraudulent, which obligation arises at the time such claim is tendered to the Permittee or its agent by the City and continues at all times
thereafter. Each Permittee further agrees that the City shall have a cause of action for indemnity against the Permittee for any costs
the City may be required to pay as a result of defending or satisfying any claims that arise from or in connection with a Personal
Wireless Service Facility Site Permit, except only for claims resulting directly from the sole negligence or willful misconduct of the
City. Each Permittee further agrees that the indemnification obligations assumed under a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site
Permit shall survive expiration of the Permit or completion of installation of any Personal Wireless Service Facility authorized by the
Permit.
(c) Additional Requirements. The Department may specify in a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit such additional
indemnification requirements as are necessary to protect the City from risks of liability associated with the Permittee's construction,
installation, and maintenance of a Personal Wireless Service Facility.
(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011)
SEC. 1526. INSURANCE.

(a) Minimum Coverages. The Department shall require that each Permittee maintain in full force and effect, throughout the term
of a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit, an insurance policy or policies issued by an insurance company or companies
satisfactory to the City's Risk Manager. Such policy or policies shall, at a minimum, afford insurance covering all of the Permittee's
operations, vehicles, and employees, as follows:
(1) Workers' compensation, in statutory amounts, with employers' liability limits not less than one million dollars ($1,000,000) each
accident, injury, or illness.
(2) Commercial general liability insurance with limits not less than one million dollars ($1,000,000) each occurrence combined
single limit for bodily injury and property damage, including contractual liability, personal injury, products and completed operations.

(3) Commercial automobile liability insurance with limits not less than one million dollars ($1,000,000) each occurrence combined
single limit for bodily injury and property damage, including owned, non-owned and hired auto coverage, as applicable.
(4) Contractors' pollution liability insurance, on an occurrence form, with limits not less than one million dollars ($1,000,000) each
occurrence combined single limit for bodily injury and property damage and any deductible not to exceed twenty five thousand dollars
($25,000) each occurrence.
(b) Other Insurance Requirements.

(1) Said policy or policies shall include the City and its officers and employees jointly and severally as additional insureds, shall
apply as primary insurance, shall stipulate that no other insurance effected by the City will be called on to contribute to a loss covered
thereunder, and shall provide for severability of interests.

(2) Said policy or policies shall provide that an act or omission of one insured, which would void or otherwise reduce coverage,
shall not reduce or void the coverage as to any other insured. Said policy or policies shall afford full coverage for any claims based on
acts, omissions, injury, or damage which occurred or arose, or the onset of which occurred or arose, in whole or in part, during the
policy period.
(3) Said policy or policies shall be endorsed to provide thirty (30) days advance written notice of cancellation or any material
change to the Department.
(4) Should any of the required insurance be provided under a claims-made form, a Permittee shall maintain such coverage
continuously throughout the term of a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit, and, without lapse, for a periodPacket
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beyond the expiration or termination of the Permit, to the effect that, should occurrences during the term of the Permit give rise to

claims made after expiration or termination of the Permit, such claims shall be covered by such claims-made policies.
10.B.c

(5) Should any of the required insurance be provided under a form of coverage that includes a general annual aggregate limit or
provides that claims investigation or legal defense costs be included in such general annual aggregate limit, such general aggregate limit
shall be double the occurrence or claims limits specified in Section 1526(a) above.
(c) Indemnity Obligation. Such insurance shall in no way relieve or decrease a Permittee's or its agent's obligation to indemnify
the City under Section 1525 above.
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(d) Proof of Insurance. Before the Department will issue a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit, a Permittee shall
furnish to the Department certificates of insurance and additional insured policy endorsements with insurers that are authorized to do
business in the State of California and that are satisfactory to the City evidencing all coverages set forth in Section 1526 (a) above.
(e) Self-Insurance. Where a Permittee is self-insured, and such insurance is no less broad and affords no less protection to the
City than the requirements specified in Section 1526(a) above, the Department, in consultation with the City's Risk Manager, may
accept such insurance as satisfying the requirements of Section 1526(a) above. Evidence of such self-insurance shall be provided in
the manner required by the City's Risk Manager.
(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011)
SEC. 1527. FEES AND COSTS.

(a) Application Fees. City departments shall impose fees for review of an Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility
Site Permit. The purpose of these fees is to enable City departments to recover their costs related to reviewing an Application for a
Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit.
(1) Department Application Fee. Each Applicant for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit shall pay to the
Department a non-refundable fee of $450 for each application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit.

(2) Other City Department Application Fees. Where, as required under this Article 25, the Department has referred an
Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit to the Planning Department, the Recreation and Park Department, or
the Department of Public Health, an Applicant shall pay the following additional fees for each Personal Wireless Service Facility
contained in an Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit.
(A) A Planning Department non-refundable Application fee of $190 plus time and materials for any review that takes more
than 30 minutes.
(B) A Recreation and Park Department non-refundable Application fee of $125 plus time and materials for any review that
takes more than 30 minutes.

(C) A Department of Public Health non-refundable Application fee of $181 plus time and materials for any review that takes
more than 60 minutes.
(b) Renewal Fees. A Permittee seeking to renew a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit shall pay to: (1) the
Department a non-refundable fee of $225; and (2) the Department of Public Health feess1 set forth in Section 1527(a)(2)(C) above.

(c) Modification Permit Fees. Each Applicant for a Modification Permit shall pay to: (1) the Department a non-refundable fee of
$338; and (2) the Department of Public Health fees set forth in Section 1527(a)(2) above.
(d) Inspection Fees. The Department and the Department of Public Health shall impose fees for the inspection of a permitted
Personal Wireless Service Facility. The purpose of these fees is to enable these City departments to recover their costs related to
inspecting a permitted Personal Wireless Service Facility.

(1) Department Inspection Fee. Each Permittee shall pay the Department a non-refundable time and materials inspection fee
not to exceed $150 to inspect a permitted Personal Wireless Service Facility as required under Section 1516(b) above.
(2) Department of Public Health Inspection Fee. Each Permittee shall pay the Department of Public Health a nonrefundable time and materials inspection fee to inspect a permitted Personal Wireless Service Facility where such inspection is
required or requested under Section 1516(b) above.
(e) Adjustment of Fees.
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(1) CPI Adjustments. Beginning with fiscal year 2011-2012, the fees established herein may be adjusted each year, without
10.B.c
further action by the Board of Supervisors, to reflect changes in the relevant Consumer Price Index ("CPI") (as determined by
the
Controller). No later than April 15 of each year, the Director shall submit the current fee schedule to the Controller, who shall apply
the CPI adjustment to produce a new fee schedule for the following year. No later than May 15 of each year, the Controller shall file a
report with the Board of Supervisors reporting the new fee and certifying that the fees produce sufficient revenue to support the costs
of providing the services for which the Permit fee is charged, and that the fees do not produce revenue that exceeds the costs of
providing the services for which each Permit fee is charged. The operation of this subsection (e)(1) shall terminate after the CPI
adjustment for fiscal year 2019-2020.
(2) Controller Adjustments. Beginning with fiscal year 2020-2021, the fees established herein, including as adjusted through
fiscal year 2019-2020 under Section 1527(e)(1) above, may be adjusted each year on July 1 without further action by the Board of
Supervisors, to reflect changes in City department costs to provide the services required herein. Not later than April 1 of each year the
Controller will determine whether the current fees have produced or are projected to produce revenues sufficient to enable City
departments to recover the costs of the permitting services required by this Article 25, and that the fees will not produce revenue that
is significantly more than the costs of providing such services. If necessary, the Controller will adjust the fees upward or downward for
the upcoming fiscal year as appropriate to ensure that City departments recover their costs without producing revenue that is
significantly more than such costs. The adjusted fees shall become operative on July 1.
(f) Discretion to Require Additional Fees. In instances where the review of an Application for a Personal Wireless Service
Facility Site Permit is or will be unusually costly to the Department or to other City departments, the Director, in the Director's
discretion, may, after consulting with other applicable City departments, agencies, boards, or commissions, require an Applicant for a
Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit to pay a sum in excess of the amounts charged pursuant to this Section 1527. This
additional sum shall be sufficient to recover actual costs incurred by the Department and/or other City departments, agencies, boards,
or commissions, in connection with an Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permit and shall be charged on a time
and materials basis. Whenever additional fees are charged, the Director, upon request, shall provide in writing the basis for the
additional fees and an estimate of the additional fees.

(g) Deposit of Fees. All fees paid to the Department for Personal Wireless Service Facility Site Permits shall be deposited in the
Public Works Excavation Fund established by Administrative Code Section 10.100-230. All other fees shall go directly to the
appropriate City department.
(h) Reimbursement of City Costs. A City department may determine that it requires the services of an expert in order to
evaluate an Application for a Personal Wireless Service Facility. In such case, the Department shall not approve the Application unless
the Applicant agrees to reimburse the applicable City department for the reasonable costs incurred by that department for the services
of a technical expert.
(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011; amended by Ord. 18-15 , File No. 141297, App. 2/13/2015, Eff. 3/15/2015;
Ord. 190-19, File No. 190598, App. 8/9/2019, Eff. 9/9/2019)
CODIFICATION NOTE
1. So in Ord. 190-19.
SEC. 1528. SEVERABILITY.

If any section, subsection, subdivision, paragraph, sentence, clause, or phrase of this Article 25 or any part thereof, is for any reason
held to be unconstitutional, invalid, or ineffective by any court of competent jurisdiction, such decision shall not affect the validity or
effectiveness of the remaining portions of this Article 25 or any part thereof. The Board of Supervisors hereby declares that it would
have passed each section, subsection, subdivision, paragraph, sentence, clause, or phrase thereof, irrespective of the fact that any one
or more sections, subsections, subdivision paragraphs, sentences, clauses, or phrases be declared unconstitutional, invalid or ineffective.
(Added by Ord. 12-11, File No. 100041, Eff. 2/13/2011)
SEC. 1529. BASE STATION DETERMINATION.
(a) Request for Determination.
(1) New Facilities. An Applicant for a Personal Wireless Service Facility may seek a determination from the Department that a
proposed Personal Wireless Service Facility is a Base Station.
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(2) Permitted Facilities. A Permittee may seek a determination from the Department that a permitted Personal Wireless

Service Facility is a Base Station.
10.B.c

(b) Single Determination Permitted. Once the Department has determined that an Applicant's new Personal Wireless Service
Facility or a Permittee's permitted Personal Wireless Service Facility is a Base Station, the Department may apply that determination
to the Applicant's or Permittee's other Personal Wireless Service Facilities that use the identical equipment.

(Added by Ord. 18-15 , File No. 141297, App. 2/13/2015, Eff. 3/15/2015)
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(c) Department Order. In lieu of a case-by-case determination, the Department may determine by order or regulation those types
of Personal Wireless Facilities that meet the definition of the term Base Station.
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Small Cell Wireless Technology in Cities

From our connected homes, where everything is controlled
by the internet, to our workplaces, where reliable broadband
access is paramount for almost every type of job, technology is
impacting every facet of our daily lives. Cities are inextricably
linked to the internet, and the integration of new technologies
promises better and more innovative ways to serve our residents.

With this seismic shift toward smart cities
and the internet of things (IoT), reliance
on wireless and wireline broadband
infrastructure is becoming greater and
greater. Mobile phones, IoT devices and
other small wireless gadgets are becoming
ubiquitous. Wireless data consumption has
reached approximately 1.8 exabytes per
month in North America alone, and that
number is projected to grow six-fold by
2022. 2 As various wireless providers maintain
that the roll out of 5G internet service is
approaching, and the IoT proliferates with
the connection of millions of new smart
devices to the internet, cities must face the
reality that to meet the increasing demands
of residents, more wireless facilities and
infrastructure must be deployed. With that

The Internet
of Things
in Connected
Cities

2

reality, city officials must also face a number
of policy, public safety, land-use and right-ofway considerations.
As cities navigate this rapidly-changing policy
issue with both wireless and infrastructure
providers and community residents, a number
of considerations for the different stakeholders
begin to emerge. This action guide from the
National League of Cities (NLC) provides an
overview of small cell technology, as well as
guidance on how local governments can plan
for, develop policy and processes around, and
manage the deployment of, small cell wireless
infrastructure. It will also provide city leaders
with strategies for proactively engaging with
wireless providers and residents to plan for
small cell networks in their communities.

Every consumer product and piece of infrastructure increasingly has the ability to
sense surrounding stimuli, to communicate with other devices and people, and to draw
on the computing and storage power of the cloud. This phenomenon has been dubbed
the internet of things (IoT). The more smart devices and sharing platforms there are, the
more data is generated about consumer preferences and habits. But what does this mean
for cities? Smart cities are employing the same technology to connect their disparate
utility, infrastructure and public service grids, generating real-time aggregate data. This,
in turn, can help cities manage their programs and services more effectively and gauge
their impact for residents, businesses and visitors immediately. The city of the future is an
interconnected one, where devices communicate with one another in a constant stream
of data that provides real-time information to the public and to the municipality.3

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES
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What is a
‘Smart City’?

The term ‘smart city’
sometimes seems to mean
everything and nothing all at

A small cell pole in the median
of the Las Vegas Strip.
(Photograph by SmartWorks Partners)

once, and a common question
about the phenomena is some
variation on, “what is a smart
city?”. A smart city is a city that
has developed technological
infrastructure that enables it to
collect, aggregate and analyze
real-time data and has made
a concerted effort to use that
data to improve the lives of its
residents and the economic
viability of the community.
Smart city initiatives often
involve four components: the
underlying communications
infrastructure, information and
communication technologies
(ICTs) that generate and
aggregate data; analytical
tools which convert that data
into usable information; and
organizational structures that
encourage collaboration,
innovation and the application
of that information to solve
public problems.1 Examples
include water or utility
monitoring devices that
promote efficient or sustainable
usage, smart streetlights that
double as gunshot spotters
and communicate with city
administrators when they
need maintenance, and traffic
control and management
systems that streamline
traffic bottlenecks and report
congestion and traffic data to
city transportation planners.

MUNICIPAL ACTION GUIDE
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Small Cell Wireless Technology in Cities

What is small cell
technology?

As wireless data usage continues to
escalate, providers must find new and
innovative ways to keep up with consumer
demand for more speed and data capacity.
One way to address the capacity crunch is
by deploying “small cells,” a type of wireless
technology for broadband infrastructure.
Various federal, state and local laws define
small cell differently. Generally, “small cell”
refers to both the smaller coverage area
of the wireless signal, and the smaller
size of the infrastructure. Small
cell installations generally cover
much smaller geographic areas
— measured in hundreds of feet
— than the traditional macrocell
towers that can cover miles in each
direction. The antennas are much

smaller than those deployed at macrocell
sites, and are often attached to buildings,
rooftops and structures in public rights-ofway (ROW), including utility and light poles
and other street furniture.4 Pole- or groundmounted equipment accompanying the
antenna may also be needed and can be as
big as a large refrigerator. This equipment
may be in the ROW, or on other public or
private property.
These facilities help to complement or
stretch macrocell coverage and add
capacity in high demand areas.5 Small
cell infrastructure is typically deployed to
alleviate capacity constraints where crowds
gather or to cover targeted areas, including
public squares and spaces, downtown
pedestrian areas, parks, office buildings,
campuses, or stadiums and arenas.

Macrocell vs.
Small Cell:

Although they serve
different purposes,
macrocell and
small cell technologies
complement each other.

Macrocell: Traditional
macrocell towers have a
coverage area that spans
several miles. They’re hard
to miss, although their signal
degrades towards the edge of
their coverage areas.

4
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Small Cell: Small cell
technology is much more
discreet, mounted on existing
structures like rooftops and
utility poles. Sometimes,
they are accompanied by
refrigerator-sized equipment.
Because small cells only supply
a few hundred feet of coverage,
they are best suited for dense
areas like downtowns.
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What are some of the
benefits to cities?

With the increasing usage of wireless
devices and data, cities are facing
increased demand for reliable wireless
service. Small cell facilities can be used to
increase the mobile broadband network
capacity in cities. This improved service
and capacity has many advantages,
including economic competitiveness,
a “tech friendly” reputation, and more
opportunities to deploy smart city and
IoT applications. Given that up to 80% of
today’s 911 calls are placed via wireless
phones, robust wireless networks are also
critical to public safety.6

What are some
of the risks to cities?

Often, wireless providers will want small
cells deployed in dense urban areas
to provide adequate capacity in high
demand spots, and each provider will
want its own facility installed to cover
the same dense area. Thus, there may be
several requests to locate such facilities
in the same general areas, such that four
polls in a row will have small cells from
four different wireless companies. This
can result in clusters of small cells that are
visually unappealing and detract from the
aesthetic of the community. Deployment
and installation of small cell facilities
can potentially interfere with existing
technology, such as wireless traffic signals
and other municipal technology in close
proximity. There is also the risk of ground

mounted equipment associated with
some small cell facilities obstructing a
crowded city’s rights-of-way. In addition,
recent state and federal efforts to speed
the deployment of small cell facilities
have focused on preempting local
authority to review and control small cell
deployments, or to collect fair rents for
the use of public property.

What federal and state
policies apply to municipal
siting processes?

The siting of wireless infrastructure is
governed by local, state and federal law.
Most wireless infrastructure siting is
governed by the applicable government
entity with control over the facility’s
property or location, and there may also
be state and/or federal laws that apply to
local determination. Local governments
assess applications for permits to build
new or alter existing wireless facilities for
a variety of purposes, including public
safety, overall management of public
property or rights-of-way, accessibility
requirements, environmental issues, land
use and community aesthetics. Local
governments may charge wireless service
providers or wireless facility providers
for application processing, access to
the rights-of-way, and/or ongoing fees
for access to public property — such as
municipal street lights or traffic lights —
either pursuant to local codes, as part of
a large master lease or license agreements
with a provider, or on an application-byapplication basis.

MUNICIPAL ACTION GUIDE
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Federal oversight of wireless siting is
primarily based on three federal laws:
The Communications Act of 1934,
the Telecommunications Act of 1996
(Telecommunications Act) and a provision of
the Middle-Class Tax Relief and Job Creation
Act of 2012 (Spectrum Act).
These laws contain provisions intended
to spur the development of wireless
infrastructure and impose some limits on
local authority over that infrastructure. The
Telecommunications Act, for instance, makes
it unlawful for local government to prohibit, or
have the effect of prohibiting, the “provision
of personal wireless service,” prevents
local government from “unreasonably
discriminating among providers of
functionally equivalent services,” and
requires that local government “act on any
authorization to place, construct, or modify
personal wireless service facilities within a
reasonable period of time.” It also stipulates
that local governments denying siting
applications do so “in writing and supported
by substantial evidence contained in a written
record.”7 The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) has interpreted that
a “reasonable period of time” for local
governments to grant or deny siting requests
is 150 days for new facilities, and 90 days for
collocations.8 This presumed time limitation is
commonly known as a “shot clock.”
Meanwhile, the Spectrum Act also contains
provisions that limit local control over
collocated wireless facilities to ensure the
swift deployment of wireless technologies.
Section 6409(a) of the Act provided that
“a State or local government may not deny,
and shall approve, any eligible facilities
request for a modification of an existing
wireless tower or base station that does

6
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not substantially change the physical
dimensions of such tower or base station.”9
The FCC created regulations in support of
this law, specifying that these collocation
requests must be approved within 60 days of
application, and that this definition includes
distributed antenna system (DAS) and small
cell facilities.10 If a city finds that it received
an incomplete application, it has a limited
period of time in which to pause, or “toll,” the
shot clock by notifying applicants in writing
of the missing information and relevant local
requirements.
The 1934 Communications Act has been cited
in recent federal petitions and rulemaking
activity11 relating to the deployment of
small cell facilities. Section 253 of the
1934 Act requires that local governments
receive “fair and reasonable compensation
from telecommunications providers, on a
competitively neutral and nondiscriminatory
basis,” when determining costs to access the
public rights-of-way. The FCC has solicited
public comment on how and whether to clarify
the meaning of this phrase in relation to small
cell wireless facilities but has not yet issued a
decision or guidance. Likewise, the FCC has
recently issued orders prohibiting moratoria
on wireless deployment applications and
permitting in essentially all circumstances.12
State governments have also passed laws
intended to speed the deployment of
wireless infrastructure, particularly small cell
infrastructure, in recent years. For example,
Arizona’s HB 2365, which was signed into law
on March 31, 2017, imposes a series of new
requirements on cities’ regulation of wireless
infrastructure. Arizona’s law creates timelines
for both cities and applicants to complete
reviews of applications and buildout of the
requested site. Additionally, it states that rates
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The
Telecommunications
Act of 1996:

government to prohibit, or have the effect of prohibiting, the
“provision of personal wireless service,” prevents local government
from “unreasonably discriminating among providers of functionally
equivalent services,” and requires that local government “act on any
authorization to place, construct or modify personal wireless service
facilities within a reasonable period of time.”

or fees are limited to not more than the actual
and direct costs incurred by cities to review
those applications or manage the ROW, and
places a fixed dollar cap on those application
fees, as well as a fixed cap on annual rightsof-way access and pole collocation fees.13 14 15
Other states have enacted similar limits on local
review times, factors which may be considered
in a site review and fees local governments
may assess. State laws may limit whether local
governments can enter into agreements with
providers for larger-scale deployments of
infrastructure within a community.

What are some of the policy
challenges cities face?

Cities adapting their ordinances or
processes to enable efficient small cell
deployment face a number of policy
challenges. First, cities must consider any
recent changes to state law that impact
local ordinances. Nearly half of all states
had already passed small cell legislation or
were considering it by their 2018 legislative
sessions. Many states that passed laws
exempted municipal rights of way from the
legislation. These laws may impact what
fees or rates cities can assess, what factors
they may consider when deciding whether
to approve or deny a wireless facility
application, and whether the city is subject

to a stricter application review timeline than
federal regulations establish.
Cities must also consider their own internal
capacity when determining how much time
should elapse before a new ordinance focused
on small cell deployment goes into effect.
For example, if the new process demands the
establishment of new online application systems
or forms, the city should allow ample time to
create those new systems before applicants will
expect access to them, to avoid unnecessary
delays in the application process. Particularly
in the case of small cell deployments, providers
may wish to file many applications at once as
part of a network build-out, and cities should be
prepared to determine whether they can limit
the number of applications any provider can file
within a given time period under state law, or
whether they are capable of accepting batches
of similar applications simultaneously.
Cities should be cautious in passing
moratoria on new wireless facility
applications. While moratoria may provide
the necessary time for policy makers to
determine how best to approach this new
technological and administrative challenge,
they are not legal in some states, and have
been prohibited by the FCC. Moratoria
may invite legal challenges from wireless
providers eager to start construction.

MUNICIPAL ACTION GUIDE
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Boston: Preserving
History and Planning for a
Technology-Driven Future

The city of Boston faced a unique challenge
when it set out to upgrade the city’s wireless
networks: its history. The city contains
narrow, twisting streets with little sidewalk
space, carefully-maintained historic districts,
and a wide variety of decorative poles and
streetlights — including some gas lamps.
This adds up to crowded rights-of-way

with sensitive aesthetic needs. However,
a city known for its universities and tech
industries needed to be a competitive leader
on broadband infrastructure to retain and
attract residents and businesses.
To address the growing demand for small
cell wireless infrastructure, the city used
widely-available online tools to create an
online application and review process that
has reduced the average turnaround time for
small cell site application reviews to roughly
two weeks. The city has also managed to
stem potential floods in applications by
placing reasonable obligations on providers
eager to file many applications at once.

Macrocell

technology is
much better for large, low-density
populations like quiet
residential areas.

8
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Small cells are perfect for
small, dense-population areas with
high-capacity needs. Downtowns,
stadiums and theme parks are ideal
for this technology.
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For instance, after a permit for a new
wireless facility is approved, the provider
must build its site within sixty days.
Because of its narrow, historic streets, Boston
has had to work very closely with neighbors
and wireless providers to create innovative
pole designs that take up less sidewalk space,
or to negotiate a different pole location on a
nearby arterial street with fewer residences
and more room to site equipment.

Lincoln: Creating
Business Solutions to
Technology Challenges

In the city of Lincoln, Nebraska, broadband
infrastructure is an important development
priority. As demand for service, and for
permission to build infrastructure, rose
in the community, the city decided to
tackle business process challenges. The
city began physically relocating staff and
grouping them by process and function,
rather than department, and created a
new rights-of-way construction group
of staff from multiple departments to
manage broadband infrastructure, small cell
wireless applications and other issues. This
created a one-stop-shop for private utility
construction in the public right-of-way.
The city worked with carriers to create a
standard pole design that met the needs
of 95 percent of the city’s pole locations
and could accommodate most carriers’
equipment. For the other five percent of
locations, the city has worked with individual
carriers to co-design poles to meet those

locations’ needs and added those new
designs to a list of pre-approved poles.
The city has also developed a database of
existing right-of-way infrastructure assets,
such as water, power and broadband lines in
the city. This helps smooth the application
process and cuts down on the time needed
to communicate between city departments
and with providers. Additionally, the city has
created a master license agreement process
based on existing public-private partnership
agreements and adapted the master license
agreements used for broadband to business
and home to mobile infrastructure. Making
the agreements consistent, and posting
them publicly online, has helped reassure
providers that they are getting the same
deal as their competitors and smoothed the
negotiating process.
Lincoln has faced some challenges in
recent years with its efforts to deploy
wireless infrastructure. Some providers
have successfully received permits to build
new poles, but have not deployed in those
locations, resulting in wasted city resources
and no improved service for residents. The
city has also fought back against attempts
by the state legislature to preempt local
authority over small cells. In 2017, the city
battled wireless providers who claimed
that city-induced costs were inhibiting
infrastructure deployment. When Lincoln
offered a discount to local carriers who
were willing to build out connectivity in rural
parts of Nebraska, the providers backed
down, and ultimately preemptive legislation
did not pass that year.
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Raleigh: Finding Common
Ground with Industry
Through Partnerships

The city of Raleigh is focused on being the
best — with hopes of being designated a
‘best place’ to live, work and play, as well as
a forward-thinking leader in the technology
space. The city recognized that in order to
achieve those goals, it would need to be
open to the prospect of small cell wireless
infrastructure deployment. From the
moment the city was approached about
installing small cell infrastructure, the priority
was to establish a good working relationship
with wireless providers while protecting
and upholding the values and interests of
residents within our communities.
The city streamlined its application
process by eliminating some unnecessary
engineering time and costs. Rather than
calling for engineering drawings for all

Quantity and Quality: Although macrocells
cover much larger areas than small cells — miles versus
feet — small cells have higher-quality coverage that
works well in dense areas.
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installations, the city shifted its process
to require basic geographic coordinates
for proposed wireless sites, so that the
city could quickly work with providers to
find optimal locations. Wireless providers
appreciated hearing back from city staff
about site feasibility within a couple
of days of submittal. The city has also
taken several steps to hear the wishes of
residents, most directly through its 20
Citizen Advisory Councils. City employees
who manage small cell deployment
have been meeting regularly with these
advisory boards to gather feedback and
answer questions about the process of
small cell installation.
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What is
Broadband?

According to the Federal Communications
Commission, broadband is connection speeds of at least
25 Mbps for downloads and three Mbps for uploads. About
20 percent of American households don’t have access to
broadband under this current definition.

One administrative challenge came about in
the form of a piece of legislation passed by
the state that preempts the city’s ability to
manage small cell applications. A 2017 law
restricts local governments in the state of
North Carolina from sending applications for
collocated infrastructure — or infrastructure
that wireless providers want to place on
existing poles — to city council for review.
Wireless providers that wish to collocate
small cell infrastructure are allowed to seek
administrative approval and place their
equipment and infrastructure on those
existing poles. This is intended to streamline
the review process for small cell installations
that do not require a new structure or pole
to be constructed. While it shortens the
administrative approval process, it removes
the city’s ability to govern on this issue.

San Jose: Welcoming New
Technology While Closing
the Digital Divide

Equity drives San Jose’s approach to
bringing new technologies to the city, and
the deployment of municipal broadband
and municipal fiber lines is no exception.
Located in Silicon Valley, San Jose city
officials are acutely aware of the technology
boom happening on their doorstep and
are eager to welcome these advances,
provided they can do so in a way that

speaks to the needs of all residents. With
only three percent of the city connected
to high quality fiber lines, the city needed
to both improve overall access to high
speed internet and address the digital
divide for 95,000 residents without access.
After commissioning a study of the city’s
broadband approach as well as conducting
surveys of low-income populations, San
Jose officials set about working with the
private sector on an arrangement that
facilitates deployment, speaks to
the city’s equity goals and meets
provider expectations.
They settled on a tiered pricing structure
where providers pay $750-$2500 depending
on whether they will cover the entire city
or smaller areas. Larger deployments
essentially receive a bulk-discounted rate.
This revenue then feeds into two important
city goals: internal capacity building and
digital equity. For the former, the revenue
bolsters the public works department,
enabling staff to streamline the permitting
and governance processes. Providers are
therefore amenable to the deal because
it facilitates faster small cell deployment.
Additionally, the remaining funds, $24 million
so far, go into a “Digital Inclusion Fund” to
close the digital divide for low income and
vulnerable populations.
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When San Jose officials stepped back to
look at the whole picture, they noticed
that different providers had an interest in
deploying in different market segments
and, therefore, different neighborhoods. By
building relationships with these carriers,
San Jose has been able to spread coverage
across the city. Where gaps arise, the digital
inclusion fund fills in. Some of the projects
on deck include free device checkout at
libraries and coding camps. The city will also
pursue grants on top of these core funds
to further build out program support in the
long term.

Tempe: Bringing
Transparency to the Process

The city of Tempe knows that small cell
infrastructure will be integral to meeting
the technological demands of the future.
For city staff, determining the process for
small cell infrastructure deployment and
being transparent about it with wireless
providers was very important. Once the
city established a master license agreement
with the first carrier in the market, that
original agreement was used as a template
to develop subsequent agreements with
small cell infrastructure providers, who also
wanted to deploy small cells and distributed
antenna systems (DAS).
In 2017, however, preemptive legislation
was passed by the Arizona state legislature
that hindered the city’s ability to
completely control small cell infrastructure
deployment. The new law imposed fee caps
as well as shot clocks on the application

12
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process. It also forced cities to reduce their
fees to a rate that was significantly lower
than existing market rate agreements.16
The rationalization for such legislation was
that it was needed to speed up deployment
in Arizona by limiting a city’s capacity to
interfere via local legislation and incentivize
5G by reducing the industry’s costs of
deployment. During the negotiation
period preceding the passage of the bill,
the city fought hard to maintain its ability
to manage the right-of-way, mostly in
order to retain control over the aesthetic
elements of deployment and to minimize
any visual blight caused by the size of the
small cell allowed (the equivalent of 27
pizza boxes).17
The new law required Arizona cities to
establish and make standard terms of
agreements publicly available. Tempe
viewed the legislation’s six-month
implementation period as an opportunity
to foster collaboration between the public
and private sectors. Before finalizing the
standard terms and conditions, site license
provisions, application processes for small
cells and design criteria, the city sent draft
copies of all proposed documents to the
major carriers and infrastructure providers
for feedback. Collaboration with the industry
was important in avoiding conflict when
documents advanced to the city council for
deliberation and approval.
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small cell infrastructure blended into the
community were very important. Tempe
was able to coordinate with other local
cities and wireless providers to create
design guidelines, ensuring that new
infrastructure would mesh with the local
aesthetic. The city worked to ensure that
the guidelines were not too much of a

hindrance to deployment. Tempe found
that balancing the concerns of industry
with the city’s ability to manage its
poles and right-of-way is critical. Local
government can function as the connection
between the community and industry,
ensuring that both parties’ interests are
represented and accounted for.

Towers: Macrocell infrastructure is
hard to miss. Towers can reach up to
199 feet in height, and they’re rarely
shorter than 50 feet.

Small cell: Small cell antennas
are typically only a few feet tall,
roughly the size of a pizza box. They
are also often accompanied by an
equipment cabinet the size of a
utility box or refrigerator.
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Strategies for
City Leadership

1

Gain a full understanding of the technology
and important safety considerations.

Local elected officials and decision-makers should ensure that
they understand technical, political and legal implications of the technology, its
deployment, and any existing policies related to small cell facility siting. This will
ensure that the best interests of the community are upheld when new decisions
around small cell siting are being made.

2

Articulate your priorities
for accommodating this technology.

City officials should determine how they want to integrate this
technology into their communities and be intentional about expressing those
desires during the policy-making discussions and deployment process. Some
questions and considerations might include:
a. W
 hether the city wants to subsidize the build-out of the facilities
to speed up wireless connections;
b. Whether the city needs extra time to conduct a thorough
engineering review for public safety concerns; or
c. Whether the city will work to harmonize the facilities
with the look and feel of different parts of town.

3

Create clear policies for permit review that
let both city staff and industry applicants
know the expectations.

This includes establishing processes for how applications will be addressed or
processed, timeframes, objective requirements for the decisions and possibly
application checklists. Cities should communicate these policies broadly and
transparently to potential applicants. They may also wish to collaborate with likely
applicants to develop design standards compatible with technological needs.

14
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4

Develop a template right-of-way access
policy/agreement, as well as a city pole
attachment agreement.

Cities should make sure these policies and agreements address multiple kinds
of infrastructure, from macrocell towers to small-cell facilities. This might
include the establishment of requirements for both types of structures — such
as size, location, design, public safety, stealth, etc.

5

Think through in advance any beneficial items
the city could negotiate with industry in exchange
for use of the right-of-way — if allowed by state law.

Issues up for negotiation might include collocation; length of time for siting;
terms of installation; terms for upgrade; free or discounted services for
schools, libraries, or other public entities; or other provisions that benefit the
community and its residents.

6

Give careful consideration to fee structures.

There are a variety of fees and charges that cities may want to
address. Application fees to cover the cost of staff to review
applications, permitting fees to cover costs of building permit reviews and
inspections, regulatory access fees for use of public ROW (ongoing), rent
based on market rates if using public property (ongoing), and ongoing
maintenance fees. Cities should take care to ensure that costs for removal of
abandoned equipment are not borne by taxpayers.
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Definitions
When multiple wireless providers attach antennas and other equipment to a
single shared support structure. This practice may lower barriers to entry for
new providers and reduce pole proliferation. The federal government defines
collocation as: the mounting or installation of transmission equipment on an
eligible support structure for the purpose of transmitting and/or receiving radio
frequency signals for communications purposes.18

Small cell facilities:
Small cell facilities are a type of wireless broadband infrastructure.
They typically take the form of small antennas that are placed on existing
infrastructure (both indoors and outdoors) and ground mounted equipment.
These facilities help to compliment or stretch tower macrocell coverage and
add capacity in high demand areas. In many states this term is defined by
state law.

Ground mounted equipment:
This type of equipment sits at ground level, such as along sidewalks. It is
distinct from equipment mounted on existing infrastructure such as telephone
poles or buildings. This equipment is similar to traffic control or telephone
equipment cabinets.

Macrocell:
A macrocell is a wireless facility used in cellular networks with the function of
providing radio coverage to a large area of mobile network access. A macrocell
differs from a microcell by offering the backbone of coverage area and highefficiency output. It is placed on stations where the output power is higher,
usually in a range of tens of watts.19

Smart city:
A “smart city” is one that has developed technological infrastructure that
enables it to collect, aggregate and analyze real-time data to improve the lives
of its residents.20

16
SOURCE: UNION KITCHEN
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The internet of things (IoT) is a computing concept that describes the idea
of everyday physical objects being connected to the internet and able to
identify themselves to other devices. The term is closely identified with RFID
as the method of communication, although it also may include other sensor
technologies, wireless technologies or QR codes.21

5G:
The term for emerging 5th generation wireless telecommunications standards
usually associated with network speeds of 1 Gpbs or more.22

Exabytes:
An exabyte is a unit of measurement that describes 1018 bytes or 1 billion gigabytes.
This unit refers to such a large amount of data that it is typically used to express
quantities of information transmitted over the internet in absolute terms.

Internet Service Providers:
An internet service provider (ISP) is a company that provides customers with
Internet access. Data may be transmitted using several technologies, including
dial-up, DSL, cable modem, wireless or dedicated high-speed interconnects.
Typically, ISPs also provide their customers with the ability to communicate
with one another by providing Internet email accounts, usually with numerous
email addresses at the customer’s discretion. Other services, such as telephone
and television services, may be provided as well. The services and service
combinations may be unique to each ISP.23 Throughout the paper we use this
term synonymously with the term carrier.

Infrastructure Developer:
Company or entity that invests in or builds out the basic physical and virtual
systems of a community, including roads, utilities, internet and wireless
networks, water, sewage, etc. These systems are considered essential for
enabling productivity in the economy and require significant fiscal investments.
Developers and investors can be from the public or the private sector.24
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National Association of Telecommunications Officers and Advisors: Wireless Facility Siting:
Model Chapter Implementing Section 6409(a) and Wireless Facility Siting: Section 6409(a)
Checklist — https://www.natoa.org/documents/6409ModelOrdinance.pdf
United States Department of Commerce Internet Policy Task Force and & Digital Economy
Leadership Team: Fostering the Advancement of the Internet of Things
https://www.ntia.doc.gov/files/ntia/publications/iot_green_paper_01122017.pdf
BroadbandUSA: Broadband Glossary — https://www2.ntia.doc.gov/files/bbusa_broadband_
glossary_161024.pdf
BroadbandUSA: Smart Communities Glossary — https://www2.ntia.doc.gov/files/bbusa_
smartcommunitiesglossary_11212017.pdf
Trends in Smart City Development. (2016). National
League of Cities. Access at: http://www.nlc.org/sites/
default/files/2017-01/Trends%20in%20Smart%20
City%20Development.pdf

https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-speeds-accessutility-poles-promote-broadband-5g-deployment-0

1

Ericsson, Ericsson Mobility Report at 13 (Nov. 2016),
https://www.ericsson.com/assets/local/mobilityreport/
documents/2016/ericsson-mobility-reportnovember-2016.pdf.

13
$750.00 (A.R.S. § 9-593(I)) and $1000.00 (A.R.S. §
9-594(E)(3)).

2

14

$50 per small cell (A.R.S. § 9-592(D)(4)

15

$50 per pole (A.R.S. § 9-595).
The average small cell fee charged by Arizona cities
in 2017 was $3,530.00 per site, which included both
the use of the pole and the use of the right-of-way for
a small cell and associated ground equipment. (This
amount was about 1/8 of the annual fees charged
for macro sites). The legislation capped this fee at
$100.00 per site ($50.00 for the use of the pole and
$50.00 for the use of the right-of-way.)

16 

Trends in Smart City Development. (2016). National
League of Cities. Access at: http://www.nlc.org/sites/
default/files/2017-01/Trends%20in%20Smart%20
City%20Development.pdf

3

Federal Communications Commission. (2016). Public
Notice: Comment Sought on Streamlining Deployment
of Small Cell Infrastructure by Improving Wireless
Citing Policies. Access at: https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_
public/attachmatch/DA-16-1427A1.pdf

4

All antennas to be located inside an enclosure of up to
6 cubic feet in volume and the associated equipment
to be up to 28 cubic feet in volume. A.R.S § 9-591(19).

17 

WIA (2017). Enabling Wireless Networks Everywhere,
Presentation.

18

47 C.F.R. § 1.40001(b)(2)

6

See https://www.nena.org/?page=911Statistics.

19

https://www.techopedia.com/definition/2950/macrocell

7

47 U.S.C. § 332(c)(7)(B)

20 

5

Trends in Smart City Development. (2016). National
League of Cities. Access at: http://www.nlc.org/sites/
default/files/2017-01/Trends%20in%20Smart%20
City%20Development.pdf

Petition to Clarify Provisions of Section 332(c)(7)
(B) to Ensure Timely Siting, WT-Docket No. 08-165
(11/18/09).

8

47 U.S.C. §1455(a)

9

Acceleration of Broadband Deployment by Improving
Wireless Siting Policies, WT Docket No. 13-238, 11-59,
13-32, (10/17/14)
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The National League of Cities (NLC) is the nation’s oldest and largest
organization devoted to strengthening and promoting cities as centers of
opportunity, leadership, and governance. NLC is a resource and advocate for
more than 1,600 member cities and the 49 state municipal leagues, representing
19,000 cities and towns and more than 218 million Americans.
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OPERATING ENGINEERS LOCAL #3 DISTRICT 40

FEBRUARY 15, 2020
SEQUOIA CONFERENCE CENTER
901 MYRTLE AVE, EUREKA
ADULTS~~$40.00/

RETIREES--$20.00 /CHILDREN UNDER 12 FREE
NO HOST BAR AND RAFFLE

LIMITED DINNER SEATS AVAILABLE. PURCHASING TICKETS IN
ADVANCE RECOMMENDED. TICKETS WILL NOT BE SOLD AT THE DOOR.
TO PURCHASE TICKETS, CALL 707-4-43-7328

Doors Open 4-:00pm. Dinner Served at 5:30pm.
*MENU: **CRAB, GREEN SALAD, PASTA, BREAD
*An alternative is available if you can'tt: eatt: crab. Must be reserved in advance.
**Dependent on Crab availabiHtt:y
*Recommended Hotel with
Discount: Humboldlt
Bay Inn Best W estem
232 W . 5th St, Eureka

707-4-43-2234

*Live Band Blue Rhythm Review
*Make checks ]payable to "OE3 Picnic Fund
And semi! to: OE3 D40
1330 Baysmore Way, Suite 103

Eureka, CA. 95501*

Communication: V. Flier from Operating Engineers Local No. 3 re Crab Feed (DOCUMENTS RECEIVED AFTER PUBLICATION OF THE AGENDA)

This information was received after the
agenda was posted and is made available to
the public pursuant to California
Government Code section 54957.5(c).
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Paul Pitino
Kayla Johnson; Karen Diemer
Fwd: Creekside easement
Wednesday, January 15, 2020 4:18:05 PM
Dan Johnson"s letter.pdf
ATT00001.htm

Hi Kayla, here is more Creekside. Paul
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Lisa B."
Date: January 15, 2020 at 1:17:42 PM PST
To: Paul Pitino <ppitino@cityofarcata.org>, Brett Watson
<bwatson@cityofarcata.org>, Susan Ornelas <sornelas@cityofarcata.org>, Sofia
Pereira <spereira@cityofarcata.org>
Cc: Mark Andre <mandre@cityofarcata.org>
Subject: Creekside easement

Dear Vice Mayor Pitino and Council members,
I have not seen the proposed conservation easement and I am sure prior to
approving the project, the council will have this document in hand.
I did, however, see the justification for the easement and it is highly problematic.
As a number of you will remember from decades of discussions by prior planning
commissioners and councils, the agricultural easement was a "condition of
approval" for the Creekside development itself. The purpose of the easement was
to mitigate the impacts that the development will have on adjacent and
neighboring agricultural properties, ranchers and farmers in the region. It was
NOT as a mitigation for soils located on the Ennis Park property that will
presumably be lost due to conversion caused by the annexation/re-designation of
that property.
It would be a dire mistake for the Council to attach the agricultural easement to
the annexation of the Ennis Park property for obvious reasons. If for some
reason, the Ennis Park annexation is not approved by LAFCO, there would be no
nexus remaining for the conservation easement.
Because urban/non-agricultural uses affect adjacent agricultural practices and
introduce development pressures on adjacent agricultural lands, LAFCO
encourages cities with LAFCO proposals impacting agricultural lands to adopt
measures to protect adjoining agricultural lands, to prevent their premature
conversion to other uses, and to minimize potential conflicts between the
proposed urban development and adjacent agricultural uses. The establishment of
an agricultural buffer on the land proposed for development is an encouraged

Communication: IX-B. Correspondence from Lisa Brown (DOCUMENTS RECEIVED AFTER PUBLICATION OF THE AGENDA)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

This information was received after the
agenda was posted and is made available to
the public pursuant to California
Government Code section 54957.5(c).
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The City of Arcata's GP 2020 and our land use code also supports the utilization
of mitigation measures such as buffers or agricultural easements to protect
agricultural resources. In past discussions, the developer (see attachment)
acknowledged the use of buffers and/or the agricultural easement to mitigate the
impacts of this development on resources found to the west. Absent any buffers
in the proposed project, the agricultural easement is the obvious mitigation for
impacts.
The Ennis Park annexation is in my opinion an unfortunate addition to this
proposal. To be consistent with General Plan policies protecting agricultural
lands, if annexed this property should be designated as a Agricultural Exclusive
property based on the prime agricultural soils, preventing the need for mitigation.
Discussions in the past on this property pointed to it's use as an agricultural park
in the form of a community garden or other agricultural supportive projects.
Thank you for your attention.
Lisa A. Brown
Arcata

Communication: IX-B. Correspondence from Lisa Brown (DOCUMENTS RECEIVED AFTER PUBLICATION OF THE AGENDA)

method for protecting adjacent agricultural parcels. The buffer’s size, location
and allowed uses must be sufficient to minimize conflicts between the adjacent
urban and agricultural uses.
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Communication: IX-B. Correspondence from Lisa Brown (DOCUMENTS RECEIVED AFTER PUBLICATION OF THE AGENDA)

Karen Diemer
David Loya; Bridget Dory; Kayla Johnson
FW: A compromise road plan with Danco and Foster-side neighborhood

Dat e:
Attachments:

Monday, January 13, 2020 11:05:58 AM
Compromise Plans for Creekside Access.pptx

From:

For David and Blue Folder. Thanks, Karen

From: Sean Armstrong
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2020 10:23 AM
To: Pa ul Pitino <ppitino@cityofarcata.org>; Susan Ornelas <sornelas@cityofarcata .org>; Sofia
Pereira <spereira@cityofarcata .org>; Brett Watson <bwatson@cityofarcata.org>; Ka ren Diemer
<kdiemer@cityofarcata.org>
Cc: Netra Khatri <nkhatri@cityofarcata.org>

Subject: A compromise road plan w ith Danco and Foster-side neighborhood

Honorable Councilmembers and Staff,
Attached are four slides that I have discussed collaboratively over two I-hour meetings with
Chris Dali at Danco, editing as we went. We agreed that "Option 1",illustrated in two of the
slides, reflects our shared concerns/goals while using the road section developed by City Staff.
Traffic stop signals on Foster, elevated crosswalk, parkway-like sidewalk widening on the
City-side of Foster would all improve safety for children and adults alike of all mobilities.
The two other slides that reflect connectivity and bicyclist safety in the neighborhood are not
intended to be financial commitments from Danco, but do address an agreed upon scope of
"good idea" improvements.
Thank you for your consideration,
Sean Almstrong and family
Managing Principal
Redwood Energy

AI·cata, CA 95521
www.redwoodenergy.net
Grand Prize Winner of the United Nations World Habitat Awards-2017
Grand Prize Winner of the International PCBC Gold Nugget Awards-2016
Winner of the Sustainability Award of the Building Industry Association of Southern
California-2017
Winner of the Department of Energy Innovation Award-2015
Awards of Merit from the International PCBC Gold Nugget Awards-2016, 2017, 2018 and
2019

Communication: IX-B. Correspondence from Sean Armstrong (DOCUMENTS RECEIVED AFTER PUBLICATION OF THE AGENDA)

To:
Subject:

This information was received after the
agenda was posted and is made available to
the public pursuant to California
Government Code section 54957.5(c).
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Communication: IX-B. Correspondence from Sean Armstrong (DOCUMENTS RECEIVED AFTER

Foster Options

Option 1
• City Proposed Connections
• Neighbor and Developer
Approved with Two
Entrances with Stop
Signs/Bike/Ped Safety
Measures

Option 2
• No Bend/Chicane
• Two entrances with Stop
signs

Communication: IX-B. Correspondence from Sean Armstrong (DOCUMENTS RECEIVED AFTER
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Bridget Dory
Bridget Dory
FW: G5 network
Wednesday, January 15, 2020 5:09:41 PM

Begin forwarded message:
From: "Lisa B." <
>
Date: January 15, 2020 at 3:06:19 PM PST
To: Paul Pitino <ppitino@cityofarcata.org>, Susan Ornelas
<sornelas@cityofarcata.org>, Brett Watson <bwatson@cityofarcata.org>, Sofia
Pereira <spereira@cityofarcata.org>, Michael Winkler
<mwinkler@cityofarcata.org>
Subject: G5 network

Dear Mayor Winkler and Council members,
Please acknowledge this as my second email to you today. I would like to address
my concerns regarding the 5G network infrastructure being proposed.
After many years of community involvement, a land use strategy to accommodate
communications infrastructure within the city limits was implemented through the
development of Land Use Code chapter 9.44.  
Of particular significance was the adoption of Section 9.44.060 Facility Design
and Development Standards.
(3) A telecommunication facility shall be at least 1000 feet from any residence,
and shall be at least 1,500 feet from any historic district, school, or hospital.
This particular section allowed for communications facilities to be sensibly located
away from residences requiring providers to co-locate on the few sites that fulfilled
this requirement. This was highly successful in preventing what can easily be coined
as the urban blight found in Eureka where cellular towers are visible from almost any
vantage point within residential neighborhoods and arguably exposing it's citizens to
radio frequency levels that could be hazardous to their health.
You are now considering the development of infrastructure for 5G networks which
brings on a whole new level of concern, both aesthetic and health related, as small
cell antennas will be located in our neighborhoods every 3-500 feet, approximately
every 2-8 homes.
5G emits "ultra high frequencies" up to 300 GHz, exposing citizens to high
frequencies right within our neighborhoods through powerful and continuous
emissions. For comparative purposes a current cell towers emit between 1-6 GHz
and a microwave oven emits 2.5 GHz. The link below includes links to letters from
scientists and doctors from around the world calling for a halt to the roll out of 5G
networks.

Communication: X-B. Correspondence from Lisa Brown (DOCUMENTS RECEIVED AFTER PUBLICATION OF THE AGENDA)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

This information was received after the
agenda was posted and is made available to
the public pursuant to California
Government Code section 54957.5(c).

https://ehtrust.org/small-cells-mini-cell-towers-health-letters-scientists-health-risk-5g/
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I have a host of concerns regarding the city moving forward with 5G networks. For
one, it is not consistent with our Land Use Code which was developed over many
years. Second, I am concerned about the aesthetics of the emitters on our
neighborhoods. Third, I am very concerned about the impacts, unknown at this time,
to birds and bees in our community. And lastly, I am concerned about the impacts to
human health.
Thank your for your attention.
Lisa A. Brown
Arcata

Communication: X-B. Correspondence from Lisa Brown (DOCUMENTS RECEIVED AFTER PUBLICATION OF THE AGENDA)

Preparing for 5G in a rural community of this size is premature. Currently, large
cities are grappling with the new technologies needs while their residents voice
concerns about the community aesthetics and the potential impacts of radiation on
their health, with the outcome of the rollout unknown at this time.
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